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Abstract 

Background 

The family medical history is an important risk factor for several common chronic diseases, yet 

challenges remain in efficiently identifying individuals at increased familial risk. Whilst the 

family history is perceived as a routine part of the medical history, methods are required to 

support a systematic approach to collecting family history. Family history questionnaires 

(FHQs) may have an important role in primary care as a screening tool to support tailored 

disease prevention.  

Aims 

1. Characterise the performance of a FHQ in Australian general practice for the 

assessment and management of chronic disease risk.  

2. Evaluate the psychological impact of undergoing family history screening in 

general practice. 

3. Measure intentions to reduce disease risk as an intermediate outcome 

measure of behaviour change.  

 

Methods 

A systematic review was first conducted in the area of family history questionnaires developed 

and evaluated for use in the clinical setting. A 15-question FHQ was then developed based on 

Australian evidence-based familial risk assessment guidelines. Patients were recruited through 

general practices to complete the FHQ and have their three generation pedigree drawn. The 

three generational pedigree was the reference standard of family history collection, and 

allowed familial risk assessment to be made around heart disease, diabetes, melanoma and 

breast, ovarian, colorectal and prostate cancers. Each participant’s FHQ responses were 

compared to the reference standard, and the diagnostic performance of the FHQ was 

determined.   

Psychological impacts questionnaires (PIQs) were distributed at baseline, 1 week follow-up and 

3 months follow-up. A sub-set of the larger study group also participated in semi-structured 

qualitative interviews that aimed to explore the experience and impact of family history 

collection and subsequent familial risk assessment, and assess the acceptability of the FHQ. 
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Results 

Nine questions were identified which performed well in classifying risk of seven chronic 

diseases. Sensitivities for individual questions ranged from 76% to 92% and specificities from 

81% to 98%, with an area under the curve of 84.6% (95% CI: 79.6% to 86.8%) for the 9-

question FHQ. Amongst participants identified at increased risk, the completion of the FHQ 

and familial risk assessment resulted in increased worry, increased comparative risk 

perceptions and increased perceived susceptibility over time. All of these however, were 

unlikely to of clinical significance. At 3 months follow up, there was an increased likelihood of 

those at increased familial risk having consulted with a healthcare professional about their 

familial risk.   

Qualitative data from the in-depth interviews validated and contributed to previous work in 

the field. Common themes included the way in which the family unit, individual stage of life 

and a number of external triggers interact with one another to feed into how one comes to 

terms with familial risk. Unique findings also emerged around the Australian perspective of 

participants. The historical and geographical isolation associated with living in Australia was 

identified as a barrier to effective communication about family health amongst family 

members. 

Significance of the study 

This thesis focuses on the major causes of morbidity and mortality in Australia and applies an 

innovative approach to disease prevention. The validated FHQ could be used in practice to 

support adult health checks and make a significant contribution to improving tailored chronic 

disease prevention in Australian general practice.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter provides brief background literature surrounding the role of the medical family 

history as a screening tool for chronic disease prevention in general practice. The systematic 

review described in Chapter 2 as well as the discussion in Chapter 6 provide the bulk of the 

literature review relevant to the thesis. 

The past decade has seen dramatic advances in our understanding of the genetics of common 

chronic disease. Despite living in the era of genomic medicine, the relevant benefits to patients 

have not yet been fully realised in clinical terms. As we await the identification of specific 

genetic polymorphisms that might be used to assess an individual’s disease risk, a valuable role 

for family medical history screening in tailoring disease prevention strategies remains and will 

continue to be necessary for some years to come.  

With the understanding that the family medical history is an important risk factor for several 

common chronic diseases, challenges remain in efficiently identifying individuals at increased 

risk. Whilst the family history is perceived as a routine part of the medical history it is not used 

in a systematic way to tailor disease prevention in general practice.  Methods are therefore 

required to support a more systematic approach to collecting family history in primary care 

and identifying individuals at increased disease risk.  Family history questionnaires (FHQs) may 

have an important role in primary care as a screening tool to support tailored disease 

prevention.  

1.1 Rationale for the thesis 

1.1.1 Burden of chronic disease in Australia 

Accounting for approximately 80% of the total disease burden in Australia, chronic disease has 

a significant impact not only upon those affected, but also their families and the greater 

community in terms of healthcare costs and loss of productivity [1]. The Australian Institute of 

Health and Welfare   describes that the overall death rate of cardiovascular disease has fallen 

by approximately 80% since the 1960s, and is continuing to fall. Despite this, cardiovascular 

disease still costs more lives than any other disease in Australia [1]. Following cardiovascular 

disease, cancer costs a significant proportion of deaths in Australia, and is overall the 

commonest cause of death in middle-aged Australians [2]. The prevalence of diabetes in 

Australia has doubled in the last 20 years, now affecting nearly one million [3]. 
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These chronic diseases are often referred to as ‘complex’ diseases. Complex diseases have 

been described by Schork and colleagues [4] as: 

“…diseases that are ultimately determined by a number of genetic and environmental factors. 

Both the detection and precise characterization of a factor’s contribution to a complex disease 

are difficult undertakings, because the effect of any one factor may be obscured or confounded 

by other factors.”  

The epidemic of chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer and diabetes can be attributed 

largely to increasing population trends in poor diet, physical inactivity and continued cigarette 

smoking.  The clustering of these conditions within families however, combined with shared 

environmental exposures and common behaviours among relatives, indicates a heritable 

component [5]. 

As a general rule, family history is associated with significant disease risk in the following 

circumstances [6]: 

 Multiple family members are affected by a condition 

 Affected family members are biologically ‘close’ – that is, first or second degree in 

relationship 

 Premature onset of condition 

There is a great deal of evidence that illustrates the value of family history screening for a 

variety of common, chronic diseases in terms of optimal screening, early diagnosis and 

ultimately disease outcome.  The presence of a family history is an important risk factor for 

many common chronic diseases: ischaemic heart disease[7], type 2 diabetes [8], cancers [9-

11], osteoporosis [12], asthma [13], and mental illness [14] are all associated with family 

history. Family history of a common chronic disease is associated with at least a two to five- 

fold relative risk of developing the disease, and increases with the number of affective 

relatives and early age of onset [6].  For these reasons family history collection and familial risk 

assessment continues to be an essential aspect of preventive primary care.   

1.1.2 The implications of genetics in medicine 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) testing is currently limited for the most part to analysis of highly 

penetrant single gene disorders that account for approximately 5% of the total disease burden 

in the population [15]. As such, clinical geneticists are currently able to utilise the family 

history to identify families with Mendelian inherited subsets of disease. Examples include 
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predictive genetic testing for mutations in the Breast Cancer Susceptibility Gene 1 or 2 (BRCA1 

or BRCA2) in families with breast and ovarian cancer, Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene 

or mismatch repair (MMR) gene mutations in families with bowel cancer, or the multiple 

mutations identified that are associated with forms of maturity onset diabetes of the young 

(MODY).   

Given the recent and rapid advances in our understanding of human genetic variation, as well 

as the development of technology to measure such variation, we also now have genome-wide 

association studies (GWAS) which have been successful in identifying genetic associations with 

a number of complex traits.  In contrast with single-gene disorders, these complex conditions 

are caused by an array of genetic and environmental factors interacting with one another.  The 

growing number of GWAS findings is collated in the National Human genome Research 

Institute’s “Catalog of Published Genome-Wide Association Studies” 

(http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies).  

In light of continued increasing knowledge around the function of genes and novel genotyping 

technologies, high hopes are held for gene mapping by association.  Early studies by Pharoah 

and colleagues [16, 17] that explored risk prediction and targeted prevention of cancer 

reported that whilst GWAS have worked to search for genes that are modestly accountable for 

cancer, only limited success had been reached in this field. In more recent years, Manolio and 

colleagues [18] described that in the past five years GWAS have identified single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) implicating hundreds of routinely replicated loci for common traits. In 

fact nearly 600 genome-wide association studies covering 150 distinct diseases and traits have 

been published, with nearly 800 SNP-trait associations reported as significant [18]. 

Whilst enriching our knowledge about the genetic underpinnings of disease, the ambitious 

leap to using GWAS results for genetic testing in the clinical setting is still distant.  Manolio and 

colleagues [18] warned that, to date, identified variants have low associated risks and account 

for little heritability.  This was echoed by Witte and colleagues [19] who described that for 

many GWAS results the underlying mechanisms remain unclear, and the findings explain only a 

limited amount of heritability. Whilst individual SNPs are currently not effective for genetic 

testing in a clinical setting, some argue that consideration of genetic tests based on 

combinations of associated SNPs may be warranted [19]. Zheng and colleagues [20] described 

that when looking at the distribution of five associated SNPs for prostate cancer, men in the 

top ten percent of risk alleles carried approximately a two to four-fold increase in risk 

compared to men in the lowest ten percent.  
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 To date, there has been overall negligible clinical usefulness demonstrated by the 

identification of common genetic variants associated with disease. It will be some time before 

genome-wide association studies translate into clinically relevant genetic tests that can predict 

disease risk better than existing screening tools including the medical family history. 

1.1.3 Genetics in primary care 

With a unique understanding of the impacts of health and disease on their patients and 

families, the general practitioner (GP) offers a personal and intimate setting in which 

counselling around multiple aspects of healthcare including genetics is achieved.   

Many features of routine primary care are relevant to genetics. GPs routinely provide support 

and management to patients and families around cancer, heart disease and diabetes, the 

genetic aspects of antenatal and newborn screening, as well as carrier testing for the more 

common autosomal recessive conditions such as hereditary haemochromatosis and cystic 

fibrosis.  A survey published in 2005 by Acheson and colleagues [21], addressed the genetics-

related clinical issues encountered by GPs in the United States, as well as medical problems 

they referred to genetics consultants over a one year period.  The study concluded that 

American GPs were addressing a variety of genetic issues, with the area of genetics that GPs 

address most frequently being perinatal care and familial cancers [21].  

Like any other specialty area of medicine, it is unreasonable to expect GPs to have extensive 

genetics knowledge. What is expected however, it that GPs recognise patients with or at risk of 

genetic conditions, arrange referral for those at increased risk, and offer appropriate 

reassurance for those at population risk.  A rapidly advancing area of medicine, it is to be 

expected that the community is becoming more aware of the potential impact of genomics on 

health outcomes. It is therefore likely that GPs will be expected to respond with a sound 

knowledge of this rapidly expanding area.  

One study by Baars and colleagues published in 2005 [22] involved the distribution of an 

anonymous questionnaire to assess the knowledge of genetics and awareness of genetic tests 

amongst GPs and other non-genetics health care providers in The Netherlands. The results of 

this study highlighted an overall deficit in these professionals’ knowledge of genetics. The 

authors proposed that this finding can be translated globally.  Bankhead and colleagues [23] 

conducted a survey study of practice nurses and their knowledge, attitudes and information 

needs with respect to family history screening in English general practice.  The authors 

described that whilst considerable activity in the area of family history screening was routine, 
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practice staff felt that ongoing and additional education would be necessary in order to keep 

up with the increasing demands of genetics in general practice.   

In Victoria, Australia, another study aimed to determine the genetics knowledge and 

educational needs of general practitioners (GPs), and their experiences in dealing with genetics 

in their practices [24]. It was found that GPs believed their knowledge of genetics was poor 

and they felt inadequately prepared to manage patients with genetic conditions. They 

identified genetic testing and counselling as areas that particularly needed strengthening. This 

study concluded that educational strategies were essential for developing appropriate genetics 

education programs and resources that are relevant for Australian health care. 

A recent study conducted in The Netherlands by Houwink and colleagues [25] explored the 

role of genetics in primary care and the need for education in this area as perceived by primary 

care providers, patient advocacy groups and clinical genetics professionals.  Amongst all 

groups, general practitioners voiced most urgently the importance of genetics education, and 

emphasised their perceived deficiencies in genetics knowledge.    

Whilst screening guidelines are available for primary health care providers to refer to, the 

likelihood of this approach changing professional behaviour may be questionable.  A study 

conducted by Mazza and Russell [26] concluded that the majority of Australian GPs are not 

following or accessing the clinical practice guidelines that have been developed, and that 

strategies are required to create a culture in which evidence based guidelines are better 

utilised within general practice.  

Acheson and colleagues [27] argued that a GP’s awareness of genetics will vary according to 

their interests, experience, setting and available resources.  This was reinforced by Leung and 

colleagues [28] who noted that the way in which GPs run their daily practices is in accordance 

with their knowledge base, complemented by a dynamic body of acquired practical wisdom.  

As genetic medicine advances it will be important to ensure that GPs remain engaged with 

genetics and its direct application to their preventive clinical care.  

1.1.3.1 Family history taking in primary care 

A unique tool, the family medical history not only captures shared genetic information and 

disease susceptibility, but also reflects family members’ shared environmental exposures and 

behaviours.  The medical family history has long been collected by GPs with its benefit as both 

a psychosocial and risk assessment tool recognised. Despite the modern day advances in 
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genetic medicine, the family medical history remains a fundamental element of the GP’s  daily 

‘tool kit’ and represents probably the single most cost-effective approach to identifying 

individuals at risk for common disorders with a genetic aetiology.  One could argue that as we 

seek more answers around familial risk, it is time that the value of the family history in general 

practice be more explicitly focused toward genetics.  

A Dutch study exploring the role of genetics in primary care found that according to GPs, 

taking a family history was highlighted as an extremely important aspect of general practice as 

it allows for familial risk stratification and identification of hereditary conditions [25].  Most 

GPs noted that family history collection, pedigree drawing and familial risk assessment was not 

part of their daily routine. Furthermore, whilst nurses said they ‘took family histories’ every 

day, they lacked the skills for actual pedigree drawing although did not see this as problematic 

so long as they could recognize high-risk factors in a family history  [25]. 

Another American study [29] described that family history was discussed in 51% of visits by 

new patients and 22% of visits by established patients. Family history was recorded from 0% to 

81% of visits, with the average duration of family history discussions lasting less than two and a 

half minutes. 

As part of the Family Healthware Impact Trial, a recent conference paper presented a 

comparison of the information collected from the Family Healthware tool compared with GPs’ 

family history documentation [30]. It was found that in their clinical practice these healthcare 

professionals did not systematically document family history of the six common diseases 

included in the web-based tool: cardiovascular disease, diabetes, stroke, breast, ovarian and 

bowel cancers. It was found that no or insufficient family history information was recorded to 

perform chart-based risk assessment for a significant proportion of participants (heart disease: 

37.5%, stroke: 60%, diabetes: 63.5%, colorectal cancer: 47.7%, breast cancer: 51.2%, ovarian 

cancer: 40.2%).  

A recent qualitative study in the United States of America by Williams [31] explored GP 

experience with family history, identifying a series of both positive and negative examples. 

Whilst most GPs described an overall positive experience with family history, negative 

experiences stemmed from difficulty in processing family history information, confusion about 

its use, perceived inaccuracies and incompleteness of information provided by patients, time 

to undertake and the potential liability involved with familial risk assessment. 
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1.1.3.2 Time required to collect a meaningful family medical history 

As part of their approach to time management challenges in general practice, GPs routinely 

triage and prioritise multiple medical issues with their patients during consultations.  The lack 

of a reliable and user-friendly way to systematically record and interpret family history limits 

the potential of family history risk assessment in primary care.  

General practitioners  may require up to 30 minutes to record a three-generational pedigree, 

far in excess of the time available for most consultations [32]. This begs the question: “How 

can family history collection and risk assessment meaningfully be incorporated into the 

confines of an already time-limited patient appointment?” 

It is important to note that not every patient will need their detailed family history to be 

collected.  As such, the identification of patients who require secondary risk assessment would 

stem from this triage process. For these patients a more detailed pedigree could be collected, 

with further risk assessment and management. It might follow that there is a specific and 

testable genetic cause for their family history, or that additional disease screening, or 

personalised lifestyle or behavioural advice may be beneficial in reducing their risk. Bennett 

[33] described the targeted family history and pedigree diagram – something which can be 

recorded in less than five to ten minutes, and may well suit the majority of patients in the 

primary care setting who do not require an extensive pedigree to be collected. 

1.1.4 Opportunistic family medical history screening 

In many cases opportunistic family history taking occurs in the primary care setting; the GP 

queries the medical family history of a particular condition when a patient presents with 

symptoms. Many primary care practices also collect baseline information around new patients, 

which can include basic family history information. However, other than in the area of 

absolute cardiac risk calculation [34] there is limited evidence  available around the utility of 

these data.  

Whilst the family medical history is an existing aspect of the GPs ‘tool kit’, without a systematic 

approach to family history collection and relevant risk assessment, one might argue that the 

true potential of the family medical history is not being realised.  A recent study [35] examined 

whether a simple enquiry can provide similar family history information compared with a 

detailed questionnaire for coronary heart disease or diabetes.  This study concluded that 

compared with a detailed questionnaire, the simple enquiry correctly identified the majority of 

individuals classified as having no significant family history but missed a significant proportion 
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of those with positive family history.  Incorrect classification of family history, in particular the 

high false-negative rate has implications for the utility of a simply enquiry in identifying familial 

risk in clinical practice. 

1.1.5 The case for family medical history risk assessment 

Internationally there is growing recognition that assessment for high risk family medical history 

may allow tailored chronic disease prevention which may be more effective than existing 

approaches. This is reflected in the US Center for Disease Control Family History Initiative and 

the UK National Service Frameworks which recommend that primary care practitioners 

systematically utilise the family history to support specific disease prevention [36-38].  

The underlying principles behind these recommendations stem from the criteria for appraising 

screening that were developed in the 1960s by Wilson and Jugner [39].  They outlined that: 

 The condition sought should be an important health problem 

 There should be an accepted treatment for patients with recognised disease 

 Facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available 

 There  should be a recognisable latent or early symptomatic stage 

 There should be a suitable test or examination 

 The test should be acceptable to the population 

 The natural history of the condition, including development from latent to declared 

disease, should be adequately understood 

 There should be an agreed policy on whom to treat as patients 

 The cost of case-finding (including diagnosis and treatment of patients diagnosed) 

should be economically balanced in relation to possible expenditure on medical care 

as a whole 

 Case-finding should be a continuing process and not a ‘once and for all’ project 

With respect to the case for family history screening for chronic disease, these criteria can be 

summarised as: chronic disease represents a substantial public health burden; family history is 

an established risk factor with known prevalence; there are effective interventions for primary 

or secondary prevention; and there is awareness and accurate reporting of disease status 

among relatives.  In Chapter 3 I will provide evidence around a number of chronic diseases 

fulfilling these criteria and why their inclusion in a family history screening tool may be 

justifiable.  
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1.1.6 Psychological impact of familial risk assessment 

The evidence needed to justify the use of a new family history screening tool includes: 

 Characterisation of the tool’s performance 

 Proven acceptability to users and the primary care setting 

 Proven positive impact on the adoption of healthier behaviours among those screened 

 A significant proportion will take up the behaviour 

As well as setting out to develop and validate a family history screening tool, I also 

endeavoured to uphold the remaining criteria in implementing a screening test – namely 

ensuring its acceptability to all stakeholders and positive impact on users.  

The effect of participation in a family history-based screening programme and exploration of 

beliefs about familial disease risk could potentially have a positive effect on motivation for 

preventive self-management. This might include undertaking additional surveillance, or 

adopting healthy lifestyle choices such as improved diet, exercise or smoking cessation.  

Conversely, identifying individuals at increased familial risk of disease may have adverse 

consequences including effects on psychological coping, family relationships, employment and 

insurance.  

Thus, the potential harms and benefits of family history screening in general practice require 

investigation before routine adoption. Some studies have suggested that it is worthwhile 

collecting data on both short-term and long-term aspects of the psychosocial impact of family 

history screening [40, 41]; whilst some transient short-term anxiety has been demonstrated 

after genetic counselling around familial risk, no significant long term adverse psychosocial 

impact has yet been cited [40, 41].  To broaden understanding of the quantitative data and to 

provide an in-depth understanding of psychological impact of family history screening, 

qualitative research in this field is also warranted.   

Many lifestyle factors increase the risk of several chronic diseases and act synergistically with 

familial disease risks [42]. Along with increasing age, gender and ethnicity, family history is a 

non-modifiable risk factor for heart disease, diabetes and cancer. Modifiable risk factors are 

therefore the target of preventive interventions for those identified at increased risk. 

General practice thus plays a significant role in providing tailored, preventive lifestyle advice 

and support for behavioural change, particularly directed at high risk groups identified through 

family history risk assessment.  As will be described in Chapter 3, for those identified at 
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increased risk, there are specific evidence-based preventive interventions available, above and 

beyond those offered to the general population. The precise role of screening for familial 

disease in motivating change in health behaviours requires exploration as there is currently 

insufficient evidence to show that family history assessment in primary care improves patient 

outcomes [43, 44]. 

1.1.7 Existing family history screening instruments 

There is limited evidence around the clinical utility of validated family history screening 

instruments and the impact of family history screening on the adoption of healthy lifestyle 

choices. Chapter 2 will describe a systematic review that explored precisely this issue. It is 

worth noting that since starting this thesis, The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) have published what is perhaps the best evidence currently available in this field; the 

Family Healthware Impact Trial: a series of studies undertaken to assess and evaluate the 

performance of the Family Healthware tool [42]. This is an interactive patient-completed 

online tool that collects and records family history of six common diseases (coronary heart 

disease, stroke, diabetes, colorectal cancer, breast cancer and ovarian cancer). After providing 

users with a familial risk assessment, it also offers tailored preventive health messages around 

lifestyle choices and screening options. This tool and the data that have emerged from the trial 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.  

1.2 Objectives and significance of the thesis 

I set out to develop a brief, plain-language family history questionnaire that could be applied 

to the adult primary care population. I aimed to validate the questionnaire such that its 

performance would both identify those patients at increased familial risk who required more 

detailed risk assessment, as well as being able to reassure those who are at population risk.  

Furthermore, in order to justify the use of the FHQ as a routine application in primary care, I 

aimed to address the psychological impact of family history screening, in terms of the 

acceptability of the questionnaire, and its effect on motivation to change health-related 

behaviours. 
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This thesis describes a series of studies that aim to: 

1. Characterise the performance of a family history screening instrument in Australian 

general practice for the assessment and management of chronic disease risk.  

2. Evaluate the psychological impact of undergoing family history screening in general 

practice. 

3. Measure intentions to reduce their disease risk as an intermediate outcome measure 

of behaviour change.  

1.3 Stages of the study and methodologies undertaken 

The FHQ represented a complex intervention, and as such, the evaluation studies undertaken 

as part of this thesis corresponded to the Framework for the Development  and Evaluation of 

Complex Interventions published the UK Medical Research Council (MRC) in 2000 [45] and 

updated in 2008 [46]. These publications detail that complex interventions in health care 

comprise a number of separate elements which are essential to the functioning of the 

intervention [45, 46]. In this thesis, I set out not only to optimise the performance of the FHQ 

itself, but also its delivery in the dynamic and complex setting of general practice, its 

psychological impact and its acceptance by both the patient users and the components usually 

act both independently and interdependently [45].  

To be able to proceed to a definitive randomised trial of this complex intervention,  Campbell 

and colleagues [47] outlined that it is important to understand the context of the research, the 

problem that is to be tackled, the intervention itself and the evaluation. As can be seen in 

Figure 1 below, this is not a one-way flow of events, but rather an iterative process that works 

to optimise the proposed intervention. 
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Figure 1.Relation between context,  problem definition, intervention, and evaluation for complex 

interventions [47] 

The MRC framework emphasises a staged approach to establishing the feasibility of 

interventions before embarking on large-scale evaluations such as randomised controlled trials 

[45]. Accordingly, through the combination of several research methods, I aimed to provide 

multi-faceted data to justify the development and evaluation of a complex intervention for the 

prevention of chronic diseases in primary care.  

This mixed methods approach aimed to provide data sources that stemmed from different 

methods, and the input from different researchers, to provide quality content necessary for 

addressing the research question. Sometimes referred to as a ‘triangulated research 

approach,’ Tashakkori and colleagues [48] described the process as “the combinations and 

comparisons of multiple data sources, data collection and analysis procedures, research 

methods, and/or inferences that occur at the end of a study.”  

Drawing from the strengths and minimising the weaknesses of both quantitative and 

qualitative research methods, a mixed methods approach was considered the optimal way to 

build a case for integration of the FHQ in primary care. Quantitative research offers strengths 

including the ability to test and validate theories or instruments and provision of precise, 

numerical data. Weakness of quantitative research however, can include the potential to miss 

phenomena occurring because of the rigid focus on theory or hypothesis or an inability to 

directly apply results to specific local situations, contexts and individuals due to results being 
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too abstract and general [49]. Similarly, whilst qualitative research offers individual case 

information, describing in rich detail phenomena as they are situated and embedded in local 

contexts, it is not capable of making quantitative predictions, is difficult to generalise to other 

settings and its results are easily influenced by researcher biases [49]. 

The rigor of a mixed methods approach compared to ‘purist’ qualitative or quantitative 

methods alone  can be summarised as [48]: 

 Mixed methods research can answer research questions that other methods cannot 

 Mixed methods research provides stronger inferences 

 Mixed methods research provides the opportunity for presenting a greater diversity of 

views 

The study was conducted in four main phases. Presented in Chapter 2, the first phase was a 

systematic review conducted in the area of family history questionnaires developed and 

evaluated for use in the clinical setting. This aimed to highlight the need for a FHQ that could 

be universally applied in the primary care setting to assist with the tailored prevention of 

chronic disease.  

The second phase of the study involved the development and piloting of the FHQ and is 

described in Chapter 3. Evidence-based justification for the inclusion of a variety of chronic 

diseases in the FHQ is presented, with direct mapping onto the WHO criteria for appraising a 

screening instrument [39]. Australian evidence-based familial risk assessment guidelines were 

used to create a binary response questionnaire that would be patient-completed. 

Chapter 4 describes the third phase of the study in which patients were recruited through 

general practices to complete the FHQ and have their three generation pedigree drawn. The 

pedigree was the reference standard that allowed familial risk assessment to be made around 

heart disease, diabetes, melanoma and breast, ovarian, colorectal and prostate cancers in 

accordance with a reference standard. Each participant’s FHQ responses were compared to 

the reference standard, and the diagnostic performance of the FHQ was determined.   

Chapter 5 describes the fourth phase of the study that involved assessment of the 

psychological impact of family history collection and familial risk assessment. Psychological 

impact questionnaires (PIQs) were distributed at baseline, 1 week follow-up and 3 months 

follow-up and included psychometric scales around anxiety, disease-specific worry, risk 
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perceptions, as well as collecting data around changed behaviour and intentions around 

changing behaviour.  

The fourth phase of the study also involved a sub-set of the larger study group participating in 

semi-structured interviews. The subsequent qualitative thematic analyses aimed to explore 

the experience and impact of family history collection and subsequent familial risk assessment, 

and assess the acceptability of the FHQ. 

Chapter 6 provides a discussion around the findings of each phase of the study, and integrates 

these to provide insight into how the FHQ might be integrated into routine primary care. 

The studies described in this thesis were part of a collaborative series of studies undertaken 

between the Discipline of General Practice at The University of Western Australia and the 

Department of Public Health and Primary Care’s Primary Care Unit at the University of 

Cambridge in the United Kingdom.  I led the systematic review of existing FHQs which 

informed the development of the initial Australian FHQ studied as part of my thesis. This also 

informed the development of an FHQ suitable for use in England based on their current 

screening guidelines and disease prevalence. Separate validation studies of the Australian and 

English FHQs were conducted in parallel using similar methods and outcome measures. 
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Chapter 2 Systematic Review of Family History Questionnaires Designed for 

Clinical Use 

2.1  Introduction 

Whilst it is clear that the family medical history is an important risk factor for several common 

chronic diseases, challenges remain in efficiently identifying individuals at increased risk. One 

way that family history information can be collected is via FHQs.  In addition, FHQs may play an 

important role in primary care as a screening tool to support tailored disease prevention.  

However currently, there is limited evidence of the clinical utility of family history in primary 

care.   

Several approaches to support family history collection have been developed including paper-

based and electronic FHQs. Many have been developed as a data-collection tool for 

epidemiological research, whilst others are aimed for use in a clinical setting [15].The majority 

of FHQs, particularly the plethora of those available online, have not been validated or 

formally evaluated.  

As described in Chapter 1, in line with World Health Organisation screening appraisal criteria 

[39], it is necessary that the performance of a screening tool be characterised prior to routine 

application. With a view to ultimately provide a validated FHQ for use in the clinical setting, I 

sought to scope existing instruments that had achieved this. A systematic review of the 

literature reporting FHQs designed for clinical use which have been formally evaluated was 

conducted. The systematic review was published in Public Health Genomics in 2009 (see 

Appendix A). 

2.2 Methods 

Four authors collaborated on this systematic review: Professor Jon Emery; Chair of General 

Practice, The University of Western Australia; Dr Fiona Walter, general practitioner & clinical 

lecturer in General Practice General Practice & Primary Care Research Unit, University of  

Cambridge; Ms Joanna Brisbane, Office of Population Health Genomics, Department of Health, 

Western Australia, and myself.  

2.2.1 Search Strategy 

Electronic searches were conducted on Medline, EMBASE, CINAHL and PsychInfo using the 

terms family history, risk assessment, screening, chronic disease, and family history 

questionnaire and the MeSH headings family health, chronic disease, questionnaires and 
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genetic predisposition to disease.  Reference lists from all potentially relevant papers that 

were formally reviewed were examined for additional papers.  I also manually searched key 

journals in the field, and conducted further searches on Google Scholar. I wrote to authors of 

included papers to identify additional papers and obtain copies of the original FHQ where it 

was not included in the published manuscript.  The cut-off publication date for inclusion was 

December 2007. Consideration was also given to the vast amount of ‘grey literature’ that 

exists, particularly online, around family history collection and familial risk assessment tools.  I 

conducted a time-limited scoping review of online grey literature. 

2.2.2 Inclusion Criteria 

A paper was included in the review if it fulfilled both of the following criteria:  

 The details of a FHQ that was designed for clinical use were provided, and  

 Formal evaluation of the FHQ was described  

From the beginning of the search process it was evident that only a relatively small number of 

studies would be identified.  Therefore I chose not to apply any specific methodological or 

quality exclusion criteria. For the same reason I included studies that had evaluated the FHQ 

itself as well as those that examined the impact of using the questionnaire as a clinical tool.  

2.2.3 Data extraction 

I developed a data extraction sheet specifically to collect information on each study that 

included details about population demographics, the detailed wording of the FHQ, the medium 

used to collect and store data, and the methods and results of the evaluation.  The key findings 

from each paper and the decision whether or not a paper should be included were reached by 

consensus amongst the four authors. I was unable to apply any standard quality scoring 

methods to the identified papers since they represented substantive methodological 

heterogeneity. 

2.3 Results 

An initial literature search was applied to the PubMed database to scope the extent of the 

literature using the terms family history, risk assessment, screening, chronic disease, and family 

history questionnaire. The number of articles returned for each of these up until 2007 was: 
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1. Family History – 48, 602 

2. Risk assessment – 147, 280 

3. Screening – 3029, 995 

4. Chronic disease – 292, 506 

5. Family history questionnaire – 5,709 

These terms were then combined to refine the search, and yielded the following returns: 

1 and 2 – 2738 

1 and 3 – 20, 664 

1 and 4 – 1968 

2 and 4 – 6740 

2 and 5 – 520 

3 and 4 – 119, 481 

1 and 3 and 4 – 1043 

3 and 4 and 5 – 120 

Still working within PubMed, the above key words were utilised to find appropriate MeSH 

headings to search. This allowed for the potential retrieval of articles that may have used 

different terminology for the same or similar concepts. The following MesH headings were 

searched: 

1. Family health 

2. Chronic disease 

3. Questionnaires 

4. Genetic predisposition to disease 

PubMed was searched using these headings as both broad terms, and as the major topic of 

papers. Combinations of MeSH headings were searched up until 2007, returning the following 

number of articles: 
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1 and 2 – 288  

1 and 2 and 3 – 46 

1 and 2 and 3 and 4 – 0 

After reviewing the abstracts from the above papers identified from the PubMed search, 1741 

papers were identified for potential inclusion in the review. The search process was also 

applied to EMBASE, CINAHL, AND PsychInfo, from which no new potentially relevant articles 

were found. 

One study suggested that Google Scholar, as for the Web in general, can help in the retrieval of 

other published literature not found in PubMed [50]. An advantage of Google Scholar over a 

database such as PubMed is its ability to make full-text articles completely searchable, allowing 

for terms to surface that may otherwise have not via PubMed [51].  Google Scholar also 

provides increased access to grey literature, as it retrieves more than journal articles.  Preprint 

archives, conference proceedings and institutional repositories are all captured via a search on 

this system [52].  A significant drawback of Google Scholar searching is its vague denominator, 

and whilst results can be limited to subject area, no information is provided regarding how 

these areas are defined. 

With the understanding that Google Scholar use can be marred by inadequate citation 

information that may not be updated regularly, it was still considered worthwhile to run a brief 

search using this tool. Key terms including ‘family history questionnaire’, ‘family history risk 

assessment’, ‘family history tool’ and ‘family history screening’ were used to search Google 

Scholar for additional articles.  One additional abstract was retrieved from this search that was 

not found via the electronic searches already described.  This was an abstract from a 

conference. After writing to the author, it was discovered that this study had not yet been 

submitted for publication [53]. This was added to the previous potential papers identified from 

the PubMed search, resulting in 1742 papers to be considered for inclusion in the review. 

An initial online search of the grey literature, using the terms ‘family history tool’ and ‘family 

history questionnaire’ yielded a plethora of resources, articles, commentaries and tools (over 

40 million results). Due to the large amount of attention family history is receiving at both a 

government and community level, I present a small number of family history tools available to 

the public online. Table 1 shows the results of a time-limited non-systematic search and 

provides only an example of the type of information one can find on the topic.  There were no 
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formal validations available for these tools in the scientific literature at the time of searching. 

Tools prefixed with * are those for which relevant papers have since been published, but were 

not captured within the timeframe of this review.  
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Table 1. Time-limited search of online grey literature 

 TOOL NAME WEBSITE 

1 *My Family Health Portrait http://www.hhs.gov/familyhistory/ 

2 Adult Family History Form www.ama-assn.org 

3 *Genetics Through a Primary Care Lens www.genetests.org 

4 Your Family History www.marchofdimes.com 

5 Your Family Medical History www.aafp.org 

6 The Importance of the Family Health Tree: A Guide for Professional Use www.genetics.com.au 

7 The Importance of Your Family Health Information www.genetics.com.au 

8 Do you have breast cancer in your family? http://www.nbcc.org.au/resouces/BFT_family history.pdf 

9 Family Heath History Toolkit www.health.utah.gov/genomics 

10 Family History Questionnaire for Breast and Ovarian Cancer www.mmhs.com 

11 Family History Questionnaire for Colorectal Cancer www.mmhs.com 

12 Generational Health www.generationalhealth.com/ 

13 Family Health Tree www.norwichunion.com/healthtree/family-tree.htm 

14 The Heart of Diabetes www.s2mw.com.aha/fht/index.aspx 

15 Creating Your Family Medical History Chart http://www.preventcancer.org/colorectal/materials/selfhelp.cfm 

16 Diabetes Personal Health Decisions (PHD) www.diabetes.org/diabetesphd/default.jsp 

17 *Your Disease Risk www.yourdiseaserisk.harvard.edu/ 

18 Your Family History www.ashg.org/genetics/ashg/educ/007.shtml 

http://www.hhs.gov/familyhistory/
http://www.ama-assn.org/
http://www.genetests.org/
http://www.marchofdimes.com/
http://www.aafp.org/
http://www.genetics.com.au/
http://www.genetics.com.au/
http://www.nbcc.org.au/resouces/BFT_family%20history.pdf
http://www.health.utah.gov/genomics
http://www.mmhs.com/
http://www.mmhs.com/
http://www.generationalhealth.com/
http://www.norwichunion.com/healthtree/family-tree.htm
http://www.s2mw.com.aha/fht/index.aspx
http://www.preventcancer.org/colorectal/materials/selfhelp.cfm
http://www.diabetes.org/diabetesphd/default.jsp
http://www.yourdiseaserisk.harvard.edu/
http://www.ashg.org/genetics/ashg/educ/007.shtml
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19 Does it Run in the Family? A Guide to Family Health History http://www.geneticalliance.org/ksc_assets/pdfs/runinfamily.pdf 

20 How to compile your family medical history www.mayoclinic.com/print/medical-history 

21 Family Health and Hereditary www.ngsgenealogy.org/comfamhealth.cfm 

22 Medical Family Tree http://app1.unmc.edu/gencancer/ 

23 Learn more about your family's cancer history www.myriadtests.com/cancerhistory.htm 

24 MyGenerations http://www.enh.org/healthandwellness/clinicalservices/cancer 

25 Nugene Project www.nugene.org/about.htm 

26 *Genetic Risk Assessment Tool (GREAT) https://family.case.edu 

27 Cancergene www.utsoutwestern.edu.uts/cda/dept7829/files/65844.html 

28 *Family Healthware http://www.cdc.gov/genomics/public/famhix/links.htm 

 

http://www.geneticalliance.org/ksc_assets/pdfs/runinfamily.pdf
http://www.mayoclinic.com/print/medical-history
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/comfamhealth.cfm
http://app1.unmc.edu/gencancer/
http://www.myriadtests.com/cancerhistory.htm
http://www.enh.org/healthandwellness/clinicalservices/cancer
http://www.nugene.org/about.htm
https://family.case.edu/
http://www.cdc.gov/genomics/public/famhix/links.htm
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Direct contact with authors of potentially relevant papers was used to obtain full copies of a 

number of the FHQs described in the papers, and also to clarify the methods or instruments 

employed.  This process was particularly helpful in “piecing together” a number of articles that 

actually utilized the same or updated versions of the same questionnaire.  Table 2 shows a 

synopsis of the information obtained via contact with authors. 
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Table 2. Chronological contact with key authors 

Author Date Reply/Advice received 

Nadeem 

Qureshi 

(44) 

October 

2005 

Provided FHQ described in paper. 

Confirmation that FHQ was an updated version of that utilised in the 

2001 paper (35) 

Jenny 

Johnson 

(26) 

November 

2005 

Electronic version of FHQ described in paper was not available given it 

is 20 years old.  

Online version planned for near future. 

Paper-based FHQ posted to me.  

Teresa 

Frezzo (15) 

November 

2005 

Provided paper-based FHQ. 

Most questions adapted from Scheuner 1997 (37). 

Directed to NUgene (Grey literature #25, Table 1), contact researcher 

Maureen Smith 

Steven 

Hunt 

December 

2005 

Health Family Tree Project 

Recently available online for public use. Still requires pilot testing. 

Referred to Utah Genetics Science Learning Center 

www.gslc.genetics.utah.edu 

Eugene 

Rich 

December 

2005 

Directed to: 

1.Genetics Through a Primary Care Lens, via GeneTools (#3 Grey 

literature, see Table 1) 

2. CDC’s My Family Health Portrait (#1 Grey literature, Table 1) 

3. March of Dimes: Your Family History (#4 Grey literature, Table 1) 

4. American Medical Association: Adult Family History Form (#2 Grey 

literature, Table 1) 

5. American Academy of Family Physicians: Your Family Medical History 

(#5 Grey literature, Table 1) 

Referred  to Jeffrey Martin, who suggested the SCREEN tool, as well as 

contacting Louise Acheson regarding the GREAT tool (#26 Grey 

literature, Table 1) 

http://www.gslc.genetics.utah.edu/
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Author Date Reply/Advice received 

Paula 

Kadison 

(28) 

March 

2006 

Telephone family history tool described in the paper has now been 

adapted by a private company. 

Maureen 

Smith 

April 2006 NUgene : There are not family history questions within this programme 

Judith 

Westman 

(43) 

April 2006 Provided URL to Jameslink. Algorithms utilized in this tool are sourced 

from instrument described by Hampel (19). Referred to other 

Jameslink collaborators: Kimberley Kelly and Amy Sturn 

Heather 

Hampel 

(19) 

April 2006 Provided text file from Jameslink. Referred to coordinators of the 

project Kimberley Kelly and Kevin Sweet. 

Carol 

Emslie (24) 

April 2006 Provided a list of questions used in the qualitative interviews described 

in the paper. 

Karen 

Glanz (17) 

April 2006 Directed to My Family Health Portrait (#1 Grey literature, Table 1). 

Paul 

Schroy 

(38) 

June 2006 Provided Word document of the PDA-based FHQ described in the 

paper. 

James 

Church (7) 

June 2006 Reference to further publication. However this did not utilise a FHQ. 

Carol 

Cherry (6) 

July 2006 Clarified that the abstract cited was a poster abstract submitted to 

meeting. This work had not yet been submitted for publication. 

Referred to Family Healthware (#28 Grey literature, Table 1) and My 

Family Health Portrait (#1 Grey literature, Table 1). Decision made to 

exclude conference posters or abstracts due to lack of detailed 

information around FHQ content and/or evaluation. 

 

From the above search methods, I identified 1742 papers as potentially relevant. After reviewing 

these abstracts, I identified 44 papers as directly applicable to the aim of the systematic review, 

whose publication dates spanned from 1978 to 2007 [7, 32, 40, 41, 53-92]. The 44 papers were 

shared with the other 3 collaborators for consideration in the systematic review.  Each 

collaborator applied each paper to the data extraction sheet to assess it according to inclusion 

criteria. After the application of the selection criteria, the collaborative team met to discuss each 
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paper. A group consensus identified sixteen of the 44 papers as applicable to the systematic 

review, representing 14 unique FHQs.  Box 1 illustrates the exclusion process.  

Box 1. Number of articles produced by databases searches and process of exclusions 

Papers that did not meet both inclusion criteria were excluded. Most common to this exclusion 

group were the papers that described the use of the FHQ as an epidemiological data collection 

tool, whilst others did not describe the details of the questionnaire itself.  Despite not being 

included in the review, the questions in the questionnaires utilised in these papers were closely 

examined and considered for inclusion in our own FHQ. A group consensus approach was used to 

select which questions would best inform the design of the pilot FHQ.   Table 3 below lists the 

excluded papers from the shortlist of 44 potential articles with reason for exclusion as well as 

questions or phrasing retained for future consideration in a FHQ: 

Potentially relevant papers 

n=1742 

 

 

n = 1,742 Data extraction n = 44 

Excluded following review of 

abstract as not relevant n = 1,698 

Excluded n = 28 

 FHQ not evaluated as a     

clinical tool n = 15 

 Details of FHQ not 

reported n = 10 

 Abstract only n = 2 

 Family history coding 

sheet only n = 1 

Included papers n = 16 

representing 14 unique FHQs 
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Table 3. Short-list of excluded papers in alphabetical order of author  

Author Brief description of FHQ utilised and reason 

for exclusion 

Questionnaire questions retained 

for potential use 

Bensen et 

al, 1999 

[56] 

Epidemiological prevalence study on NHLBI 

Heart Study 

 

Brener et 

al, 1996 

[57] 

This is a short poster abstract with limited 

information available 

 

Cherry et 

al, 2006 

[53] 

Poster abstract only  

Church et 

al, 2000 

[58] 

A scoring system – not asking questions 

around family history 

 

Colditz et 

al, 2000 

[59] 

Harvard tool Your Disease Risk - Expert 

opinion by consensus, evaluated with 

prospective cohort data, for the 

development of prediction rules.  This did 

not use questions to determine family 

history of disease 

 

de Bock et 

al, 1999 

[61] 

Guidelines for GPs – not patients  

Emmons et 

al, 1999 

[62] 

Qualitative research on the development 

of the tool (formative evaluation) 

 

Emmons et 

al, 2004 

[63] 

A randomised controlled trial. Information 

varied on how risk information was 

presented and whether this engaged the 

participants, not asking of questions.  

Note: This tool has now evolved into Your 

Disease Risk 

“Has your brother, sister, or parent 

ever had colon cancer?” Yes, No, 

Don’t know 
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Author Brief description of FHQ utilised and reason 

for exclusion 

Questionnaire questions retained 

for potential use 

Glanz et al, 

2003 [67] 

Un-scored question pertaining to family 

history. The author argues that this is due 

to the unreliability of self-report. 

“What ethnic group do you most 

identify with?”(list of options, with 

an ‘other’ category available) 

“Has any close blood relative 

(parent, child, brother, sister) ever 

had a skin cancer?”  

 

Hampel et 

al, 2004 

[91] 

A review of publications describing 

diagnostic criteria for hereditary cancer 

syndromes, and risk to first-degree 

relatives of cancer patients. As a result, a 

single set of criteria was developed to 

identify patients at risk for a hereditary 

cancer susceptibility syndrome, patients 

with moderate risk who might benefit from 

increased cancer surveillance, and patients 

who are at average risk. 

 

Hariri et al, 

2006 [70] 

HealthStyles – an epidemiological study 

specifically focused on diabetes.  

 

“Have any of your FDRs (e.g. father, 

mother, brother, sister) ever been 

told they have diabetes or high 

blood sugar?” 

“Has your doctor ever told you that 

you have a greater chance of 

getting diabetes because it runs in 

your family?” 

“Has your mother ever been 

diagnosed as having type 2 diabetes 

mellitus?”  

Higgins et 

al, 1996 

[71] 

Epidemiological prevalence study on NHLBI 

Heart Study 

 

Hunt et al, 

1986 [75] 

Epidemiological prevalence study on NHLBI 

Heart Study 
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Author Brief description of FHQ utilised and reason 

for exclusion 

Questionnaire questions retained 

for potential use 

Hunt et 

al,2001 

[74] 

The evaluation of the questions used in this 

interview was focused on the perceptions 

of familial risk of heart disease, as opposed 

to the generation of family history data. 

 

“Do you think that there are any 

conditions, weaknesses or illnesses 

which run in your family?”   

“Do you feel that you ‘take after’ 

anyone in your family?”  

Johnson et 

al, 2005 

[76] 

Prevalence study based on the Utah family 

history tool.  

 

McCusker 

et al, 2004 

[81] 

HealthStyles – an epidemiological study 

specifically focused on heart disease.  

 

“Has your biological mother ever 

had any of the following 

conditions...?” (repeated for father) 

“Have any of your biological 

brothers ever had...? (repeated for 

sisters)” 

Mussio et 

al, 1998 

[82] 

Verification of family history via 

comparison to population breast cancer 

registry data. 

FHQ was a researcher-completed coding 

sheet. No detail provided regarding 

phrasing of interview questions. 

 

Scheuner 

et al, 1997 

[85] 

Not an evaluation of FHQ but rather a 

feasibility study 

 

Schroy et 

al, 2002 

[86] 

FHQ not evaluated. This study was 

designed to assess doctors’ knowledge and 

risk assessment of familial colorectal 

cancer.  

 

“Check off if you or any of your 

close blood relatives (parents, 

brother(s), sister(s) or children) had 

any of the following diseases? Heart 

disease, diabetes, stroke, colon 

polyps, lung cancer, breast cancer, 

prostate cancer, colon or rectal 

cancer (“intestinal” or “stomach”), 

endometrial (uterus) cancer, liver 

cancer, skin cancer, other cancer 

(please specify)”  

“Are your parents still alive? If yes, 

how old?”  
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Author Brief description of FHQ utilised and reason 

for exclusion 

Questionnaire questions retained 

for potential use 

Watt et al, 

2000 [90] 

Prevalence study, and not in a clinical 

setting 

 

Williams et 

al, 1988 

[92] 

Prevalence study based on the Utah Family 

History Tool. 

 

Williams et 

al, 2001[7] 

Utah tool. See Higgins [71] and Bensen [56] 

- NHLBI Heart Study. 

This article focuses on identifying estimates 

of what percentage of all, and all early 

onset cardiovascular events in a population 

occur within families selected for different 

definitions of increase family history of 

disease. 

 

Warner et 

al, 1999 

[89] 

A presentation of guidelines for 

management of patients with a family 

history of breast cancer. 

 

 

2.3.1 Categorisation of papers 

Only one paper reported a controlled trial of a FHQ.  The remaining papers used a variety of 

observational designs based in both primary and secondary care populations.  Formal synthesis 

was therefore not possible. Instead, we developed a taxonomy that was based on the principal 

objectives and design of each study. The four major categories in this taxonomy were: (1) Studies 

that validated FHQs against a reference standard; (2) Studies that presented data on the process 

of using a FHQ; (3) Studies that reported the outcome of using an FHQ to identify at-risk 

populations and (4) Studies of disease screening behaviour and psychological outcomes following 

use of a FHQ. 

2.3.2 Included papers 

An overview of the included studies is provided in Table 4. Papers have been separated into those 

which studied community populations, and those which studied referred populations. 
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Table 4.Overview of studies included in systematic review 

Reference Location of study Disease Sample 

   Size Age Gender Excluded groups Recruitment 

setting 

FHQ 

completed 

by whom 

A. COMMUNITY POPULATIONS        

Fisher et al, 

2003 [64] 

Australia: Sydney, 

New South Wales 

Breast 

cancer 

559  

(sub-group of 

100)  

N/R F: 100% Non English 

speaking 

patients. 

Personal history 

of breast cancer. 

Patients who had 

never attended 

for a 

mammogram. 

Two Breast-

Screen 

clinics 

Patient 

Frezzo et 

al, 2003 

[32] 

USA: 

Chicago, Illinois  

Generic 78  

(2 groups of 39) 

 

21-76 years  

(M: mean = 

44.6 +/- 14.1, 

F: mean = 41.6 

+/- 12.6) 

M: 37.2% F: 

62.8% 

Pregnant 

women. 

Patients with 

cognitive 

deficits. 

Primary care 

practice 

Group A: 

patient 

Group B: 

health care 

professional 

House et 

al, 1999 

[72]* 

UK: 

Bristol, England 

Colorectal 

cancer 

4952  

 

30-69 years   

(Mean = 44.4) 

M: ~50% F: 

~50% 

 N/R Primary care 

practice 

Patient 
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Reference Location of study Disease Sample 

   Size Age Gender Excluded groups Recruitment 

setting 

FHQ 

completed 

by whom 

Hughes et 

al, 2003 

[73] 

USA: 

Lahey North, 

Massachusetts  

Breast and 

ovarian 

cancer 

608 21-80 years F: 100% Women with a 

personal history 

of breast/ovarian 

cancer  

Primary care 

practice 

Patient 

Kadison et 

al, 1998 

[78] 

USA: 

Boston, 

Massachusetts 

and throughout 

USA 

Breast 

cancer 

343  22-75 years 

(Mean = 37) 

F: 100% N/R Workplace Patient 

Leggatt et 

al, 1999 

and 2000 

[40, 80] 

UK: Cambridge 

 

Breast and 

colorectal 

cancer 

666  

 

35-65 years  

(30.2% 35-44 

years) 

 

 

M: 37.8% 

F: 62.2% 

 

 

N/R 

Primary care 

practice 

 

 

Patient 
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Reference Location of study Disease Sample 

   Size Age Gender Excluded groups Recruitment 

setting 

FHQ 

completed 

by whom 

Qureshi et 

al, 2001 

[41] 

NR Generic 100 

(Intervention 

group 50, 

control group 

50) 

Intervention:  

median = 48; 

range = 36-53; 

Control: 

median = 45.5; 

range =   

30.75-53.5,  

Intervention: 

M:60% 

F:40% 

Control: 

M:50% 

F:50% 

Patients 

registered with 

practice for < 2 

years 

Primary care 

practice 

Patient 

Qureshi et 

al, 2005 

[83] 

UK: 

Nottinghamshire 

and North London 

Generic 326  

(2 groups of 240 

and 121) 

 

FHQ and 

pedigree: 

mean = 34.9 

IQR: 28-42 

years 

FHQ only: 

mean = 34.5; 

IQR: 27-38 

years 

FHQ and 

pedigree: 

M: 34% F: 

66% 

FHQ only: 

M: 36% F: 

60% 

N/R: 4% 

 

N/R 

 

Primary care 

practice 

 

Patient 

Rose et al, 

2004 [84]* 

UK: 

Oxfordshire 

Colorectal 

cancer 

305 N/R N/R N/R 

 

Primary care 

practice 

Patient 
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Reference Location of study Disease Sample 

   Size Age Gender Excluded groups Recruitment 

setting 

FHQ 

completed 

by whom 

Wallace et 

al, 2004 

[88] 

UK: 

Scotland, Fife 

Breast, 

ovarian and 

colorectal 

cancer 

13,155 

 

Mean = 48; 

range = 30-65 

years  

 

M: 44.4% F: 

55.6% 

N/R Primary care 

practice 

Patient 

Westman 

et al, 2000 

[91] 

N/R 

 

Cancers  

(27 listed) 

1440 visitors to 

cancer hospital 

(FHQ sited in 

breast clinic 625, 

oncology clinic 

556, cancer 

hospital lobby 

259) 

 

 

N/R 

 

Breast clinic:  

M: 29% F: 

71% 

Other sites: 

M: 41% F: 

59% 

 

 

N/R 

 

Visitors to 

cancer 

hospital 

 

Patient 
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B) REFERRED POPULATIONS 

 

      

Acheson et 

al, 2006 [54] 

USA: Cleveland Cancers  

(24 listed) 

755 Mean = 41 

Standard 

deviation = 

12 

M: 7% 

F: 93% 

Patients with 

cognitive deficits or 

in crisis 

Genetics 

clinic 

Patient 

 

Church et al, 

2000 [58] 

N/R  Colorectal 

cancer 

200 (2 

groups of 

100) 

 

Median = 52;  

range = 19-89 

years  

 

M: 41% 

F: 59% 

Patients who had 

surgery within 2 

days.  

Members of a 

family with HNPCC 

or FAP  

Surgical 

ward, clinic 

Health care 

professional  

Cole et al, 

1978 [60] 

USA: 

Indianapolis, 

Indiana 

Generic 86 N/R N/R N/R Genetics 

clinic 

Patient 

Sweet et al, 

2002 [87] 

N/R Cancer 362 

 

N/R M: 8% 

F: 92% 

N/R Oncology 

clinic 

Patient 

FHQ = Family history questionnaire 
N/R = not reported 
*The FHQ used in Rose [84] based on House [72] 
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2.3.3 Populations studied 

Of the 16 included papers, 12 were studied on non-referred populations [32, 40, 41, 64, 72, 73, 78, 

80, 83, 84, 88, 91] nine of which were recruited through primary care practices [32, 40, 41, 72, 73, 

80, 83, 84, 88]. The remaining three non-referred populations were sampled from women 

attending a national breast screening service [64], a workplace setting [78], and visitors to a cancer 

hospital [91].The four papers reporting studies on referred populations were based in a colorectal 

cancer surgical ward [58], a cancer clinic [87]and two in genetics clinics [54, 60]. See Table 4. 

2.3.4 Completion of the FHQs 

Of the 14 unique FHQs included, seven were designed to be completed at home [54, 60, 72, 73, 

80, 83, 88], six in the clinic [32, 58, 64, 79, 87, 91], and one in the workplace [78]. Those that were 

completed at home or work were part of a clinical risk assessment process and therefore met our 

inclusion criterion of use as a clinical tool.  

Thirteen of the 14 FHQs were designed to be completed by the patient [32, 41, 54, 60, 64, 72, 73, 

78, 80, 83, 87, 88, 91]. The other FHQ was designed to be completed only by a healthcare 

professional within a consultation [58]. Nine of the 14 FHQs were paper-based self-completion 

questionnaires [32, 41, 60, 64, 72, 73, 80, 83, 88], one of which used an optic scan form [73]. Two 

of the questionnaires were non-web-based electronic tools [87, 91], two were telephone 

automated questionnaires [54, 78], and one was completed during an interview with a health care 

professional [58]. 

2.3.5 Diseases included in the FHQ  

Ten of the 14 unique FHQs focused on a single cancer type, group of cancers or cancer syndrome. 

Two FHQs focused solely on colorectal cancer [58, 72], and two on breast cancer [64, 78]. Three 

papers evaluated FHQs that included a long list of cancers as a collective group [54, 87, 91], whilst 

other FHQs limited their focus to specific groups of cancers such as breast and ovarian [73], breast 

and colorectal [80]and breast, ovarian and colorectal cancer [88]. Only four FHQs covered multiple 

conditions (including cancer, diabetes, heart disease, venous thrombosis, birth defects and various 

autosomal recessive conditions), and were therefore classified them as a ‘generic’ FHQ [32, 41, 60, 

83]. 
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2.3.6 Studies that validated FHQs against a reference standard  

Four studies in the review aimed to formally validate a FHQ against some sort of reference 

standard [54, 58, 64, 83].  Acheson and colleagues [54] compared the pedigrees generated via an 

automated telephone interview with those taken by a genetic counsellor.  Among the 120 

pedigrees compared, the FHQ identified 95.1% of all relatives, compared with 70.9% of relatives 

identified by the genetic counsellor’s pedigree (p<0.01). There was good agreement between the 

geneticist’s risk assessment of pedigrees created by the FHQ with the risk assessment of pedigrees 

generated by a genetic counsellor, particularly for breast cancer (K = 0.78 p <0.01).  

Church and McGannon [58] compared the accuracy of a two-question FHQ against a three 

generational pedigree to identify people with a family history of colorectal cancer. These two 

questions had a sensitivity and specificity of 72% and 77% respectively.   

Fisher and colleagues [64] compared the risk categorisation generated by a FHQ against a genetic 

counsellor assessment for breast cancer in a sub-population of people who had completed the 

FHQ.  In the 89% (n=100) of people who attended the interview with the genetic counsellor, there 

was 100% agreement between the FHQ and reference standard risk categorisation (24).   

Qureshi and colleagues [83] reported a study validating a lengthy generic FHQ for use in British 

general practice. Thirty seven per cent of the study population completed the FHQ and attended 

an interview to obtain their pedigree. The information obtained by both approaches was used by 

two clinical geneticists to categorise disease risk (population or above population risk). There was 

77% agreement in risk category assigned using the two approaches.  Sensitivity and specificity of 

the FHQ were not reported.   

In summary, four FHQs, including 3 cancer-specific and one generic instrument, all performed 

reasonably well compared to the gold standard of a 3 generation pedigree.
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Table 5. Studies that validated FHQs against a reference standard 

REFERENCE SAMPLE METHOD RESULTS 

 Size Sub-

groups 

Response 

rate/follow up 

Data collection Validation method Prevalence Accuracy 

Acheson et 

al, 2006 

[54] 

755  20% 

completed 

FHQ. 

16%had 

matched 

pedigree 

available 

 

First 8 months: FHQ 

used before 

consultation with 

genetic counsellor (GC) 

Second half of study: 

FHQ used 1 month 

after consultation with 

GC 

 

FHQ pedigree 

compared to GC 

pedigree 

 

 Mean time to use 

FHQ = 33.6 minutes 

(range: 8-55 

minutes) 

FHQ identified 95.1% 

of all relatives vs. 

70.9% GC (p<0.01) 

63% (n=707) cancers 

recorded in both 

pedigrees. 

21% cancers 

recorded in FHQ 

only, 16% by GC only. 

Age at diagnosis 

agreed within 5 years 

in 83%. 

Agreement with 

assessment by 

geneticist: breast 
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REFERENCE SAMPLE METHOD RESULTS 

 Size Sub-

groups 

Response 

rate/follow up 

Data collection Validation method Prevalence Accuracy 

cancer K=0.78, 

colorectal cancer 

K=0.54, overall 

cancer list K=0.62 

(p<0.01) 

Church et 

al, 2000 

[58] 

200 Group A: 

100 

recruited 

1993 

Group B: 

100 

recruited 

1997 

Group A: 

100% (n=100) 

Group B: 96% 

(n=100) met 

inclusion 

criteria 

 

Interview with 2 

standard questions 

(FHQ) followed by 

pedigree production. 

Comparison with 

hospital chart. Chart  

review and interview  

repeated after 4 years 

Detailed family history 

taken and pedigree 

constructed 

54% (n=196) charts 

noted family history of 

colorectal cancer 

Accuracy of charts for 

noting  family history of 

colorectal cancer = 76% 

(n=106) 

 

Combined Group A 

and Group B: 

FHQ sensitivity: 72% 

FHQ specificity: 77% 

FHQ PPV: 59%, 

FHQ NPV: 87% 

Accuracy of chart: 

Group A: 80% 

Group B: 74% 

Fisher et al, 

2003 [64] 

559 100 89% had 

interview with 

genetic 

counsellor. 

9% lost to 

Paper-based FHQ 

completed by 559. 

Random selection of 50 

that FHQ put at 

population risk 

Interview with genetic 

counsellor. 

65% (n=559) no first or 

second degree relatives 

with breast cancer. 

23% (n=559) family 

history insufficient to 

100% (n=89) 

agreement between 

risk categorisation 

from FHQ and 

detailed interview 
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REFERENCE SAMPLE METHOD RESULTS 

 Size Sub-

groups 

Response 

rate/follow up 

Data collection Validation method Prevalence Accuracy 

follow up; 2%  

declined  

(n=100) 

(Category 1), and 50 at 

moderately 

increased/potentially 

high risk (Category 2/3) 

sampled for validation 

by interview. 

 

be classified as 

category 2 or 3. 

13% (n=559) combined 

risk categories 2 and 3. 

5% (n=559) errors in 

completing FHQ; risk 

could not be 

determined.  

with counsellor 

Qureshi et 

al, 2005  

[83] 

800 - 41% 

completed 

and returned 

FHQ. 

37% (n=326) 

completed the 

pedigree and 

follow up. 

interview 

All patients who 

completed FHQ invited 

by letter to participate 

in pedigree interview 

 

Two clinical geneticists 

independently scored 

data obtained from 

FHQs and pedigrees 

from same patients. 

24% FHQs categorised 

as higher than the 

population risk. 

36% interviews 

categorised as higher 

than population risk 

77% agreement in 

scores between 2 tools 

(95% CI 0.40-0.64). 

90% agreement of 

scores for family 

history of coronary 

heart disease  

N/R 
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REFERENCE SAMPLE METHOD RESULTS 

 Size Sub-

groups 

Response 

rate/follow up 

Data collection Validation method Prevalence Accuracy 

(95% CI 0.49 – 0.85) 

(n=326). 

 

FHQ = Family history questionnaire 

N/R = Not reported 
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2.3.7 Studies that present data on the process of using a FHQ  

Two studies presented data on the process of collecting family history data using a FHQ.  

Completeness, time taken to complete and ability to categorise risk [32, 60] were all aspects of the 

FHQs that were explored. Both of the FHQs described in this category were generic tools.  Cole 

and colleagues [60] described the use of a lengthy FHQ which aimed to capture considerable detail 

about all relatives. For the majority of participants it required one to two hours to complete, plus 

lengthy discussion within the family to obtain the necessary information. Thirteen per cent (n=60) 

of responses provided all necessary information, and 8% required major changes to accurately 

reflect the family history.  Frezzo and colleagues [32] evaluated a brief FHQ which took on average 

just over 8 minutes to complete in comparison with the pedigree which took on average 17.1 

minutes. The information obtained by the FHQ was compared to the data held in the medical 

record. Both the FHQ and pedigree identified similar proportions of people at increased risk of 

developing adult-onset disease, and significantly more than using data from the medical record 

alone. 

In summary, although there were only two papers in this category, Frezzo and colleagues 

demonstrated that a FHQ can be used to collect similar family history information in a more time 

efficient manner than formal pedigree collection in primary care. 
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Table 6. Studies that present data on the process of using a FHQ 

Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Sub-

groups 

Response 

rate/follow 

up 

Data collection Validation 

method 

 

Cole et al, 1978 

[60] 

86  71% FHQ mailed and 

returned 

following pilot 

study 

Pedigrees 

drawn from 

responses to 

modified 

questionnaire. 

Specialist 

reviewed 

pedigrees for 

completeness of 

FHQ 

information. 

 

FHQ completed in:>2 hours 32%; 1-2 hours 60% 

82% had to consult with other family members to 

complete FHQ. 

13% FHQs provided all necessary information.  

18% FHQs required additional information about distant 

relatives. 

35% FHQs no information about distant relatives. 

8% FHQs collected only husband’s or wife’s family 

history. 

17% FHQs required minor changes;  

 8% FHQs required major changes.  

 

Frezzo et al, 2003 

[32] 

78 Group A: 

39 

Group B: 

39 

100%  

 

Comparison of 

risk assessments 

between FHQ 

responses and 

3-generational 

Group A: FHQ 

only 

Group B: 

interview and 

FHQ completed in 8.1 +/- 2.9 minutes 

Pedigree interview completed in 17.1 +/- 7.5 minutes 

79% scored at increased risk for at least one category. 

Both approaches found significantly more people at high 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Sub-

groups 

Response 

rate/follow 

up 

Data collection Validation 

method 

 

pedigree.  

Comparison 

with previously 

documented 

hospital charts 

three 

generational 

pedigree  

risk than in hospital charts (61.5% v. 39.5%, p=0.01). 

FHQ = Family history questionnaire 
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2.3.8 Studies that identify at-risk populations using a FHQ 

Six papers presented data on the outcome of using an FHQ to identify people at risk of specific 

conditions due to their family history [72, 73, 80, 84, 87, 88]. Two of these studies, House [72] and 

Rose [84] used the same FHQ.  All five FHQs were cancer-specific and presented estimates of the 

prevalence of increased risk populations. The setting of each study and different criteria used to 

determine increased risk meant that none of the data could be combined.   

Although different FHQs were used, all suggest that there was a relatively large proportion of 

people at increased risk, many of whom had not been previously identified. As shown in Table 7, 

there was some mis-categorisation of increased risk by some FHQs. For example, the FHQ 

described by House [72] found that 5 out of 250 patients had their risk assessment shifted from 

intermediate to high risk after a geneticist’s review and Rose [84] described that 2 out of the 3 

patients referred for further risk assessment also had their risk status changed from moderate to 

high. Wallace [88] found that further interviewing after the completion of the FHQ altered the risk 

of 7% of respondents. Despite some examples of mis-categorisation of increased risk by the FHQs, 

the majority appeared to perform reasonably accurately in identifying at-risk populations.  

Amongst these papers however, no data were presented on the potential misclassification of 

people labelled as population risk. 
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Table 7. Studies that identify at-risk populations using a FHQ 

Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Response 

Rate/ Follow 

up 

Data collection Risk assessment Use of FHQ Risk Assessment 

House et al, 1999 

[72] 

4952 84.7% 

 

Paper-based FHQ 

mailed. 

Risk assessment 

performed on all FHQs 

returned 

 

Risk of colorectal 

cancer assigned by GP. 

Risk assessment 

modified after GP 

conferred with 

geneticist. 

21% high risk; 42% 

intermediate risk; 

38% low risk. 

6.1% excluded as 

recently 

investigated  

(n=250) 

Geneticist review: 

No patients assigned to 

lower risk group.  

5 patients originally 

intermediate risk group 

reassigned to higher risk 

group.  

 

Hughes et al, 2003 

[73] 

 

608 

   

 

93%  

 

 

Paper-based FHQ 

mailed. 

Patients with a first or 

second degree relative 

with breast or ovarian 

cancer identified. 

Family history analysed 

according to risk 

category, age, cancer 

type and parental line. 

 

Pedigree analysis on 

patients assessed by 

FHQ as potentially high 

risk. 

Surgical oncologist 

grouped as either 

“likely” or “unlikely” to 

be at high risk of 

hereditary 

breast/ovarian cancer. 

 

5% excluded due 

to personal history 

breast and/or 

ovarian cancer 

(n=567) 

9% significant 

family history of 

breast and/or 

ovarian cancer.  

18% paternal 

 

37% FHQs categorised 

as “unlikely” to be high 

risk ; 63% “likely” with 

further evaluation 

warranted (n=51) 

Participants <75 years: 

16.6% one or more first 

degree relatives with 

breast and/or ovarian 

cancer. 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Response 

Rate/ Follow 

up 

Data collection Risk assessment Use of FHQ Risk Assessment 

 family history 

breast and/or 

ovarian cancer. 

28% maternal 

family history 

breast and/or 

ovarian cancer.   

(n=540) 

39.1% first, second or 

third degree relative 

with breast and/or 

ovarian cancer. 

 

Leggett et al, 1999 

[80] 

2265 42% accepted 

invitation. 

29% (n=960) 

completed 

FHQ. 

 

Letter of invitation sent 

to practice population. 

Respondents sent FHQ. 

 

Completed 

questionnaires assessed 

by GP applying cancer 

genetics criteria.  

Patients at increased 

risk of breast or 

colorectal cancer 

identified and offered 

screening 

 

93% low risk; 7% 

potentially 

increased risk 

evaluated further 

by GP in 

consultation with 

clinical geneticist 

(n=666). 

 

63% (n=46) patients 

significantly increased 

risk. 

62% (n=29) met 

screening criteria 

38% (n=29) deemed 

increased risk after        

discussion with 

geneticist 

33% (n=46) offered 

referral 

2% (n=46) impalpable 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Response 

Rate/ Follow 

up 

Data collection Risk assessment Use of FHQ Risk Assessment 

breast cancer 

80% (n=15) never 

discussed family history 

of cancer with their GP 

1.5% (n=198)  women 

aged 35-49 met criteria 

for early breast cancer 

screening 

 

Rose et al, 

2004 [84] 

305  66% 

completed 

FHQ  

Participating practices 

provided register of 

patient with colorectal 

cancer diagnosed <65 

years. FHQ sent. 

 

Risk categorisation 

assigned as high, 

moderate or low. 

Psychological impact of 

screening assessed via 

baseline and 4 weeks. 6 

month follow-up of 

those at moderate or 

high risk. 

Moderate and high risk 

patients referred to 

Marginal evidence 

for significant 

effect of assessed 

risk on anxiety 

levels. 

72% low risk, 23% 

moderate risk, 5% high 

risk (n=201) 

Geneticist review: 

Of 13 patients referred, 

1 reassigned from 

moderate to low risk, 2 

reassigned from 

moderate to high risk, 5 

confirmed high risk, and 

5 confirmed moderate 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Response 

Rate/ Follow 

up 

Data collection Risk assessment Use of FHQ Risk Assessment 

geneticist. 

 

risk. 

Sweet et al, 2002 

[87] 

362 100% Jameslink software 

available in lobby of 

oncology clinic  

Voluntary users 

received letter within 10 

days of use, stating 

qualitative risk level and 

screening 

recommendation  

Chart review performed 

to validate risk 

assessment.   

Charts categorised as 

either a) no family 

history information, b) 

family history only in 

physician’s notes or c) 

Family cancer 

information available 

from intake 

questionnaire 

46% increased risk: 

28% high risk, 18% 

moderate risk.  

16% consistent 

with hereditary 

cancer syndrome; 

12% early onset 

breast cancer; 

0.3% early onset 

colorectal cancer 

 

69% computer entries 

matched to family 

history information 

from medical record. 

68% assigned high risk 

(n=101) confirmed by 

record review. 

20% (n=69) increased 

risk based on personal 

or family history.  

10% (n=69) 

documented referral for 

genetic consultation. 

85% clinical records had 

some documented 

family history 

information 

15% (n=362) no cancer 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Response 

Rate/ Follow 

up 

Data collection Risk assessment Use of FHQ Risk Assessment 

family history 

information 

documented ( including 

15 high risk; 36 

moderate risk 

patients);16%  family 

history only in 

physician’s notes (15 

high risk patients) 

69% intake 

questionnaire used to 

collect family history 

(27 high risk) 

 

Wallace et al,  

2004 [88] 

13,155  59% 

completed 

and returned. 

87% (n=352) 

response rate 

for validation 

Paper-based FHQ 

completed 

Interview with  genetic 

nurse 

17% (n=7,620) 

reported family 

history of cancer 

6% with family 

history (n=1324) at 

increased risk. 2% 

(n=1324) 

Interview altered the 

risk of 7% (n=305) 

respondents. 

Risk estimate increased 

for 76%, and reduced 

for 24% (n=21). 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Response 

Rate/ Follow 

up 

Data collection Risk assessment Use of FHQ Risk Assessment 

study. previously 

attended genetics 

clinic.  

FHQ = Family history questionnaire  
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2.3.9 Studies of disease screening behaviour and psychological outcomes following use of a FHQ  

Two papers examined the effect of completing a FHQ on subsequent cancer screening behaviour 

[78, 91]. Kadison and colleagues [78] described significant increases in breast screening behaviour 

at 8 months after completion of the FHQ. Westman and colleagues [91] reported an electronic 

FHQ that was located in a number of cancer hospitals. They demonstrated the acceptability of this 

approach, and that even in this population with a relatively high prevalence of hereditary cancer 

syndromes, cancer screening uptake was increased following completion of the FHQ (54).  

Three studies also examined the psychological outcomes following the use of a FHQ [40, 41, 84].  

Leggett and colleagues [40], using the same FHQ referred to in their previous paper [80] found no 

increases in anxiety or cancer worry.  Qureshi and colleagues [41] used an earlier version of the 

FHQ described in their subsequent paper [83] and reported only transient increases in anxiety 

levels, which returned to normal at three months.  Rose and colleagues [84] also explored the 

psychological impact of screening for family history of colorectal cancer, and found marginal 

evidence of an interaction between anxiety and level of disease risk.  

In summary, the use of a FHQ appears to increase uptake of cancer screening, without any 

evidence of long term psychological harm. 
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Table 8. Studies of disease screening behaviour and psychological outcomes following use of a FHQ 

Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Sub-groups Response rate/ 

follow up 

  

Kadison et al, 1998 

[78] 

343  

 

 55% 

participated in 

follow up 

survey.72% 

(n=189) 

completed 

follow up 

survey. 

Postal survey at 8 

months after using 

FHQ 

18% had family history breast cancer.  

54% of these reported one first degree relative 

diagnosed before age 50.   

11% more than one first degree relative affected. 

52% (n=136) reported change in breast screening 

habits.   

Breast self-examination changed from 34% to 62% 

(p<0.0001). 

Clinical breast exam changed from 82% to 92% 

(p<0.0137). 

Mammography changed from 76% to 93% 

(p<0.0572).  
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Sub-groups Response rate/ 

follow up 

  

Leggett et al, 2000 [40] 2265  29% completed 

FHQ. 

91% (n=666) 

returned 

baseline and 

follow up 

measures of 

anxiety and 

cancer worry. 

Letter of invitation 

sent to practice 

population.  

Psychological 

measures repeated 6 

weeks after feedback 

about personal risk. 

Lower risk group: small reduction in perceptions of 

personal risk of developing cancer (p<0.001).   

No difference in perceptions of personal risk for 

other risk groups. 

Baseline risk perception higher in those identified 

at higher risk. 

Small but significant reduction in risk perception if 

risk level meant not offered additional cancer 

screening. 

Qureshi et al, 2001 

[41] 

100 Control group: 

50. Intervention 

group: 50 

 

76%  at 3 

months 

 

Baseline 

measurement of 

outcome variables, 

immediately followed 

by FHQ for 

intervention group. 

Repeated outcome 

measures at 1 and 2 

weeks and 3 months. 

State anxiety: At baseline, 1 and 2 weeks, anxiety 

higher in intervention group than in controls 

(p=0.014). At 3 months, no significant difference. 

Perceptions of health: at baseline, no difference 

between intervention and control. After 1 week, 

intervention group significantly more likely to 

perceive increased likelihood of developing 

“something wrong” (p=0.025) 

Family history concerns: No significant difference 

between groups at 2 weeks or 3 months 

Westman et al, 2004 1,440  Cancer hospital 14% agreed to 

follow up 

Risk assessment 

provided after FHQ 

11% family history consistent with hereditary 
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Reference Sample Methods Results 

 Size Sub-groups Response rate/ 

follow up 

  

[91] lobby: 259 

Breast clinic: 

625 

oncology clinic: 

556 

survey. 

29% (n=207) 

completed 

telephone 

follow-up. 

survey 

 

completion. 

Invited to follow up 

telephone survey. 

 

cancer syndrome. 

From telephone follow-up survey (n=59): 

95% very comfortable using FHQ system. 

93% remembered receiving risk assessment letter. 

47% able to recall risk equal to the general 

population. 

27% did not remember risk assessment. 

42% felt perceptions of cancer risk changed. 

20% made changes to cancer screening and 

notified family members.  

FHQ = Family history questionnaire 
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2.4 Discussion 

This systematic review demonstrates that FHQs can be applied in clinical practice to identify 

populations at increased risk of common diseases. Furthermore, FHQs can also be applied to 

potentially increase the uptake of disease screening. Importantly, this systematic review failed 

to identify a simple generic tool which can be immediately and universally applied in general 

practice. This significant outcome highlights a gap in current scientific literature to be 

addressed. 

Standard, multiple methods were applied to identify relevant papers. Whilst extensive 

electronic searches of scientific search engines were undertaken, all papers that were included 

in the review were found in PubMed. In addition to this search method, reference lists from 

relevant papers were checked and key authors were also emailed to enquire about 

forthcoming relevant literature and request advice around potential tools or relevant 

resources.  Despite these efforts it is worth noting that current MeSH headings are relatively 

non-specific for this field. As such it is still possible that not every potentially relevant paper 

was identified.   

The online search of ‘grey literature’ via generic search engine queries was a broad-brush 

approach with limited effectiveness. The utility of Google Scholar was questionable, 

considering it provided only one additional potentially relevant paper that was ultimately 

excluded.  Having said this, valuable information was gathered from communication with the 

author, alerting me to the fact that forthcoming literature was expected around Family 

Healthware – the CDC’s online FHQ. 

While there is an abundance of FHQs available, particularly on-line, our review highlights how 

few of these have been formally evaluated. By limiting the review to FHQs that have been 

formally evaluated and published, these were excluded. Further work may be required to 

validate the plethora of online FHQs.  

Regarding the grey literature, the massive online content that is available to the lay community 

has both reassuring and concerning implications. As genetics becomes more accessible to the 

community by virtue of the media, healthcare campaigns and general interest, it is possible 

that GPs can expect their patients to be increasingly aware and curious about the implications 

of family history, and will need to arm themselves for reply with appropriate resources and 

information. 
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When considering the large number of online materials around family history tools, one must 

also remember to exercise caution around its reliability.  The lack of evaluation of most online 

FHQs meant that they were excluded from this review. Whilst from a research perspective, it is 

customary to be wary of grey literature the lay person may not always practice such caution. 

The clinical implication of this is a duty of care for GPs to ensure that their patients are 

receiving the most accurate information in order for informed decision making. As such a 

strengthened case is put forward for a family history screening tool that has been validated 

and is applicable for a broad patient demographic. 

Due to the heterogeneity of papers a meta-analysis of the studies was not possible. Instead, 

only a descriptive synthesis can be presented. The taxonomy of papers developed however, 

has value both in summarising current research in this area and identifying areas for future 

research. 

Most studies included in this review were observational, non-randomised designs. In this 

instance, where only a small number of papers were considered, for which methods were 

heterogeneous in nature, it was not possible to only include papers of the highest 

methodologically quality. For this reason papers were not formally excluded on the basis of 

quality criteria. When undertaking a systematic review further methodological strength can be 

gained through the provision and analysis of potential papers’ quality as an additional inclusion 

criterion.  Whilst ‘quality’ is a difficult measurement to make, randomised-controlled trials 

usually represent the most rigorous methods generating reliable results.  

It is timely however, that the levels of evidence have recently been revised by the Centre for 

Evidence Based Medicine [93] with a view to step away from a strict hierarchy of evidence and 

towards an easily accessible and clinically practical tool for clinicians and patients to use in real 

time[94]. Depending upon the potential tool’s function (for example, as a diagnostic, 

prognostic or screening tool), different research methods may be deemed as more or less 

suitable. The recent revision of the levels of evidence, aim to assign the following levels of 

evidence that are required for different research questions: 

 Level 1 – Systematic review of randomised trials 

 Level 2 – Randomised trial 

 Level 3 – Non-randomised controlled cohort / follow-up study 

 Level 4 – Case-series, case-control, or historically controlled studies 

 Level 5 – Mechanism-based reasoning 
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Using this new approach, it is worth considering that prior to applying a screening tool by 

means of a randomised controlled trial (RCT) in clinical practice, there are a number of other 

types of research designs that are both relevant and meaningful which will add value to 

building a case for the tool. In this case, these are mostly non-randomised controlled cohort or 

follow-up studies. The heterogeneity of the papers included in the review reflect an area of 

research that is currently limited, and perhaps still in its infancy of gathering evidence to 

support larger clinical trials.  

When justifying the exclusion of certain papers in this review, it is important to remember the 

aim of this review: to identify FHQs validated for use in the clinical setting. A number of papers 

reviewed were conducted with a specific epidemiological interest, and thus excluded. It was 

important to deliberately and directly focus this review on informing clinical practice and 

future clinical trials of family history screening.    

A useful outcome of the review was that the majority of FHQs were evaluated in non-referred 

populations. The majority of these were amongst primary care populations. Non-referred 

populations, particularly primary care patients, represent those for whom the potential for 

family history screening is greatest.  Whilst these papers recognise general practice as an 

optimal setting for family history screening, there is still insufficient evidence to demonstrate 

the current clinical utility of family history screening for risk assessment and tailored 

preventive management for a variety of common chronic diseases in this setting. 

The variety of papers included in this review demonstrates the broad applicability of the family 

history.  This was an important finding as I set out to develop a FHQ that would be suitable for 

the very specific purpose of familial risk assessment in primary care. Within these parameters, 

time to complete was clearly of paramount importance, as was determining the level of detail 

necessary to inform familial risk assessment, and more specifically for what condition or 

conditions the tool would aim to assess familial risk.  

The FHQs that were identified varied in length, simplicity, location of completion and time 

taken to complete. This reflected the range of purposes that the FHQs fulfilled. For example, 

Frezzo and colleagues [32] provide process data for how the collection of family history data 

can be achieved in a time-efficient manner in the primary care setting. The conclusion that on 

average, 30 minutes is required by a GP to collect a pedigree, demonstrates the impracticality 

of routine pedigree taking in the consultation.  The need for a more time-efficient method is 

warranted, with considerations around patient-completed FHQs appealing.  
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Some FHQs attempted to gather complete pedigree information to the level of detail obtained 

in a genetics consultation [60]; others were designed more as a simple screening tool to 

identify a potentially at-risk population [58]. Due to the time constraints that are inherent to 

primary care consultations, combined with a need to apply a generalist approach, the level of 

pedigree detail obtained in a genetics consultation is clearly not necessary in this setting. 

Provided that subsequent diagnostic risk assessment is in place, simple screening tools that 

aim to identify those at potential increased risk of particular conditions are a more practical 

approach. 

The positive predictive value of each FHQ is dependent upon the prevalence of the condition in 

each study population. Due to the range of populations recruited across the studies and the 

prevalence of different conditions, the positive predictive values of each FHQ would vary 

significantly. That said, very few studies were actually able to provide this level of data. 

Specifically, only four papers attempted to compare the accuracy of the FHQ with a gold 

standard pedigree. Three of these only reported level of agreement rather than sensitivity and 

specificity of the FHQ.  A recent review of cancer family history tools in primary care that was 

published after our cut-off date highlighted the potential for misclassification of people at 

population risk [95].  This further emphasizes the importance of formally validating these tools 

against a reference standard as part of their overall evaluation.   

The majority of papers focused only on the outcome of applying an FHQ to identify a 

population at increased disease risk. Few papers went on to examine the subsequent 

screening behaviour, psychological effects or clinical outcomes of this at-risk sub-population.  

Of the three papers that report psychological outcomes, there is no evidence of any long-term 

harm from completing a FHQ.  Furthermore, there is some evidence that they may increase 

the uptake of disease screening, at least within cancer.  

The vast majority of FHQs focused on a single disease, and cancer groups and familial cancer 

syndromes dominated. This is perhaps to be expected given that familial cancer syndromes 

represent conditions where new genetic knowledge about their aetiology has had immediate 

clinical application in the form of predictive genetic testing.  However, these disease-specific 

FHQs may have limited applicability in primary care where a generic tool that covers a wider 

range of common chronic diseases may have greater utility.   

Each of the 14 FHQs included in the review represents a unique tool, and thus presents 

different ways of wording questions relating to family history. There was no congruency 

regarding the manner in which family history questions were framed, not only across different 
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countries, but also across different populations.  The heterogeneous nature of the evaluations 

did not allow us to make any recommendations on the most effective method of wording a 

FHQ, although this is clearly an important research question.  Questions within FHQs as well as 

phrasing around particular topics of interest were retained for future reference to inform like 

development of our FHQ. 

This review illustrated that FHQs can be applied to identify populations at increased risk who 

may benefit from tailored disease prevention. Since primary or generalist care deals with 

individuals across diseases, further work is required to develop and formally validate a generic 

FHQ that can be used across common chronic diseases in specific populations.  It will also be 

important to explore not only the psychological impact of using FHQs to screen for familial 

disease risk, but also the impact on subsequent health behaviours and clinical outcomes 

beyond uptake of family history screening.  

The following chapters outline the development and validation of a FHQ designed to be 

completed by patients aged 20-50 in the Australian general practice setting, with a view to 

identify patients at increased risk of chronic disease.  This age range reflects a population of 

people who, if identified as having a significant family history of one of the relevant diseases, 

would benefit from additional preventive strategies above and beyond those recommended 

for the general population. According to the taxonomy described in the systematic review, this 

is a study on a non-referred population, validating a risk assessment tool using a gold-standard 

reference: the three generational pedigree.  

Psychological measures and qualitative follow-up interviews will also be described that aim to 

address the psychological impact of family history screening as well as to gauge intentions 

regarding health-related behaviours as a result of family history screening. 
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Chapter 3 Development of the Family History Questionnaire 

3.1 Introduction 

The systematic review demonstrated a need for a family history screening instrument that is 

suitable for universal application in the general practice setting to identify patients at 

potentially increased familial risk of chronic diseases. This chapter describes the iterative 

process undertaken to develop a FHQ for use in the Australian general practice setting. The 

rationale behind which diseases were included in the FHQ, as well as the wording and phrasing 

of each question, are described. 

Based on the review of both published and grey literature surrounding family history 

questionnaires it was recognised that there are a number of features that are necessary within 

such a tool: the need for it to be brief, simple, patient-completed and acceptable to both GPs 

and patients. Importantly a family history screening instrument for clinical use also needs to 

demonstrate sufficient performance to reassure the patient groups at population risk, and 

identify those who require a more detailed pedigree and risk assessment to be undertaken.  

The pilot study is also outlined within this chapter, describing a number of recruitment 

methods trialled, consumer group feedback and subsequently the revision of the screening 

tool for use in the formal validation study. 

3.2 FHQ Development 

The validity of a screening tool rests on its performance.  Therefore, when designing the FHQ it 

was crucial that the questions were constructed to maximise true responses which would in 

turn allow for a meaningful clinical outcome: an accurate familial risk assessment. This process 

ultimately relied on translating evidence-based risk assessment guidelines into screening 

questions that a lay person could easily understand and respond to. 

As described in Chapter 1, there is a complex epidemiology surrounding the familial nature of 

chronic disease. The process of simplifying this into heuristic risk criteria that will ultimately 

underpin clinical risk assessment decisions can be problematic:  whilst evidence-based familial 

risk assessment guidelines encompass most clinical scenarios, in reality they do not capture 

every family history. There will inevitably be complex pedigrees to which such rigid guidelines 

cannot easily be applied. It is therefore likely that occasional pedigrees will require expert 

advice to allow for precise risk assessment. In the clinical setting, this would translate to 

instances in which consultation with, or referral to a relevant specialist would be warranted. 

Therefore, whilst the FHQ I developed was based on evidence-based guidelines, I was mindful 
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that it would serve as a screening tool from which risk assessment would not always be 

definitive. This approach was in line with a preference in primary care for tools to demonstrate 

high sensitivity at the cost of specificity. If the intervention were aimed at secondary or tertiary 

care, increased emphasis would also be placed on optimising specificity. 

Health departments and agencies around the world have developed or updated clinical 

guidelines that address familial aspects of disease to guide healthcare professionals to triage 

patients according to familial risk and appropriate management. For example, in England, the 

National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) produces evidence-based guidelines 

around preventive activities and management. In the United States, the Centre for Disease 

Control and Prevention provide similar guidance. And in Australia, the Royal College of General 

Practitioners (RACGP) regularly produces and updates evidence based guidelines though the 

publication of Guidelines for preventive activities in general practice[96] . 

Despite the absence of a universal set of clinical practice guidelines that can be applied in 

primary care, as a general rule, family history is associated with significant disease in the 

following circumstances: 

 multiple family members are affected by a condition 

 affected family members are close (first degree or second degree) in relationship 

 premature onset of a condition is present 

Scheuner and colleagues [85] provided one approach that has been proposed to stratify 

individuals into high, moderate or average risk categories:  
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Table 9. Suggested guidelines for risk stratification based on family history [85] 

HIGH RISK 

Premature disease in first degree relative 

Premature disease in a second degree relative (coronary artery disease only) 

Two affected first degree relatives 

One first degree relative with late or unknown disease onset and an affected 2nd-degree 

relative with premature disease from the same lineage 

Two second degree maternal or paternal relatives with at least one having premature onset of 

disease 

Three or more affected maternal or paternal relatives 

Presence of a “moderate risk” family history on both sides of the pedigree 

MODERATE RISK 

One first degree relative with late or unknown onset of disease 

Two second degree relatives from the same lineage with late or unknown disease onset 

AVERAGE RISK 

No affected relatives 

Only one affected second degree relative from one or both sides of the pedigree 

No known family history 

Adopted person with unknown family history 

 

For certain conditions, these criteria have been adapted and extended to create specific 

screening guidelines and recommendations based on family history. However, there is a 

danger that these criteria are too simplistic and could misclassify individuals as being at 

increased risk despite minimal family history.   

As discussed in Chapter 1, to justify the implementation of a family history screening tool the 

underlying principles of screening appraisal as originally defined by Wilson and Jugner in 1969 

[39] must be met. These criteria can be applied to family history screening for chronic disease 

as: chronic disease represents a substantial public health burden; family history is an 

established risk factor with known prevalence; there are effective interventions for primary or 

secondary prevention; and there is awareness and accurate reporting of disease status among 

relatives.   
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To develop a family history screening tool for use in the Australian primary care setting, I 

consulted local evidence-based guidelines to find conditions that met these criteria. Where 

applicable, The Royal Australian College of General Practitioner’s (RACGP) Guidelines for 

preventive activities in general practice[96] provided specific increased familial risk criteria for 

each condition, whilst taking the broad approach of risk stratification to determine tailored risk 

management strategies. Colloquially known as the ‘Red Book’, this set of guidelines makes 

several recommendations for the application of the family history in Australian general 

practice. At the time that the FHQ was being developed, the 6th Edition [3] of this publication 

was current. It is important to acknowledge that these guidelines are reviewed and updated on 

a 4 yearly cycle, and as such, were updated during the period of this study. An additional set of 

evidence-based guidelines was also referenced for breast and ovarian cancers [4]  as there was 

a lack of clear guidance around the familial aspects of ovarian cancer in the ‘Red Book’ 

particularly regarding risk categories outside the high risk group. 

3.2.1 Candidate conditions for inclusion in the FHQ 

Conditions were selected from the ‘Red Book’ as appropriate candidates for inclusion in the 

FHQ based on the ability to segregate risk groups according to family history as well as provide 

management and disease screening advice for those identified at increased risk included: 

cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, breast cancer, ovarian cancer, colorectal cancer, 

prostate cancer and melanoma.  Table 10 shows the evidence-based familial risk criteria for 

each of these conditions as well as the recommended interventions for people in these groups. 

Additionally, Table 10 summarises the prevalence and associated public health morbidity and 

mortality of these diseases in the Australian population. 
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Table 10. Conditions selected from the ‘Red Book’ (6
th

 Edition) for potential inclusion in the FHQ  

Condition Increased familial risk criteria Recommended intervention Prevalence and public health 

morbidity/mortality in Australia 

Cardiovascular 

disease 

 

Hypertension 

 

 

 

 

Cholesterol and 

lipids 

 

 

 

 

First degree relative with vascular even or condition 

diagnosed before 60 years* 

Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, South Asian, Maori, 

Pacific Islanders from 15 years 

 

45 years and over with family history of premature 

cardiovascular disease in first-degree relative (<60 

years*) 

 

Familial hypercholesterolaemia or familial combined 

hyperlipidaemia 

* Whilst I have used the most current Red book 

guidelines to define premature heart disease, 

another widely used definition is the presence of 

heart disease in a male first degree relative less than 

55 years or a female first degree relative less than 65 

years [97, 98]. It is worth noting that this definition 

was used in the earlier edition of the Red book [99]. 

 

 

 

Blood pressure every 6 months 

 

 

 

 

Fasting blood lipids every 1-2 years 

Lifestyle counselling 

 

Pharmacotherapy (in some 

instances)  

3.5 million Australians had long-

term cardiovascular disease in 

2007-08 

Nearly 50,000 deaths attributed to 

cardiovascular death in 2008 (34% 

of total deaths attributable to 

disease groups) 

Cardiovascular disease accounted 

for about 18% of overall burden of 

disease in Australia in 2003 

Cardiovascular disease is the most 

expensive disease group in 

Australia, costing about $5.9 billion 

per year.  

[1] 
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Type 2 diabetes First degree relative diagnosed with type 2 diabetes 

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Pacific Islander, Indian Subcontinent, Chinese 

Fasting blood sugar every 3 years Nearly 900,000 Australians (4.4%) 

had diabetes in 2007–08  

 

Diabetes may result in a range of 

complications which can cause 

disability, and reduce people’s 

quality of life and life expectancy.  

 

Diabetes is responsible for an 

enormous public health and social 

burden, and is one of the top 10 

causes of death in Australia 

[3] 

Breast cancer 1. At or slightly above average risk  

No confirmed family history of breast cancer 

One first degree  relative diagnosed with breast 

cancer at age 50 or older 

One second degree relative diagnosed with breast 

cancer at any age 

Two second degree relatives on the same side of the 

family diagnosed with breast cancer at age 50 or 

older 

Two first or second degree relatives diagnosed with 

breast cancer, at age 50 or older, but on different 

sides of the family (i.e. one on each side of the 

Mammogram every 2 years from 

50-69 years 

Breast awareness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One in 9 Australian women 

develops breast cancer before the 

age of 85. 

 

In 2006 breast cancer was the 

second most common cause of 

cancer death in Australian women. 

 

[100] 
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family) 

 

2. Moderately increased risk  

One first degree relative diagnosed with breast 

cancer before the age of 50 (without the additional 

features of the potentially high-risk group – see 

section 3) 

Two first degree relatives, on the same side of the 

family, diagnosed with breast cancer (without the 

additional features of the potentially high-risk group) 

Two second degree relatives, on the same side of the 

family, diagnosed with breast cancer, at least one 

before the age of 50, (without the additional 

features of the potentially high-risk group) 

One or two first or second degree relatives 

diagnosed with breast cancer before the age of 50 

years without the additional features of the 

potentially high risk group) 

 

3. Potentially high risk  

Women who are at potentially high risk of ovarian 

cancer  

Two first or second degree relatives on one side of 

the family diagnosed with breast or ovarian cancer 

plus one or more of the following features on the 

same side of the family: 

 

 

 

Mammogram at least every 2 years 

from 50-69 years 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Referral to familial cancer clinic fir 

development of an individualised 

surveillance programme. This may 

include clinical breast examination, 

mammogram, surveillance and/or 

ultrasound for increased risk of 
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Additional relative(s) with breast or ovarian cancer 

Breast cancer diagnosed before the age of 40 

Ovarian cancer diagnosed before 50 years of age  

Bilateral breast cancer 

Breast and ovarian cancer in the same woman 

Jewish ancestry 

Breast cancer in a male relative 

One first or second degree relative diagnosed with 

breast cancer at age 45 or younger plus another first 

or second degree relative on the same side of the 

family with sarcoma (bone/soft tissue) at age 45 or 

younger 

Member of a family in which the presence of a high 

risk breast cancer gene mutation has been 

established 

A woman suspected to have HNPCC 

ovarian cancer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ovarian cancer 

 

1.  At average or  

 

 

 

2. At moderately increased risk 

No confirmed family history of epithelial ovarian 

cancer 

One first or second degree relative diagnosed with 

Advise woman about best practice 

guidelines for early detection of 

cancers for the population 

 

Advise woman to visit her general 

practitioner promptly with any 

health changes 

 

One in 78 Australian women 

develops epithelial ovarian cancer 

before the age of 85.  

 

Ovarian cancer is the leading cause 

of death from gynaecological 

malignancy. [100] 
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ovarian cancer at any age (provided the family is not 

of Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry and does not have any 

additional cases of breast cancer). 

Two first or second degree relatives diagnosed with 

ovarian cancer, but on different sides of the family 

(i.e. one on each side of the family) 

 

3. Potentially high risk  

Women who are at potentially high risk of breast 

cancer  

One first degree relative diagnosed with epithelial 

ovarian cancer in a family of Ashkenazi Jewish 

ancestry 

One woman with ovarian cancer an any age, and 

another with breast cancer before the age of 50, 

where the women are first or second degree 

relatives of each other 

Two first or second degree relatives on the same side 

of the family diagnosed with epithelial ovarian 

cancer, especially if one or more of the following 

features occurs on the same side of the family: 

Additional relative(s) with breast or ovarian cancer 

Breast cancer diagnosed before the age of 40 

Bilateral breast cancer 

Breast and ovarian cancer in the same woman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Referral to a family cancer clinic for 

advice, counselling and appropriate 

management 

Consider referral to gynaecological 

oncologist to discuss risk-reducing 

surgery. 

 

Discuss transvaginal 

ultrasonography and CA125 

screening and screening relevant to 

other, related cancers 
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Breast cancer in a male relative 

Three or more first or second degree relatives on the 

same side of the family diagnosed with any cancers 

associated with hereditary non-polyposis colorectal 

cancer (HNPCC): colorectal cancer (particularly if 

diagnosed before the age of 50), endometrial cancer, 

ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, ad cancers involving 

the renal tract 

A woman suspected to have HNPCC 

Member of a family in which the presence of a high-

risk ovarian cancer gene mutation has been 

established 

 

 

 

Colorectal cancer 1. Average or slightly increased risk  

No personal history of bowel cancer, colorectal 

adenomas, or ulcerative colitis and no confirmed 

family history of CRC, or 

One first or second degree relative with CRC 

diagnosed at 55 years of age or older 

 

2. Moderately increased risk  

One first degree relative with CRC diagnosed before 

55 years or age, or 

Faecal occult blood testing (FOBT) 

every 2 years from the age of 50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colonoscopy every 5 years from 50 

1 in 12 Australians will develop 

bowel cancer before age 85. 

After lung cancer, more people die 

from bowel cancer in Australia than 

any other cancer, with 4,047 

deaths attributable every year. 

[101] 
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Two first or second degree relatives on the same side 

of the family with CRC diagnosed at any age 

 

3. High risk  

Three or more first or second degree relatives on the 

same side of the family with CRC diagnosed at any 

age, or 

Two or more first or second degree relatives on the 

same side of the family diagnosed with CRC, 

including any of the following: 

Multiple colorectal cancers in the one person 

Colorectal cancer before 50 years of age 

Family member who has/had an hereditary non-

polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC), related cancer 

(endometrial, ovarian, stomach, small bowel, renal 

pelvis or ureter, biliary tract, brain or skin cancer), or  

NBCC HNPCC-related cancers: endometrial cancer, 

ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, ad cancers involving 

the renal tract 

 

At least one first or second degree relative with CRC 

with a large amount of adenomas throughout the 

large bowel (suspected familial adenomatous 

polyposis (FAP)), or 

A family member in which a gene mutation that 

years or from an age 10 years 

younger than age of first diagnosis 

in family. 

Consider FOBT in intervening years. 

 

 

 

Refer to familial cancer clinic to 

plan appropriate surveillance 

 

For FAP: flexible sigmoidoscopy 

every 12 months from 12-15 years 

to 30-35 years, then every 3 years 

after 35. 

 

For HNPCC: colonoscopy every 1-2 

years from 25 or 5 years earlier 

than the youngest affected 

member of the family 

 

FOBT in alternate years 
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confers a high risk of CRC has been identified 

 

Prostate cancer Men with one or more first degree relatives 

diagnosed under the age of 60 years 

 

Opportunistically inform patients 

of risks and benefits of screening 

1 in 9 Australian men will develop 

prostate cancer in their lifetime 

 

In 2003 the risk of death from 

prostate cancer was 1 in 84 by 75 

years and 1 in 22 by 85 years.  

 

[102]  

Melanoma Increased risk: 

Family history of melanoma in first degree relative 

High risk: 

People with multiple atypical or dysplastic naevi who 

have a history of melanoma in themselves or in one 

or more first degree  relatives (usually >15 years of 

age 

 

Opportunistic preventive advice, 

education to present if any changes 

to skin lesion, clinical skin 

examination, self-examination 

1 in 15 men and 1 in 24 women are 

diagnosed with melanoma before 

85 years 

Melanoma represents 9.5% of all 

cancers, with more than 10,300 

cases diagnosed annually.  

 

In 2008, there were 1430 deaths 

from melanoma. 

[103] 
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These conditions were then considered in greater detail in terms of meeting the criteria for 

inclusion in a screening instrument as per Wilson and Jugner’s principles of screening for 

disease [39]. It was important to consider not only the evidence around family history as a risk 

factor for the development of these conditions, but also the evidence around what 

interventions were available for patients identified in the increased risk group. 

3.2.1.1 Cardiovascular disease 

Family history is an established risk factor of heart disease.  INTERHEART, a large, 

standardised, case-control study of over 15,000 cases and over 14,800 controls, spanning 52 

countries including Australia (529 participants), aimed to assess the importance of risk factors 

for coronary heart disease [104].  One of the subsidiary studies that came out of the 

INTERHEART collaboration, indicated that a self-reported parental history of myocardial 

infarction was an independent predictor of future myocardial infarction, with an odds ratio 

(OR) of 1.81 (95% CI 1.69-1.94) adjusted for age, sex and region [105]. Leander [106] 

conducted a case-control study in Sweden that demonstrated an adjusted odds ratio for 

myocardial infarction of 2.0 (95%CI 1.6-2.6) for men reporting at least one affected first degree 

relative, compared with mean with no family history of heart disease, and 3.4 (95%CI = 2.1-

5.9) for those with at least two affected first-degree relatives.  The corresponding OR for 

women were 2.1 (95% CI = 1.5-3.0) and 4.4 (95% CI = 2.4-8.1).   

There is evidence of effectiveness of simple professional advice in supporting healthier 

behaviours such as smoking cessation to reduce cardiovascular disease [107].Clinical 

interventions including blood pressure screening and fasting lipid screening are also 

recommended in current guidelines.  

A systematic review of randomised controlled trials of multiple risk factor interventions for 

preventing coronary heart disease, concluded that for those people with hypertension and in 

other high risk groups, risk factor interventions have beneficial effects, whilst health 

promotion interventions result in only small changes in risk factors and mortality in the general 

population [108].More recently, this has been confirmed by a Cochrane Review by Ebrahim 

and colleagues [109] who found that multiple risk factor intervention does result in small 

reductions in risk factors including blood pressure, cholesterol and smoking, however, multiple 

risk factor interventions had little or no impact on the risk of coronary heart disease mortality 

or morbidity. Genetic carriers for familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH) are predisposed to 
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developing high levels of cholesterol which can lead to coronary artery disease.  As such, the 

‘Red Book’ also notes that a family history of FH places one at high risk of developing 

cardiovascular disease.  It is important to note that FH is more prevalent in particular ethnic 

communities.  Whilst on average 1 in 500 people in Australia are genetic carriers for FH there 

is greater frequency of genetic carriers in people whose ancestry is Lebanese, Afrikaner (Dutch 

descent), Finnish and French Canadian, with FH being approximately five times more common, 

or even exceeding 1 in 100 in some of these groups [110, 111]. This is likely to be due to the 

founder effect which describes these populations as founded by small groups of individuals 

amongst who one or more were carriers of the causative LDLR mutation [112, 113].   

Aware of the ethnic diversity of the Australian population, I thought it worthwhile to ascertain 

the prevalence of these ethnic groups in the country, and therefore whether it would be 

worthwhile including a specific question around these groups in the FHQ. In the 2006 

Australian Census [114] the estimated resident population of people born in these countries in 

Australia was: South Africa: 118, 816, Lebanon: 86, 599, Canada: 33,198 (French Canadian not 

specifically listed) and Finland (no figure listed). During this Census, when residents were asked 

to describe their ancestry, in which up to two groups could be nominated the following data 

was generated:  Lebanese (0.92%) and South African (0.4%).  

Case-finding for FH has been shown to be cost-effective and there is an important role for 

primary care in identifying affected families that may have several members who would 

benefit from statins and other lipid-lowering agents [115].  

Given the high prevalence and burden of cardiovascular disease, the fact that family history is 

an established risk factor and there are effective interventions in place for those identified at 

increased risk, cardiovascular disease was accepted for inclusion in the FHQ, as was an 

independent question around Lebanese and Afrikaner ethnicity. 

3.2.1.2 Diabetes 

Type 2 diabetes results from the interaction between genetic predisposition and behavioural 

and environmental risk factors.  Modifiable risk factors such as obesity and physical inactivity 

are the main non-genetic determinants of this condition, with high-risk groups also including 

those with a first degree relative diagnosed with type 2 diabetes [116]. 
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There is evidence of the effectiveness of professional advice in supporting healthier behaviours 

such as intensive changes in diet and physical activity in delaying diabetes in individuals at 

increased risk [117]. For those affected by diabetes, a lifestyle-intervention program can be 

significantly more effective than treatment with metformin which is often the first-line drug of 

choice for the treatment of diabetes (58% reduction in the risk of developing diabetes 

compared to 31% ) [118]. 

There is also evidence around increased prevalence of type 2 diabetes in particular ethnic 

groups including: Aboriginal Australians, Torres Strait Islanders, Maori, Chinese and those from 

the Indian subcontinent.  A 2006 report by the Australian Bureau of Statistics [119] described 

that diabetes was reported by 6% of Indigenous Australians and, and after adjusting for age 

differences between the populations, Indigenous Australians were more than three times as 

likely as Non-Indigenous Australians to report some form of diabetes. Regarding other ethnic 

groups, proportionately, more overseas-born people than Australian-born report having 

diabetes; approximately 35% of people who reported having diabetes in 2001 were born 

overseas [120]. In people born overseas, rates of diabetes were highest from persons born in 

Southern and Central Asia (8.7%), North Africa and the Middle East (6.6%), South East Asia 

(5.7%) and Southern and Eastern Europe (4.9%) [119]. By comparison, for people born in 

Australia, the rate of diabetes was reported as 3.3%. Whilst country of birth does not imply 

ethnic origin, it can be considered a rough indication of the ethnic groups represented in the 

country and therefore groups with increased prevalence of particular conditions. According to 

the Australian Census 2006 [114] 2.3% of the total Australian population reported that they 

were of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander origin. 0.47% of residents reported one of their 

main ancestries as Maori, 3.37% Chinese or 1.18% Indian.  

Given the high prevalence and burden of type 2 diabetes, the fact that family history is an 

established risk factor and there are effective interventions in place for those identified at 

increased risk, type 2 diabetes was accepted for inclusion in the FHQ. 

3.2.1.3 Melanoma 

In addition to the guidelines presented in the ‘Red Book’ it is important to acknowledge the 

existence of further Australian, evidence-based guidelines that address the familial aspects of 

melanoma. The Australian Cancer Network Melanoma Guidelines Revision Working Party also 
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emphasise the evidence-base behind family history as a risk factor for the development of 

melanoma, and provide preventive advice. 

Present alone or in combination with other factors such as patient age, gender, skin and hair 

pigmentation, response to sun exposure, personal history of melanoma or other melanocytic 

or atypical naevi, family history is a well-established risk factor for melanoma. One first-degree 

relative with melanoma approximately doubles melanoma risk in international  meta analyses 

(1.7; 95% CI 1.4-2.1) [121]. Furthermore, relatives affected at an earlier age than average, or 

who have had more than one melanoma diagnosis, further raise the likelihood of familial 

and/or genetic factors being present.  

Although there is  a lack of evidence around adopting specific surveillance techniques in high-

risk patients, as opposed to those at average risk [122], regular self-examination and skin 

surveillance is currently recommended for people with a family history of melanoma in 

addition to advice on sun protection measures [122]. 

There is no direct evidence showing that indicators of earlier detection such as population-

based whole-body screening is associated with a decrease in the morbidity and mortality of 

melanoma [122]. Population-based whole-body skin screening for melanoma is not currently 

recommended in Australia or New Zealand by the Cancer Council of Australia and the Cancer 

Council of New Zealand. Interestingly, despite this, whole-body skin surveillance is being 

conducted with increasing prevalence [122]. Whilst the U.S Preventive Services Task Force has 

confirmed that internationally, direct evidence linking skin cancer screening to improved 

health outcomes is lacking, the American Cancer Society support regular screening on its own 

or linked to a general health check.  

Given the high prevalence and burden of melanoma, the fact that family history is an 

established risk factor and there are effective interventions in place for those identified at 

increased risk, melanoma was accepted for inclusion in the FHQ. 

3.2.1.4 Prostate cancer 

The most clearly established risk factors for prostate cancer are advancing age, family history 

and ethnicity[123]. A number of studies have identified prostate cancer family history as a risk 

factor for prostate cancer incidence, typically demonstrating a two to four-fold increase in risk 
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[124]. One systematic review quoted a range of relative risks of 1.7 to 8.7; with the most 

significant predictors of risk being increased number of affected family members and early 

onset [125]. 

Screening for prostate cancer is controversial. Population-wide prostate-specific-antigen (PSA) 

screening is currently not recommended in Australia, primarily due to a lack of evidence of a 

beneficial effect on prostate cancer mortality and the known risks of over-diagnosis and 

unnecessary treatment [126].  

However, in recent years, long-awaited randomised controlled trial data have emerged around 

PSA screening and prostate cancer mortality.  Reports from the European Randomised Study 

of Screening for Prostate Cancer [127] and the prostate cancer component of the US Prostate, 

Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian (PLCO) Cancer Screening Trial [128] demonstrate important, 

albeit differing, updates in this field.  

Whilst the PLCO trial demonstrated no significant difference in mortality between the control 

and intervention groups after a 7-10 year follow-up period [128], the European study 

concluded that PSA-based screening reduced the rate of death from prostate cancer by 20% 

[127].  This reduction however, was associated with a high risk of over-diagnosis, 

demonstrated by up to 50% of men being diagnosed who would not have clinical symptoms in 

their lifetime. 

The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand confirm that family history should be 

included as a risk factor when assessing risk of developing prostate cancer [129] however 

recommendations around screening this increased risk group remain controversial. Whilst 

accepting this controversy, on balance, I felt it was reasonable to include prostate cancer in 

the FHQ in the context of offering men informed decision making for PSA screening.  

Given the high prevalence and burden of prostate cancer and the fact that family history is an 

established risk factor prostate cancer was accepted for inclusion in the FHQ.  

3.2.1.5 Breast and ovarian cancers 

There is good evidence that family history of breast or ovarian cancer is associated with 

increased risk of women developing these cancers.  Family history of breast cancer can imply 
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an increased risk of 1.5-3 times the population average, and more than 3 times for ovarian 

cancer [130]. 

Whilst the vast majority of affected women do not carry an inherited mutation in a known 

breast or ovarian cancer-predisposing gene, at least 1% to 5% of breast cancers and up to 15% 

of all cases of invasive ovarian cancer involve the inheritance of a  mutated gene [100]. 

Individuals with a significant family history of breast cancer may benefit from clarification of 

risk through DNA-based predictive genetic testing, early surveillance either by mammography, 

MRI or ultrasound, and chemoprevention [100].  

In the community, mammography remains the main screening tool for breast cancer. Elmore 

[131] notes that screening mammography reduces breast cancer mortality by about 20% to 

35% in women aged 50 to 69 years and slightly less in women aged 40 to 49 years at 14 years 

follow up. Despite research efforts dedicated to screening mammography, the relative merits 

of this tool remain debated [132].  Kalager and colleagues  [133] recently provided the 

estimated benefits and harms associated with a 10-year course of screening  mammography 

for 2500 women who are 50 years of age.  On the positive side, one woman will avoid dying 

from breast cancer due to screening. On the flip-side however, up to 1000 women will have at 

least one “false alarm”, about half of whom will subsequently undergo biopsy.  Additionally, 

breast cancer will be over-diagnosed in 5 to 15 women, who will then be unnecessarily be 

treated with any of, or a combination of surgery, radiation or chemotherapy. 

In line with current, evidence-based guidelines, BreastScreen Australia provides free 

mammograms every two years from age 40 for all women. This is a change from the guidelines 

published at the time of the FHQ’s development, when population screening was offered from 

50 years of age.  Whilst clinical breast examination and self-examination are routinely 

practiced amongst practitioners and women from all risk groups, the effectiveness of these are 

less than that of mammography [131].  

Aside from mammography, other screening modalities are increasingly being utilised for breast 

cancer screening. Elmore [131] describes that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be 

helpful for women for whom mammography is less sensitive, such as young women at 

substantially increased risk due to family history, or because a BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation is 

known to be present in the family. Early studies demonstrate higher sensitivity for breast MRI 
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than for mammography, ultrasound or both, however with a higher cost (approximately 10 

times that of mammography) and relatively low specificity [131]. 

Whilst several studies have demonstrated the ability of MRI screening to detect cancer with 

early-stage tumours that are associated with better outcomes, survival or mortality data are 

not available [134].  Despite this, and because of the demonstrated effectiveness and efficacy 

of MRI screening, the American Cancer Society has updated their guidelines for breast 

screening to include MRI as an adjunct to mammography for women at increased risk of breast 

cancer [134]. 

Some studies have demonstrated that due to its ability to distinguish between breast cysts and 

solid masses as well as benign and malignant masses [135], breast ultrasound may detect 3 to 

4 additional breast cancers per 1000 women in increased-risk populations. Berg and colleagues 

[136] note that adding a single screening ultrasound to mammography will yield an additional 

1.1 to 7.2 cancers per 1000 high risk women, but it will also substantially increase the number 

of false positives. Importantly, the potential utility of breast ultrasound in the general 

population has not been proven [131].  

Recent publications around chemoprevention note that with proven efficacy, women and 

practitioners now have three options for breast cancer chemoprevention: tamoxifen, 

raloxifene and exemestane [137]. Exemestane, an aromatase inhibitor, was the most recent 

and welcome addition to this list. A recent published randomised controlled trial described 

that exemestane significantly reduced the occurrence of invasive breast cancers in 

postmenopausal women who were at moderately increased risk for breast cancer, without the 

rare, yet serious toxic effects of both tamoxifen and raloxifene [138]. 

In addition to early breast cancer screening, women with a family history of breast cancer can 

be advised about behavioural strategies including symptom awareness, dietary and alcohol 

advice, avoiding obesity, taking regular moderate exercise and the role of breastfeeding in risk 

reduction [139]. 

Whilst trials in high risk women are currently in progress, evidence around preventive 

interventions for those women identified at increased risk of ovarian cancer, such as the use of 

ultrasound or CA125 screening is lacking, therefore ovarian cancer surveillance is not 

recommended for women at high risk or potentially high risk [140].  
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Familial screening guidelines for breast and ovarian cancer also note the increased prevalence 

of these conditions associated with Jewish, and sometimes more specifically Ashkenazi Jewish 

ancestry. Ashkenazi Jews are descended from Eastern or Central European Jews. Since 

immigrating to this country, they have maintained an extremely close-knit community and 

usually marry within their group. The 2006 Australian Census described that the Jewish 

population of Australia was 88,834 [114]. Whilst not able to provide numbers around the 

Ashkenazi component of this sub-group it is a reasonable assumption that within the 

Australian population, the majority of Jewish people in the country are most likely to be 

descendent of Eastern or Central Europe (i.e. Ashkenazi Jewish) given that after Australia, the 

most common response to country of birth according to the 2006 Australian Census, was 

England (8.9%), New Zealand (2.4%) and Scotland (1.2%).  

In a large case-control study [141] the relative risk (RR) for breast cancer associated with 

Jewish ethnicity was 1.10 (95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.84-1.44). The RR, however, was 

higher for Jewish women who had a first-degree relative with breast cancer (RR = 1.95; 95% CI 

= 0.88-4.63) or who were diagnosed under the age of 50 years (RR = 1.55; 95% CI = 0.92-2.63). 

One possible explanation is a higher frequency of mutations in the breast cancer susceptibility 

genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 as these mutations are present in 2.0%-2.5% of Ashkenazi Jewish 

men or women; this frequency is approximately five times higher than that of the general 

population [142-144]. 

At the time that the FHQ was developed, there was very clear direction from the literature and 

the evidence-based guidelines that the Ashkenazi sub-set of the Jewish community was that 

which needed to be specified when undertaking risk assessment. In recent years, this opinion 

has been challenged for a variety of reasons which will be detailed in Chapter 4 

Given the high prevalence and burden of breast cancer, the fact that family history is an 

established risk factor and there are effective interventions in place for those identified at 

increased risk, breast cancer was accepted for inclusion in the FHQ. Despite the lack of 

evidence surrounding screening for ovarian cancer, by virtue of the established risk factor 

between family history and ovarian cancer, including as well as breast and ovarian cancer 

sharing causative genetic mutations, ovarian cancer was also considered necessary for 

inclusion in the FHQ. 
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3.2.1.6 Colorectal cancer 

Colorectal cancer is another strong candidate for inclusion in a family history screening 

questionnaire, by virtue of its well established association with family history. Having at least 

one first-degree relative with colorectal cancer is an important risk factor for the disease; the 

relative risk of colorectal cancer for a 50 year old is increased from 2.2-fold with one affected 

first-degree relative, to almost four-fold in people with at least two affected first-degree 

relatives[9].   

There is strong evidence to support colonoscopy and excision of adenomatous polyps for 

disease prevention in families at increased risk of colorectal cancer [145]. Furthermore, there 

is a role for advice on diet and lifestyle modifications, as well as growing evidence for long-

term daily aspirin lowering mortality from colorectal cancer [146].  There is also growing 

evidence that aspirin reduces mortality due to colorectal cancer and other conditions, 

although this is not yet recommended for this purpose [147]. 

Given the high prevalence and burden of colorectal cancer, the fact that family history is an 

established risk factor and there are effective interventions in place for those identified at 

increased risk, colorectal cancer was accepted for inclusion in the FHQ. 

3.2.2 Selection of conditions for inclusion in the FHQ 

The candidate conditions and their relevant screening guidelines were studied to identify 

criteria needed to assign patients to risk categories based on their family history of disease.  

Guidelines that separated population risk from higher than population risk were translated 

into draft screening questions in the FHQ. The FHQ did not aim to stratify respondents into 

more specific risk groups. This is particularly relevant when considering a number of the 

familial risk guidelines for cancers, in which there are often tiers of risk categories and 

associated guidelines: population, moderately increased risk and potentially high risk. The 

questionnaire thus aimed to serve as a triaging tool, separating patients that required a more 

detailed risk assessment. Furthermore, this allowed for the tool to remain simple and brief. 
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3.2.3 Wording of the FHQ 

I used existing instruments to understand phrasing and word choice for questionnaires 

designed for use by patients. Questionnaires identified through the systematic review as well 

as the grey literature were considered in the development of the FHQ. 

As demonstrated in the systematic review, amongst existing family history collection tools 

there was no congruency regarding the manner in which questions were framed. This was the 

case not only across different countries, but also across different populations. Despite being 

able to group FHQs according to their intended user, mode of delivery or disease of interest, 

questions remained heterogeneous. Consensus opinion was considered the best option to 

inform wording of the FHQ in the absence of evidence in this area. 

For some conditions such as prostate cancer, there were no pre-existing FHQs or sources that 

offered an example of a relevant screening question.  Despite this, we agreed that existing 

questions could be adapted to incorporate these conditions. It was understood that refining 

the most effective method of wording a FHQ is an important research question, which may be 

better understood after this validation process. 

Given the heterogeneity of existing validated and non-validated family history questionnaires, I 

decided to compare and contrast the wording from different sources that sought to address 

the same aspect of family history. Presented below are two examples that show variation in 

the manner in which topics can be asked.  

Ethnicity is one aspect of family history collection that requires particular care and sensitivity 

when discussing with patients. It is problematic at times as the true intention of the query can 

be lost.  In colloquial conversation, the two terms ‘ethnicity’ and ‘ancestry’ are often used 

interchangeably. Careful examination of their dictionary definitions illustrates this distinction 

however it is also worth acknowledging the important differences between them from a 

genetics perspective.  

an·ces·try /Noun: 

1. The descendants of one individual.  

2. Inherited properties shared with others of your bloodline.  

3. Condition as to ancestors; ancestral lineage; hence, birth or honorable descent.  
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4. A series of ancestors or progenitors; lineage, or those who compose the line of natural 

descent. 

eth·nic·i·ty/Noun:  

1. An ethnic quality or affiliation resulting from racial or cultural ties; "ethnicity has a 

strong influence on community status relations". 

http://www.websters-online-dictionary.org/  

From a genetic risk assessment perspective, pinpointing genetic ancestry – that is, from which 

gene ‘pool’ one’s DNA originates can be a helpful outcome.  This is particularly relevant when 

considering the increased prevalence of particular disease-causing genetic mutations in 

specific founder populations. On the other hand, a patient’s response concerning their ethnic 

background also provides a useful insight into their family culture as well as potential shared 

environmental, dietary and lifestyle risk factors. The following describes a variety of ways that 

ethnicity and ancestry are queried in the literature as well as the manner in which they are 

largely used interchangeably: 
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Table 11.  Examples of how ethnicity is queried in the literature  

Source Questionnaire item 

Glanz et al, 1998 

[67] 

What ethnic group do you most identify with? 

<list of groups included> 

Qureshi et al 

2005 [83] 

Please tick the box that best describes your parents’ ethnic group (if they 

belong to different groups, please tick two boxes). <list of groups> Also an 

‘other’ option with “please write your answer” 

Cole et al, 1978 

[60] 

Place of birth: 

Race and religion: 

Sweet et al, 2002 

[87] 

What best describes your father’s ancestry:  

Jewish 

Non-Jewish 

Don’t know 

*We ask this question because research has shown that people of 

Ashkenazi Jewish descent from Eastern Europe (i.e. Germany, 

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Russia, Hungary) may be at increased risk for 

certain cancers 

Hughes et al, 

2003 [73] 

Are you of Spanish/Hispanic origin? 

Select what best describes your racial background: <list> 

Were any of your grandparents of Ashkenazi Jewish descent? Yes, No, 

Unknown 
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Source Questionnaire item 

Grey literature: 

My Family Health 

Portrait 

(Ref 1, Table 1, 

Chapter 2) 

Some conditions are more common in people with a shared background 

or ancestry.  It is important to record the ancestry of your relatives and be 

as specific as possible. 

Grey literature: 

Genetics Through 

a Primary Care 

Lens 

(Ref 3, Table 1, 

Chapter 2) 

How would you describe your ethnicity?  

Where were your grandparents born? 

Mark each of the ethnic groups that are part of your family background. 

You may choose more than one 

Grey literature: 

Your Family 

History 

(Ref 4, Table 1, 

Chapter 2) 

Where did you and your partner’s ancestors come from before the United 

States? Check all that apply. 

This information can be helpful because sometimes genetic health 

problems occur more often in specific ethnic groups 

Grey literature: 

Medical family 

tree 

(Ref 22, Table 1, 

Chapter 2) 

What is your ancestry? Please select all that apply. 

Grey literature: 

Nugene Project 

(Ref 25, Table 1, 

Chapter 2) 

Are you of ‘x’ ethnicity? 

Is your family of Jewish ancestry from Eastern or Central Europe 

(Ashkenazi)? 
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The second example to demonstrate the heterogeneity around wording of questionnaire 

questions is regarding degree of relationship. When collecting a three generational pedigree a 

genetic counsellor is able to interview the patient and progress through the family tree, 

querying each member’s health history.  However, when faced with the task of developing 

questions for a brief, yet focused FHQ, the challenge in how one best portrays the notion of 

‘relatedness’ or ‘degree of relationship’ is revealed. 

The terms ‘first degree’ and ‘second degree’ are not typically used in lay conversation, yet 

from the perspective of being able to perform an accurate familial risk assessment, the 

distinction between these is essential.  The following table describes how a number of 

different FHQs ask about degree of relationship: 
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Table 12. Examples of how degree of relationship is queried in the literature 

Source Questionnaire question 

Glanz et al, 

1998 [67] 

Has any close relative (parent, child, brother, sister) ever had a 

skin cancer? If yes, what type of skin cancer was it <list 

provided>? 

Qureshi et al, 

2005 [83] 

This section asks about your ‘immediate’ relatives <list of 

relatives>. Do not give information about family members who 

are not your blood relatives, e.g. step- or foster- brothers or 

sisters or children, or relatives related by marriage 

How many of the following blood relatives do you have 

(including any that have died)? <brothers (including half-

brothers), sisters (including half-sisters), nephews/nieces, uncles, 

aunts, first cousins>. 

Brener et al, 

1996 [57] 

Have any of your parents, brothers, sisters or children ever been 

told that they have colon polyps? <Yes, no, don’t know>.  

House et al, 

1999 [72] 

Your close family’s health: father, mother, brothers, sisters, sons 

and daughters only: 

Has any of your close family (living or dead) had <condition>? 

If the answer is yes to, please tell us which of your close family 

have been affected and indicate the approximate age of 

diagnosis if known 

Church et al, 

2000 [58] 

Have any of your relatives ever had… 

Schroy et al, 

2005 [86] 

Check off if you or any of your close blood relatives (parent(s), 

brother(s), sister(s) or children have had any of the following 

diseases: 

Leggatt et al, 

1999 [80] 

Please record details of any of your blood relatives who have 

been affected by cancer.  

Sweet et al, 

2002 [87] 

Family members such as adopted, foster or step relatives or 

those related by marriage only do not add to your cancer risk.  

This risk assessment focuses only on your blood relations (those 

family members that are genetically related to you).  

Has anyone in the immediate family had <condition>? This 

includes parents, brothers, sisters, and children. 

Have any of your distant relatives had cancer? This includes your 

grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and grandchildren.  

This information is important in order to provide you with the 
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Source Questionnaire question 

most complete cancer risk assessment. 

Fisher et al, 

2003 [64] 

When we ask you about your family we are referring to your 

blood relatives, your mother, sisters and daughters, and your 

grandmothers, aunts and nieces.   

Hariri et al, 

2003 [70] 

Have any of your first-degree relatives (e.g. father, mother, 

brother, sister) ever been told they have diabetes or high blood 

sugar? 

McCusker et 

al,  2004 [81] 

Has your biological <insert relative> ever had any of the 

following conditions? <list> 

 

The development of the FHQ was an iterative process involving multiple rounds of review and 

consultation with the literature and members of the research team followed by alterations to 

phrasing, wording and order of questions. Version 10 represents the FHQ that was used for 

piloting purposes.  

I will now consider each element of Version 10 of the FHQ in detail to demonstrate the 

rationale behind the inclusion of each question. References are included for each question to 

indicate where its components were sourced from. Questions do not necessarily precisely 

replicate source questions, but rather are adaptations of, or inspired by, aspects of the source 

material. 

3.2.3.1 Cover page 

The front cover of the FHQ aimed to provide a brief overview of the questionnaire; its purpose, 

significance and aspects of family history screening that warrant particular attention. Specific 

aspects that this section aimed to emphasise to its users included: 

1. Only blood relatives (and not relatives by marriage) contribute to one’s genetic 

risk of disease. 

2. It is important to consider both living and dead relatives when assessing 

genetic risk 

3. It is important to consider one’s ethnic background or ancestry when assessing 

genetic risk as some conditions occur more often in particular ethnic groups 
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4. Family history information changes over time, and as such it is important that 

family history is routinely updated. 

With this in mind, the following information was provided on the front cover of the FHQ, with 

the sources of the phrases provided in brackets: utilises phrasing from the following sources: 

Your answers to these questions will help us to work out if you may have an increased risk of a 

number of conditions.  You should be aware that your family history can change over time 

(Fisher [64]).  

Family members such as adopted, foster or step relatives or those related by marriage only do 

not add to your disease risk.  This risk assessment focuses mainly on your close relatives, 

including parents, children, brother(s) and sister(s), both living and dead (Sweet [87]).  In places 

you will be asked about other relatives such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews 

and grandchildren. 

In order to interpret your family history, it is important to have some information about the 

ethnic background of your parents and grandparents, as some conditions occur more often in 

specific ethnic groups (Grey literature: see Chapter 2, Table 3 questions #4, #20, #26). 

3.2.3.2 Question 1 

 

This question aimed to be simple, but less specific, using a broad approach. This question was 

considered an appropriate first question in the questionnaire to set participants thinking about 

their medical family history, and allow them to list any conditions that came to mind, without 

being influenced by conditions listed within the questionnaire. Aside from the three core 

chronic diseases included in this study, this broad question also allowed other conditions to be 

captured. Examples include rare genetic disorders, sporadic conditions, psychological 

conditions, and allergies.   

Do you think that there are any conditions or illnesses which run in your family? (Watt [90], 

Hunt [74])  

 If so, please specify      
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3.2.3.3 Question 2 

 

 This question addressed heart disease and asked two sub-questions concerning family history 

and then ethnicity. The ethnicity question aimed to further increase the accuracy of the tool as 

ethnic backgrounds such as Afrikaner and Lebanese have been shown to increase risk of 

cardiovascular disease when combined with a family history.  

Considering that ‘heart disease’ is a broad term, we sought to clarify what this might include, 

reminding participants that “heart disease’ includes cardiovascular disease, heart attack, 

angina and bypass surgery”. 

3.2.3.4 Question 3 

 

Have any of your close relatives, including parent(s), children, brother(s) or sister(s), (Glanz 

[67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) had heart disease (also known as cardiovascular disease, heart 

attack, angina, bypass surgery) before the age of 60? (Frezzo [32])  

Do you come from one of the following ethnic backgrounds?(Frezzo [32]) 

(People from these backgrounds may be at increased risk of certain types of heart disease) 

Afrikaner 

Lebanese 

 Have any of your close relatives, including parent(s), children, brother(s) or sister(s), (Glanz 

[67] , Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) had diabetes (also known as type 2 diabetes or non-insulin 

dependent diabetes)? (Frezzo [32])  

Do you come from any of the following ethnic backgrounds? (Frezzo [32] ) 

(People from these backgrounds may be at increased risk of diabetes) 

Chinese 

Aboriginal/ Torres Strait Islander 

Pacific Islander 

Indian sub-continent 
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This question addressed diabetes risk, and encompassed two sub-questions   concerning family 

history and then ethnicity.  

In modern society the boundaries are increasingly blurred between the ‘types’ of diabetes. 

This is largely due to an increasing number of people becoming overweight and obese at a 

young age. Whilst type 1 diabetes (usually early onset) is easily genetically distinguished from 

type 2 diabetes (adult onset, associated with obesity and more significantly associated with 

family history) the terms insulin-dependent and non-insulin dependent diabetes are unclear. 

As we now see those with type 2 diabetes ending up on insulin injections ‘insulin dependent’ 

and ‘non-insulin dependent’ are less useful distinctions.   

It is perhaps this lack of clarity that seems to also confuse lay understanding and use of the 

term ‘diabetes’. From discussion during the pilot period, it was evident that a variety of terms 

are commonly used to distinguish between different types of diabetes: ‘type 1’ versus ‘type 2’ 

and ‘non-insulin dependent’ and ‘insulin dependent’ and even ‘old age’ versus ‘juvenile’. 

I purposefully left the question as ambiguous; ‘diabetes’ but included a descriptive note that 

“diabetes is also known as type 2 diabetes or non-insulin dependent diabetes.” 

The ethnicity question aimed to further increase the accuracy of the tool as ethnic 

backgrounds that increase diabetes risk, regardless of family history of the condition, include: 

Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, Chinese, Pacific Islander and Indian Sub-Continent.  

3.2.3.5 Question 4  

Have any of your close relatives, including parent(s), children, brother(s) or sister(s), (Glanz 

[67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) ) had breast cancer before the age of 50?  

Do you have more than one relative who has had breast cancer on either your mother’s or 

father’s side of the family? ( Fisher [64]) Please think about all of the following relatives: 

parent(s), children, brother(s), sister(s), (Glanz [67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) grandparent(s), 

aunt(s), uncle(s), niece(s), nephew(s) and grandchildren. (Sweet [87])  

Is your family of Jewish ancestry? (Grey lit: 24) 

If so, are they from Eastern or Central Europe (Ashkenazi)?  (Sweet [87] Grey lit) 
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This question addressed breast cancer risk and had 4 sub-questions covering different aspects 

of the increased risk guidelines, including questions pertaining to age of diagnosis in first or 

second-degree relatives, number of relatives affected and ethnicity.  

The ethnicity question aimed to further increase the accuracy of the tool, as ethnic 

backgrounds that increase breast/ovarian cancer risk when combined with a family history of 

relevant disease include Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry. There is increased prevalence of BRCA1/2 

mutations in people of this background.  

3.2.3.6 Question 5 

 Have any of your close relatives, including parents(s), children, brother(s) or sister(s), (Glanz 

[67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) had colon or rectal cancer (also known as large bowel or 

colorectal cancer) ([72, 86]) before the age of 55? 

 

Do you have more than one relative who has had colon or rectal cancer on either your 

mother’s or father’s side of the family? (Fisher [64]) Please think about all of the following 

relatives: parent(s), children, brother(s), sister(s), (Glanz [67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) 

grandparent(s), aunt(s), uncle(s), niece(s), nephew(s) and grandchildren. (Sweet [87]) 

 

This question was addressed  colorectal cancer risk and had 2 sub-questions around age of 

diagnosis of first or second degree relatives, and the number of relatives affected.   

This question also provides alternative labels for bowel cancer: “Bowel cancer is also known as 

colon cancer, rectal cancer or cancer of the large bowel” 

3.2.3.7 Question 6 

Have any of your close male relatives, including father, son(s) or brother(s), (Glanz [67], Schroy 

[86], Sweet [87]) had prostate cancer before the age of 60?  

(People from these backgrounds may be at increased risk of breast cancer)                                                                            
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3.2.3.8 Question 7 

Have any of your close female relatives, including mother, daughter(s) or sister(s), (Glanz [67], 

Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) had ovarian cancer?  

3.2.3.9 Question 8 

Have any of your close relatives, including parent(s), children, brother(s) or sister(s), (Glanz 

[67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) had melanoma?  

Each of these questions 6, 7 and 8 is a single question with no sub-questions. According to 

familial risk guidelines, only first-degree relatives need be considered. For ovarian cancer and 

melanoma age of diagnosis is also not considered. 

3.2.3.10 Question 9 

 On either your mother’s or father’s side of the family, thinking about the following relatives: 

parent(s), children, brother(s), sister(s), (Glanz [67], Schroy [86], Sweet [87]) grandparent(s), 

aunt(s), uncle(s), niece(s), nephew(s) and grandchildren, (Sweet [87]) do you have more than 

one relative with: 

Any cancer? 

 

Any of the following types of cancer:  

Brain, kidney, thyroid, stomach, uterus/endometrial, pancreas? 

  

The first sub-question in question 9 is a broad question related to multiple diagnoses of cancer 

within the family, which aimed to be less specific. This question allows for people who do not 

know the specific site of their relatives’ cancers but are aware of cancer diagnoses, to enter a 

positive response. This is followed by a far more specific sub-part to question 9 which is 

designed to  address increased risk rules associated with familial cancer syndromes such as 

Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colorectal Cancer (HNPCC), namely having a family history of two or 

more relatives with other forms of related cancers: brain, kidney, thyroid, stomach, 

uterus/endometrial, pancreas. 
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Different sections within the ‘Red Book’ (version 7)[96] list different cancers that are related to 

HNPCC. From the ovarian cancer risk assessment section and the colorectal cancer risk 

assessment guidelines the following HNPCC-related cancers are listed: endometrial, ovarian, 

gastric, renal tract (ureter), renal pelvic, hepatobiliary tract, pancreatic, brain (glioblastoma), 

stomach, small intestine.  Whilst problematic, we decided to combine and then simplify these 

to include the names of cancers we felt to be recognizable to the lay person, whilst keeping 

with the core primary areas listed. 

3.3 Piloting of the FHQ 

Version 10 of the FHQ was then utilised in the pilot study. Piloting was considered necessary to 

scope the following aspects of the study: 

 Recruitment methods in the primary care setting 

 Acceptability of FHQ to patients: time to complete, ease of completion 

 Feasibility of the study process in the GP/primary care setting  

3.3.1 Methods 

I piloted a variety of recruitment methods in 2 practices over a 6 month period.  

3.3.1.1 Mail out  

A random sample of 500 patients aged 20-50 was generated from the electronic clinical 

practice database of one metropolitan general practice (Practice #1). These patients were 

invited into the study via postal invitation from the practice.  A second practice (#2) was also 

recruited in the pilot mail-out phase of the study although did not proceed to the mail out 

phase. This second practice maintained that it was very difficult to generate a randomised list 

of eligible patients, and that their I.T. specialist would need to be paid to devote time to this 

task. This practice opted out of the mail out method of recruitment but agreed to explore 

other recruitment methods. 

3.3.1.2 Reception hand out  

Consecutive patients attending both practices in the eligible age range were invited to 

participate in the study, via an information sheet handed to them by reception staff. Specific 

blocks of time were allocated at different days and times of the week for recruitment. Each 
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eligible patient was given a numbered information pack and invited to contact the research 

team directly, place an expression-of-interest slip in a box in the waiting room, or use the 

reply-paid envelope to register their interest. Numbering of information packs allowed 

accurate assessment of recruitment rates.  

A pile of numbered information sheets was also left on the reception counter for patients to 

take for times that reception were unable to administer the information directly to the 

patients. 

3.3.1.3  Researcher hand out  

I personally approached patients in the waiting room of Practice #2 with an invitation to 

participate in the study. Over the course of one month, I trialled different days of the week as 

well as different time blocks to hand out invitations to consecutive patients.  Invitations were 

numbered to keep track of the denominator. Practice #1 did not agree to this method of 

recruitment. 

3.3.1.4 GP hand out  

GPs at both practices were given invitation packs to give to eligible patients during the 

consultation.  

At Practice #1, 130 study packs were given to GPs at one practice to give to eligible patients 

during consults. At Practice #2, practice staff preferred that only the principal GP trialled the 

method of handing out invitations to patients during consultations. 

3.3.2 Results 

Via the mail-out method eleven expressions of interest were received from Practice #1. Three 

of these were ineligible, being over 50 years of age. The FHQ was completed by eight 

participants all of whom found it easy and acceptable to complete, taking less than five 

minutes. Importantly, 121/500 (24.2%) of invitation letters were returned to the practices, as 

they were not delivered to the intended recipient. 

Thirteen expressions of interest were received via the reception hand out method, 11 of 

whom completed the FHQ. This included only one expression of interest and subsequent 

appointment from Practice #2, and the remaining 10 from Practice #1. Two of the original 12 
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expressions of interest from Practice #1 were ineligible due to being over 50 years old. It is 

possible that the stated denominator of 100 may not be precise as it is likely a number of FHQs 

were soiled or lost using this method. 

It is interesting to note that using the researcher hand out method, during six visits by the 

researcher, a range of 11-14 eligible patients presented to the surgery in a 1.5-2 hour time 

frame and were given study information. Across these visits, the maximum number of patients 

who declined to take the study information at any one session was three. No responses for 

participation were received using this method.  

After two weeks, two expressions of interest were received via the GP hand-out method at 

Practice #1, although one was lost to follow up.  It was not possible to ascertain how many 

invitations had been handed out. 

At Practice #2, 30 invitations were left with the principal GP and no replies were received after 

two months.  
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The overall response rate from the pilot study can be summarised as follows: 

Table 13. Response rate from various recruitment methods in the pilot study 

 Practice # 1  Practice # 2  Overall response rate 

Mail out Return to sender= 121 

Adjusted denominator = 379 

11/379 

Ineligible due to age = 3 

Adjusted response rate = 8/379 

 

- 2.1% 

Reception hand out 12/72  

Ineligible due to age = 2 

Adjusted response rate =10/70 

1/30 11% 

Researcher hand out - 0/70 0% 

GP hand out 2/130 

Lost to follow-up =1 

Adjusted response rate =1/129 

0/30 0.6% 

 

3.3.3 Discussion 

Recruitment of participants into the pilot study proved challenging, with each method 

highlighting problematic issues associated with undertaking research in the general practice 

setting.  

3.3.3.1 Mail out 

Whilst the clinical software system used in Practice #1 was searchable for eligible patients, it 

was not able to provide a random sample of these patients, or even a list that could be edited 

(such as creating a smaller sub-group of the eligible patient list). It was therefore necessary to 

print off the entire 20-50 year old patient list from the database, assign each patient a number 

and utilise an electronic randomiser to select a sub-group of patients to invite into the study.  
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It is likely that the high return-to-sender rate from the mail-out at practice #1 reflects the 

difficulty maintaining an up-to-date database of patients’ addresses or difficulty in identifying 

patients that continue to attend the practice.  

3.3.3.2 Reception hand-out 

Whilst yielding a reasonable response rate, the reception hand-out method proved 

problematic due to the busy nature of the primary care reception area. The added task of 

giving patients the invitation was not viewed as practical by reception staff as it was easily 

forgotten due to other higher-priority work.  

Despite invitations at the reception being numbered to allow for an accurate assessment of 

recruitment rate, reception staff noted the difficulty in what to do when participants did not 

want the invitation. Ideally, these invitations would be put to the side in a separate pile, so 

that the number of people approached or invited into the study could be tallied. However, 

reception staff described that these invitations were often returned to the original pile of 

invitations to be given to patients, or thrown in the bin. It is therefore likely that the response 

rate was overestimated for this method. 

3.3.3.3 Researcher hand-out 

It is worth noting that only one practice (#2) allowed the researcher hand-out method of 

recruitment to be trialled. The other practice, #1, was not in favour of having a researcher 

approaching patients in their waiting room. This practice was a ‘quiet’ practice with an older 

patient demographic. 

There are a number of factors that may have contributed to the lack of successful recruitment 

via this method. The demographic of Practice #2 was potentially a lower socioeconomic area 

of the metropolitan area, also constituting a variety of ethnic backgrounds for which English is 

not a primary language: Italian, African and Asian backgrounds were noted amongst the 

patients approached.  Furthermore, a number of young women approached in the waiting 

room had young children and/or babies with them. It was evident that they had little time or 

attention to devote to the research invitation. It was not always possible to gauge a patient’s 

age, and as such it is possible that some invitations were given to patients outside the 20-50 

years age range. 
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A large and busy practice, patient waiting time for their appointment was noticeably long. The 

effect this may have had on patients’ moods may have affected their response to an invitation 

to participate in research. Similarly, some patients who were approached replied that they 

were ‘too sick’ to participate – an unsurprising response, given the setting in which they were 

being approached. Overall, patients were visibly wary of being approached by a stranger, 

despite the introduction offered regarding the research institute and background of the study. 

It is possible that this method was not successful due to a perceived invasion of personal time 

and space in the waiting room. With the understanding that patients are in the waiting room 

with a specific purpose (namely to consult with their GP about a particular healthcare 

concern), the idea of being approached by a stranger to participate in a study with little no 

perceived relevance to their immediate health issue, may have been unappealing.  

3.3.3.4 GP hand-out 

Discussion with GPs involved in this pilot method revealed that they easily forget to raise the 

study with eligible patients during consultations.  Time poor, GPs ultimately felt that this 

method of recruitment was not practical in the primary care setting. 

3.3.4 Decision around recruitment method 

After a six month period the different recruitment methods were compared in terms of 

recruitment rate, time and cost efficiency. Whilst the reception hand-out method  yielded by 

far the best recruitment method (11% response rate), in terms of certainty of rate (namely, 

denominator) and inconvenience to practice staff, this was not considered a practical route to 

pursue. 

Despite only a 2.1% response rate, the mail-out method provided the most acceptable 

approach.  The large amount of returned mail indicated that the patient database was not up-

to-date; we believed that this response rate would improve given improved database 

management. Provided that returned mail could reliably be tallied or collected, this method 

also provided the most accurate in terms of denominator and therefore response rate. Mail-

out was therefore considered the method of choice for the validation study.  
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3.4 Consumer input 

In early 2007, during the initial piloting phase, consumer input was also sought regarding the 

family history questionnaire and the overall family history screening process.  I consulted the 

Consumer Advisory Group, a panel of lay members associated with The University of Western 

Australia that was developed to provide lay perspective regarding scientific research. Box 2 

below provides the key findings from the consultation session with the consumer group:  

 

Box 2. Key Points from Consumer Advisory Group 

 Consumers were surprised that family history screening was not already routinely 

undertaken in primary care; barriers may be faced due to a community assumption 

that GPs already counsel patients according to their familial risks and provide 

appropriate referral or management.  

 Consumers required additional information surrounding the evidence of 

interventions such as additional screening, surveillance and adoption of a variety of 

healthy lifestyle choices for those who would be identified at increased familial risk 

 The complex nature of these chronic diseases, particularly the interplay of lifestyle, 

environment and genetics was discussed. Consumers queried whether questions 

surrounding these other risk factors should be included in the FHQ. 

 The implications of being identified at increased risk were raised. Specific concerns 

included life insurance, but more generally, the psychosocial impact of receiving 

this risk assessment. Consumers impressed the need for clear provision of 

resources, referral information and support for those identified at increased risk. A 

number of members predicted that participants may go on to represent a ‘worried 

well’ population. 

 It was proposed that family history information may not be reliably recalled by 

participants, and as such a recall bias was likely. 

 An Indigenous Australian representative noted particular aspects of Aboriginal 

families that may be problematic if included in this study. The tendency for 

individuals to move residences frequently was described and hence the likelihood 

that 3 month follow-up would be difficult.   
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3.5 Changes made to pilot FHQ prior to implementation in the study proper 

Based on the pilot phase of the study, the FHQ was revised. The following changes were 

addressed: 

3.5.1 Phrasing 

The most problematic phrase in the development of the FHQ was ‘close relatives’. The FHQ 

was piloted using example phrases that combined terms from Glanz [67] Schroy [86]  and 

Sweet [87]. The stem “Have any of your close relatives (parent(s), child or children, brother(s) 

or sister(s) had…” was considered lengthy and convoluted. Given that it was repeated in the 

majority of questions, pilot participants described an annoying sense of repetition. Based on 

this informally collected qualitative feedback, it was decided that the term ‘close’ would be 

defined on the front page of the questionnaire, as first degree relatives – these were listed for 

participant as parents, brothers, sisters and children.  It was also noted that in parts of the 

questionnaire, ‘other’ relatives would also be asked about, and that these would include 

second degree relatives including grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews. To avoid 

uncertainty it was decided that this clarification would be provided for participants on both 

the pre-amble cover page, as well as under each question.   

To further reduce the length of questions 4, 5 and 9, the phrase “on either your mother’s or 

your father’s side of the family” was replaced with “on one side of the family”.  

For questions 2, 3 and 5 that pertained to heart disease, diabetes and bowel cancer, it was 

decided that within the core question itself, the disease would only be referred to using one 

label; “heart disease”, “diabetes” and “bowel cancer”. Instead of listing other common terms 

for this disease in brackets, a by-line was listed underneath these questions to describe what 

these illnesses may otherwise be known as. This change also aimed to reduce the length of 

each question and ultimately reduce the wordiness of these questions.  

3.5.2 Format 

Having sub-questions within questions relating to the same conditions was problematic. 

People who answered ‘no’ to the first question within a question tended to then skip the 

second question, which meant that missing data was common, particularly around ethnicity. 
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For this reason, it was decided to create a separate question number for each question posed 

with the FHQ.  

3.5.3 Order of questions 

Regarding the order of questions within the questionnaire, it was decided to pose the ‘simple’ 

questions upfront, followed by the more complicated questions. Questions that asked ‘do you 

have any close relatives with <illness> were considered ‘simple’ whilst those that required 

participants to consider how many relatives have been affected, and at what age, were 

considered more complicated.  It was hoped that by positioning the simple question at the 

beginning would encourage participants to continue and ultimately complete the FHQ. 

3.5.4 Removal of questions 

The above amendments were integrated into the FHQ. The final version of the FHQ is a 15-

item tool with binary responses. Some questions were designed to be simpler but less specific, 

whilst others implement rules from the evidence-based guidelines which aim to increase the 

specificity of the tool. This version is provided below in Figure 2: 
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Figure 2. Final version of the Family History Questionnaire 
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Chapter 4 Validation of the Family History Questionnaire 

4.1 Introduction 

The final version of the FHQ was applied to the formal validation study. This chapter describes 

the methods undertaken to recruit both general practices and eligible patients into the study, 

the family history screening process, the reference standards and the statistical analyses 

undertaken to validate the FHQ. The results of the validation are reported as well as 

preliminary discussion around the performance of the tool. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Participants 

Patients from selected general practices aged between 20-50 years were eligible for inclusion. 

This age range was chosen because it reflects a population of people who, if identified as 

having a significant family history of one of the relevant diseases, would benefit from 

additional preventive strategies above and beyond those recommended for the general 

population. Because the FHQ covered a range of chronic conditions, people who already had 

one or more of these chronic diseases were still included. There was no exclusion criterion 

explicitly stated. 

4.2.2 Setting of data collection 

Six general practices were involved in the study from which participants were recruited.  These 

practices covered a broad geographical area of both metropolitan and outer-metropolitan 

Perth, Western Australia (see Appendix B for a list of general practices involved).  

4.2.3 Practice recruitment 

A number of approaches were undertaken to recruit general practices into the study.  As the 

study was undertaken within a university discipline of General Practice, a number of academic 

general practitioners within the discipline were approached to consider their practice for 

involvement. General practices that had participated in previous research projects conducted 

by the discipline and had expressed interest in participating in future research were also 

approached. 
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Invitations letters, faxes and email were used to promote the study and scope initial interest. A 

‘Research Information Sheet for Practices’ (RISP) [148] was also developed to provide practices 

with succinct information about the study and its requirements (see Appendix C). An incentive 

of $250 to cover administrative costs was offered to practices who participated in the study. 

The research team visited interested practices to provide more detailed information, and to 

discuss the practice-specific needs and logistics around their participation.  

4.2.4 Key criteria for practice participation included: 

 Ability to electronically search the patient database according to participant 

age criteria (20-50 years) and attendance (attended at least once in the last 12 

months) 

 Agreement for practice manager and/or administration staff to liaise regularly 

with the researcher regarding invitation mail-outs and appointment booking 

 Regular availability of a room at the practice for participants to be seen by the 

researcher 

 Agreement by GPs to receive follow-up information pertaining to patients’ 

familial risk assessment and relevant screening and/or management advice 

During the pilot study it was found that some clinical practice software had limited capabilities 

in terms of electronically searching the patient databases. Furthermore, limited updating of 

patient addresses was acknowledged by some practices, implying that a mail-out invitation to 

patients would not always be efficient. As such, when approaching potential practices the 

study, I emphasised the necessity for searchable, up-to-date patient databases. 

4.2.5 Participant recruitment 

Using the practice electronic clinical database, practice administration staff identified patients 

who met the 20-50 year age criterion. To maximise response rate, we asked that ‘active’ 

patients in the relevant age group be identified – this was determined by having attended the 

practice at least once in the last 12 months – a search criteria easily included in most clinical 

software packages. Using Microsoft Excel, random sampling of this eligible patient list was 

then undertaken.  To facilitate the administration staff and minimise the time that practice 

staff needed to devote to the study, I prepared the invitation packs for each practice, so that 

only the patient address label needed to be provided and attached by practice staff. For this 

reason, invitation letters were not personalised, but rather were addressed ‘Dear Patient.’ 
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By virtue of ethical guidelines governing privacy and confidentiality issues, it was essential that 

the invitation letters came from the general practice. From a recruitment perspective, this was 

also potentially beneficial.  It is conceivable that patients may have given more attention, or 

even be more likely to respond to a letter from their general practice, than from a stranger at a 

university department. A study published in 2008 by Lyon and colleagues [149] confirmed that 

invitation letters on which the GP signature was included at the end of the letter contributed 

to an improved response rate. 

Each round of recruitment lasted five weeks. From each practice 100 invitation letters were 

posted each week, drawing from the random sample of eligible patients. Included with the 

letter was a Participant Information Sheet, an Expression of Interest Form and a reply-paid 

envelope addressed to me. At times when recruitment was slow, the mail out rate was 

increased to 200 letters per week. Recruitment continued until the target number of 500 

participants was reached. 

Patients who wanted to participate in the study were invited to either return the expression of 

interest form with contact details via post or to directly phone or email through their interest 

to me.  Upon receipt of expressions of interest, I contacted the patient either by phone or 

email to make an appointment at their general practice to participate in the study. From this 

point on, I refer to people taking part in the study as ‘participants.’ 

Participants were posted an appointment letter to confirm the date, time and venue of their 

appointment. In the second half of recruitment into the study this was replaced and where 

possible, a reminder SMS / text message was sent to confirm their appointment the day before 

their appointment.  If no mobile telephone number was provided, a direct phone call or email 

reminder was provided.  

Whilst the majority of appointments were held at the general practice from where the 

invitation was posted, some participants preferred to visit me at my office, or for me to visit 

them at home or work. 

In some instances, patients who had moved interstate or to a rural region of Western 

Australia, still received an invitation letter via postal re-direction service. If interested in taking 

part in the study, these people were offered a combination of postal and telephone 

participation, whereby the consent form, baseline PIQ and FHQ were completed via post, 
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followed by a telephone appointment in order for the three generational pedigrees to be 

collected.  

4.2.6 Definition of the reference standard 

A pedigree is not only essential for confirming patterns of inheritance but also serves as a tool 

to determine healthcare strategies such as genetic testing, making a differential diagnosis (i.e. 

genetic versus other causative risk factors) and identifying appropriate screening needs for 

healthy individuals [150]. To allow for accurate risk assessment to be made, a comprehensive 

family history should include [151]: 

 A multi-generation family history (usually at least three generations) drawn in 

pedigree form 

 Pertinent health information about each closely relate (first-degree relatives: 

parents, siblings and children; second-degree relatives: grandparents, aunts, 

uncles; and third-degree relatives: cousins, great-grandparents) 

 Age at onset for adult-onset diseases 

 Ethnicity 

Three strategies were used to define the risk category for each condition: comparison to an 

evidence-based reference standard, consultation with a genetics expert around complex 

histories, and external validation via risk assessment by an external researcher.  

The reference standard against which the FHQ was compared were evidence-based screening 

guidelines in the ‘Red Book’ [99]. These were applied to each participant’s three generation 

pedigree. For heart disease, type 2 diabetes, prostate cancer and melanoma each participant 

was assigned a binary risk assessment outcome: ‘0’ to denote population risk and ‘1’ for those 

at increased risk. According to familial risk assessment guidelines for breast, ovarian and 

colorectal cancer, one can fit into one of three risk categories: population risk or slightly above 

population risk, moderately increased risk or potentially high risk.  Whilst data were collected 

around which of these risk groups each participant fell, for the purposes of our analysis, each 

participant was triaged into either increased risk, or not. As such those participants with 

‘moderately increased’ or ‘potentially high risk’ were triaged into the ‘increased risk’ group 

and assigned a ‘1’ outcome, and those at population risk or slightly above population risk were 

considered ‘population risk’ and assigned a ‘0’ outcome. 
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Risk assessment based on pedigree analysis is central to genetic counselling [150]. While 

accepting the limitations inherent in self-reported family history, a three generation pedigree 

collected by a trained genetic counsellor represents the most accurate family history that 

could pragmatically be obtained in general practice. Being a trained genetic counsellor, I was 

therefore able to collect this reference standard from each participant, and it was considered 

an appropriate reference standard against which the FHQ was compared. 

It is important to note that due to the complexity of some family histories risk assessment 

could not always be defined unambiguously using the ‘Red Book’ guidelines. In these instances 

I consulted with a clinical geneticist for expert advice on familial risk.   

For further validation and quality assurance, 50 of the pedigrees were given to a second 

researcher to undertake familial risk assessment, blinded to my risk assessment outcomes. 

4.2.7 FHQ as the index test 

The final version of the FHQ from the pilot study was used in this phase of the study. One 

change was made to the FHQ early in the validation process.  The sub-part of question 11 

around Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry was dropped, leaving the more general question around 

Jewish ancestry. 

The reasons for removing the sub-question around Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry were three-fold. 

Based on the pedigree collection interviews in the early round of recruitment, it became clear 

that the majority of people did not know what Ashkenazi meant, even if they were aware of 

having Jewish ancestry.  Secondly, when considering the Australian population, the majority of 

Jewish people in the country are most likely to be descendent of Northern or Central Europe 

(i.e. Ashkenazi Jewish).  These were considered reasonable assumptions based on 

correspondence with a key author in this field, Dr Steven Narod. Correspondence with Dr 

Narod regarding a recent relevant study in Canada [152] confirmed that due to the vast 

majority of Jewish women are Ashkenazi, as well as the fact that many people do not know the 

details surrounding their family heritage, it is best to more generally enquire around ‘Jewish’ 

ancestry. 

Thirdly, there has been recent suggestion that ‘unselected’ Jewish people should all be 

considered for genetic screening for breast cancer. An article in the ‘Jewish Daily Forward’ 

[153], explained that illnesses long thought to occur only among Ashkenazi Jews can be found 
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among Sephardim and Mizrahi Jews  as well.  The article went on to explain that because 90% 

of American Jews are of Ashkenazi descent, it is safe to assume that non-Ashkenazi 

populations have been under-represented in studies. Furthermore, historians argue that the 

BRCA1 Ashkenazi mutations began to appear before the Jewish people’s major exiles, and as 

such the same mutation appears also in Sephardim Jewish populations [153]. 

4.2.8 Procedures 

Each appointment was approximately 30 minutes long. It commenced with the completion of 

the Patient Information and Consent Form, followed by completion of the baseline 

Psychological Impact Questionnaire (PIQ-1). The methods and results around the psychological 

impact of family history screening will be described in Chapter 5. 

Participants were then left alone to complete the FHQ which ensured I was blinded to their 

responses. Completed FHQs were then collected and remained un-read.  It was important that 

I was blinded to each participant’s responses to the FHQ before the three generation pedigree 

was collected and risk assessment performed.  This is because prior knowledge of a 

participant’s family history could have influenced the content of the pedigree and therefore 

the reference standard risk assessment. Without this the agreement between results of the 

FHQ and those of the reference standard could have increased, and essentially inflated 

diagnostic accuracy measures. 

Each participant’s three generation pedigree was then drawn. Whilst this process aimed to 

collect a targeted pedigree that collected information around relatives diagnosed with the 

relevant chronic diseases: heart disease, type 2 diabetes and cancer, no limits were applied to 

the degree of detail which a participant could provide around their family history. 

Based on the pedigree information, I provided preliminary genetic counselling to each 

participant around familial risk at the time of the appointment.  Participants were reminded 

that a follow-up summary letter would be sent to them, and that further discussion and/or 

counselling was available if required.  

In instances when risk categorisation was uncertain due to the complexity of pedigrees I 

advised participants that I would consult with a clinical geneticist in order for an accurate 

familial risk assessment to be made. Following feedback from the clinical geneticist within the 
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research group, I would phone the participant to discuss the clinical risk assessment and 

provide relevant counselling. 

4.2.9 Follow-up 

After each appointment, the hand-drawn pedigree was entered into Cyrillic 2.1. Based on the 

reference standard, each participant was assigned a binary risk assessment outcome (0 = 

population risk, 1 = increased risk) for each of the core conditions and based on the reference 

standard. These risk assessment data were entered into Microsoft Excel.   

One week after the appointment, participants were sent a letter that summarised the risk 

assessment discussed at the appointment. This described any familial disease risks that may 

have been identified, together with management recommendations based on their reference 

standard pedigree. Within the Participant Information and Consent Form completed at the 

beginning of their initial appointment, participants were given the option to consent me to 

send a letter to their nominated GP to describe their disease risks and management 

recommendations. This included information around further risk assessment for 

cardiovascular risk factors, referral for cancer screening tests or, for a minority of individuals 

identified at potentially high risk of a specific inherited condition, referral to genetic services.   

Follow-up psychological impact questionnaires were also posted to all participants at 1 week 

as well as 3 months after the initial appointment (see Chapter 5). 

4.2.10 Statistical Methods 

It is important to acknowledge the expertise of Professor Toby Prevost in the statistical 

analyses of the FHQ data in this study. As this study was conducted within a larger, 

collaborative study team, Professor Prevost had already been appointed to undertake similar, 

complex analyses involved with the family history study in the United Kingdom. Professor 

Prevost was therefore a consultant on this aspect of my work and under his leadership, I learnt 

about the methods he employed in the validation analyses, and interpreted the results.  

4.2.10.1 Sample size 

Based on current published risk assessment criteria, I expected to identify 40% of participants 

with a significant family history of ischaemic heart disease, type 2 diabetes, melanoma, breast 

or colorectal cancer [85, 154]. On this basis the likely precision of our estimates of sensitivity 
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and specificity for a total sample of 500 were calculated. Given a 40% prevalence of increased 

risk it follows that 200 would be at increased risk and 300 at population risk. The proportion of 

people at increased risk who also answered ‘yes’ to a FHQ question represents the sensitivity 

of the question, whilst the specificity describes the proportion of the 300 people not at 

increased risk who answered ‘no’ to the FHQ question.   

For 90% sensitivity (P=0.9), 180 out of 200 participants at increased risk would need to 

respond ‘yes’ to the FHQ question. The 95% confidence interval is calculated as follows: 

95% CI = P +/- 2 x standard errors / [(square root x p(1-p)^2) /n] 
=0.9 +/- 2 [square root (0.09/200)] 
=0.9+/- 0.042 
= 85.8%, 94.2% 
 
For 90% specificity (P=0.9), 270 out of 300 participants not at increased risk would need to 

respond ‘no’ to the FHQ question. The 95% confidence interval is calculated as follows: 

95% CI = P +/- 2 x standard errors / [(square root x p (1-p) ^2) /n] 
=P +/- 2 x standard errors / [(square root x p(1-p) ^2) /n] 
=0.9 +/- 2 [square root (0.09/300)] 
=0.9 +/- 0.035 
= 86.5% to 93.5% 

The same calculation can be applied for slightly lower sensitivity such as 80%, giving a 95% 

confidence interval of 74.4%-85.6%. Similarly, for an estimated specificity of 80% the 95% CI = 

75.5%-84.5%. 

Based on these 95% confidence intervals the target number of participants was set to 500 as 

an acceptable degree of error around the estimates of diagnostic accuracy of the FHQ. 

4.2.10.2 Analysis 

4.2.10.2.1 Exclusions 

There were two categories of data exclusion from analyses: 

1. Personal history of disease: If a participant had a personal history of one of the core 

chronic diseases, they were not included in the statistical analysis around that 
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condition. This is because the evidence-based screening guidelines utilised for risk 

assessment related to people not affected by the condition. 

2. Gender-specific: Males were excluded from breast and ovarian cancer analyses and 

females from the prostate cancer analyses.  

4.2.10.2.2 Univariate association analyses: 

Fisher’s exact test was used to determine which questions were significantly associated with 

increased risk of disease.  

A lenient significance level of 10% allowed for initial univariate associations to be detected. 

This aimed to identify all potentially useful questions that could be used in subsequent 

multivariate analyses.  

4.2.10.2.3 Multivariate analyses: 

Within multiple logistic regression, a forward selection approach was used to add questions in 

order of decreasing strength and identify the best predictive questions. Estimated sensitivity 

and specificity using 95% confidence intervals were used to determine the performance of 

each question or combination of questions in predicting the increased risk of each condition.  

A rule-based approach was used to allow for potential improvement in the sensitivity or 

specificity. Related questions were systematically combined to identify the optimal set of 

questions for the FHQ.  Sub-analyses using gender were also included in this approach, to 

explore the potential impact of gender on the performance of items. 

Finally, receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves were generated as an alternative method 

to demonstrate the performance of the FHQ. This analysis aimed to identify questions 

associated with increased risk of “any condition”. Questions that remained significant after the 

multivariate analysis and maintained sensitivity and specificity above 80% were included. 

Figure 3 describes the performance measures that were assessed via the above univariate and 

multivariate analyses. 
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  Reference Standard Risk Assessment  

  Increased risk Not at increased 

risk 

 

Question 

response 

Yes True positive False positive 

(type 1 error) 

Positive 

predictive 

value= sum of 

true 

positives/sum of 

question 

outcome 

positives 

No False negative  

(type II error) 

True negative Negative 

predictive 

value= 

Sum of true 

negatives/sum 

of question 

outcome 

negatives 

  Sensitivity = 

Sum of true 

positives/condition 

positives 

Specificity= 

Sum of true 

negatives/sum 

of condition 

negatives 

 

Figure 3.  Measurements to determine the performance of the FHQ Results 

4.3 Description of Participants 

Six general practices were recruited into the study.   Five hundred and twenty six participants 

were recruited into the study between May 2008 and December 2010. The demographic 

description of the study group, as collected by the baseline PIQ are described in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Demographics of the study population 

Number of participants = 526 

Gender 

Male 23% 

Female 77% 

Age 

Mean 40.1 years 

Standard Deviation = 7.5 years 

20-24 4%  

25-29 6% 

30-34 14% 

35-39 18% 

40-44 22% 

45-49 30% 

50-51 6% 

Ethnicity* 

Oceania 54.4% 

North/Western European 42.4% 

South/Eastern European 12.5% 

North African / Middle Eastern 1.1% 

South East Asian 1.7% 

North East Asian 0.8% 

Southern/Central Asian 1.1% 

North/South American 0.8% 

Sub Saharan African 4.6% 

Other 4.6% 

Marital Status 

Single 19.6% 

Married/cohabitating 74.1% 

Separated/divorced 6.1% 
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Number of participants = 526 

Widowed 0.2% 

Education 

No qualifications 1% 

Year 10 or similar 5.5% 

TEE or similar 10.3% 

TAFE qualification or similar 25.9% 

University degree of similar 57% 

Missing education 0.4% 

*some participants selected more than one ethnic background. 

The participant group was compared to the patient populations at each of the participating 

practices. A variety of clinical software programmes were utilised across these general 

practices. Some were less conducive to research-related applications such as searching for 

demographic data and eligibility criteria. Five out of six practices were able to provide basic 

demographic data from their patient database (see Table 15 below).  One practice (Table 15, 

#4) maintained that it was not possible to generate descriptive statistics around age and 

gender from their clinical software system, and as such these descriptive data were not 

available. 
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Table 15. Patient demographics of practices 

Practice Practice 

population 

Percentage of patient 

population within relevant 

age group 

Gender breakdown of relevant age 

group 

1 9988 39.1% patients fit within 20-

49 year age group 

58.9% female and 41.1% male in 20-

49 year age group 

2 21989 39.9% patients fit within 21-

50 year age group 

53.24% female, 46.76% male (54.3% 

female and 46.7% male in 21-50 year 

age group) 

3 16082 Not available 46.39% female, 53.61% male in 20-

49 year age group 

4 Not available Not available Not available 

5 38774 47.7% patients fit within 20-

49 year age group 

31.4% female and 69.6% male in 20-

49 year age group 

6 1329 37.17% patients fit within 

20-49 year age group 

50.23% female, 49.77% male in 20-

49 year age group 

 

Twenty three percent of our study group was male and 77% female, with a mean overall age of 

40 years. Aside from practice number 5 whose patient demographic fits more closely with the 

study group’s gender ratio, the practice populations reflect an even gender split, similar to that 

of the broader presenting population in the relevant age group.  Within my study group 

however, there was a response bias toward the female ‘middle-aged’ population.  

Demographics around ethnicity, marital status and educational background were collected via 

the final section of the baseline Psychological Impact Questionnaire. Whilst the psychometric 

analyses will be described in Chapter 5, the demographics of the study population are 

presented here. 

4.3.1 Ethnicity 

Data around participants’ ethnic background was collected both through the baseline PIQ as 

well as during the pedigree drawing exercise.  

In the demographic section of PIQ-1 the majority of participants (54.4%) selected ‘Oceania’ as 

their ethnic background, followed by 42.4% selecting ‘North/Western European’. Participants 

were permitted to select more than one ethnic background. 
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Based on the pedigree data, 133 participants (25.3%) identified themselves as having an 

‘Australian’ ethnic background, nine of whom did not describe any other ethnic group as 

present in their ancestry. Most of these participants described how many generations their 

family had been in Australia. 397 participants, including the 124 with ‘Australian’ ethnicity 

described their ethnicity as stemming from the United Kingdom or Ireland.   

The pedigree interview also allowed more specific information to be collected around ethnic 

background and ancestry. Of note, out of 526 participants 3 (0.6%) identified themselves as 

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, 3 (0.6%) Chinese, 3 (0.6%) Indian, 4 (0.8%) Jewish, 1 (0.2%) 

Maori, 1 (0.2%) Filipino, 1 (0.2%) Seychelles, 1 (0.2%) Vietnamese, and 1 (0.2%) Indonesian. 

One particularly interesting ethnic group identified by one participant was ‘Romany Gypsy’.  

The final decision around participants’ ethnic background and risk assessment relevant to 

ethnic background was based on the pedigree data.  

4.3.2 Marital status 

The majority of participants (74.1%) described themselves as either married or living with their 

partner, followed by almost 20% of participants describing themselves as single. A small 

number of participants (6.1%) were either separated or divorced, and 1 participant was 

widowed.  

4.3.3 Education 

Over 80% of participants described that the highest level of education they had obtained was 

post-secondary school through TAFE, university or similar institutions. Only 5.5% of people 

described their level of education to be Year 10 or similar and five people said they had no 

education qualifications. Two participants did not answer the education question of the 

baseline questionnaire.  
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4.3.4 Recruitment 

Recruitment via postal invitation commenced in May 2008 through to December 2010. The 

following flow chart (Figure 4) shows the overall recruitment rate for the study. 

 

Figure 4. Response rate and recruitment into the study. 

11899 invitations posted 

Adjusted denominator = 11369 

530 invitations ‘returned to sender’ 

604 (5.3%) expressions of interest 

received 

526 participants consented into the study 
(4.6% response rate) 

19 (3.1%) ineligible due to age over 51 
years 

33 (5.5%) lost to follow up: could not be 
contacted 
17 (2.8%) withdrew expression of interest 
prior to consent 

9 (1.5%) did not attend scheduled 
appointment and could not be contacted to 
re-schedule 
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4.4 Validation of the FHQ 

For the majority of participants, it was possible to assign a binary risk assessment score for each of 

the conditions pertinent to the study, which was then included in the validation of each question 

within the FHQ.  

There were two cases that presented unique circumstances and required particular care when 

assigning risk scores: 

One of the participants with breast cancer but without ovarian cancer was excluded from the 

ovarian analysis. This woman’s circumstance was unique: she was the only woman with a personal 

history of breast cancer and an additional, ‘moderately increased risk’ of ovarian cancer due to her 

family history. Due to the fact that Australian screening guidelines combine high risk breast and 

ovarian guidelines, it was felt that this woman’s ovarian cancer risk could not be considered 

separately to her breast cancer risk. 

There was one male participant who noted that his mother carried a BRCA1 mutation. This man 

had not personally undergone genetic testing for the familial mutation. As per all male 

participants, this man was excluded from breast and ovarian cancer risk analysis. Even though this 

mutation is associated with increased risk of breast cancer in males, there are no evidence-based 

guidelines available to include his risk status amongst the rest of the data. According to current 

evidence however, this man’s prostate cancer risk was identified as increased due to the familial 

mutation.  

4.4.1 Reference standard 

Consultation with a clinical geneticist was required in order for risk assessment to be made in 18 

cases where family histories were particularly complex and risk assessment guidelines could not 

be easily applied. A description of these complex cases can be found in Chapter 6, ‘Discussion and 

Conclusions.’ 

Of the 50 random pedigrees provided to the second researcher, 14 were returned either with a 

different risk assessment assigned or pedigree clarification required. Most of these discrepancies 

were resolved via returning to the original pedigrees for clarification of age of diagnosis. This 

exercise clarified risk assessment issues that needed to be rolled out across the board to optimise 

consistent application of the reference standard. Specifically, it was decided that: 
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 In instances where a participant was unsure about the presence or age of diagnosis of a 

particular disease in a family member, the participant was catgegorised to be at 

population risk for that condition.  

 Stroke would not be included under the umbrella term ‘heart disease’. Within the ‘Red 

Book’, stroke is listed as a separate condition for which family history is not listed as a risk 

factor. 

 Evidence-based guidelines would be followed strictly for the purposes of risk assessment. 

As such, if the diagnosis of colorectal cancer was not before 55 years, then the increased 

risk rule would not be triggered. Similarly, whilst not always intuitive, a second-degree 

relative diagnosed with ovarian cancer at any age would trigger the increased risk rule 

Risk assessment of all 526 pedigrees was therefore re-visited to ensure that these decisions were 

applied consistently. 

Despite the primary intention of the targeted pedigree to collect family history around heart 

disease, diabetes and cancer, a wide variety of ‘other’ conditions was described by participants. 

Examples of other conditions that were commonly cited were asthma, depression, dementia, 

arthritis and celiac disease. The complete list of these conditions has been included in the 

appendix.  

Table 16 shows the recruitment cohort for the analysis of increased risk for each condition, 

accounting for the exclusions described above. The table also includes the prevalence of increased 

risk according to the reference standard.
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Table 16. Prevalence of increased risk according to reference standard risk assessment 

 Diabetes Heart 

disease 

Breast 

cancer 

Ovarian 

cancer 

Colorectal 

cancer 

Prostate 

cancer 

Melanoma  

Number 

excluded 

due to 

personal 

history of 

the 

condition 

3 6 6 1 0 0 7  

Number 

excluded 

due to 

‘ineligible’ 

gender 

n/a n/a 120 120 n/a 400 n/a  

Sample size 

for analysis 

of 

increased 

risk 

520 523 400 405 526 120 519  

Prevalence 

of 

increased 

risk 

according 

to 3 

generation 

pedigree 

analysis  

120/520 

(23.1%) 

87/523 

(16.6%) 

37/400 

(9.3%) 

28/405 

(6.9%) 

34/526 

(6.5%) 

6/120 

(5.0%) 

54/519 

(10.4%) 

Prevalence 

of at least 

one 

condition: 

263/511 

(51.5%) 
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4.4.2 Univariate Analyses 

The univariate analyses identified questions that were associated with increased risk of each 

condition. P-values for Fisher’s exact test demonstrate the strength of association between the 

binary responses to each question and the binary risk assessment of increased risk.  

Table 17 shows the statistical significance of associations between each individual question 

and conditions that are applicable to both genders. The positive predictive value (PPV) and 

negative predictive value (NPV) for each question and condition are also provided. Significant 

(p<0.1) associations between questions and conditions are shaded. 

Table 17. Proportion predicted at increased risk by Yes/No response to FHQ question for conditions 

applicable to both genders 

Question p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

Increased risk 

heart disease 

Increased risk 

type 2 diabetes 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

Increased risk 

colorectal 

cancer 

Question 1 

‘Any illness’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

P=0.012 

94%   (62/66) 

18% (80/438) 

         P=0.059 

86% (57/66) 

24%(106/435) 

        P=0.52 

92%   (61/66) 

11% (48/435) 

       P=0.78 

95% (63/66) 

6% (28/441) 

Question 2 

‘Heart 

disease’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

         P<0.001 

97%  (352/362) 

48% (76/158) 

        P<0.001 

81% (290/357) 

32% (52/160) 

        P=0.53 

89% (318/358) 

9% (14/158) 

       P=0.57 

94% (341/363) 

7% (12/160) 

Question 

3a 

‘Afrikaner’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.14 

83% (398/481) 

0% (0/14) 

        P=0.33 

77%(370/478) 

36%(5/14) 

        P=0.38 

89% (425/477) 

0% (0/14) 

       P=0.61 

94% (453/484) 

7% (1/14) 

Question 

3b 

‘Lebanese’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=1 

83% (399/481) 

0% (0/1) 

        P=1 

77%(370/478) 

0% (0/1) 

        P=1 

89% (425/477) 

0% (0/1) 

       P=1 

93% (452/484) 

0% (0/1) 

Question 4 

‘Diabetes’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.027 

86% (286/332) 

22% (41/189) 

        P<0.001 

97%(322/331) 

59%(111/187)  

        P=0.77 

89% (295/331) 

10% (18/186) 

       P=0.003 

96% (322/335) 

11% (21/189) 

Question 

5a 

‘Chinese’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=1 

83% (403/484) 

13% (1/8) 

        P=0.017 

78%(375/481) 

62% (5/8) 

        P=1 

89% (427/480) 

0% (0/8) 

        P=0.41 

94% (457/487) 

12% (1/8) 
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Question p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

Increased risk 

heart disease 

Increased risk 

type 2 diabetes 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

Increased risk 

colorectal 

cancer 

Question 

5b 

‘Aboriginal 

/ Torres 

Strait 

Islander’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.073 

83% (403/486) 

67% (2/3) 

        P=0.011 

78%(377/483) 

100% (3/3) 

        P=1 

89% (429/482) 

0% (0/3) 

        P=1 

94% (458/489) 

0% (0/3) 

Question 5c 

‘Pacific 

Islander’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.52 

17% (406/487) 

25% (1/4) 

        P=0.037 

78%(377/484) 

75% (3/4) 

        P=1 

89% (430/483) 

0% (0/4) 

        P=0.24 

94% (459/490) 

25% (1/4) 

Question 

5d ‘Indian 

sub-

continent’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.65 

84% (79/483) 

22% (2/9) 

        P=0.12 

78%(373/480) 

44% (4/9) 

        P=0.61 

89% (426/479) 

0% (0/9) 

        P=1 

94% (455/486) 

0% (0/9) 

Question 6 

‘Prostate 

cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.038 

84% (415/493) 

35% (8/23) 

        P=0.47 

77%(376/489) 

29% (7/24) 

        P=1 

89% (438/490) 

9% (2/22) 

       P=1 

94% (463/495) 

4% (1/24) 

Question 7 

‘Ovarian 

cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

      P=0.19 

83% (408/489) 

26% (7/27) 

      P=0.25 

78%(376/485) 

32% (9/28) 

      P=0.34 

89% (432/484) 

4% (1/28) 

        P=0.102 

94% (461/491) 

14% (4/21) 

Question 8 

‘Melanoma’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.41 

82% (318/386) 

14% (18/129) 

        P=0.90 

77% (294/384) 

23% (29/128) 

        P<0.001 

99% (383/386) 

41% (51/125) 

     P=0.31 

94% (365/388) 

8% (11/130) 

Question 9 

‘Breast 

cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.56 

83% (384/464) 

13% (7/52) 

        P=0.022 

79% (363/461) 

37% (19/52) 

        P=0.47 

90% (413/459) 

13% (7/53) 

      P=0.77 

94% (436/466) 

8% (4/53) 

Question 

10 ‘More 

than one 

relative on 

same side – 

breast 

cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.44 

84% (388/462) 

20% (11/55) 

        P=0.40 

78%(356/459) 

27% (15/55) 

        P=0.64 

90% (410/457) 

12% (7/56) 

       P=0.57 

93% (432/464) 

4% (2/56) 

Question p-value         P=0.17         P=1         P=1        P=1 
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Question p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

Increased risk 

heart disease 

Increased risk 

type 2 diabetes 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

Increased risk 

colorectal 

cancer 

11 ‘Jewish’ NPV 

PPV 

84% (419/501) 

100% (1/1) 

76%(380/498) 

0% (0/1) 

90% (446/497) 

0% (0/1) 

93% (471/504) 

0% (0/1) 

Question 

12 ‘Bowel 

cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.26 

84% (399/476) 

24% (9/38) 

        P=1      

77%(364/473) 

24% (9/38) 

        P=1 

89% (422/472) 

11% (4/38) 

      P<0.001 

96% (460/479) 

39% (15/38) 

Question 

13 ‘More 

than one 

relative on 

same side – 

bowel 

cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=1 

84% (400/479) 

16% (6/37) 

        P=1 

77%(366/476) 

22% (8/37) 

        P=0.16 

89% (423/475) 

3% (1/37) 

      P<0.001 

97% (466/482) 

49% (18/37) 

Question 

14 ‘More 

than one 

relative on 

same side – 

any cancer’ 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.91 

84% (193/231) 

17% (49/285) 

        P=0.67 

76% (175/230) 

22% (63/283) 

        P=0.009 

93% (215/230) 

14% (39/282) 

      P=0.001 

97% (226/232) 

10% (28/287) 

Question 

15 ‘More 

than one 

relative on 

same side – 

brain, 

kidney, 

thyroid, 

stomach, 

uterus, 

pancreas 

p-value 

NPV 

PPV 

        P=0.49 

83% (370/446) 

13% (9/68) 

        P=0.44 

76%(338/443) 

19% (13/68) 

        P=0.53 

90% (396/441) 

13% (9/69) 

      P=0.009 

95% (424/448) 

14% (10/69) 

 

Table 18 shows the statistical significance of associations between each individual question 

and conditions that are only applicable to one gender. Significant (p<0.1) associations between 

questions and conditions are shaded. 
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Table 18. Proportion predicted at increased risk by Yes/No response to FHQ question for conditions 

applicable to one gender 

Question p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

Increased risk 

prostate cancer 

in males 

Increased risk 

ovarian cancer in 

females 

Increased risk 

breast cancer in 

females 

Question 1 

‘Any illness’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

      P=0.31 

81% (20/22) 

4% (4/96) 

       P=1 

93% (41/44) 

7% (25/344) 

      P=0.014 

100% (43/43) 

11% (37/340) 

Question 2 

‘Heart disease’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

      P=0.33 

93% (83/89) 

0% (0/30) 

       P=0.68 

93% (255/273) 

8% (10/130) 

      P=0.27 

92% (248/270) 

12% (15/128) 

Question 3a 

‘Afrikaner’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

      P=1 

95% (102/107) 

0% (0/5) 

       P=1 

93% (350/376) 

0% (0/9) 

      P=1 

91% (336/371) 

0% (0/9) 

Question 3b 

‘Lebanese’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     N/A 

95% (103/108) 

       (0/0) 

       P=1 

93% (349/375) 

0% (0/1) 

        P=1 

91% (336/370) 

0% (0/1) 

Question 4 

‘Diabetes’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=0.49 

94% (80/85) 

3% (1/35) 

       P=0.84 

93% (231/249) 

6% (10/154) 

        P=0.21 

92% (227/246) 

12% (18/152) 

Question 5a 

‘Chinese’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     N/A 

96% (107/112) 

      (0/0) 

        P=0.45 

93% (348/374) 

12% (1/8) 

        P=0.56 

91% (334/369) 

12% (1/8) 

Question 5b 

‘Aboriginal / 

Torres Strait 

Islander’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=1 

95% (106/111) 

0% (0/1) 

        P=1 

93% (350/377) 

0% (0/2) 

        P=1 

90% (336/372) 

0% (0/2) 

Question 5c 

‘Pacific 

Islander’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=1 

96% (107/112) 

0% (0/1) 

        P=1 

93% (350/377) 

0% (0/3) 

        P=1 

90% (336/372) 

0% (0/3) 

Question 5d 

‘Indian sub-

continent’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=0.20 

95% (105/110) 

25% (1/4) 

        P=1 

93% (348/375) 

0% (0/5) 

        P=0.40 

91% (335/370) 

20% (1/5) 
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Question p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

Increased risk 

prostate cancer 

in males 

Increased risk 

ovarian cancer in 

females 

Increased risk 

breast cancer in 

females 

Question 6 

‘Prostate 

cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P<0.001 

99% (112/113) 

71% (5/7) 

       P=1 

93% (354/381) 

6% (1/17) 

        P=1 

93% (341/376) 

6% (1/17) 

Question 7 

‘Ovarian 

cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P=0.18 

96% (99/114) 

17% (1/6) 

      P<0.001 

96%(361/376) 

59% (13/22) 

        P<0.001 

92% (342/371) 

36% (8/22) 

Question 8 

‘Melanoma’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=0.36 

96% (82/85) 

9% (3/35) 

     P=0.50 

92% (279/302) 

5% (5/95) 

       P=0.31 

92% (273/298) 

12% (11/94) 

Question 9 

‘Breast cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=1 

95% (108/114) 

0% (0/5) 

      P=0.36 

93% (328/351) 

10% (5/48) 

        P<0.001 

96% (336/349) 

52% (24/46) 

Question 10 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

breast cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

     P=0.34 

96% (107/112) 

13% (1/8) 

      P<0.001 

95% (335/351) 

25% (12/48) 

        P<0.001 

97% (337/349) 

53% (24/45) 

Question 11 

‘Jewish’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P=1 

95% (109/115) 

0% (0/4) 

       P=0.32 

94% (360/385) 

12% (2/17) 

        P=0.38 

91% (344/380) 

0% (0/17) 

Question 12 

‘Bowel cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P=1 

95% (106/112) 

0% (0/8) 

      P=1 

93% (340/366) 

7% (2/30) 

        P=0.33 

91% (330/361) 

13% (4/30) 

Question 13 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

bowel cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P=1 

95% (107/113) 

0% (0/7) 

      P=0.46 

93% (318/343) 

10% (3/30) 

        P=0.51 

91% (330/363) 

13% (4/30) 

Question 14 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

any cancer’ 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P=1 

95% (55/58) 

5% (3/61) 

      P=0.005 

97% (168/173) 

10% (23/226) 

       P<0.001 

97%   (166/172) 

14% (31/222) 
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Question p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

Increased risk 

prostate cancer 

in males 

Increased risk 

ovarian cancer in 

females 

Increased risk 

breast cancer in 

females 

Question 15 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

brain, kidney, 

thyroid, 

stomach, 

uterus, 

pancreas 

p-value 

PPV 

NPV 

    P=0.58 

95% (99/104) 

6% (1/16) 

      P=0.56 

93% (320/343) 

9% (5/53) 

      P=0.13 

91% (309/338) 

15% (8/53) 

 

From the univariate analyses a number of effective questions were identified that showed high 

PPVs and low false positive rates (FPR). A good example of this was question 4 and its 

association with increased risk for type 2 diabetes. With a PPV of 59% and a FPR of 3% there 

was a clear division between the population risk and increased risk groups. 

At this early stage of analysis it was clear that for some conditions, there was more than one 

question significantly associated with increased risk. Questions 7, 10 and 14 were all 

significantly associated with increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer. Similarly both 

questions 12 and 13 were significantly associated with increased risk of colorectal cancer.  

Question 2 “Do you have any close relatives with heart disease before the age of 60?” and 

question 4 “Do you have any close relatives with diabetes?” were associated with an increased 

risk of both heart disease and type 2 diabetes.  

It is important to note that for some questions, a ‘yes’ response was given by very few 

participants.  This issue was applicable to question 6, “Do you have any close male relatives 

with prostate cancer before the age of 65” as well as all questions pertaining to particular 

ethnic groups (3a, 3b, 5a-5d).  Due to the small prevalence of a positive response it was 

difficult to reliably determine the PPV of this question. It was expected that the significant 

association of these questions would ‘drop out’ when the more strongly associated questions 

were incorporated in subsequent multivariate analyses.  For example, question 5b queries 

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander ancestry, with a positive response received from only 3 

participants.  
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Associations around prostate cancer should also be considered with caution. Despite a clearly 

significant association between question 6 and prostate cancer (p<0.001), this analysis used a 

small denominator of only 120 males. This effect was less for female-specific conditions, with a 

relatively higher denominator of 406. 

4.4.3 Multivariate Analyses 

Table 19 shows the sensitivity and specificity of questions for detecting increased risk for 

conditions that are applicable to both genders. In bold are the previously determined 

significant question by condition associations. As an arbitrary cut-off point to demonstrate 

acceptable clinical performance of questions, questions where sensitivity and specificity both 

exceed 75% for a condition have been shaded. 

Table 19 .Sensitivity and specificity of questions for detecting increased risk for conditions applicable 

to both genders 

Question Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Increased risk 

heart disease 

Increased risk 

type 2 

diabetes 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

Increased risk 

colorectal 

cancer 

Question 1 

‘Any illness’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

95% (80/84) 

15% (62/420) 

 

92% (106/115) 

15% (57/386) 

 

91% (48/53) 

14% (61/387) 

 

90% (28/31) 

13% (63/476) 

Question 2 

‘Heart disease’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

88% (76/86) 

81% (352/434) 

 

44% (52/119) 

73% (290/398) 

 

26% (14/40) 

69% 

(318/462) 

 

35% (12/34) 

70% 

(341/489) 

Question 3a 

‘Afrikaner’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/83) 

97% (398/412) 

 

4% (5/113) 

98% (370/379) 

 

0% (0/52) 

97% 

(425/439) 

 

3% (1/32) 

97% 

(453/466) 

Question 3b 

‘Lebanese’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/82) 

99% (399/400) 

 

0% (0/108) 

99% (370/371) 

 

0% (0/52) 

99% 

(425/426) 

 

0% (0/32) 

99% 

(452/453) 

Question 4 

‘Diabetes’ 

 

Sensitivity 

 

47% (41/87) 

 

92% (111/120) 

 

33% (18/54) 

64% 

 

62% (21/34) 

66% 
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Question Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Increased risk 

heart disease 

Increased risk 

type 2 

diabetes 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

Increased risk 

colorectal 

cancer 

Specificity 66% (286/434) 81% (322/398)  (295/463) (322/490) 

Question 5a 

‘Chinese’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

1% (1/82) 

98% (403/410) 

 

5% (5/111) 

99% (375/378) 

 

0% (0/53) 

98% 

(427/435) 

 

3% (1/31) 

98% 

(457/464) 

Question 5b 

‘Aboriginal / 

Torres Strait 

Islander’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

2% (2/81) 

99% (407/408) 

 

3% (3/109) 

100% 

(377/377) 

 

0% (0/53) 

99% 

(429/432) 

 

0% (0/31) 

99% 

(458/461) 

Question 5c 

‘Pacific 

Islander’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

1% (1/82) 

99% (406/409) 

 

3% (3/110) 

99% (377/378) 

 

0% (0/53) 

99% 

(430/434) 

 

3% (1/32) 

99% 

(459/462) 

Question 5d 

‘Indian sub-

continent’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

2% (2/80) 

98% (404/411) 

 

4% (4/111) 

99% (373/378) 

 

0% (0/53) 

98% 

(426/435) 

 

0% (0/31) 

98% 

(455/464) 

Question 6 

‘Prostate 

cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

9% (8/86) 

97% (415/430) 

 

6% (7/120) 

96% (376/393) 

 

4% (2/54) 

96% 

(438/458) 

 

3% (1/33) 

95% 

(463/486) 

Question 7 

‘Ovarian 

cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

8% (7/87) 

95% (409/429) 

 

8% (9/118) 

95% (376/395) 

 

2% (1/53) 

94% 

(432/459) 

 

12% (4/34) 

95% 

(461/485) 

Question 8 

‘Melanoma’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

21% (18/86) 

74% (318/429) 

 

24% (29/119) 

75% (294/393) 

 

94% (51/54) 

84% 

(383/457) 

 

32% (11/34) 

75% 

(365/484) 

Question 9 

‘Breast cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

8% (7/87) 

90% (384/429) 

 

16% (19/117) 

92% (363/396) 

 

13% (7/53) 

90% 

 

12% (4/34) 

90% 
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Question Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Increased risk 

heart disease 

Increased risk 

type 2 

diabetes 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

Increased risk 

colorectal 

cancer 

(413/459) (436/485) 

Question 10 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

breast cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

13% (11/85) 

90% (388/432) 

 

13% (15/103) 

90% (356/396) 

 

13% (7/54) 

89% 

(410/459) 

 

6% (2/34) 

89% 

(432/486) 

Question 11 

‘Jewish’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

6% (5/87) 

96% (416/432) 

 

2% (3/120) 

72% (334/467) 

 

6% (3/54) 

96% 

(443/461) 

 

3% (1/34) 

96% 

(468/488) 

Question 12 

‘Bowel cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

10% (9/86) 

93% (399/428) 

 

8% (9/118) 

93% (364/393) 

 

7% (4/54) 

93% 

(422/456) 

 

44% (15/34) 

95% 

(460/483) 

Question 13 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

bowel cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

7% (6/85) 

93% (400/431) 

 

7% (8/118) 

93% (366/395) 

 

2% (1/53) 

92% 

(423/459) 

 

53% (18/34) 

96% 

(466/485) 

Question 14 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

any cancer’ 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

56% (49/87) 

45% (193/429) 

 

53% (63/118) 

44% (175/395) 

 

72% (39/54) 

47% 

(396/456) 

 

82% (28/34) 

47% 

(226/485) 

Question 15 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

brain, kidney, 

thyroid, 

stomach, 

uterus, 

pancreas 

 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

11% (9/85) 

86% (370/429) 

 

11% (13/118) 

86% (338/393) 

 

17% (9/54) 

87% 

(396/456) 

 

29% (10/34) 

88% 

(424/483) 

 

Table 20 shows the sensitivity and specificity of questions for detecting increased risk for 

conditions that are applicable to each gender. In bold are the previously determined significant 
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question by condition associations. Questions where sensitivity and specificity each exceed 

75% for a condition have been shaded. 

Table 20. Sensitivity and specificity of questions for detecting increased risk for conditions applicable 

to each gender 

Question Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Increased risk 

prostate Risk in 

males 

Increased risk 

ovarian cancer in 

females 

Increased risk 

breast cancer in 

females 

Question 1 

‘Any illness’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

67% (4/6) 

18% (20/112) 

 

89% (25/28) 

11% (41/360) 

 

100% (37/37) 

12% (43/346) 

Question 2 

‘Heart disease’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/6) 

73% (83/113) 

 

36% (10/28) 

68% (255/375) 

 

41% (15/37) 

69% (248/361) 

Question 3a 

‘Afrikaner’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/5) 

95% (102/107) 

 

0% (0/26) 

97% (350/359 

 

0% (0/35) 

97% (336/345) 

Question 3b 

‘Lebanese’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/5) 

100% (103/103) 

 

0% (0/26) 

99% (349/350) 

 

0% (0/34) 

99% (336/337) 

Question 4 

‘Diabetes’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

17% (1/6) 

70% (80/114) 

 

36% (10/28) 

62% (231/375) 

 

49% (18/37) 

63% (227/361) 

Question 5a 

‘Chinese’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/5) 

100% (107/107) 

 

4% (1/27) 

98% (348/355) 

 

3% (1/36) 

98% (334/341) 

Question 5b 

‘Aboriginal / 

Torres Strait 

Islander’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/5) 

99% (106/107) 

 

0% (0/27) 

995 (350/352) 

 

0% (0/36) 

99% (336/338) 

Question 5c 

‘Pacific 

Islander’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/5) 

99% (107/108) 

 

0% (0/27) 

99% (350/353) 

 

0% (0/36) 

99% (336/339) 
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Question Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Increased risk 

prostate Risk in 

males 

Increased risk 

ovarian cancer in 

females 

Increased risk 

breast cancer in 

females 

Question 5d 

‘Indian sub-

continent’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

17% (1/6) 

97% (105/108) 

 

0% (0/27) 

99% (348/353) 

 

3% (1/36) 

99% (335/339) 

Question 6 

‘Prostate 

cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

83% (5/6) 

98% (112/114) 

 

4% (1/27) 

96% (354/370) 

 

3% (1/36) 

96% (341/357) 

Question 7 

‘Ovarian 

cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

17% (1/6) 

96% (109/114) 

 

46% (13/28) 

98% (361/370) 

 

22% (8/37) 

96% (342/356) 

Question 8 

‘Melanoma’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

50% (3/6) 

72% (82/114) 

 

18% (5/28) 

76% (279/369) 

 

31% (11/36) 

77% (273/356) 

Question 9 

‘Breast cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/6) 

96% (108/113) 

 

18% (5/28) 

88% (328/371) 

 

65% (24/37) 

94% (336/358) 

Question 10 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

breast cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

17% (1/6) 

94% (107/114) 

 

43% (12/28) 

90% (335/371) 

 

67% (24/36) 

94% (337/358) 

Question 11 

‘Jewish’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/6) 

96% (109/113) 

 

7% (2/27) 

96% (360/375) 

 

0% (0/36) 

95% (344/361) 

Question 12 

‘Bowel cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/6) 

93% (106/114) 

 

7% (2/28) 

92% (340/368) 

 

11% (4/35) 

93% (330/356) 

Question 13 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

bowel cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

0% (0/6) 

94% (107/114) 

 

11% (3/28) 

93% (343/370) 

 

11% (4/37) 

93% (330/356) 
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Question Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Increased risk 

prostate Risk in 

males 

Increased risk 

ovarian cancer in 

females 

Increased risk 

breast cancer in 

females 

Question 14 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

any cancer’ 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

50% (3/6) 

49% (55/113) 

 

82% (23/28) 

45% (168/371) 

 

84% (31/37) 

47% (166/357) 

Question 15 

‘More than 

one relative on 

same side – 

brain, kidney, 

thyroid, 

stomach, 

uterus, 

pancreas 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

 

17% (1/6) 

87% (99/114) 

 

18% (5/28) 

87% (320/368) 

 

22% (8/37) 

87% (309/354) 

 

Even after the multivariate analysis, question 1 remained disappointingly unhelpful. With low 

distinction between FPR and PPV across all conditions, it also demonstrated poor specificity for 

all conditions.  

Each condition will now be addressed in relation to the multiple logistic regression analyses: 

4.4.3.1 Heart disease 

The sample prevalence of being at increased risk of heart disease was 87/523 (16.6%). 

From the univariate analysis, the questions significantly associated with increased risk of heart 

disease, in order of strength of association were: 2, 1, 4, 6 and 5b:  

Question 2. Have any of your close relatives had heart disease before the age of 60? 

Question 1. Do you think that there are any conditions or illnesses which run in your family? 

Question 4. Have any of your close relatives had diabetes? 

Question 6. Have any of your close male relatives had prostate cancer before the age of 60? 
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Question 5b. Do you come from any of the following ethnic backgrounds? > Aboriginal/ Torres 

Strait Islander 

These questions were therefore included in the subsequent multivariate analysis.  

520 participants answered question 2. Of the 523 participants included in heart disease 

analysis, 3 were excluded due to a missing response to this question. Of these exclusions one 

participant was at increased risk of heart disease and 2 were not at increased risk via reference 

standard risk assessment.  

Question 2 was significantly associated (p<0.001) with increased heart disease risk, with 88% 

sensitivity (76/86) (95% CI: 80% to 94%) and 81% specificity (352/434) (95% CI: 77% to 85%).  

Question 1 was completed by 504 participants, and was significantly associated (p=0.012) with 

increased heart disease risk. This question had high sensitivity of 95% (80/84) but low 

specificity of 15% (62/420).  If question 1 was used alone, an 87% (438/504) positive response 

would be expected.  

Nineteen of the 523 patients were excluded from this analysis due to a missing response to 

question 1. Three of these were at increased heart disease risk and 16 were not. Once 

question 2 had been accounted for, question 1 was not significantly predictive of increased 

heart disease risk (logistic regression, p=0.93). The combination of a positive response to 

question 2 or question 1 provided 99% sensitivity, but only 17% specificity. 

Question 4 was answered by 521 of the 523 participants included in heart disease analysis. 

This question was significantly associated (p=0.027) with increased heart disease risk, with 

sensitivity of 47% (41/87) and specificity of 66% (286/434). Two of the 523 patients were 

excluded with a missing response to question 4, both of whom were not at increased heart 

disease risk.  

Whilst there was a logical association between heart disease and diabetes due to overlapping 

physiological risk factors, once question 2 had been accounted for, question 4 was no longer 

significantly predictive of increased risk of heart disease (logistic regression, p=0.83). The 

combination of a positive response to question 2 or question 4 would result in 91% sensitivity, 

but only 57% specificity. This would represent a gain of 3% in sensitivity with a loss of 24% in 

specificity compared with use of 2 alone. 
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Question 6 was answered by 516 of the 523 participants included in heart disease analysis. It 

was significantly associated (p=0.038) with increased heart disease risk, with a low sensitivity 

of 9% (8/86) and high specificity of 97% (415/430). Relative to the prevalence, a small 

proportion, 4% (23/516), of responding patients would be predicted positive from use of 

question 6 alone. Seven of the 523 patients were excluded with a missing response to question 

6. One of these patients was at increased heart disease risk and 6 were not. The combination 

of a positive response to question 2 or question 6 would result in 90% sensitivity, and 78% 

specificity. This represented a gain of 3% in sensitivity with a loss of 3% in specificity compared 

with use of question 2 alone. 

Question 5b was answered by 489 of the 523 relevant participants. This question was weakly 

associated (p=0.073) with increased risk of heart disease, with a low sensitivity of 2% (2/81) 

and high specificity of 99% (407/408). With only 3 positive responses to this question, its 

potential utility cannot be reliably assessed. Two out of the three positive responses were at 

increased risk of heart disease. Thirty-four of the 523 patients were excluded with a missing 

response to question 5b: 6 of these participants were at increased risk of heart disease and 28 

were not at increased risk.  

The combination of a positive response to question 2 or question 5b was not warranted due to 

the low prevalence of a positive response. However, to maintain consistency across the 

questions, once question 2 had been accounted for, question 5b was not significantly 

predictive of increased heart disease risk (logistic regression, p=0.19). Such a combination 

would have provided 88% (76/86) sensitivity and 81% (351/434) specificity. This did not 

improve sensitivity and resulted in a small loss in specificity. 

It was therefore reasonable to keep question 2 as the best predictor for increased risk of heart 

disease. Whilst questions 1, 4, 5b and 6 were also initially significant, they were removed as 

significant predictors once question 2 had been accounted for. Question 2 offered high 

sensitivity (88%) and specificity (81%), and in this sample where the prevalence at increased 

heart disease risk was 16.6%, the question was capable of dividing patients into those 

responding ‘yes’ who have a posterior probability of increased heart disease risk of 48% (PPV), 

and those responding ‘no’ who have a posterior probability of being at increased heart disease 

risk of 3% (i.e. 97% NPV). 

The effect of gender on this outcome was also considered. The prevalence of increased heart 

disease risk was not significantly different between males (14%, 17/118) and females (17%, 
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70/335) in this sample (p=0.46). Question 2 offered 88% sensitivity and 81% specificity. For this 

question there was no significant difference in sensitivity (p=0.98) between genders (males: 

88%, 15/17 and females: 88%, 61/69), and no significant difference in specificity (p=0.15) 

between genders (males: 86%, 86/100 and females: 80%, 266/334). There was no significant 

difference in PPV (p=0.67) between genders (males: 52%, 15/29 and females: 47%, 61/129), 

and no significant difference in FPR (p=0.75) between genders (males: 2%, 2/88 and females: 

3% 8/274). 

4.4.3.2 Diabetes 

The sample prevalence of being at increased risk of diabetes was 23.1% (120/520).  

In order of statistical strength of association with increased diabetes risk, questions 4, 2, 5b, 

5a, 9, 5c and 1 met the condition for further investigation (p<0.1): 

Question 4. Have any of your close relatives had diabetes? 

Question 2. Have any of your close relatives had heart disease before the age of 60? 

Question 5b. Do you come from any of the following ethnic backgrounds? > Aboriginal / Torres 

Strait Islander 

Question 5a. Do you come from any of the following ethnic backgrounds? > Chinese 

Question 9. Have any of your close relatives had breast cancer before the age of 50? 

Question 5c. Do you come from any of the following ethnic backgrounds? > Pacific Islander 

Question 1. Do you think that there are any conditions or illnesses which run in your family? 

Question 4 was answered by 518 of the 520 participants included in diabetes analysis. This 

question was significantly associated (p<0.001) with increased diabetes risk, with 92% 

sensitivity (111/120) (95% CI: 86% to 97%) and 81% specificity (322/398) (95% CI: 77% to 85%). 

Two of the 520 patients were excluded with a missing response to question 4, both of whom 

were not at increased risk of diabetes. 

Question 2 was completed by 517 of the 520 patients included in this analysis. This question 

was significantly associated (p<0.001) with increased diabetes risk, and had sensitivity of 44% 

(52/119) with specificity of 73% (290/398). All of these measures were less than those for 

question 4. Three of the 520 patients were excluded from this analysis due to a missing 

response to question 2. One of these patients was assessed as increased diabetes risk and 2 

were not at increased risk.  Once question 4 had been accounted for, question 2 was not 

significantly predictive of increased diabetes risk (logistic regression, p=0.48). The combination 
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of a positive response to question 4 or question 2 would have provided improved sensitivity to 

96% (115/120) at the expense of a reduced specificity of 62% (246/398). Four of the nine cases 

not predicted by question 2 would be identified (3% increase in sensitivity) with the addition of 

question 4, but at the expense of 11% less specificity. In terms of predictive value, the 

combination of question 2 and question 4 give a PPV of 43% (115/267) and the posterior 

probability of a negative response would be 4% (5/251). This corresponded with 59% 

(111/187) and 3% (9/331) respectively for question 4 alone. The addition of question 2 to 4 did 

not significantly strengthen its overall association with increased diabetes risk (p=0.48). 

Question 5b was completed by 486 of the 520 patients included in this condition’s analysis. 

This question was significantly associated (p=0.011) with increased diabetes risk, and had 

sensitivity of 3% (3/109) with specificity of 100% (377/377). Thirty-four of the 520 patients 

were excluded with a missing response to 5b.  Eleven of these were at increased risk of 

diabetes, and 23 were not. As described for heart disease with only 3 participants providing a 

positive response to this question, a reliable association cannot be made. Once question 4 had 

been accounted for, question 5b was not significantly predictive of increased diabetes risk 

(exact logistic regression, p=0.41). The combination of a positive response to question 4 or 5b 

would not have improved sensitivity from 93% (112/120) as the three cases of 

Aboriginal/Torres Strait ethnicity were already detected using 4. The specificity would also 

have remained at 81% (322/398). 

Question 5a was answered by 489 of the 520 patients included in this condition’s analysis. This 

question was also significantly associated (p=0.017) with increased diabetes risk, and had 

sensitivity of 5% (5/111) with specificity of 99% (375/378). Thirty-one of the 520 patients were 

excluded with a missing response to 5a. Nine of these patients were at increased of diabetes 

and 22 were not. As per other ethnic group analyses, the small prevalence of the positive 

response to this question limits the reliability of this outcome. Once question 4 had been 

accounted for, question 5a was not significantly predictive of increased diabetes risk (logistic 

regression, p=0.52). The combination of a positive response to question 4 or question 5a 

would have provided improved sensitivity (through one further case undetected by question 4) 

to 93% (112/120) with maintained specificity of 81% (322/398). The additional single case 

detected arising from adding these questions with few ‘yes’ responses did not provide a 

significantly stronger association with increased diabetes risk than question 4 alone. 

Question 9 was completed by 513 of the participants included in this analysis. This question 

was significantly associated (p=0.022) with increased diabetes risk, and had sensitivity of 16% 
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(19/117) with specificity of 92% (363/396). Seven of the 520 patients were excluded with a 

missing response to question 9. Three of these were identified as being at increased diabetes 

risk and 4 were not via reference standard risk assessment. Once question 4 had been 

accounted for, question 9 was not significantly predictive of increased diabetes risk (logistic 

regression, p=0.35). The combination of a positive response to question 4 or question 9 would 

leave sensitivity unchanged from that using 4 alone (93%, 112/120) with a reduction in 

specificity to 75% (297/398). 

Question 5c was completed by 489 of the 520 participants included in this analysis. This 

question was significantly associated (p=0.037) with increased diabetes risk, and had sensitivity 

of 3% (3/110) with specificity of 99% (377/378). Thirty-two of the 520 patients were excluded 

with a missing response to 5c. Ten of these were identified as being at increased diabetes risk 

and 22 were not. The sample contained only 4 responding ‘yes’. Once question 4 had been 

accounted for, question 5a was not significantly predictive of increased diabetes risk (logistic 

regression, p=0.18). The combination of a positive response to question 4 or question 5c would 

leave sensitivity unchanged from that using question 4 alone (93%, 112/120) with a reduction 

in specificity to 81% (321/398) from one further false positive. 

Question 1 was answered by 501 of the 520 participants included in the analysis of this 

condition. This question was weakly significantly associated (p=0.059) with increased diabetes 

risk, and had sensitivity of 92% (106/115) with specificity of 15% (57/386). Nineteen of the 520 

patients were excluded with a missing response to 1. Five of these were identified as being at 

increased diabetes risk and 14 not at increased risk. Once 4 had been accounted for, question 

1 was not significantly predictive of increased diabetes risk (logistic regression, p=0.57). The 

combination of a positive response to question 4 or 1 would increase sensitivity to 97% 

(117/120) but reduce specificity to 16% (63/399) in comparison with use of 4 alone. The 

increased sensitivity, namely detecting 6 of the 9 cases which were undetected by 4 alone 

would be achieved through the additional general question 1 raising the proportion of 

participants predicted positive for further investigation from 36% to 77%. 

Question 4 was significantly predictive of increased risk of diabetes. Whilst questions 1, 2, 5a, 

5b, 5c and 9 were also significant predictors, this was weaker, and once question 4 had been 

accounted for, these questions were no longer significantly predictive. Question 4 offered high 

sensitivity (92%) and specificity (81%), and in this sample where the prevalence at increased 

diabetes risk is 23%, the question was capable of dividing patients into those responding ‘yes’ 
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who have a posterior probability of increased diabetes risk of 59% (PPV), and those responding 

‘no’ who have a posterior probability of being at increased diabetes risk of 3% (i.e. 97% NPV). 

It was also worth considering whether gender had an impact on this outcome. The prevalence 

of increased diabetes risk was not significantly different between males (19%, 22/117) and 

females (24%, 98/403) in this sample (p=0.21). For this question there was no significant 

difference in sensitivity (p=0.23) between genders (males: 86%, 19/22 and females: 94%, 

92/98), and no significant difference in specificity (p=0.35) between genders (males: 84%, 

80/95 and females: 80%, 242/303). The question provided posterior probabilities overall of 

59% in those responding ‘yes’ (PPV) and 3% in those responding ‘no’ (FPR). There is no 

significant difference in PPV (p=0.65) between genders (males: 56%, 19/34 and females: 60%, 

92/153), and no significant difference in FPR (p=0.56) between genders (males: 4%, 3/82 and 

females: 2% 6/248). 

4.4.3.3 Melanoma 

The sample prevalence of being at increased melanoma risk was 10.4% (54/519).  

In order of statistical strength of association with increased melanoma risk, questions 8 and 14 

met the condition for further investigation (p<0.1): 

Question 8. Have any of your close relatives had melanoma? 

Question 14. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

any type of cancer? 

Question 8 was answered by 511 participants. This question was significantly associated 

(p<0.001) with increased melanoma risk, with 94% sensitivity (51/54) (95% CI: 85% to 99%) 

and 84% specificity (383/457) (95% CI: 80% to 87%). Eight of the 519 patients eligible for 

inclusion in this analysis were excluded with a missing response to 8. All of these were not at 

increased risk of melanoma via reference standard risk assessment. 

Question 14 was answered by 512 participants. This question was also significantly associated 

(p=0.009) with increased melanoma risk, and had sensitivity of 72% (39/54) with specificity of 

47% (215/458). The strength of association, sensitivity and specificity however were less than 

those for 8. Seven of the 519 patients were excluded from this analysis due to a missing 

response to question 14. All of these were not at increased risk of melanoma via reference 

standard risk assessment.  Once 8 had been accounted for, question 14 was no longer 
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significantly predictive of increased melanoma risk (logistic regression, p=0.28). The 

combination of a positive response to question 8 or question 14 provided improved sensitivity 

of 78% (42/54), with an additional 3 cases predicted. This however, was at the expense of a 

16% reduction in specificity to 31% (144/463) and change in PPV from 41% (51/125) to 12% 

(42/361). 

It was concluded that question 8 should be retained as the most significantly predictive 

question for increased risk of melanoma. Whilst question 14 was also significant, once 8 had 

been accounted for, this was lost due to the resultant low specificity. Question 8 offered high 

sensitivity (94%) and specificity (84%), and in this sample where the prevalence at increased 

risk was 10%, there was good separation between PPV and FPR by using question 8. 

It was also considered worthwhile to examine the potential impact of gender on this outcome. 

The prevalence of increased melanoma risk was not significantly different between males 

(12%, 14/118) and females (10%, 40/401) in this sample (p=0.56). Question 8 offers 94% 

sensitivity and 84% specificity. For this question there was no significant difference in 

sensitivity (p=0.76) between genders (males: 93%, 13/14 and females: 95%, 38/40), and no 

significant difference in specificity (p=0.21) between genders (males: 80%, 83/104 and 

females: 85%, 300/353). The question provides posterior probabilities overall of 41% in those 

responding ‘yes’ (PPV) and 1% in those responding ‘no’ (FPR). There was no significant 

difference in PPV (p=0.72) between genders (males: 38%, 13/34 and females: 42%, 38/91), and 

no significant difference in FPR (p=0.63) between genders (males: 1%, 1/84 and females: 1% 

2/302) 

4.4.3.4 Colorectal cancer 

The sample prevalence of being at increased risk of colorectal cancer was 6.5% (34/526). 

In order of statistical strength of association with increased colorectal cancer risk, questions 

13, 12, 14, 4 and 15 met the condition for further investigation (p<0.1): 

Question 13. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

bowel cancer? 

Question 12. Have any of your close relatives had bowel cancer before the age of 55? 

Question 14. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

any type of cancer? 

Question 4. Have any of your close relatives had diabetes? 
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Question 15. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

any of the following types of cancer: brain, kidney, thyroid, stomach, uterus/endometrial, 

pancreas? 

Question 13 was answered by 519 participants. This question was significantly associated 

(p<0.001) with increased colorectal cancer risk, with 53% sensitivity (18/34) (95% CI: 35% to 

70%) and 96% specificity (466/485) (95% CI: 94% to 98%). Seven of the 526 patients were 

excluded from this analysis with a missing response to 13. None of these participants were at 

increased risk of colorectal cancer according to reference standard risk assessment. 

Once question 13 had been accounted for, associations of increased colorectal cancer risk with 

the following questions remained: 

Question 12 “Have any of your close relatives had bowel cancer before the age of 55?” 

(p<0.001) 

Question 4 “Have any of your close relatives had diabetes?” (p=0.003) 

Each of 13, 12 and unexpectedly question 4, were significantly associated with increased 

colorectal cancer risk status, after accounting for one another. 

Performance characteristics (with 95% CI) of questions and their combinations for questions 

associated with increased risk of colorectal cancer are shown in Table 21 below: 
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Table 21. Performance characteristics of questions associated with increased risk of colorectal cancer.  

Predict positive 

when: 

Posterior 

probability  

among ‘yes’ 

PPV * 

Posterior 

probability  

among ‘no’ 

1-NPV 

Sensitivity Specificity 

13 ‘yes’ 49% (18/37) 

(32% to 66%) 

3% (16/482) 

(2% to 5%) 

53% (18/34) 

(35% to 

70%) 

96% 

(466/485) 

(94% to 98%) 

12 ‘yes’ 39% (15/38) 

(24% to 57%) 

4% (19/479) 

(2% to 6%) 

44% (15/34) 

(27% to 

62%) 

95% 

(460/483) 

(93% to 97%) 

4 ‘yes’ 11% (21/189) 

(7% to 16%) 

4% (13/335) 

(2% to 7%) 

62% (21/34) 

(44% to 

78%) 

66% 

(322/490) 

(61% to 70%) 

13 ‘yes’ or 

12 ‘yes 

41% (26/63) 

(29% to 54%) 

2% (8/457) 

(1% to 3%) 

76% (26/34) 

(59% to 

89%) 

92% 

(449/486) 

(90% to 95%) 

13 ‘yes’ or 

4 ‘yes 

14% (29/210) 

(9% to 19%) 

2% (5/311) 

(1% to 4%) 

85% (29/34) 

(69% to 

95%) 

63% 

(306/487) 

(58% to 67%) 

12 ‘yes’ or 

4 ‘yes’ 

13% (27/209) 

(9% to 18%) 

2% (7/313) 

(1% to 5%) 

79% (27/34) 

(62% to 

91%) 

63% 

(306/488) 

(58% to 67%) 

Any of 13, 12, 4 

‘yes’ 

14% (30/222) 

(9% to 19%) 

1% (4/300) 

(0.4% to 3%) 

88% (30/34) 

(73% to 

97%) 

61% 

(296/488) 

(56% to 65%) 

* Prior probability (prevalence) was 6.5% (34/526) 

Inclusion of question 4 reduced specificity by approximately 30%. This limited the positive 

predictive value in this sample to less than 15%. Each of questions 13 and 12 alone offered 

high specificity and positive predictive value, but lower sensitivity (53% and 44%) compared to 

question 4 (62%). By combining questions 13 and 12, a higher sensitivity of 76% was observed, 

and high specificity (92%) was maintained, providing a high positive predictive value of 41%. 
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The combination of questions 13 and 12 therefore offered the best outcome, with a high 

sensitivity of 76% (59% to 89%) and specificity of 92% (90% to 95%). The prior probability of 

being at increased risk of colorectal cancer was 6.5%. The posterior probability of a positive 

response for those who responded with a  ‘yes’ to either questions 13 or 12 was 41% and for 

those responding ‘no’ to both was 2%.  

It was also considered worthwhile considering the impact of gender on this outcome. The 

prevalence of increased colorectal cancer risk was not significantly different between males 

(7%, 8/120) and females (6%, 25/406) in this sample (p=0.60). The combination of questions 13 

and 12 offered 76% sensitivity and 92% specificity. For this question combination there was no 

significant difference in sensitivity (p=0.91) between genders (males: 78%, 7/9 and females: 

76%, 19/25), and no significant difference in specificity (p=0.16) between genders (males: 95%, 

106/111 and females: 91%, 343/375). The question combination provided posterior 

probabilities overall of 41% in those responding ‘yes’ (PPV) and 2% in those responding ‘no’ 

(FPR). There was no significant difference in PPV (p=0.18) between genders (males: 58%, 7/12 

and females: 37%, 19/51), and no significant difference in FPR (p=0.93) between genders 

(males: 2%, 2/108 and females: 2% 6/349). 

4.4.3.5 Prostate cancer 

Only males were included in the prostate cancer analyses; reducing the denominator to 120. 

The sample prevalence of being at increased prostate cancer risk was 5.0% (6/120). 

Question 6 (“Have any of your close male relatives had prostate cancer before the age of 60”) 

was significantly associated with increased prostate cancer risk (p<0.001), with 83% sensitivity 

(5/6) (95% CI: 36% to 99%) and 98% specificity (112/114) (95% CI: 94% to 99%). The PPV was 

71% (5/7) (95% CI: 29% to 96%) and the FPR is 1% (1/113) (95% CI: 0.1% to 5%).  

Whilst accepting the limitations of the small denominator of these analyses, question 6 was 

retained as the best predictor of increased risk of prostate cancer. 

4.4.3.6 Ovarian cancer 

The sample prevalence of being at increased ovarian cancer risk was 6.9% (28/405).  

In order of statistical strength of association with increased ovarian cancer risk, questions 7 

(P<0.001), 10 (P<0.001) and 14 (P=0.005) met the condition for further investigation (p<0.1): 
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Question 7. Have any of your close female relatives had ovarian cancer? 

Question 10. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

breast cancer? 

Question 14. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

any type of cancer? 

Question 7 was answered by 398 participants. This question was significantly associated 

(p<0.001) with increased ovarian cancer risk, with 46% sensitivity (13/28) (95% CI: 28% to 66%) 

and 98% specificity (361/370) (95% CI: 95% to 99%). Seven of the 405 patients were excluded 

from this analysis due to a missing response to question 7. By reference standard risk 

assessment, none of these were at increased ovarian cancer risk. 

Question 10 was answered by 399 of the 405 women included in this analysis. This question 

was also significantly associated (p<0.001) with increased ovarian cancer risk, with 43% 

sensitivity (12/28) (95% CI: 24% to 63%) and 90% specificity (335/371) (95% CI: 87% to 93%). 

Six of the 405 patients were excluded with a missing response to question 10; however none 

of these were at increased risk of ovarian cancer.   

Questions 7 and 10 were associated with increased ovarian cancer risk independently of each 

other (logistic regression p<0.001 for both). The significance of question 7, an question directly 

related to breast cancer was not surprising, given that the risk assessment criteria around 

ovarian cancer incorporates breast cancer and vice-versa. 

Question 14 did not offer a significantly improved prediction of increased ovarian cancer risk 

once 7 and 10 had been accounted for (p=0.16), or when only 10 had been accounted for 

(p=0.09). However, when 7 alone had been accounted for, and question 10 was ignored, 

question 14 did offer a significant improvement in prediction of increased risk of ovarian 

cancer (p=0.014). 

This indicated that the combination of questions 7 and 10 was more predictive than any single 

question. Whilst question 14 did not offer an improvement to this, it did offer the ability to 

detect extra cases at increased risk. This however, was at the expense of a loss in specificity. 

The specificity of 14 alone was 45% (168/371).   
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Performance characteristics (with 95% CI) of questions and their combinations for questions 

associated with increased risk of ovarian cancer are shown in Table 22 below 
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Table 22. Performance characteristics of questions associated with increased risk of ovarian cancer.  

Predict positive 

when: 

Posterior 

probability 

among ‘yes’ 

PPV * 

Posterior 

probability among 

‘no’ 

1-NPV 

Sensitivity Specificity 

7 ‘yes’ 59% (13/22) 

(36% to 79%) 

4% (15/376) 

(2% to 6%) 

46% (13/28) 

(28% to 

66%) 

98% 

(361/370) 

(95% to 95%) 

10 ‘yes’ 25% (12/48) 

(14% to 40%) 

5% (16/351) 

(3% to 7%) 

43% (12/28) 

(24% to 

63%) 

90% 

(335/371) 

(87% to 93%) 

14 ‘yes’ 10% (23/226) 

(7% to 15%) 

3% (5/173) 

(1% to 7%) 

82% (23/28) 

(63% to 

94%) 

45% 

(168/371) 

(40% to 51%) 

7 ‘yes’ and 

10 ‘yes 

33% (22/66) 

(22% to 46%)  

2% (6/332) 

(0.7% to 4%) 

79% (22/28) 

(59% to 

92%) 

88% 

(326/370) 

(84% to 91%) 

7 or 10 or 14 

‘yes’ 

11% (27/238) 

(8% to 16%) 

1% (1/164) 

(0.1% to 3%) 

96% (27/28) 

(82% to 

99%) 

44% 

(163/374) 

(38% to 49%) 

7 ‘yes’ and 

14 ‘yes 

12% (27/234) 

(8% to 16%) 

1% (1/168) 

(0.1% to 3%) 

96% (27/28) 

(82% to 

99%) 

45% 

(167/374) 

(40% to 50%) 

* Prior probability (prevalence) is 6.9% (28/405) 

The combination of questions 7 and 10 therefore offered the best predictive value for 

increased risk of ovarian cancer with 79% (95% CI: 59% to 92%) sensitivity and 88% (95% CI: 

84% to 91%) specificity. If this was combined with question 14, there would be an 

improvement in sensitivity to 96%, at the expense of a drop in specificity to 44%, and no 

overall significant improvement. Question 7 alone offered a high PPV (59%) but the low 

sensitivity of 46% indicated that over half of those at increased risk would be missed. Its 

combination with question 10 offered a good set of sensitivity (79%), specificity (88%), PPV 

(33%) and FPR (2%) in the context of a low prevalence of increased risk (6.9%). 
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4.4.3.7 Breast cancer 

The sample prevalence of being at increased breast cancer risk was 9.3% (37/400).  

In order of statistical strength of association with increased breast cancer risk, questions 10 

(P<0.001), 9 (P<0.001), 7 (P<0.001), 14 (P<0.001) and 1 (p=0.014) were included for further 

investigation (p<0.1): 

Question 10. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

breast cancer? 

Question 9. Have any of your close relatives had breast cancer before the age of 50? 

Question 7. Have any of your close female relatives had ovarian cancer? 

Question 14. Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

any type of cancer? 

Question 1. Do you think that there are any conditions or illnesses which run in your family? 

Question 1 had the weakest association. Whilst its sensitivity was 100% (37/37), it 

demonstrated very poor specificity of 12%.  Question 14 offered a sensitivity of 84% (31/37) 

but like question 1 had poor specificity (46%, 166/357). Question 7 had high specificity of 96% 

(342/356) and sensitivity of 22% (8/37). Question 9 also had high specificity of 94% (336/358) 

with 65% sensitivity (24/37).  Finally, question 10 offered 94% specificity (337/358) and 67% 

sensitivity (24/36).  

Questions 10, 9 and 7 were all associated with increased risk of breast cancer independently of 

each other (logistic regression p<0.001 for each). There was no significant improvement by 

adding either 14 (p=0.44) or 1 (p=0.99) once questions 10, 9 and 7 were accounted for. 

The performance characteristics (with 95% CI) of questions and their combinations for 

questions associated with increased risk of breast cancer are shown in Table 23 below: 
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Table 23. Performance characteristics of questions associated with increased risk of breast cancer. 

Predict 

positive 

when: 

Posterior probability 

among ‘yes’ 

PPV * 

Posterior probability 

among ‘no’ 

1-NPV 

Sensitivity Specificity 

10 ‘yes’ 53% (24/45) 

(38% to 68%) 

3% (12/349) 

(2% to 6%) 

67% 

(24/36) 

(49% to 

81%) 

94% 

(337/358) 

(% to %) 

9 ‘yes’ 52% (24/46) 

(37% to 67%) 

4% (13/349) 

(2% to 6%) 

65% 

(24/37) 

(47% to 

80%) 

94% 

(336/358) 

(% to %) 

7 ‘yes’ 36% (8/22) 

(17% to 59%) 

8% (29/371) 

(5% to 11%) 

22% 

(8/37) 

(10% to 

38%) 

96% 

(342/356) 

(% to %) 

Any of 10,  

9, 7 ‘yes’ 

41% (35/85) 

(31% to 52%) 

1% (2/310) 

(0.1% to 2%) 

95% 

(35/37) 

(82% to 

99%) 

86% 

(308/358) 

(82% to 

89%) 

10 ‘yes’ and 

9 ‘yes 

46% (32/69) 

(34% to 59%) 

2% (5/326) 

(1% to 4%) 

86% 

(32/37) 

(71% to 

95%) 

90% 

(321/358) 

(86% to 

93%) 

* Prior probability (prevalence) is 9.3% (37/400) 

Questions 10 and 9 each offered a high enough sensitivity to detect 24 of the cases with 94% 

specificity. Their combination offered a 20% increase in sensitivity to 86% (32/37) at the 

expense of a small 4% loss in specificity to 90% (321/358). For a further 4% sacrifice in 

specificity, the additional combination of questions 10 and 9 with 7 offered a further 9% 

increase in sensitivity to 95% (35/37).  

Overall, the combination of all three questions 7, 9 and 10 performed better than using any 

one question alone. Using all three questions was considered the best way to predict increased 

risk for breast cancer. This combination offered sensitivity of 95% (95% CI: 82% to 99%), 

specificity of 86% (95% CI: 82% to 89%), PPV of 41% (95% CI: 31% to 52%) and FPR of 1% (95% 

CI: 0.1% to 2%). 
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Considering that question 10 had already been captured as a predictor for ovarian cancer 

analysis, it followed that answering ‘yes’ to either question 7 or 10 would predict increased risk 

of both ovarian and breast cancer. A positive response to question 9 however, would only 

predict increased risk of breast cancer but not ovarian cancer. 

Identification of combinations of questions predictive of increased risk – alternative 

performance analyses 

The questions retained after multivariate combination for each condition were combined to 

predict increased risk of ‘any condition’.  In Table 24, the performance of the condition-specific 

questions is presented on the left, and the performance of the full combination on the right.   

Table 24. Performance of questions in predicting increased risk of ‘any condition’ 

 Condition questions 

Sensitivity,    Specificity, 

PPV,              FPR 

Performance of questions in 

predicting increased risk of ‘any 

condition’ 

Males  Q2/4/6/8/12/13 n=113 

Heart 

disease 

Q2 

88% (15/17),  86% (86/100), 

52% (15/29),    2% (2/88) 

94% (16/17), 45% (45/100) 

23% (16/71), 2% (1/46) 

Diabetes 

Q4 

86% (19/22),  84% (80/95), 56% 

(19/34),    4% (3/82) 

95% (21/22), 47% (44/94) 

30% (21/71),   2% (1/45) 

Melanoma 

Q8 

93% (13/14),  80% (83/104), 

38% (13/34),    1% (1/84) 

93% (13/14), 44% (45/103) 

18% (13/71),    2% (1/46) 

Colorectal 

Q13/12 

78% (7/9),      95% (106/111), 

58% (7/12),      2% (2/108) 

89% (8/9),     42% (46/110) 

11% (8/72),      2% (1/47) 

Prostate 

Q6 

83% (5/6),      98% (112/114), 

71% (5/7),        1% (1/113) 

100% (6/6),   42% (47/113) 

8% (6/72),      0% (0/47) 

Five male 

conditions 

 92% (46/50),  63% (40/63) 

67% (46/69),    9%  (4/44) 

Females  Q2/4/7/8/9/10/12/13 n=400 

Heart 

disease 

Q2 

88% (61/69),  80% (266/334), 

47% 61/129),   3% (8/274) 

94% (65/69),  29% (97/331), 

22% (65/299),  4% (4/101) 
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 Condition questions 

Sensitivity,    Specificity, 

PPV,              FPR 

Performance of questions in 

predicting increased risk of ‘any 

condition’ 

Diabetes 

Q4 

94% (92/98),  80% (242/303), 

60% (92/153),  2% (6/248) 

98% (96/98), 32% (97/300) 

32% (96/299),  2% (2/99) 

Melanoma 

Q8 

95% (38/40),  85% (300/353), 

42% (38/91),    1% (2/302) 

100% (40/40), 28% (100/356), 

14% (40/296),   0% (0/100) 

Colorectal 

Q13/12 

76% (19/25),   91% (343/375), 

37% (19/51),    2% (6/349) 

100% (25/25), 27% (101/376), 

   8% (25/300),  0% (0/101) 

Ovarian 

Q7/10 

79% (22/28),  88% (326/370), 

33% (22/66),    2% (6/332) 

89% (25/28), 26% (97/372), 

  8% (25/300),  3% (3/100) 

Breast 

Q10/9/7 

95% (35/37),  86% (308/358),  

41% (35/85),       1% (2/310) 

97% (36/37),  28% (99/358), 

12% (36/295),   1% (1/100) 

Six female 

conditions 

 96% (197/206), 49% (88/180), 

68% (197/289),   9% (9/97) 

   

Males and 

Females 

 95% (243/256), 53% (128/243) 

68% (243/358), 9% (13/141) 

 

4.4.4 Multiple logistic regression 

The value of the rule-based combinations was assessed in logistic regression models.  Multiple 

logistic regression allowed more than one question to be included in the model and to 

consider the association between each question as predictors. 

Gender specific questions (6, 7, 9 and 10) were re-coded to a zero value for those of the non-

applicable gender. This prevented unnecessary risk prediction and prevented a drop in the 

denominator due to otherwise ‘missing’ data. 

Each of the questions that were significantly associated with conditions in the initial univariate 

analysis was assessed for their contribution in predicting being at risk of at least one of the 

conditions (see Table 25). 
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Table 25. Univariate associations of FHQ questions with increased risk of ‘any condition’ 

 
Score 

Degrees of 

freedom Significance 

Step 0 Variables q2 47.040 1 .000 

q4 72.044 1 .000 

q6 5.975 1 .015 

q7 10.946 1 .001 

q8 24.871 1 .000 

q9 17.973 1 .000 

q10 21.910 1 .000 

q12 10.234 1 .001 

q13 4.112 1 .043 

Overall Statistics 163.124 9 .000 

 

Each question was significantly associated with the overall increased risk of ‘any condition’ 

combined in univariate analysis. From the table above the strongest questions univariately 

associated with increased risk of ‘any condition’ (p<=0.001) were questions 2, 4, 7,8,9,10,12. 

Due to the re-coding of the questions relating to gender-specific conditions, gender was first 

added to the model. The significance of questions was not altered, and gender itself was not 

significant in their presence.  Table 26 shows the full model in which all of the questions were 

entered. 
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Table 26. Full model including all variables 

 
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 1a q2 1.516 .263 33.250 1 .000 4.553 2.720 7.621 

q4 1.972 .254 60.410 1 .000 7.182 4.369 11.808 

q6 22.317 15022.236 .000 1 .999 4.920E9 .000 . 

q7 2.188 .694 9.946 1 .002 8.917 2.289 34.735 

q8 1.468 .281 27.352 1 .000 4.339 2.504 7.522 

q9 1.291 .529 5.966 1 .015 3.636 1.291 10.246 

q10 1.730 .539 10.311 1 .001 5.641 1.962 16.219 

q12 .513 .491 1.093 1 .296 1.671 .638 4.375 

q13 .585 .457 1.639 1 .200 1.794 .733 4.392 

Constant -1.832 .200 83.924 1 .000 .160   

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: q2, q4, q6, q7, q8, q9, q10, q12, q13. 

 

Whilst Q6, Q12 and Q13 were not significant, all other questions remained significantly 

associated with increased risk of ‘any condition’. 

The fitted probabilities for patients from the model were entered into a ROC curve analysis. 

The area under the ROC curve (see Figure 5 below) was 84.6% (95% CI: 81.2% to 88.1%), based 

on 241 participants at increased risk and 237 not at increased risk (48 missing). Use of all of 

these questions would provide a sensitivity of 95% (228/241) with specificity 54% (128/237) to 

detect someone at increased risk of any condition. 
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Figure 5. ROC Curve using all questions with significant univariate association with increased risk of 

‘any condition’ 

As questions 6, 12 and 13 could be removed given that they were not significant after the 

other questions had been accounted for. The following questions remained: 2,4,7,8,9,10. Six 

further positives and two negatives that had missing data on one or more of the removed 

questions could now be included. Table 27 shows these remaining variables.  Overall, 3 of the 

9 questions did not add significantly to the effectiveness of the other six in detecting those 

with at least one condition. These six questions already provided approximately 93% 

sensitivity.  
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Table 27. Reduced model 

 
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 1a q2 1.494 .258 33.657 1 .000 4.456 2.690 7.383 

q4 1.929 .248 60.375 1 .000 6.880 4.230 11.190 

q7 2.177 .694 9.854 1 .002 8.822 2.266 34.349 

q8 1.457 .272 28.684 1 .000 4.293 2.519 7.318 

q9 1.280 .521 6.028 1 .014 3.595 1.294 9.986 

q10 1.787 .526 11.539 1 .001 5.970 2.129 16.740 

Constant -1.671 .187 79.545 1 .000 .188   

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: q2, q4, q7, q8, q9, qq10. 

A ROC curve based on predicted values from a logistic model containing these reduced 

retained questions had only a small reduction in performance: an area under ROC curve of 

84.6% (95% CI: 79.6% to 86.8%). See Figure 6  

Use of all of these reduced questions would provide a sensitivity of 93% (229/247) with 

specificity 58% (139/239). This demonstrated a slightly lower sensitivity (93% versus 95%) 

although detected an extra case (229 versus 228).  However, the denominator was different 

due to missing data (247 versus 241). The specificity was higher (58% versus 54%) on removal 

of these three questions. The other six questions were important in being able to detect at 

least one of the conditions. Therefore whilst these three questions were less significant, they 

still demonstrated an important role in detecting specific conditions. 
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Figure 6. ROC curve using simplified predictive equation 

A comparison of these ROC curves amongst the same set of participants (241 positives and 237 

negatives with 48 missing) is shown in the following ROC curves (Figure 7). 

Figure 7. Comparison of ROC Curves using the full versus reduced set of questions. 

 

The combination of identified questions identified a sensitivity of 92% and 96% of the five and 

six conditions applicable to males and females respectively. The specificity was 63% for males 
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and 49% for females. The PPV was 67% for males and 68% for females. The FPR was 9% for 

males and 9% for females. 

The multi-question tool detected increased risk of each condition for each gender as well as for 

the re-combined sample of both genders as shown below in Table 28:  

Table 28. Detection of increased risk across conditions for each gender and the combined gender 

group.  

Condition Male Female Re-combined 95% CI 

Heart disease 94% 94% 94% (81/86) 87%-98% 

Type 2 diabetes 95% 98% 97% (117/120) 93%-99% 

Melanoma 93% 100% 98% (53/54) 90%-99% 

Colorectal 

Cancer 

89% 100% 97% (33/34) 85%-99% 

Prostate Cancer   100% (6/6) 54%-100% 

Ovarian Cancer   89% (25/28) 72%-98% 

Breast Cancer   97% (36/37) 86%-99% 

 

Re-combination of the male and female specific performance of the two sets of questions 

provides estimates for sensitivity of 95% (243/256), specificity of 53% (128/243), PPV of 68% 

(243/358), and FPR of 9% (13/141). 

4.5 Summary of the diagnostic performance of the FHQ 

Table 29 provides an overview of the performance of the identified questions used to predict 

increased risk of each single condition.  The core questions for a revised, nine-question FHQ 

are provided in Figure 8. 
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Table 29. Overview of predictive questions 

Condition Best 

performing 

question 

number/s 

Males 

Sensitivity, 

Specificity, PPV, 

NPV 

Females 

Sensitivity, 

Specificity, PPV, 

NPV 

Males and Females 

Sensitivity, 

Specificity, PPV, 

NPV 

Heart 

disease 

 

2 88%, 86%, 52%, 

98% 

88%, 80%, 47%, 

97% 

88%, 81%, 48%, 

97% 

Diabetes 

Question 4 

4 86%, 84%, 56%, 

96% 

94%, 80%, 60%, 

98% 

92%, 81%, 59%, 

97% 

Melanoma 

 

8 93%, 80%, 38, 99% 95%, 85%,42%, 

99% 

92%, 84%, 41%, 

99% 

Colorectal 

cancer 

Questions  

13, 12 78%, 95%, 58%, 

98% 

76%, 91%, 58%, 

98% 

76%, 92%, 41%, 

98% 

Prostate 

cancer 

 

6 83%, 98%, 71%, 

99% 

  

Ovarian 

cancer 

7,10  79%, 88%, 33%, 

98% 

 

Breast 

cancer 

10, 9, 7  92%, 86%, 41%, 

99% 
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  Yes No 

1 Do you have any close relatives who have had heart disease before the age of 

60?  

  

2 Do you have any close relatives who have diabetes?   

3 Do you have any close relatives who have had melanoma?    

4 Have any of your close relatives had bowel cancer before the age of 55?    

5 Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

bowel cancer at any age?  

  

6 Have any of your close male relatives had prostate cancer before the age of 60?    

7 Have any of your close female relatives had ovarian cancer?    

8 Have any of your close relatives had breast cancer before the age of 50?    

9 Do you have more than one relative on the same side of the family who has had 

breast cancer at any age? 

  

Figure 8. Revised 9-question FHQ 

 

4.6 Discussion around methodological issues 

As described in Chapter 1, there are a number of barriers to the assessment and management 

of individuals around familial risk. Physician knowledge [24] and sufficient time to take family 

history information seemed most prominent [29, 155, 156].  When developing the FHQ for use 

in primary care, it was crucial that these barriers were acknowledged, and the proposed tool 

would essentially complement the existing daily nature of primary care.  When inviting 

practices into the study emphasis was therefore placed on the FHQ being patient-completed, 

brief and simple. I was also conscious of promoting the study in terms of it requiring limited 

time from practice staff, and having minimal impact on the everyday flow of their business. 

Interestingly, this theme re-emerged later in the study, when participants described how they 

can see the FHQ being efficiently applied in the primary care setting:  The FHQ will only be 

accepted if it does not create extra work, interfere with existing practice, and will not take up 

time. 

Regarding the best method of recruitment of patients, it became clear that due to the time 

constraints described above, GPs could not be relied upon to distribute the FHQ. Whilst 

receptionists were generally good at handing out the FHQ, when busy periods arose, tasks of 
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more importance were prioritised. Ultimately, methods that involved giving most of the 

control to the patient were most rewarding: posting patients the invitation and relevant 

information and asking them to contact me to express their interest. Whilst from a research 

perspective it was important to reach this conclusion regarding the optimal method of 

recruitment, this was also a significant finding in terms of one’s willingness to undertake family 

history screening.  As will be discussed further in relation to the findings of the qualitative 

interviews, one’s stage of life and lived experiences play a significant role in how one comes to 

terms with their familial risk and therefore their willingness to engage in family history 

screening. 

4.6.1 Recruitment challenges – logistics of practice involvement. 

Recruitment of participants through primary care practices was a challenging and time-

consuming aspect of this study.  For each practice that was involved in the study, a unique 

agreement around the logistics involved was reached, sometimes over the course of many 

months.  

GPs’ willingness to participate in the study also raised an issue regarding the potential impact 

of this study. One GP described concerns surrounding litigation if for example, a patient 

identified through the study as increased risk, was not adequately followed up by the GP. 

Therefore this GP did not want to participate in the study. This meant that the electronic 

search on the clinical software had to exclude his patients. 

The ease with which an eligible patient list could be generated from the practice software was 

an ongoing issue in this study.  In some cases it was very easy to use search criteria such as age 

and recent attendance to generate an eligible patient list, save this into Microsoft Excel, and 

then generate a mail out list for each round of recruitment. However, a commonly used clinical 

software package, Medical Director, did not allow search results to be copied into external 

databases. As a result, lists of eligible patients needed to be printed off and manually entered 

into a database for the purposes of generating address labels for the mail out. Furthermore, 

for large practices, the eligible patient list generated from a search query, was at times 

impractically large. This could be reduced only by limiting the number of doctors included in 

the search.   

The final number of patients analysed was 526.  Overall, a sample size of 526 represents a high 

power to be able to conduct the proposed statistical analyses and essentially provide 

parameters that reasonably reflect the larger population.  As demonstrated in Figure 8 this 
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number was a reduction from the original 604 expressions of interest received. Contributing to 

the majority of this group was loss to follow-up; also of note are those considered to be 

ineligible due to being over 51 years.   

The denominator in Round 1 was affected by an error in searching the patient database at one 

of the practices. Administrative staff at practice #4 searched their patient database for an 

eligible patient list, but neglected to stipulate an upper age restriction on this search.  

Therefore patients aged over 50 were sent invitations. Once this was realised the database 

from this search was cross-referenced with that from correct search. Seventy participants who 

were identified as aged over 70 years were therefore removed from the denominator.  This 

practice still had a relatively high number of expressions of interest received from patients 

over the age of 50. This was due to the instances making an appointment with people aged 

over 50 due to the initial mail out error, and only realizing their age at the appointment. After 

this, the database was cleaned, and all expressions of interest were queried regarding their 

age before inclusion into the study.   

There are a number of reasons why patients over the age of 50 still returned expressions of 

interest to the researcher A criterion of primary care practice inclusion was that the practice 

had an ‘up to date’ electronic patient database that was searchable for date of birth and 

attendance dates. Eligible patient lists were thus generated from each practice. As recruitment 

extended from 2008 to 2010, it is worth noting that these three years may have in fact shifted 

patients from an eligible age group, to a non-eligible age group (namely over 50 years). For this 

reason, we decided to retain 51 year old participants to account for those participants who 

may have been 50 turning 51 that same year, however excluded those 52 or older. To 

minimise this effect, for two practices that were used for the entire study period (practice #1 

and #2), the database search for eligible patients was refreshed after round 3 of recruitment, 

and ineligible patients were removed. 

Through conversations with participants I am also aware that some expressions of interest 

were received from family members of the patient to whom the invitation was addressed. 

Stories such as “that person couldn’t participate, but I thought I’d like to” were problematic 

and in some cases lead to people aged over 50 years returning an expression of interest. It is 

therefore difficult to be certain if all participants were in fact the intended recipients of the 

invitation. From this scenario the invitation letter was updated to emphasise the age group 

inclusion criteria for the study. Whilst personalising the letters and addressing them to the 

intended patient identified by the database search would aid in reducing this problem, this 
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was practically not possible. To limit the amount of time needed to be spent by practice staff 

on this study, pre-assembled study packs for postage were provided to them. As such, practice 

staff had only to affix an address label to these prior to posting. As such, letters remained as 

‘Dear Patient’, with a personalised address label on the envelope. 

It is also likely that practice databases were not always up to date with patients’ current postal 

addresses. Given an overall return to sender rate of 4.5%, it is reasonable to conclude that 

patient contact addresses are not routinely updated by their primary care practice.  A number 

of the participating practices did note that they were ‘probably due to update their records.’ It 

is also reasonable to assume that patients who moved residences may also have changed their 

primary care practices. In some instances, their previous practice would not be aware of this 

move, and the need to remove the ‘inactive’ patient from their database. 

Furthermore, there was a reliance on the practice to retain returned invitations for the 

researcher to collect for counting, or less preferably, quote to the researcher the number of 

returned invitations. The quoted 4.5% return to sender rate, and therefore adjusted number of 

invitations sent, is therefore likely to be an underestimate, however the best number that can 

be used to adjust the overall denominator. 

Across the period of recruitment, some practices were discontinued as sources of participants. 

This occurred for two reasons: 

 Eligible patient population was exhausted: Practices #1 and #4 

 Recruitment rate was insufficient and continued attempts were considered neither 

time nor cost efficient: Practice #3. In this instance, it is worth noting the nature of the 

city practice. This practice was located in the central business district of the state’s 

capital city. Situated on the concourse of the city’s central train station, this practice is 

utilized largely by visitors to the city whose contact addresses were temporary as well 

as employees of city businesses. Whilst some patients from this database would have 

been local residents or long-time returning patients, the response rate did not warrant 

long-term perseverance with recruitment through this practice. 

Whilst the research team paid for the cost of practice stationery such as paper and envelopes 

with practice letterhead or logo, obtaining this stationery was not always possible. In some 

smaller practices, practice stationery was available– but instead, a practice ‘stamp’ was used. 

The manual procedure of stamping the envelopes for invitations was time-consuming and 
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sometimes resulted in poor quality. It was necessary however for mail to have a return address 

in order for a true denominator to be determined. 

Availability of a clinical room or private space was necessary for study appointments with 

participants. Naturally all practices had restrictions regarding when the research genetic 

counsellor could see study participants.  Often this was as little as two hours per week. With 

30 minutes allocated per appointment, this limited the number of participants that could be 

seen per week, and hence slowed data collection.  As a result, sometimes variations to the 

normal appointment venue were made. This was usually due to participants not being able to 

schedule research appointments within the limited timeframe offered at the practice.  

4.6.2 Generalisability of the participant group 

4.6.2.1 Age and gender 

The demographic data of the participant group showed a skewing towards the female 

population, with 406 (77%) females. As a potential screening tool to be applied universally 

across adult primary care populations in Australia, it was important to determine if the 

participating patient groups were reflective of the broader Australian population. The 

Australian Bureau of Statistics 2006 Census data for Perth, Western Australia [114] was used as 

an initial source of information around population statistics and showed that in 2006 there 

were 49.4% females and 50.6% males living in the statistical division.  The median age of 

persons was 36, with 57.7% of people aged between 15 and 55 years. 

More specifically, I wanted to see how well my study group compared to the broader 

Australian population who attend general practice. ‘BEACH’ (‘Bettering the Evaluation and 

Care of Health) is a cross-sectional, paper based data collection system developed and 

validated over 30 years at the University of Sydney. It continuously collects information about 

the clinical activities in general practice in Australia  [157].   I approached this group to see if 

data could be retrieved around the gender and age breakdown of patients attending general 

practice across the country. However, it was found that BEACH data describes the nature of 

GP-patient encounters, rather than descriptive statistics of all patients seen over the course of 

time. Advice was given by the director of BEACH to approach Medicare, who would be able to 

provide these data.  

Correspondence with Medicare Australia allowed data to be generated around Item 23. This 

item describes professional attendance by a general practitioner lasting less than 20 minutes 
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including any of the following: taking a patient history; performing a clinical examination; 

arranging any necessary investigation; implementing a management plan; providing 

appropriate preventive health care. These data were considered the best available 

representation of primary care attendances in the State, to which our study sample could be 

compared. The following data in Table 30 describes single patient count, with breakdown of 

gender and age groups spanning 20 to 50 years, for the calendar year 2010 in Western 

Australia:  

Table 30.  Medicare Australia data for primary care attendance (Item 23) in Western Australia, 2010 

 Age group: 

      

 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 

Female         

63,113  

        

65,346  

        

62,609  

        

67,702  

        

65,852  

        

66,485  

Male         

45,901  

        

47,839  

        

47,497  

        

53,714  

        

55,107  

        

57,463  

 

The total number of patients seen in primary care in Western Australia during the 2010 

calendar year, aged less than 5 years to over 85  years was 1, 6976, 613: 906,495 females and 

791,118 males. In the age group 20-50, there were 698,628 patients, with a gender split of 

391,107 females and 307,521 males (approximately 56% female and 44% male). This compares 

with the recruited cohort of 77% female and 23% male participants. Regarding age-groups 

attending general practice, the Medicare data shows that the 45-49 year old age group had the 

highest percentage of patients (approximately 17.7%), and the 20-24 year old age group had 

the least number of patients (approximately 15.6%). Similarly, in the recruited cohort, the 

highest proportion of participants fell into the 45-49 year old age group (30%), and the least 

number of participants fell in the 20-24 year old age group (4%).  

4.6.2.2 Ethnicity 

It is interesting to note that from the PIQ-1 data, over 50% of participants selects ‘Oceania’ as 

their ethnic background, which captures ‘Australian.’ This highlights a fundamental difference 

between survey and interview data. The pedigree drawing process essentially allows the 

informant to ‘think aloud’ when addressing their family tree. Despite the instruction on PIQ-1 
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encouraging participants to choose more than one ethnic background, and providing an 

‘Other’ category for participants, it is possible that the interview process allows for more time 

and discussion around this area. 

The limited diversity of the study group’s racial or ancestral backgrounds limits the 

generalisability to the Australian community. For our reference standard risk assessment data, 

ethnicity was entered as reported by participants. If an increased risk ethnicity was reported, 

this triggered the increased risk guideline.  If a participant was not certain about the presence 

of a particular ethnicity being present in their pedigree, this was not included in the reference 

standard risk assessment.  If a participant noted an increased ethnicity although distant (i.e. 

beyond great-grandparents), this did trigger an increased risk due to ethnicity. As such, it is 

possible that risk associated with ethnicity has been overestimated for some participants 

where ethnicity is either very distant or incorrectly reported, or indeed underestimated if 

relevant ethnicity was under-reported. 

It is worth noting the difficulty in ascertaining not only one’s ethnic background, but also to 

know what degree of ethnicity implies familial risk. For example if someone reported possible 

Aboriginal ancestry, originating from three or four generations back, it is not clear from current 

screening guidelines whether or not an increased risk of heart disease or diabetes is implied. 

These guidelines do not stipulate the degree of relatedness that ancestry must meet. 

As will be emphasised in Chapter 5, the Australian population shows significant cultural 

diversity, and from one suburb of a State to the next, this varies. As such, it is a hard task to 

capture such diversity. Therefore it is difficult to know if the FHQ is acceptable in terms of its 

level of language. People who speak English as a second language for example might not find 

the FHQ as easy and straightforward as the feedback received via the interviews. Also, this 

meant that the FHQ questions around ethnicity could not be reliably assessed.  

4.6.2.3 Marital status 

The majority of participants was or had been married (approximately 80%). Compared to local 

demographic statistics for people over 15 years, 66.2% of residents were or had been married 

in 2006 [114]. Whilst some allowance can be made for the fact that Census data include people 

in the age group of 15-19 not included in the study group, this discrepancy may be a function 

of the nature of the study. One may speculate that people who are married, perhaps more 

specifically with children, may have a heightened sense of interest in family history and its 

implications. The study group in the Family Healthware Trial had over 90% of participants who 
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were or had been married. The qualitative aspect to this study explored the factors that 

contributed to one’s sense of vulnerability around family history, and will be described in 

Chapter 5.  

4.6.2.4 Education 

The heavy skewing towards highly educated people (defined as education beyond secondary 

school, 83%) is a common finding in research such as this. The Family Healthware Impact Trail 

demonstrates a similar result with over 70% of participants being college graduates. According 

to the 2006 Australian Census data for Western Australia, 53% of people aged 15 years or over 

had completed at least one non-school qualification [114].  Furthermore, 15% of women and 

14% of men held a bachelor degree or higher. Therefore, this study’s over-representation of 

people with a higher education could potentially limit the generalisability of the tool to the 

general public. 

Whilst the heterogeneity of existing FHQs made it impossible to determine the ‘best’ language 

to use in my FHQ, I was conscious that the ‘health literacy’ of its users would be variable. 

Health literacy has been defined as “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to 

obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make 

appropriate health decisions” [158].  

There has been some work published in the field of literacy assessment of family history tools 

for public health prevention. Wang [159] identified 47 family history tools and assessed their 

readability using the ‘Simple Measure of Gobbledygook’ or SMOG readability formula, and the 

PMOSE/IKIRSCH document readability formula. It was found that the majority of tools were 

written at a reading grade level that is beyond the 8th grade average reading level in the United 

States. It is therefore likely that due to difficulty in reading or use may compromise the 

potential effectiveness in identifying individuals at increased risk for chronic disease in the 

general population.  

I did not apply such readability formulae to my FHQ. However, using feedback from patients in 

the pilot study, revisions were made to the FHQ regarding the order and phrasing of questions 

to improve its readability. Furthermore, the qualitative interviews confirmed that the FHQ was 

universally considered easy to complete, requiring no assistance. That said however, I am 

mindful that the study group was skewed toward the highly educated population which was 

likely to influence this opinion. 
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4.6.2.5 Related participants and Consanguinity 

Despite the random sampling of eligible patient lists from each practice, by virtue of the nature 

of ‘family practices’ often being attended by multiple members of the family over multiple 

generations, a small number of participants were by chance related to one another. These 

participants all attended separate appointments. The extent of this small sub-set of the study 

group can be summarised as follows: 

 Mother, daughter and son 

 Mother and son 

 Mother and daughter 

 Two sisters 

 Sister and brother 

Three participants (0.6%) reported a family history of consanguinity.  Two of these participants 

are, by chance of invitation from the same practice, mother and daughter (question 3 above). 

The mother’s grandparents are first cousins.  The other case reports an example of 

consanguinity that is further removed, although the precise nature of the relationship was not 

clearly understood by the participant. 

4.6.3 Response rate  

The 526 participants in this study reflected a 5% response rate to invitations sent by primary 

care practices.  Valid comparisons include the CDC’s Family Healthware Impact Trial, which 

had 18% recruitment through invitations letters from primary care practices [160]. Also, 

Qureshi and colleagues’ randomised controlled trial [83] which validated a family history 

questionnaire in primary care, demonstrated a 37% response rate. Whilst both of these studies 

demonstrate higher response rates than this study, it is important to acknowledge that they 

were linked to service delivery more directly. This study represented an earlier phase of 

research that focused on reference standard pedigree collection outside of the service delivery 

setting. It is therefore possible that this contributed to the poor response rate. 

A response bias was also likely amongst the study group.  Whilst acknowledging that primary 

care is a notoriously difficult setting to recruit research participants from, it is important to 

reflect on precisely what portion of the community this study group may be representing. 

Considering the low response rate, it is possible that this group of participants has a vested 

interest in family history screening. In the present study a bid to minimise response bias, the 
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template invitation letter provided to the practices for mail-out, was tailored to emphasise 

that the study was open to all adults aged 20-50 years, regardless of family history.   

I will now consider the ‘types of people’ within this study, and reflect upon them as people 

who were somewhere along the continuum of ‘coming to terms’ with their familial risk. 

Consider first, response rate and nature of my study group. From a 20-50 year old patient 

group, the young adults, arbitrarily say 20-24 years commonly represent university students or 

other young adults engaged in the ‘setting up’ phase of their lives. It is not surprising that only 

4% of my study group represents this age group. Interestingly, many of the young people in 

their early 20s who did participate in this study, told me that they were “also students and 

wanted to help”, had a personal health condition that had made them more conscious of this 

type of thing, or had a close family member diagnosed with an illness that had raised their 

awareness.  

Whilst I did not collect data around type of employment, through general conversation with 

participants, I noted a significant number of people who worked as nurses and paramedics. 

These participants described their genuine interest in this type of thing, an innate sense of 

wanting to help and greater interest in health matters.  

The white, middle to upper-class, middle aged ‘house wife’ was a common participant 

stereotype.  The suburbs that most of my participating practices were located represent 

perhaps the ‘leafier’ areas of Perth, Western Australia. Often with children at school during the 

day, these women were very happy to come along to their local GP to take part in the study, 

under the proviso that they were out by 2.45pm for the ‘school run.’ 

There were also a lot of participants who could come to the practice only after work hours. For 

these participants it was often difficult to find an appointment time due to their other 

priorities and it was in some of these cases that appointments were made on weekends or at 

their workplace during their lunch break. This is an important finding, as when it comes to 

acceptance of a family history screening instrument, one must be mindful of one’s stage of life. 

The interviews confirmed that people are often aware of their family history, even of its 

implications for their own health,  however it is only at a particular stage that they ‘have time’ 

or the inclination to deal with it. Many interviewees cited parenthood, work and general 

‘busyness’ as barriers to dealing with their family history.  
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4.6.4 Appointment issues 

4.6.4.1 Scheduling  

In early rounds of recruitment, appointment letters were posted to participants to confirm the 

venue, date and time of their appointment. With time, SMS reminders were trialled. This 

proved to be an excellent way to maintain an efficient use of the already limited window of 

time at each practice. Provision of the SMS, gave participants easy access to a contact phone 

number on which they could call or reply text message either their confirmation or need for re-

scheduling. If the participant did not provide a mobile phone number, a reminder phone call 

and/or email were used. 

In the initial rounds of recruitment, the ‘Expression of Interest’ form asked only for the 

participant’s name and daytime telephone number/s. However after feedback from 

participants over time, it was understood that email correspondence was often the best way 

to contact people. As opposed to the previous initial telephone call, essentially a ‘cold call’ to 

find a suitable appointment time, the email system provided participants with a reminder 

about the study’s background and their expression of interest, as well as a list of available 

upcoming dates and times for them to choose an appointment. If a response was not received 

to this initial email after a week, a second email was sent with an updated list of appointment 

times, and failing a reply to this, follow up phone calls were made. This approach proved 

helpful in reducing the ‘lost to follow-up’ numbers, particularly because participants who 

worked full-time were especially difficult to contact via telephone. 

4.6.4.2 Researcher blinding 

In a practical sense, steering clear of all clinical review bias was difficult. As I was the only 

research genetic counsellor involved in this study, I made initial contact with participants to 

arrange their appointment and answer any queries. The inclination for participants to talk 

about their family history ahead of the appropriate time was noticed, and all efforts were 

made to essentially ignore family history information provide in casual conversation and treat 

the pedigree drawing interview as the sole source of gathering family history information for 

the purposes of risk assessment. 

The potential for additional ‘clinical bias’ was also acknowledged. As I am a trained genetic 

counsellor, it is possible that my clinical interest in cases could have interfered with the focus 

of the research. For example, as demonstrated by the large lists of ‘other’ conditions raised by 
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participants, I was at times lead into conversation around the familial nature of other 

conditions outside of the three conditions pertinent to the study. 

4.6.4.3 Self-reported family history 

The reference standard risk assessment depended on reported disease in both first and 

second-degree relatives. It is therefore possible that the study’s prevalence figures may either 

over or underestimate actual familial risk. 

Only a small number of studies have investigated accuracy of self-reported family history of 

chronic disease, via comparison with reference standards such as medical records, death 

certificates and confirmation with other family members [56, 95, 161, 162]. In a systematic 

review of published studies, the positive predictive values for cancer sites in first-degree 

relatives was generally good (breast 93%, colon 81%, prostate 85%), although information was 

less accurate about second-degree relatives (breast 91%, colon 77%, prostate 80%) [163].  In a 

Scottish study 89% of people accurately reported parental death due to ischaemic heart 

disease [90]. 

It is important to note that unlike some studies that have examined the accuracy of self-

reported family history amongst populations affected by a condition of interest, this study was 

aimed at addressing the general population. Due to the fact that this study group is likely to 

have a vested interest in family history, it is probably more likely that presence of diseases 

were over-reported. 

Through undertaking interviews with over 500 participants, anecdotally it is fair to say that at 

the beginning of appointments many people were concerned that they would not know 

enough about their family history to be helpful in this study. By the end of the appointment, 

many participants revealed their surprise at how the pedigree drawing process had helped 

them to systematically consider their family health history, and that they knew more about 

their family history than initially anticipated. A number of participants expressed frustration 

that they wanted to go back to the FHQ and change their responses in light of what had 

surfaced from the reference standard risk assessment. 

It is common practice in cancer genetics consultations to ask families to complete an extensive, 

structured family history questionnaire, which is later confirmed via obtaining relevant 

pathology reports and/or death certificates. As Acheson and colleagues have suggested, ‘It is 

unrealistic to assume that every patient in primary care will need the same intensive 
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evaluation as that provided during genetic consultation’[164]. It must be acknowledged that in 

general practice, this practice would never be practical.  As such, assessment of disease risk 

has and always will depend on the accuracy and awareness of the potentially limited 

information that is available via the patient’s self-reported family history.  

4.6.4.4 Analytic method and analysis 

A potential perceived weakness of the analytic method undertaken in validating the FHQ was 

the low level of significance used for the initial univariate analysis. This was deliberately 

chosen however, to allow for an initial triaging of FHQ questions that should be used in the 

subsequent multivariate analysis. In this way, any ‘chance’ associations previously found in the 

univariate analysis were accounted for.  

4.7 Summary of key findings  

The statistical analyses were effective in identifying nine questions as predictive of risk of 

seven chronic diseases. There is good distinction between the positive predictive value and 

false positive rates of each question, with genuinely low false positive rates demonstrated. 

Combined with more than acceptable sensitivity and specificity for the identified questions, 

this reduced screening tool is encouraging and will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 6.   
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Chapter 5 Psychological Impact of Family History Screening 

5.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter I provided evidence for the FHQ’s performance as a potential family 

history screening instrument. There are other aspects of evidence needed to justify use of a 

new family history screening tool including its acceptability to both users and service 

providers, its psychological impact, and its impact on motivation to adopt healthier behaviours 

among those screened [39].  

Differences in individual experiences of disease in the family, and beliefs about disease can 

alter perceptions of risk and motivation to change behaviour including use of disease screening 

tests such as a family history screening tool [165].  

This chapter describes the psychological impact of family history screening in primary care. The 

aim of this aspect of the study was to investigate the potential harms and benefits of family 

history screening in general practice using the FHQ. Following the background, the chapter is 

divided into two sub-sections: the first describes the quantitative methods undertaken to 

assess the psychological impact of family history screening, and the second, describes the 

qualitative interviews that explored this topic in greater depth. 

5.2 Background 

Adverse psychological effects are a common immediate consequence of receiving an increased 

risk result [166].  Reactions of concern, anxiety, or even depression may increase participation 

in further surveillance and following the advice of health care professionals to reduce risks. 

Conversely,  distress levels could be debilitating and reduce quality of life and the ability to 

make informed choices around future treatment options including future surveillance [167].  

Measures of anxiety, disease-specific worry and personal perceived risk have been utilised in 

previous studies to determine the potential adverse psychological impact of family history 

screening, by conducting a pre and post-intervention assessment [40, 41].    Post-intervention 

measurements can differ over the short and long term. For this reason, I considered it 

worthwhile to assess both in this study. By utilising existing psychometric measures we could 

not only be confident that a validated psychosocial examination of the intervention was being 

achieved, but also be able to reliably compare our results with those in the existing literature. 
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Significant challenges remain in identifying strategies that have large effects in altering health-

related behaviours. In 2007-2008 only 54.9% of women aged 50-69 participated in 

BreastScreen Australia. 61.2% of women in the target age group of 20-69 years attended for a 

Pap smear, and  between November 2002 and June 2004, there was a 45.5% participation rate 

in the Bowel Cancer Screening Pilot using the faecal occult blood testing method [168].  

Through exploring the psychosocial impact of family history screening it was hoped that an 

insight could be gained into factors that drive screening behaviours and how this compares 

between increased risk and population risk groups. 

The way people behave in the face of a risk to their health, including family history, is affected 

by their perceptions of that risk [169]. Risk perceptions are therefore likely to underpin 

decisions around advice given regarding dealing with the risk. For example, communicating 

information with family members, undertaking additional surveillance or perhaps genetic 

testing.  This is in line with the Extended Health Belief Model (EHBM) [170]  that states that 

health surveillance behaviour is based on the following variables: 

 Perceived susceptibility 

 Perceived severity 

 Potential benefits of the health action or behaviour in reducing the threat 

 Barriers to the action 

 A “cue to action” – an internal or external event that initiates behaviour 

Adherence to screening recommendations around genetic risk information may be associated 

with the extent to which shared cancer risk is discussed with relatives and in turn, 

encouragement for screening is received from the relatives.  Theories of Behaviour Change 

suggest that a person’s cognitive representation of a health threat, including their beliefs 

about the cause of illness and levels of perceived control over the threat, will influence their 

behaviours as well as their emotional adjustment[171]. 

Genetic information is not only relevant to the patient being screened, but naturally also to 

their blood relatives.  It is therefore possible that family relationships and communication may 

be affected by family history screening. High levels of worry and anxiety could result in 

increased difficulty around effective family communication around familial risk.  

Conversely, genetic information may have advantages over other types of risk information for 

influencing health behaviours at a family level. McBride [5] notes that Social and Behaviour 
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Theory suggest that the highly personalised nature of the information may increase the 

motivational potency over other types of feedback. With reference to the family, providing 

genetic information may stimulate behaviour change among broader kinship networks – 

namely other family members.  Through the mechanism of ‘communal coping’, individual-level 

coping occurs conjointly within families as a result of other family members being faced with 

the same threat.  As a result of such a family-level problem and health threat, a cooperative 

problem-solving approach may be adopted by family members [5]. 

In combination with the quantitative psychological impact questionnaires that aimed to 

compare psychometric measures, risk perceptions and behaviour change across risk groups 

and time, the qualitative component of the study provided additional, in-depth exploration 

and rich data around these aspects of family history screening in primary care.  

5.3 Psychological impact – A quantitative approach 

This section of the chapter describes the psychological impact of family history screening, 

using quantitative methods. Psychological impact questionnaires (PIQs) were designed for data 

collection at baseline, prior to family history screening followed by short-term follow-up at 1 

week, and longer term follow-up at 3 months. A range of psychometric scales were included in 

the PIQs as well as questions designed to assess risk perceptions and intentions to adopt 

health-related behaviours.  

5.3.1 Development of PIQS – Content 

Most measures in PIQ1-PIQ3 were drawn from existing psychometric measures, allowing 

comparison of the results with those of other studies. Different aspects of the PIQs are 

described below in terms of their intended purpose and psychometric scales used within each.  

5.3.1.1 Anxiety 

The short-form (6 question) of the Spielberger State Anxiety Inventory (SSAI) [172] has been 

extensively validated and considered suitable for baseline, short-term follow-up and long-term 

follow up of general anxiety. This was the first section of each PIQ, aiming to assess anxiety 

before the participant had immersed themselves into the specific aspects of the questionnaire 

around family history. It essentially provided a global anxiety level without a specific reference 

point such as disease or their family history.  
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The SSAI is conventionally scored by summing the participant’s coded scores, generating a 

possible range of scores from 6-24.  For comparability across the literature, scores needed to 

be converted to reflect the extended version of the inventory, whose maximum range of 

possible scores is 20-80. For example, if a participant responded ‘not at all’ to each of the six 

questions within the short-form of the SSAI, their overall anxiety score would be 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 

1 + 1 = 6.  To convert this to a score out of 80, it must be multiplied by a factor of 3.33, which is 

20.  

5.3.1.2 Self-reported health  

Asking a person to rate their health during the past four weeks is a widely-used single-question 

measure [173] which like the SSAI, aims to assess general aspects of health. Research has 

demonstrated that poor self-rated health is a strong predictor of subsequent mortality and 

may therefore be a useful outcome measure [174, 175]. The scale used in this study enquires 

about general health over the previous four weeks, with a possible score of from 1 to 6, 

reflecting ‘excellent’ health through to ‘very poor.’ 

5.3.1.3 Personal history of heart disease, diabetes or cancer 

It was necessary to ascertain whether or not a participant had a personal history of diabetes, 

heart disease and/or cancer. This would not only help to collect a more complete picture of 

the participant’s background, but also would likely be related to subsequent responses around 

perceived risk and understanding of familial risk. 

5.3.1.4 Family history of heart disease, diabetes or cancer 

Participants were asked “Do you think any of these illnesses run in your family” with a list of 

diabetes, heart disease and cancer to choose from. This allowed the participant to focus on 

this condition for subsequent questions of the questionnaire. 

This was purposively framed in broad terms, providing no criteria to define what “running in 

your family” denoted.  Based on the existing literature, I wanted to explore what other 

variables were associated with a person’s understanding of this concept. 

If participants felt there was more than one disease running in their family, they were 

prompted to select one disease to think about for the duration of the questionnaire. If a 

participant did not think any illnesses ran in their family, they were directed to skip forward to 

the last section of the questionnaire which was not disease-specific. 
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5.3.1.5 Disease-specific worry 

In the past, Lerman’s Breast Cancer Worry Scale [176] has been adapted to be applied to other 

conditions to evaluate disease-specific worry [177]. I used this adapted version to also capture 

disease-specific worry around heart disease, diabetes and cancer.  

The scores from each of the six questions were summed to provide a possible worry score 

ranging from 6-24. The scale corresponding to each question within this section was not the 

same; for some questions the possible range of responses was “not at all/rarely” through to 

“almost all the time”, whilst for other questions, the possible range of responses was “not at 

all” through to “severe problem”. It was therefore not meaningful to calculate descriptive 

statistics such as mean or standard deviation. This adapted scale has been used previously in 

prospective studies of the impact of genetic counselling [178].  It has been proposed that this 

set of questions should be more sensitive than generalised anxiety (SSAI).  

5.3.1.6 Risk perception 

Two different scales were used to assess personal risk perception. The first was a single 

absolute risk question presenting a scale ranging from 0-100%, asking participants what their 

chances were of getting this illness at some time in their life. A comparative perceived risk 

scale was then used which asks people how likely they are to develop the illness compared to 

other people of their age. This is the most commonly used score for assessing ‘unrealistic 

optimism’[178]. The range of scores possible on this scale is 1-5, reflecting ‘much less likely’ 

through to ‘much more likely.’ The mid-point of the scale, “3”is used as the reference point, 

representing when a respondent feels at “about the same” risk as other people their age. If the 

mean response to this question was “low” (arbitrarily <2.5), then one might conclude that the 

sample as a whole is unrealistically optimistic. Conversely, if the average response is quite 

high, for example 5, then it would be concluded that the majority of respondents 

demonstrated a sense of fatalism. 

5.3.1.7 Perceived susceptibility 

Questions around perceived susceptibility were used to determine perceptions of risk, and 

were derived from the Perceived Susceptibility Scale [179]. This section asked participants to 

first rate if they felt at personal risk of getting the illness in their family, and then whether they 

thought about the possibility of getting the illness in their family more as they aged. These 

scales essentially describe people’s optimism around the possibility of getting an illness. The 
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range of scores for this scale is 1-5, reflecting ‘strongly disagree’ through to ‘strongly agree.’ 

Given that this study examines three chronic diseases, it was hypothesized that responses to 

these questions may differ depending on the diseases a participant chooses to think about. 

There is little evidence around the best way to use these data. I decided to combine scores 

from the two questions together and calculate a mean perceived susceptibility score, but keep 

this separate from the comparative risk questions described in the previous section. 

5.3.1.8 Closeness to affected family member 

Based on qualitative literature around how one’s sense of vulnerability to disease develops, a 

section was included to explore participants’ personal experiences with a relative’s disease. 

The literature suggests that the age of a relative’s diagnosis and/or death and the trajectory of 

that disease play a role in one’s perceptions [180]. This section has a number of sub-sections, 

all of which were derived from Walter’s scales around ‘closeness’ that were described in her 

Doctor of Medicine thesis [181].  

Emotional closeness with an affected family member was first addressed as a separate 

question, using a 4-point scale ranging from ‘not at all close’ through to ‘very close.’ A 

conditional statement was then included in the questionnaire for participants whose family 

member had died. Participants are asked to indicate how long ago the family member died, 

how old they (the participant ) was when this happened, and to give an indication of whether 

or not they felt that this family member died before their time (‘strongly agree’ through to 

‘strongly disagree’). The emotional impact of such lived experiences in terms was then 

considered and presented as two sub-scales. The ‘emotional impact’ scale provided 3 

questions on a 5-point scale (‘not at all’ through to ‘extremely’) whose responses were tallied 

and a mean computed. The ‘suffering’ sub-scale that followed explored the relative’s physical 

and emotional suffering and consisted of two questions for which a mean was calculated. 

5.3.1.9 Views about family 

In a previous study, Walter suggested that the nature of personal relationships within a family 

will determine a sense of emotional closeness and personal likeness with an affected relative, 

and ultimately contribute to one’s perception of disease risk [182]. I therefore included a 

section within the PIQ to explore participants’ perceptions around the notion of ‘likeness’ 

using Walter’s previously developed questions [181]. The first two questions in this section 

explore maternal versus paternal sides of the family. Each of these questions was scored 

separately on a scale of 1-5, representing ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’.  
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This was followed by asking respondents to rank their similarity to an affected family member 

in more specific terms that included physical, behavioural and emotional attributes. These 4 

questions also utilized a 5-point scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’, 

which could be summed and a mean generated to represent the ‘likeness’ score. 

Finally within this section, other aspects of perceived vulnerability were addressed. The 

following 4 predictors of perceived vulnerability were included and scored as separate 

questions, each with a possible score of 1-5 representing ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’: 

 Perceived pattern within family around age of diagnosis: the ‘pattern’ scale 

 Risk perception once the age of relative’s diagnosis has been surpassed: the ‘protect’ 

scale 

 Perceived seriousness of disease in the family. I expected to observe differences 

between diseases in their perceived severity.  To assess this I applied the 

consequences sub-scale of the Revised Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (IPQ-R), 

which is regarded as the method of choice for assessment of illness perceptions [183]. 

 Understanding around disease candidature, which describes other family members are 

more likely to get an illness than themselves: ‘candidate’ scale 

5.3.1.10 Coping and Control 

A series of statements were provided for patients to indicate the extent to which they could 

control their risk of disease. These questions were again drawn from Walter’s thesis [181] and 

divided into two categories: the “internal” factors which described what the person could 

personally and actively pursue to reduce risk (e.g. positive attitude, healthy lifestyle), and the 

second were the “external” factors that could influence disease risk such as screening tests 

and gathering more information. The range of scores for this scale is 1-5, reflecting ‘strongly 

disagree’ through to ‘strongly agree.’ 

5.3.1.11 Behaviour change and intended behaviour change 

A measure was applied that used standard questions based on the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour [184] . Both changed behaviour since familial risk assessment and intended change 

in behaviour were explored around specific changes that might lead to decreased disease risk: 

information seeking, consultation with a healthcare professional (HCP), disease-specific 

testing, diet, exercise and referral to a specialist.  
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The changed behaviour questions offer binary responses, and the analysis of this section can 

be approached in a variety of ways. Each behaviour could be treated separately, or the 

proportion of ‘yes’ responses for each individual could be tallied to generate data around what 

type of behaviour change is  most likely to have a positive response. 

Like the changed behaviour, a number of methods of analysing intention responses were 

possible. Each question can be treated separately, whilst the mean score across questions as a 

global measure of intended change is also a useful outcome measure. This was followed by six 

questions surrounding intentions to make the same behaviour changes in the next 3 months. 

Instead of a binary response, these questions used a 5-point scale, with possible scores ranging 

from 1-5, reflecting ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. 

5.3.1.12 Demographics 

The baseline psychological impact questionnaires also collected basic demographic 

information about participants including gender, age, ethnic background, marital status and 

educational background. The Australian Bureau of Statistics publication, ‘Australian Standard 

Classification of Cultural and Ethnic Groups (ASCCEG)’ [185] was used as a valid and contextual 

approach to ethnic background. The ASCCEG used three levels of classification to define ethnic 

groups, ranging from broad to defined populations. I adopted the first and most general level 

of classification that represented 9 different cultural and ethnic groups. Each group represents 

a geographically proximate set of sub-populations that are broadly similar in terms of social, 

cultural and ethnic traits.  

5.3.2 Development of PIQS – process 

Development of the PIQs was an iterative process, based on feedback from the pilot study as 

well as experience in the early stages of validation study. As a collaborating group in the 

United Kingdom were also undertaking a similar study utilising PIQs, it was important that our 

questions mirrored one another’s for the sake of future comparative work. For this reason, 

some questions were also added to the PIQs over time. Across the study period, three versions 

of each PIQ were used. The number of each version of the PIQs is provided in Table 31 as well 

as a summary of the changes made in each. Some data was considered ‘constant’ and was 

therefore not collected at each time point. For example, demographic data were only collected 

at baseline and then considered constant across the 3 month period. The inclusion and 

exclusion of various questions throughout the course of the study period is important to 
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acknowledge as it is likely to account for significant levels of missing data in subsequent 

analyses. The final versions of PIQ1, PIQ2 and PIQ 3 are included as Appendices.  

Table 31.  Changes made to PIQs over time 

QUESTION APPLICABLE 

PIQs 

Version 1 

(n=97)  

Version 2 

(n=164) 

Version 3 

(n=263)  

COMMENT 

Age Baseline “How old are 

you?” 

“What is 

your year of 

birth?” 

“What is your 

year of 

birth?” 

Changed for 

consistency of 

wording with 

the UK PIQ 

Gender Baseline “What is your 

gender?” 

“Are you 

male or 

female?” 

“Are you 

male or 

female?” 

Changed for 

consistency of 

wording with 

the UK PIQ 

Personal 

history of 

any of the 3 

chronic 

diseases 

Baseline 

1 week 

3 months 

Not included Included Included Personal 

history of 

disease may be 

associated with 

responses to 

other 

questions. 

Directing 

note after 

question 

surrounding 

family 

history of 

disease: 

“If you 

answered 

‘no’ to all of 

the above 

illnesses, 

please go 

directly to 

section 

<insert final 

section 

number>” 

Baseline 

1 week 

3 months 

Not included Not included Included This addition 

was made due 

to confusion 

expressed by 

participants, 

around 

whether to 

continue the 

questionnaire if 

they felt that 

they did not 

have a family 

history of a 

condition 
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QUESTION APPLICABLE 

PIQs 

Version 1 

(n=97)  

Version 2 

(n=164) 

Version 3 

(n=263)  

COMMENT 

Worry 

questions 

 

Baseline 

1 week 

3 months 

“Not 

applicable” 

provided  

“Not 

applicable” 

removed 

“Not 

applicable” 

removed 

Due to the 

above change, 

the “not 

applicable” 

option was no 

longer required 

Choosing a 

family 

member 

who has 

been 

diagnosed 

with one of 

the diseases 

1 week “Please say 

which relative 

you are 

thinking of” 

<tick box next 

to a list of 

relatives> 

Please say 

which 

relative you 

are thinking 

of. List of 

relatives 

provided to 

choose from, 

and line 

provided to 

write 

response.  

Please say 

which 

relative you 

are thinking 

of. List of 

relatives 

provided to 

choose from, 

and line 

provided to 

write 

response. 

Feedback initial 

round of 

recruitment 

indicated that 

the revised 

version was 

more space 

efficient.  

Feelings 

about your 

personal risk 

Personal 

experiences 

Your views 

about your 

family 

 

1 week “Not 

applicable” 

provided  

“not 

applicable” 

removed 

“not 

applicable” 

removed 

“Not 

applicable” 

option no 

longer required 

given direction 

to section final 

section if no 

family history 

present 

Risk 

perceptions 

1 week “I will feel 

less at risk 

when I get 

beyond this 

age” 

“I will feel 

less at risk 

when I get 

beyond the 

age my 

relative was 

when they 

got the 

illness” 

“I will feel 

less at risk 

when I get 

beyond the 

age my 

relative was 

when they 

got the 

illness” 

Changed for 

consistency of 

wording with 

the UK PIQ 
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QUESTION APPLICABLE 

PIQs 

Version 1 

(n=97)  

Version 2 

(n=164) 

Version 3 

(n=263)  

COMMENT 

Views about 

family 

history 

1 week “Not 

applicable” 

provided  

 “not 

applicable” 

removed 

 “not 

applicable” 

removed 

“Not 

applicable” 

option no 

longer required 

given direction 

to section 7 if 

no family 

history present 

Coping and 

Control 

1 week Not included Included Included  

Changed 

behaviour & 

Intentions to 

change 

behaviour 

1 week 

3months 

Not included Included Included  

 

5.3.3 Methods 

At the initial appointment, participants read and completed the Participant Information and 

Consent Form and were then given the baseline questionnaire (PIQ-1) to complete. It was 

imperative that this was conducted prior to the participant being given the FHQ or any 

discussion surrounding family history. This allowed for true pre-intervention measures to be 

collected. PIQ-1 was collected from the participant before the FHQ was administered.  

All participants were posted a follow-up questionnaire one week after their appointment (PIQ-

2). This was included with a letter summarising the significant aspects of the participant’s 

family history and subsequent risk assessment which had been discussed at the appointment. 

Participants were provided with an addressed reply-paid envelope in which to return the 

completed PIQ-2.  One reminder letter with an accompanying replacement PIQ-2 was sent if 

questionnaires were not received within 2 weeks of being posted. 

All participants were posted the final follow-up questionnaire three months after their 

appointment (PIQ-3). Participants were provided with an addressed reply-paid envelope in 

which to return the completed PIQ-3.  One reminder letter and replacement PIQ-3 was sent if 

questionnaires were not received within 2 weeks of being posted. 
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5.3.4 PIQ Statistical Analysis 

Questions within each questionnaire were numerically coded for ease of data entry and 

analysis. Questionnaires were outsourced to a data entry company for double data entry into 

Microsoft Excel.  

With a view to compare psychometric measures across risk groups, the binary data from the 

FHQ performance analyses was retained to provide two groups of participants: the increased 

risk versus population risk groups. Within these groups, I also retained the disease-specific risk 

assessment data with a view to compare some questions across disease groups. Table 32 

describes the aims of the PIQ analyses, the specific statistic analyses undertaken and the SPSS 

applications utilised to achieve these.  

Table 32. PIQ statistical analyses 

Aim Statistic 

Analyses 

SPSS applications Notes 

Describe 

demography of 

study group 

 

Descriptive 

statistics: 

mean, range, 

standard 

deviation 

Frequencies 

Cross-tabs for 

binary variables 

 

Determine any 

baseline differences 

between increased 

risk versus 

population risk 

groups 

T-tests 

Chi Square for 

binary 

variables 

Independent 

samples T-test 

Cross tabs with chi 

square test 

It was important to explain any 

significant differences that were 

present at baseline between 

increased risk and population risk 

groups, and to identify potential 

confounders that would need to 

be adjusted for in subsequent 

analyses.  

Compare measures 

of anxiety, disease 

worry and risk 

perception at each 

time-point, as well 

as look for change 

over time. 

 

Repeated 

measures 

ANOVA 

Line plots 

 

Independent 

samples T-tests for 

isolated time 

points 

Generalised linear 

model for change 

between two time 

points, supported 

by line plots. 

Mixed Model 

Analysis to look at 

It was important to acknowledge 

that: 

Except for generalised 

psychometric scales such as 

anxiety and self-rated health, 

psychometric scale scores are 

relative to the condition that the 

participant has elected to ‘think 

about. 

Participants may have nominated 

a different illness each time they 
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Aim Statistic 

Analyses 

SPSS applications Notes 

rate of change 

over time 

completed a PIQ 

Accuracy of risk 

perception 

compared to the 

reference standard.  

Compare across the 

3 different time-

points 

Logistic 

regression 

Independent 

samples T-tests 

with supportive 

line plots to 

compare risk 

groups at each 

time point 

Mixed Model 

Analysis to 

compare risk 

perceptions across 

risk groups over 

time 

Use disease-specific risk 

assessment data. 

Compare perceived risk scores 

against gold standard ‘0’ or ‘1’ 

binary score. 

 

Compare changed 

behaviour across 

risk groups at each 

time point and over 

time 

 

Logistic 

regression 

Generalised linear 

model with a 

binomial 

distribution for 

comparing risk 

groups at each 

time point 

Generalised 

estimating 

equation to look at 

change over time 

across the risk 

groups 

Compare perceived risk scores 

against gold standard ‘0’ or ‘1’ 

binary score. 

Since change data is coded as 

‘0=no change’ and ‘1 = change’, 

ensure reference category is set 

to ‘first’ in SPSS, and risk group 

variable set to ’ascending’ to 

ensure output provides 

information on how the 

increased risk group changed 

their behaviour compared to the 

population risk group.  

Compare intentions 

to change behaviour 

across risk groups at 

each time point and 

over time 

ANOVA Generalised linear 

model with normal 

distribution 

 

Identify predictors 

of motivation to 

adopt health-

related behaviours 

Linear 

regression 

Stepwise logistic 

regression 

Select increased risk group and 

assess 3 month changed 

behaviour, using behaviours 

already identified as significantly 

changed in the increased risk 

group.  
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5.3.5 An explanatory note around Mixed Model Analysis 

 Mixed Models was an appropriate SPSS application to use for aspects of these analyses 

because it had data from up to three time points for each participant. Mixed Models looks at 

change over all points, adjusting for each variable included in the model. It is a more robust 

choice than ANOVA as it uses all the data and does not rely on a “balanced” data set. By 

comparison, ANOVA expects all values to be observed. If this does not occur, ANOVA will 

discard the entire record from analysis. The resulting benefit of the Mixed Model analysis is 

that the “operational” sample size is bigger and resultant parameter estimates should be 

closer to the true population. This was particularly important in this analysis as I was mindful 

that the completeness of data suffered due to the late addition of some sections, and aware 

that response rates to the postal questionnaires would unlikely be 100%.  

To prepare the dataset for the analysis, it was necessary to create one database that appended 

the baseline, 1 week and 3 month data. Each participant therefore had between 1 and 3 rows 

of data, depending upon how many PIQs they completed and returned. Table 33 illustrates this 

process.  

Table 33. Setting up a dataset for Mixed Model Analyses in SPSS 

ID PIQ Gender Age Diabetes 

risk group 

Heart 

disease 

risk group 

Breast 

cancer 

risk group 

etc SSAI 

score 

Etc 

1 1 1 22 0 1 0 ... 60 ... 

1 2 1 22 0 1 0 ... 60 ... 

1 3 1 22 0 1 0 ... 60 ... 

2 1 0 45 1 0 0 ... 56 ... 

2 2 0 45 1 0 0 ... 56 ... 

3 1 1 31 0 0 0 ... 67 ... 

3 3 1 31 0 0 0 ... 70 ... 

 

5.3.6 Results 

5.3.6.1 Response rate 

PIQ-1 data were collected at the time of the face-to-face appointment; its response rate was 

therefore 100%. PIQ-2 and PIQ-3 were posted to participants and required them to post the 
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completed questionnaire back to me in a supplied postage-paid envelope. The response rates 

for PIQ-2 and PIQ-3 were 473/526 (90%) and 462/526 (88%) respectively. Table 34 shows how 

many PIQs from each ‘version’ were returned: 

Table 34. Number of PIQs returned showing breakdown of different versions utilised. 

PIQ Version Number returned Percentage of 

total returned 

BASELINE   (n=526) 

 1 97 18 

 2 166 32 

 3 263 50 

1 WEEK   (n=473) 

 1 92 19 

 2 145 31 

 3 236 50 

3 MONTHS   (n=462) 

 1 90 20 

 2 88 19 

 3 284 54 

 

Three of the 3 month PIQs (version 3) were excluded from analyses as they were returned 

after the cut-off date for inclusion. These participants had been posted a reminder letter and 

replacement PIQ-3. 

Due to the reminder system including a replacement PIQ, fourteen participants completed and 

returned two versions of the same PIQ: both the first PIQ posted to them, as well as the 

replacement PIQ that accompanied the reminder letter.  In these instances, the first 

questionnaire I received was included for analysis. 

5.3.6.2 Personal and family history of disease 

In PIQ-1, 1.5% of participants noted a personal history of type 2 diabetes, 0.8% of heart disease 

and 1.5% of cancer. Thirty eight percent of participants thought diabetes ran in their family 

(n=508), 48.1% heart disease (n=509), 58.6% cancer (n=514) and 19.5% did not select any of 
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these conditions as ‘running in their family.’ Participants that selected more than one of these 

conditions were asked to choose one to think about for the rest of the questionnaire. Sixteen 

percent of these participants chose diabetes, 23% heart disease and 41% cancer. A variable 

was therefore created that described the one condition that each participant was ‘thinking 

about’ for each questionnaire. Participants who did not nominate a condition as running in 

their family were directed to the final section of the questionnaire. 

Some participants chose to ‘think about’ different conditions for the different PIQs. Across the 

three time points, 207 participants (39%) changed their mind at either or both of the one week 

and 3 month questionnaire in terms of which disease they would think about for the duration 

of the PIQ. Simple frequency analyses were run to examine how many people chose to think 

about each disease at each time point, as well as how many people within these groups were 

actually at increased risk of that disease (see Table 35). Percentages were rounded up to the 

nearest whole number. 

Table 35. Diseases chosen to ‘think about’ during completion of PIQs 

 Increased Risk Group Population Risk Group Total 

Baseline (n=526)    

Diabetes 51 (10%) 35 (7%) 86 (17%) 

Heart disease 44 (8%) 85 (16%) 129 (24%) 

Cancer 107 (20%) 118 (22%) 225 (42%) 

None 21 (4%) 65 (12%) 86 (16%) 

1 week (n=473)    

Diabetes 43 (9%) 17 (4%) 60 (13%) 

Heart disease 41 (9%) 55 (12%) 96 (21%) 

Cancer 69 (15%) 80 (17%) 149 (32%) 

None 82 (17%) 85 (18%) 167 (35%) 

3 months (n=462)    

Diabetes 56 (12%) 28 (6%) 84 (18%) 

Heart disease 45 (8%) 60 (13%) 105 (21%) 

Cancer 91 (20%) 91 (20%) 182 (40%) 

None 20 (4%) 71 (15%) 91 (19%) 
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5.3.6.3 Differences at baseline between the increased risk and population risk groups 

Demographic questions as well as baseline psychometric measures were compared at baseline 

across the increased risk versus population risk groups, and are shown in Table 36 below. 

 Table 36. Assessment of baseline differences 

Variable Increased Risk Population P-value 

Gender 19.5% male 26.1% male 0.077 (fisher’s exact) 

Age 40.8 

Standard deviation = 

6.7 

39.2 

Standard deviation = 

8.3 

0.017 (2-tailed) 

Equal variances not 

assumed 

Education N=261 

No qualifications: 1.1%  

Secondary: 17.2% 

Tertiary: 81.6% 

N=263 

No qualifications: 0.8% 

Secondary: 14.4% 

Tertiary: 84.8% 

0.603  

(Pearson’s chi sq) 

Marital Status N = 262 

Single: 19.5% 

Married: 73.3% 

Divorced: 6.9% 

Widowed: 0.4% 

N=264 

Single: 19.7% 

Married: 75.0% 

Divorced: 5.3% 

Widowed: 0% 

0.661 

(Pearson’s chi sq) 

Ethnicity Not possible since most participants selected >1 group 

Anxiety N=246 

Mean = 45.6  

Standard deviation = 

7.5 

N=257 

Mean = 46.5 

St. Dev = 6.6 

0.142 (2-tailed) 

Equal variances not 

assumed 

Self-rated 

health 

N=215 

Mean = 2.8 

Standard deviation = 

1.1 

N=208 

Mean = 2.7 

Standard deviation = 

1.1 

0.371 (2-tailed) 

 

Worry N=238 

Mean = 9.8 

Standard deviation = 

2.8 

N=207 

Mean = 9.2 

Standard deviation = 

2.4 

0.033 (2-tailed) 

Risk perception 

(%) 

N=237 

Mean = 53.5 

N=205 

Mean = 52.3 

0.606 (2-tailed) 

Risk perception 

(comparative) 

N=236 

Mean = 3.4 

Standard deviation = 

1.0 

N=204 

Mean = 3.1 

Standard deviation = 

1.0 

<0.001 (2-tailed) 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
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Variable Increased Risk Population P-value 

Perceived 

susceptibility 

N=239 

Mean = 3.6 

Standard deviation = 

0.8 

N=204 

Mean = 3.4 

Standard deviation = 

0.9 

<0.001(2-tailed) 

 

Regarding the demographic of the study group there was a significant difference between 

gender and age across the risk groups, with significantly more males being represented in the 

population risk group, and a slightly older population present in the increased risk group. 

Psychometric measures including worry, comparative risk perception and perceived 

susceptibility were significantly different across the two risk groups, with scores for all of these 

being higher in the increased risk group.  

5.3.6.4 Psychometric measures 

Each of the psychometric measures was assessed across the risk groups. First this was done at 

1 week and 3 months to demonstrate cross-sectional differences. Table 37 shows that at 1 

week, mean scores for worry (p=0.016), comparative risk perceptions (p<0.001) and perceived 

susceptibility (p<0.001) were significantly higher in the increased risk group compared to the 

population risk group. Table 38 shows that these trends continued at the 3 month time point 

for comparative risk perception (p<0.001) and perceived susceptibility (p<0.001), but not for 

worry (p=0.169). 
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 Table 37. Differences in psychometric measures between risk groups at 1 week 

Measure Increased risk Population p-value  

(t-test, 2-tailed 

sig) 

Anxiety N=221 

Mean = 44.6 

Standard 

deviation=7.1 

N=233 

Mean = 45.4 

Standard 

deviation=5.8 

0.196 

Self-rated health N=192 

Mean = 2.7 

Standard 

deviation=1.0 

N=184 

Mean = 2.7 

Standard 

deviation=1.0 

0.939 

Worry N=224 

Mean = 9.2 

Standard 

deviation=2.4 

N=187 

Mean = 8.7 

Standard 

deviation=2.4 

0.016 

Risk perception % N=221 

Mean = 52.6 

N=185 

Mean = 53.1 

0.831 

Risk perception 

comparative 

N=223 

Mean = 3.6 

Standard 

deviation=0.9 

N=185 

Mean = 3.1 

Standard 

deviation=0.9 

<0.001 

Perceived 

susceptibility 

N=224 

Mean = 3.6 

Standard 

deviation=0.8 

N=186 

Mean = 3.1 

Standard 

deviation=1.0 

<0.001 
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 Table 38. Differences in psychometric measures between risk groups at 3 months 

 

 

Increased risk Population p-value (t-test, 2-

tailed sig) 

Anxiety N=218 

Mean=45.9 

Standard 

deviation=6.9 

N=223 

Mean = 45.9 

Standard 

deviation=6.2 

0.906 

Self-rated health N=188 

Mean =2.6 

Standard 

deviation=1.0 

N=181 

Mean =2.6 

Standard 

deviation=1.1 

0.532 

Worry N=213 

Mean =9.2 

Standard 

deviation=2.6 

N=163 

Mean=8.9 

Standard 

deviation=2.8 

0.169 

Risk perception % N=210 

Mean=52.7 

N=160 

Mean=53.9 

0.651 

Risk perception 

comparative 

N=213 

Mean=3.5 

Standard 

deviation=0.9 

N=161 

Mean=3.1 

Standard 

deviation=0.9 

<0.001 

Perceived 

susceptibility 

N=214 

Mean=3.6 

Standard 

deviation=0.8 

N=161 

Mean=3.3 

Standard 

deviation=0.9 

<0.001 
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The psychometric measures were then considered according to change between each set of 

time points. Line graphs were plotted for each psychometric scale to observe change over the 

3 time points across the two risk groups (see Figure 9).  

The difference in mean anxiety scores between baseline and 1 week was significantly different 

across the risk groups (p=0.049), with higher anxiety scores shown by the population risk 

group. Change in anxiety was not significantly different across the risk groups between any 

other time points. It can be seen that across the increased risk and population risk groups, 

anxiety tended to decrease from baseline to 1 week, and then increase by the 3 month mark. 

At 3 months the two risk groups show the same mean anxiety score. Whilst the population risk 

group’s 3 month anxiety score is lower than their baseline score, the increased risk group 

shows its highest mean anxiety score at 3 months.  

Across the two risk groups, change in self-rated health was not significantly different between 

time points. In the increased risk group, self-rated health decreased across all time points, and 

was consistently higher than the population risk group. The population’s mean self-rated 

health scores increased from baseline to 1 week then decreased between 1 week and 3 

months to a mean score lower than baseline. The population risk group however, showed an 

increase in this scale between baseline and 1 week, which then reduced to below baseline 

levels at the 3 month mark.  

The increased risk group showed significantly higher disease-specific worry scores than the 

population risk group between baseline and 1 week (p=0.001), 1 week and 3 months (0.008) 

and baseline to 3 months (0.012). Mean worry scores showed similar patterns across both risk 

groups: dropping between baseline and 1 week, and slightly increasing by 3 months but not to 

the same level as baseline.  

There were no significant differences across the risk groups in absolute risk perception across 

time points. The population risk group showed a steady increase in absolute risk perception 

from baseline to 3 months. The increased risk group however dropped in mean absolute risk 

perception between baseline and 1 week and then slightly increased at 3 months. Across the 

board, mean absolute risk scores remained between 52% and 54%. 

Comparative risk perceptions were significantly higher in the increased risk group between 

each set of time points, showing a slight increase from baseline to 1 week, and then a slight 

decrease by 3 months. The population risk group showed negligible change in mean 
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comparative risk score from baseline to 1 week, and then a slight increase by 3 months. The 

differences between these scores across risk groups was significant from baseline to 1 week, 1 

week to 3 months and baseline to 3 months (p<0.001). 

Across the risk groups the difference in mean perceived susceptibility was significant between 

each set of time points (p<0.001).Mean perceived susceptibility scores were higher for the 

increased risk group and showed a slight decrease from baseline to 1 week and then a slight 

increase by 3 months. The population risk group’s mean perceived susceptibility scores 

showed a sharper decrease between baseline and 1 week, and an increase by 3 months 

although not returning to baseline.  
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Figure 9.  Line plots to show change in psychometric scales over time across the increased risk versus 

population risk groups. 
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Differences between the increased risk group and the population risk group were considered 

in terms of their rates of change. The associated significance levels for these comparisons of 

rates of change are listed below in Table 39. 

Table 39. Difference in psychometric measures across risk groups.  

 

Mixed Model Analysis was then used to look at the overall trend of psychometric measures 

over time. The inclusion of time and an interaction term between risk group and time 

effectively adjusted for time. Looking at the ‘Group p-values’ in Table 40 it can be seen that 

worry, comparative risk and perceived susceptibility remain the measures for which significant 

change occurred. 

   Mean±sd  

(rounded to 1 decimal place) 

COMPARISONS 

   Baseline 

  

1 Week 

  

3 months 

  

Baseline 

> 1 

week 

p-value 

1 week 

> 3 

months 

p-value 

Baseline 

> 3 

months 

p-value 

Anxiety Increased 

Population 

 46.5±6.6 

45.6±7.5 

 44.6±7.1 

45.4±5.8 

 45.9±6.9 

45.9±6.2 

0.049 0.403 0.300 

Self-rated 

health 

Increased 

Population 

 2.7±1.1 

2.8±1.1 

 2.7±1.0 

2.7±1.0 

 2.6±1.0 

2.6±1.1 

0.463 0.608 0.278 

Worry Increased 

Population 

 9.2±2.4 

9.8±2.8 

 9.2±2.3 

8.7±2.4 

 9.2±2.6 

8.6±2.8 

0.001 0.008 0.012 

Risk 

perception – 

Numerical 

Increased 

Population 

 52.3±26.9 

53.5±24.0 

 52.6±24.0 

53.1±28.6 

 52.7±23.3 

53.9±28.0 

0.827 0.642 0.938 

Risk 

perception – 

Comparative 

Increased 

Population 

 3.1±1.0 

3.4±1.0 

 3.6±0.9 

3.1±0.9 

 3.5±0.9 

3.1±0.9 

<.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Perceived 

susceptibility 

Increased 

Population 

 3.4±0.9 

3.6±0.8 

 3.6±0.8 

3.1±1.0 

 3.6±0.8 

3.3±0.9 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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Table 40. Table to show overall changes over time across increased risk versus population risk groups 

Psychometric scale P-value Mean and 95% confidence 

intervals for ‘group’ 

Anxiety 

 

Group: 0.148 

Time: 0.048 

Group X Time: 0.477 

Mean (95% CI)  

Pop: 45.929 (45.433-46.425) 

Inc: 45.404 (44.898-45.910) 

Self-rated health Group: 0.391 

Time: 0.234 

Group X Time: 0.841 

Mean (95% CI) 

Pop: 2.644 (2.558-2.731) 

Inc: 2.697 (2.613-2.782) 

Worry Group: 0.001 

Time: 0.003 

Group X Time: (0.854) 

Mean (95% CI) 

Pop: 8.923 (9.212-9.600) 

Inc: 8.923 (8.709-9.138) 

Risk perception (%) Group: 0.676 

Time: 0.963 

Group X Time: 0.758 

Mean (95% CI) 

Pop: 53.351 (51.189-55.514) 

Inc: 52.728 (50.775-54.681) 

Risk perception (comparative) Group: 0.000 

Time: 0.390 

Group X Time: 0.469 

Mean (95% CI) 

Pop: 3.075 (2.995-3.154) 

Inc: 3.486 (3.414-3.557) 

Perceived susceptibility Group: 0.000 

Time: 0.012 

Group X Time: 0.197 

Mean (95% CI) 

Pop: 3.248 (3.176-3.320) 

Inc: 3.602 (3.537-3.667) 

 

5.3.6.5 Behavioural Impact - Changed Behaviour 

Data on changes in behaviour were collected at both 1 week and 3 months follow-up. Changed 

behaviour was a binary variable, and therefore considered in terms of the proportion of 

people adopting change, in relation to whether or not they were at increased risk or 

population risk. Table 41 shows the odds of people in the increased risk group having made 

the various changes compared to people at population risk at 1 week. It can be seen that 

compared to the population risk group, the increased risk group was 1.8 times more likely to 

have made changes to diet or eating habits (95% CI 1.103-3.017). At 1 week, no other 

behaviours were significantly more likely to have changed between the risk groups.  
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Table 41. Odds of Increased risk group having made the change compared to the population risk group 

at 1 week 

 Odds ratio (risk group) 

95% CI  

P-value of risk group 

Looked for further 

information 

1.242 

(0.721-2.140) 

 

Risk group: 0.434 

 

Consulted with 

healthcare 

professional  about risk 

2.066 

(0.881-4.843) 

Risk group: 0.095 

 

Found out about 

further tests 

1.401 

(0.619-3.172) 

Risk group: 0.418 

 

Made changes to diet 

or eating habits 

1.824 

(1.103-3.017) 

Risk group: 0.019 

 

Made changes to 

physical activity or 

exercise 

1.044 

(0.652-1.671) 

Risk group: 0.858 

 

Asked GP for a referral 

to a specialist 

1.050 

(0.141-7.813) 

Risk group: 0.962 

 

Table 42 shows the odds of people in the increased risk group having made the various 

changes compared to people at population risk at 3 months. It can be seen that the increased 

risk group was almost twice as likely to have consulted with a healthcare professional as the 

population risk group (95%CI 1.089-3.662). There were no other behaviours that had a 

significant level of change between the risk groups at three months. 
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 Table 42.  Odds of Increased risk group having made the change compared to the population risk 

group at 3 months 

 Odds ratio 

95% CI  

P-value 

Looked for further 

information 

1.055 

(0.626-1.776) 

Risk group: 0.842 

 

Consulted with 

healthcare 

professional about risk 

1.997 

(1.089-3.662) 

Risk group: 0.025 

 

Found out about 

further tests 

0.553 

(0.289-1.060) 

Risk group: 0.074 

 

Made changes to diet 

or eating habits 

1.809 

(0.932-3.491) 

Risk group: 0.858 

 

Made changes to 

physical activity or 

exercise 

0.953 

(0.618-1.467) 

Risk group: 0.825 

 

Asked GP for a referral 

to a specialist 

0.741 

(0.297-1.850) 

Risk group: 0.521 

 

Changed behaviour was then assessed over time across the two risk groups. The odds ratios 

are provided in Table 43 below with the p-value for the interaction term that includes risk 

group and time.  
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 Table 43. Odds of Increased risk group having changed behaviour compared to the population risk 

group over time 

 Odds ratio  

95% CI  

P-value 

Looked for further 

information 

1.104 

(0.902-1.351) 

Risk group: <0.001 

Risk group*Time: 

0.625 

Consulted with HCP 

about risk 

1.879 

(1.554-2.273) 

Risk group: <0.001 

RiskGroup*Time: 0.700 

Found out about 

further tests 

1.896 

(1.641-2.191) 

Risk group: <0.001 

RiskGroup*Time: 0.042 

Made changes to diet 

or eating habits 

1.127 

(0.989-1.283) 

Risk group: <0.001 

RiskGroup*Time: 

<0.001 

Made changes to 

physical activity or 

exercise 

1.006 

(0.879-1.151) 

 

Risk group: 0.015 

Risk group*Time: 

0.768 

Asked GP for a referral 

to a specialist 

0.756 

(0.508-1.124) 

 

Risk group: 0.140 

RiskGroup*Time: 0.731 

 

From the above results it can be seen that over time, the increased risk group is approximately 

1.9 times more likely to have consulted with a healthcare professional about their familial risk 

(95%CI 1.554-2.273) as well as 1.9 times more likely to have found out about further tests 

(95% CI 1.641-2.191).  

5.3.6.6 Behavioural impact – Intention to change behaviour 

Questions around ‘intention to change’ were included in the 1 week and 3 month PIQs. Unlike 

the changed behaviour questions, these questions provided respondents with a 5-point scale 

to rank the likelihood of adopting particular health choices in the next 3 months. From Table 

44 it can be seen that at 1 week, the increased risk group shows significantly higher mean 

scores around intentions over the next three months to consult with a healthcare professional 

about their familial risk as well as to find out about further tests.  At three months (see Table 
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45), these trends continued, and ‘made changes to diet or eating habits’ also became 

significantly more likely in the increased risk group.  

Table 44. Intention to change in the next 3 months, measured at 1 week 

 Increased risk group Population risk group P-value 

Look for further 

information 

2.96 

(2.79-3.13) 

2.79 

(2.62-2.95) 

Risk group: 0.098 

Gender: 0.151 

Age: 0.443 

Consult with HCP 

about risk 

2.93 

(2.76-3.10) 

2.66 

(2.50-2.83) 

Risk group: 0.012 

Gender: 0.174 

Age: 0.156 

Find out about 

further tests 

2.85 

(2.69-3.02) 

2.54 

(2.38-2.70) 

Risk group: 0.002 

Gender: 0.557 

Age: 0.031 

Make changes to diet 

or eating habits 

3.17 

(2.99-3.35) 

3.05 

(2.88-3.23) 

Risk group: 0.299 

Gender: 0.369 

Age: 0.468 

Make changes to 

physical activity or 

exercise 

3.31 

(3.13-3.49) 

3.23 

(3.05-3.41) 

Risk group: 0.483 

Gender: 0.847 

Age: 0.964 

Ask GP for a referral 

to a specialist 

2.42 

(2.28-2.57) 

2.29 

(2.14-2.43) 

Risk group: 0.129 

Gender: 0.304 

Age: 0.012 

N=368-370 
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Table 45. Intention to change in the next 3 months, measured at 3 months. 

 Increased risk group Population risk group P-value 

Look for further 

information 

2.73 

(2.55-2.90) 

2.61 

(2.44-2.79) 

Risk group: 0.300 

Gender: 0.208 

Age: 0.012 

Consult with HCP 

about risk 

2.73 

(2.55-2.90) 

2.46 

(2.29-2.64) 

Risk group: 0.018 

Gender: 0.154 

Age: 0.010 

Find out about 

further tests 

2.69 

(2.51-2.87) 

2.39 

(2.22-2.56) 

Risk group: 0.006 

Gender: 0.163 

Age: 0.025 

Make changes to diet 

or eating habits 

3.23 

(3.04-3.42) 

2.99 

(2.81-3.18) 

Risk group: 0.043 

Gender: 0.163 

Age: 0.025 

Make changes to 

physical activity or 

exercise 

3.38 

(3.19-3.56) 

3.22 

(3.04-3.41) 

Risk group: 0.195 

Gender: 0.035 

Age: 0.035 

Ask GP for a referral 

to a specialist 

2.34 

(2.17-2.50) 

2.24 

(2.08-2.40) 

Risk group: 0.359 

Gender: 0.157 

Age: 0.010 

N=365-367 

Intentions to change were then considered as an overall measure, taking into account risk 

group and time. Using Mixed Models, an interaction term including risk group and time was 

introduced to look for significant rate of change between the risk groups over time. Table 46 

shows that there is a significant group difference for intentions around looking for further 

information, consulting with a healthcare professional, finding out about further tests and 

making changes to diet or eating habits, each showing higher mean intentions scores in the 

increased risk groups. 
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Table 46. Intention to change behaviour across increased vs. population risk groups over time. 

Look for further information Group: 0.079 

Time: 0.008 

GroupXTime: 0.820 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 2.649 (2.542-

2.756) 

Increased risk: 2.783 (2.679-

2.887) 

Consult with HCP about risk Group:0.001 

Time: 0.006 

GroupXTime: 0.911 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 2.508 (2.400-

2.616) 

Increased risk: 2.763 (2.658-

2.868) 

Find out about further tests Group: 0.000 

Time: 0.010 

GroupXTime: 0.923 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 2.425 (2.319-

2.531) 

Increased risk: 2.727 (2.624-

2.830) 

Make changes to diet or 

eating habits 

Group: 0.029 

Time: 0.268 

GroupXTime: 0.458 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 3.018 (2.902-

3.133) 

Increased risk: 3.198 (3.085-

3.310) 

Make changes to physical 

activity or exercise 

Group:0.187 

Time: 0.432 

GroupXTime: 0.603 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk:3.178 (3.062-

3.294) 

Increased risk: 3.287 (3.174-

3.400) 

Ask GP for a referral to a 

specialist 

Group: 0.117 

Time: 0.197 

GroupXTime: 0.767 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 2.221 (2.125-

2.317) 

Increased risk: 2.329 (2.235-

2.423) 

N=365-370 

5.3.6.7 Risk Perceptions  

According to which disease participants were ‘thinking about’, risk perceptions were compared 

to gold standard risk assessment for that disease. Tables 47, 48 and 49 show that for each time 
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point, the difference between risk perceptions amongst those who are actually at increased 

risk for that disease, compared to those who are not. The line plots (Figure 10) illustrate the 

changes in risk perceptions across the two risk groups over time for each disease. 

Table 47. Baseline risk perceptions  

 

 

Increased risk 

group – Mean risk 

perception 

Population – 

Mean risk 

perception 

p-value  

(t-test, 2-tailed 

sig) 

Diabetes N=49 

Mean =3.27 

N=34 

Mean=3.15 

0.608 

Heart disease N=44 

Mean=3.64 

N=83 

Mean=3.06 

0.005 

Cancer N=81 

Mean=4.6 

N=140 

Mean=3.18 

0.033 

 

At baseline, 221 participants chose to think about cancer, 127 about heart disease and 83 

about diabetes whilst responding to the PIQ. Participants at increased risk of heart disease and 

cancer had significantly higher mean risk perceptions than those at population risk. 

Table 48. Risk perceptions at 1 week 

Disease Increased risk 

group – Mean risk 

perception 

Population – 

Mean risk 

perception 

p-value  

(t-test, 2-tailed 

sig) 

Diabetes N=43 

Mean=3.65 

N=17 

Mean=3.24 

0.097 

Heart disease N=41 

Mean=3.71 

N=54 

Mean=3.17 

0.377 

Cancer N=66 

Mean=3.56 

N=80 

Mean=3.21 

0.013 

At one week, 146 participants chose to think about cancer, 95 about heart disease and 60 

about diabetes throughout the questionnaire. Only for those thinking about cancer, was there 

a significantly higher perceived risk amongst the increased risk group than the population risk 

group. 
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Table 49. Risk perceptions at 3 months 

Disease Increased risk 

group – Mean risk 

perception 

Population – 

Mean risk 

perception 

p-value  

(t-test, 2-tailed 

sig) 

Diabetes N=55 

Mean=3.27 

N=28 

Mean=2.93 

0.146 

Heart disease N=45 

Mean=3.76 

N=59 

Mean=3.02 

<0.001 

Cancer N=73 

Mean=3.68 

N=107 

Mean=3.21 

<0.001 

 

At 3 months follow-up, 180 participants chose to think about cancer, 104 about heart disease 

and 83 about diabetes. For those thinking about heart disease or diabetes, the increased risk 

groups had significantly higher risk perception scores than the population risk group 

participants also thinking about these conditions. 
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Figure 10. Line plots to show change in risk perceptions for each condition over time and across 

increased risk versus population risk groups. 

Change in risk perceptions over time, across the two risk groups were then calculated using 

Mixed Models. Table 50 shows that for all three conditions the increased risk group had 

significantly higher risk perception scores.  
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Table 50. Change in risk perception over time across risk groups 

Diabetes Group: 0.018 

Time: 0.152 

GroupXTime: 0.675 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 3.028 (2.783-

3.273) 

Increased risk: 3.376 (3.182-

3.570) 

Heart Disease Group:<0.001 

Time: 0.807 

GroupXTime: 0.706 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 3.003 (2.844-

3.162) 

Increased risk: 3.613 (3.425-

3.802) 

Cancer Group: <0.001 

Time: 0.365 

GroupXTime: 0.540 

Mean (95%CI) 

Population risk: 3.202 (3.097-

3.308) 

Increased risk: 3.562 (3.433-

3.690) 

 

5.3.6.8 Predictors of behaviour change 

Logistic regression at 3 months was used to look at predictors of changed behaviour 

‘Consulted with healthcare professional about risk’. In total across groups 278 people 

answered ‘yes’ to ‘this variable. Covariates that were potentially predictive of this change were 

included in the analysis: anxiety, worry, comparative risk perception and perceived 

susceptibility. See Table 51.  

Table 51. Predicting changed behaviour for all respondents at 3 months.  

 Significance Odds Ratio 95% CI for Odds 

Ratio (lower) 

95% CI for Odds 

Ratio (upper) 

Anxiety 0.996 1.000 0.955 1.047 

Worry 0.153 1.107 0.963 1.272 

Risk Perception 

(comparative) 

0.315 1.234 0.819 1.860 

Perceived 

susceptibility 

0.142 1.556 0.863 2.804 
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Logistic regression was then used for the 3 month data to look at predictors of changed 

behaviour ‘consulted with healthcare professional about risk’  only for those identified at 

increased risk (n=165). Table 52 shows that none of the included psychometric scales were 

significantly predictive of changed behaviour. 

Table 52. Predictors of changed behaviour for increased risk group at 3 months.  

 Significance Odds Ratio 95% CI for Odds 

Ratio (lower) 

95% CI for Odds 

Ratio (upper) 

Anxiety 0.313 0.971 0.918 1.028 

Worry 0.161 1.135 0.951 1.356 

Risk Perception 

(comparative) 

0.663 0.895 0.542 1.478 

Perceived 

susceptibility 

0.317 1.450 0.701 3.000 

 

Data collected at 1 week around coping and controlling, perceived seriousness of disease and 

worry were then included in binary logistic regression to look for potential predictive value of 

changed behaviour around consultation with a healthcare professional amongst the increased 

risk group. Table 53 shows that none of these variables were significantly predictive of this 

changed behaviour. 

Table 53. Predictors of changed behaviour at 3 months, using covariates collected at 1 week 

 Significance Odds Ratio 95% CI for Odds 

Ratio (lower) 

95% CI for Odds 

Ratio (upper) 

Worry 0.823 1.023 0.838 1.249 

Internal Coping 0.179 0.491 0.174 1.387 

External Coping 0.606 1.176 0.635 2.178 

Perceived 

seriousness 

0.381 0.822 0.530 1.275 
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5.3.7 Discussion of methodological issues 

In justifying the use of the FHQ it was necessary to provide evidence around the psychological 

impact, and impact on motivation to adopt healthier behaviours among those screened. The 

results from the PIQ analyses were successful in demonstrating this. 

It is important to acknowledge that the denominator for a number of PIQ analyses was at 

times reduced due to the late addition of some questions in the questionnaires. This was not 

problematic for the ‘personal history of illness’ question as this variable was not included any 

of the described analyses. However, questions that were extensively utilised in these analyses 

including self-rated health, coping and control, and changed behaviour all had a reduced 

operational size. Fortunately, version 1 was the only version that did not include these 

questions. As such, operational size (excluding non-respondents to particular questions) at 

baseline was only reduced by 18.4% (97/526), at 1 week 19.5% (92/473) and 19.5% (90/462) at 

3 months. 

For the majority of analyses I chose to compare participants at increased risk of any condition 

compared to those who were not at increased risk of any condition.  The exception to this was 

in the risk perceptions analyses, where I was interested to determine if there were particular 

diseases around which people feel greater optimism than others. The reason for using the 

general increased risk group over disease-specific groups was in line with the overall purpose 

of the psychological branch of the study: to determine the overall potential benefits and harms 

of family history screening in general practice.  

It would have been difficult to break the analyses down according to specific diseases. 

Participants were asked to choose a disease to think about for the duration of each 

questionnaire, with the flexibility to change this choice at each time point. With almost 40% of 

participants changing their minds, the denominator was very small for some risk groups when 

looking at disease-specific groups.  

It is important to reflect upon why a participant may have changed their mind regarding which 

condition to think about. Perhaps most significantly, this may have been directly related to 

their familial risk assessment. Their initial disease risk perceptions may have been contradicted 

by the advice I provided around their family history, and as a result they either chose to not 

think about any disease in future PIQs or to think about another disease or in some cases, 

think about a disease for the first time.  
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Other circumstances could have also led to participants changing their minds regarding which 

diseases to think about during PIQ-2 and/or PIQ-3. If the outcome of their risk assessment was 

that they were indeed at increased familial risk of more than one disease, they may have 

simply wanted to focus on a different condition for the sake of change, or their sway in choice 

may have been driven by external factors such as discussions with family and friends, the 

media or consultation with a healthcare professional. 

The significant difference between ages between risk groups at baseline can be explained by 

the large sample size.  With a large sample size, small differences can be statistically 

significant. As the mean age difference between the groups is less than one year, it is fair to 

suggest that this is not a clinically important difference. It was important however to control 

for age, and treat it as a potential confounder in subsequent analyses. This ensured that any 

bias due to age was removed.  

Amongst both the increased risk group and the population risk group, there were significant 

baseline differences observed for disease-specific worry and comparative risk scores. This may 

be explicable as it is reasonable to expect that many people who are at increased familial risk 

of disease are already worried or have an increased risk perception prior to participation in 

family history screening. The lived experience of familial disease or perhaps prior consultation 

with a healthcare professional may be responsible for this. It is also possible that by virtue of 

taking part in the family history study, participants had a heightened sense of anxiety around 

their family history. 

5.3.8 Summary of key findings  

Through assessing the impact of family history screening via quantitative analysis of short and 

long-term psychometric scales the following key areas of discussion emerged and will be 

described in further detail in Chapter 6: 

5.3.8.1 Psychometric measures: Differences across risk groups and over time 

Overall from these results it can be concluded that completion of the FHQ and receiving a 

familial risk assessment around heart disease, diabetes and cancer, resulted in increased 

worry, comparative risk perceptions and perceived susceptibility levels amongst those 

identified at increased risk.   It is important to note however, that the mean scores for each of 

these psychometric measures at each time point did not sit within the highest or even second-
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highest categories of each scale. It is therefore unlikely that these scores warrant clinical 

concern. 

5.3.8.2 Changed behaviour and intention to change behaviour 

The 3 month data around changed behaviour was considered a more reliable account than the 

1 week data. At 3 months the only significant difference across risk groups was an increased 

likelihood of the increased risk group to have consulted with a healthcare professional about 

their familial risk. Using the Mixed Models analysis, it was also demonstrated that over time, 

the increased risk group also was more likely to have found out about further tests. These 

findings do not strongly confirm or elicit previous the psychological theoretical frameworks 

described at the beginning of this chapter, although it was expected that through the 

qualitative interviews, more insight may be gained into participants’ responses to family 

history screening.  

5.3.8.3 Predictors of changed behaviour 

Using stepwise regression analysis, none of the psychometric variables including disease-

specific worry, risk perception and the coping and controlling measures were significantly 

associated with the behaviour change demonstrated by the increased risk group.  

These findings do not strongly confirm or elicit the psychological theoretical frameworks 

described at the beginning of this chapter including the Extended Health belief Model [170] , 

Theories of Behaviour Change [171] and Social and Behaviour Theory [5]. It was expected 

however, that through the qualitative interviews, more insight may be gained into participants’ 

responses to family history screening. To further explore the psychological impact of family 

history screening, and to gain better insight into the acceptability of the FHQ itself, semi-

structured in-depth interviews were conducted. 

This section of the chapter describes the qualitative component of the study that explored the 

psychosocial implications of family history screening in primary care. I will describe the main 

themes that emerged from semi-structured interviews undertaken with a sub-set of 

participants from the main study, as well as a theoretical framework that was developed 

around how people come to terms with familial risk.  
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5.3.9 Methods 

The qualitative study commenced with Round 4 of recruitment into the main study at the 

beginning of 2010 and continued until the end of recruitment.  

Within the Participant Information and Consent Form that was read and completed by each 

participant at the baseline appointment, it was outlined that, in addition to the main family 

history screening study, a sub-set of participants would also be invited to participate in a 

separate 30-60 minute interview. This interview aimed to assess the impact and experience of 

undergoing family history screening in primary care. It was made clear to participants that this 

additional aspect of the study was not an obligatory aspect of participating in the main study, 

and that not all participants who consented to this aspect of the study would be approached.  

As a separate question within the consent section of the form, participants were asked to 

indicate whether or not they consented to be approached for this follow-up interview. 

Participants were contacted within one week of their appointment to arrange a suitable time 

for the interview.   

5.3.9.1 Sample size 

A sample size was not determined from the onset of this qualitative work. Instead, purposive 

sampling was utilised to reflect the larger study group’s demographic and familial risk status 

and the breadth of experience amongst participants, to ultimately provide rich interview data. 

Sampling was conducted according to age, gender, ethnicity, familial disease and familial risk 

status. Interviews continued until data saturation was reached around key themes. 

5.3.9.2 Interview 

Initially, it was proposed that this sub-study would be conducted as a face-to-face interview. 

However, with increasing difficulty to secure a room at the relevant practice, competing with 

concurrent baseline appointments, as well as participants’ general preference for a telephone 

interview over a face-to-face interview, it was decided that a telephone interview method 

would be adopted across the course of the qualitative study. 

The semi-structured interviews were informed by a topic guide based on relevant literature 

[182] and revised based on emerging findings from the iterative analytic process (See Appendix 

H for final version). Questions were designed as a guideline to the process in order to obtain 

information around key areas of interest which included: 
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 The FHQ – ease of understanding and completion 

 Experiences with GP around family history and perceived uptake of family 

history screening in primary care 

 Understanding of ‘running in the family’ 

 Disease perceptions – cause, control, seriousness 

 Acceptability of the family history screening process 

 How family history screening compares with other routine screening tests 

offered in the primary care setting 

 Impact of family history screening on self and broader family unit 

 Overall perceived impact of family history screening for the community 

 Motivations to make healthy lifestyle choices and undertake disease screening 

The duration of most interviews was between 30 and 45 minutes. Interviews were digitally 

recorded and transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription service.  

5.3.9.3 Analysis 

Qualitative data analyses were undertaken as an on-going iterative process. This commenced 

soon after the initial interviews, applying a constant comparison technique. As described by 

Glaser and Strauss [186]  the constant comparison technique involves the following process:  

 Identifying a phenomenon, object, event or setting of interest 

 Identifying a few local concepts, principles, structural or process features of 

the experience or phenomenon of interest 

 Making decisions regarding initial collection of data based on one's initial 

understanding of the phenomenon.  

 Engaging in theoretical sampling  - selecting a group or subgroups from whom 

to next collect data.  Subsequent sampling decisions are therefore purposeful 

and relevant. The rationale for selecting comparison groups is their theoretical 

relevance for fostering the development of emergent categories. 

The constant comparative technique I used meant that I concurrently collected and analysed 

data, together with systematic efforts to check and refine developing categories of data.  

Themes and hypotheses identified in early interviews were used to inform the areas of 

investigation in later interviews. Interviews continued until theme saturation was reached in 

key areas. 

http://www.qualres.org/HomeTheo-3806.html
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The literature was periodically referred to for guidance regarding key themes and their 

relationship with one another. The iterative process of rearranging core themes allowed a 

framework to be developed that both confirmed and added to existing work in this area, as 

well as offering aspects novel to this study.   

The framework was developed using framework analysis, a technique developed in 1994 by 

two qualitative researchers, Jane Ritchie and Liz Spencer. Framework analysis is useful in 

research that has specific questions and a limited time frame. Whilst framework analysis may 

generate theories, its prime purpose is to describe and interpret what is happening in a 

particular setting [187].  In the analysis, data is sifted, charted and sorted in accordance with 

key issues and themes using five steps: 

 Familiarisation 

 Identifying a thematic framework 

 Indexing 

 Charting 

 Mapping and interpretation 

Following this method, I initially read the transcripts and manually analysed them with codes 

and major categories being established. Key words and themes that were considered similar 

were grouped together and assigned meaningful headings that encapsulated the underlying 

words. Groups of words were arranged spatially to reflect a logical flow or relationships 

between ideas. 

I read and re-read each of the 28 transcripts and another two researchers, Jon Emery and 

Fiona Walter also read all of the transcripts between them. Regular meetings were held during 

and after the interview phase which allowed discussion of patients’ stories, deviant cases, and 

agreement to be reached on recurrent themes and findings. 

In later stages of analyses both manual and computer assisted methods of analysis were 

performed. The data management software, QSR NVivo 8 was used to facilitate data coding 

and retrieval.  
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5.3.10 Results 

5.3.10.1 Response rate 

Over the course of rounds 4, 5 and 6, 263 people participated in the family history study. Of 

these, 262 (99.6%) consented to be contacted for a follow-up telephone interview.  The one 

participant who did not consent to this aspect of the study did not speak English as her first 

language. 

Twenty-eight participants were purposively sampled and participated in a follow-up interview. 

Table 54 describes each participant in terms of their age, gender and risk status, as well as 

providing notes around individual circumstances that were considered important to remember 

in terms of qualitative analysis. The participants are listed in chronological order to reflect the 

purposive sampling process undertaken to obtain data that was representative of the larger 

study group. 

Table 54. Purposive sampling of interviewees 

Participant 

Number 

Gender Age Risk Status Number 

of coders 

Notes 

S071 F 47 Population – all 2 Recently underwent surgery 

W084 M 34 Increased – heart 

disease 

Population – 

diabetes & 

cancers 

2 Mother adopted – no family 

history information available. 

Father estranged from his 

family – no family history 

information available 

Father died heart attack 56 

G070 F 33 Increased – 

breast/ovarian 

cancer 

Population – heart 

disease & 

diabetes 

2 Mother diagnosed breast 

cancer 60 

Maternal aunt diagnosed 

breast cancer < 40 
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Participant 

Number 

Gender Age Risk Status Number 

of coders 

Notes 

G087 F 47 Increased – 

breast/ovarian 

cancer 

Increased – heart 

disease 

Population – 

diabetes 

2 Identical twin died ovarian 

cancer 38 

Father died heart attack 47 

G075 F 31 Increased – 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease & cancer 

2 Maternal uncle diagnosed with 

brain cancer 

Mother-in-law recently 

diagnosed with cancer 

T011 M 49 Increased – 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease & cancer 

2 Mother diagnosed diabetes 65 

Maternal grandmother and 

maternal uncle died diabetes 

T008 F 34 Increased – 

melanoma 

Population – heart 

disease & 

diabetes 

2 Father and paternal aunt died 

melanoma 

Same paternal aunt also 

diagnosed breast cancer early 

adult 

S081 F 37 Increased – 

melanoma 

Population – heart 

disease & 

diabetes 

1  

T010 F 32 Population – all 1 Personal history hypertension 

S084 M 40 Population – all 1 Personal and family history 

hypertension 

T013 F 47 Increased – 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease & cancer 

1 Personal pre-diabetes 

Indigenous Australian ancestry 

T028 F 41 Population – all 3 Personal and family history of 

malignant hyperthermia. 

Mother and maternal 

grandmother affected. 
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Participant 

Number 

Gender Age Risk Status Number 

of coders 

Notes 

S089 F 42 Increased – heart 

disease 

Increased – 

diabetes 

Population – 

cancer 

1 Both parents diabetic 

W136 M 33 Increased – 

colorectal cancer 

Population – heart 

disease & 

diabetes 

3 Father history of colorectal and 

stomach cancer 

Paternal uncle diagnosed 

colorectal cancer 

Query HNPCC 

W142 F 48 Increased – breast 

cancer & heart 

disease 

Population – 

diabetes 

2 Family history of 

haemochromatosis;  

W142 a carrier 

S099 F 37 Population – all 1 Personal and family history 

depression 

Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry 

Close friend recently 

diagnosed breast cancer 

Query ovarian cancer in 

paternal grandmother 

although no information 

available 

T040 F 41 Increased – 

melanoma 

Increased – 

ovarian cancer 

Population – heart 

disease & 

diabetes 

2  

T038 F 45 Increased – heart 

disease 

Population – 

diabetes & cancer 

1 Husband diagnosed throat 

cancer last year 

Distant family history 

colorectal cancer 
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Participant 

Number 

Gender Age Risk Status Number 

of coders 

Notes 

D009 M 38 Increased – 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease & cancer 

2 Personal and family history of 

depression 

Works as a paramedic 

T031 F 31 Increased – breast 

& ovarian cancer 

Population – heart 

disease & 

diabetes 

1  

D005 F 42 Population – all 1 Personal and family history 

depression 

T049 F 38 Increased – 

melanoma & 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease 

3 Personal history of melanoma 

and depression 

Mother died melanoma 

Father died prostate cancer 

S098 F 50 Increased – breast 

cancer and 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease 

3  

T063 F 42 Population – all 1 Personal history cervical 

cancer 

Sister childhood leukaemia 

Jewish ancestry 

T066 F 41 Population – all 1 Personal history polycystic 

ovarian syndrome 

T080 F 48 Increased – 

colorectal cancer 

Population – heart 

disease and 

diabetes 

1 Consanguinity: parents first 

cousins 

S130 M 49 Increased – 

diabetes 

Population – heart 

disease & cancer 

1 Daughter died neuroblastoma 

Cousin’s child also diagnosed 

neuroblastoma 
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Participant 

Number 

Gender Age Risk Status Number 

of coders 

Notes 

T116 M 43 Increased – 

prostate cancer 

Population – heart 

disease and 

diabetes 

1  

 

Overall the purposive sampling technique was successful in providing a sub-set of interviewees 

that represented the larger study group. Table 55 compares the interview group with the 

overall study group. It can be seen that the average age and gender ratio of both groups is very 

similar, as is the proportion of participants at increased risk of heart disease, diabetes, 

colorectal cancer, and melanoma. I chose to over-sample those at increased risk in order to 

optimise the richness of data: there was an over-representation of people at increased risk of 

breast and/or ovarian cancer in the interview group. Participants with a significant family 

history of disease were considered likely to have stories to share that would provide insight 

into the lived experience of familial disease. Whilst I was sure to also represent those at 

population risk, early interviews with these participants revealed fewer avenues to explore in 

terms of lived experiences around family history of disease.  
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Table 55. Interview group compared to overall study group 

Category Percentage of total 

interviewees  

n (total) =28 

n (male) =7  

n (female) =21  

Overall study group  

n (total)=526 

n (males) = 120 

n (females) = 406 

Female 75% 77% 

Male 25% 23% 

Average age 40.7 years 40.1 years 

Population risk for all 

core illnesses 

29% 53% 

Increased risk IHD 18% 17% 

Increased risk T2DM 29% 23% 

Increased risk 

breast/ovarian cancer 

28% (n=21) 16% (n=406) 

Increased risk colorectal 

cancer 

7% 7% 

Increased risk prostate 

cancer 

14% (n=7) 5% (n=120) 

Increased risk 

melanoma 

14% 10% 

Jewish Ancestry 4% 0.8% 

Aboriginal Ancestry 4% 0.6% 

Consanguinity 4% 0.4% 

 

5.3.10.2 Thematic analysis 

A number of major themes and sub-themes were identified in regard to the impact of family 

history screening. The major themes included: family unit, different stages of life, feeling at 

risk, family history screening – the process, and coming to terms with familial risk – coping and 

controlling.  Along with their sub-themes, these are described below, with supportive quotes 

from the transcripts. 
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5.3.10.2.1 Family unit 

The success of family history screening was largely viewed as dependent upon a person’s 

ability to access their family history information. Participants described their family unit in 

terms of its culture. Underpinning family culture were notions of closeness and distance 

between family members, and the impact that these have on family health talk. 

5.3.10.2.1.1 Family Culture 

One aspect of family culture described was ethnic background. Some participants represented 

ethnic groups to which they attributed particular sets of values and lifestyle habits present in 

their family. One participant described her experiences of being raised in an Italian family, 

particularly around diet and exercise 

“In certain ethnic groups – and I have to say, Italians are one of them – there is a tendency to 

over-eat. And particularly if they are traditional Italians, any sort of entertaining that they do 

will be a case of um, you know, they know they’re putting out too much food...But it’s uh... 

you’ve got to keep up to a standard to impress people” (D005, female, 42 years, population 

risk). 

One man, with Swiss heritage, made an observation about the Australian family culture 

compared to his own in which talking about family health was commonplace: 

“No, it was easy (talking about family history). I’ve done it a hundred times myself, you know. 

Yeah, we’ve done that a lot of times but... I don’t think it’s a common thing. Not in Australia 

anyway... I would think that um between us, between how our family discussed it and how, 

how Australians generally do it, yeah. I wouldn’t say vast but I’d say, yeah, the difference would 

be there. ‘Cause if there’s... a health scare in the family (it) should be everyone’s business... it 

shouldn’t be there to scare them, it should be “Hey, you know, look what’s happened, let’s get 

through it together sort of thing.” (T116, male, 43 years, increased risk prostate cancer, Swiss). 

Some people described how their ethnic background also had the ability to shape their 

exercise habits: 

“And also too, I think in terms of um Italian uh, culture it’s not necessarily... a bad thing to be 

fat and overweight...You know, that sometimes can be an indication that you’re actually a 

wealthy person...Because you can afford to provide so much food... And I think also too, in 

terms of um, in my family it was never... the culture was never to exercise...And there was 
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never a culture growing up of thinking that you should be out going and doing exercise“ (D005, 

female, 42 years, population risk). 

Family culture was also described in more general terms. In some cases, the way people were 

raised seemed to shape their future lifestyle choices and values.  One participant describes her 

difficulty in engaging in exercise: 

“It would be easier if I had been raised like, um, to value physical exercise... So I actually think... 

that would have, that has stopped me. I can’t value exercise for exercise’s sake” (T080, female, 

48 years, high risk colorectal cancer). 

5.3.10.2.1.2 Family Health Talk 

Flowing on from family culture was the way family members talk between each other. 

Participants tended to describe the ‘type’ of family they came from, and how this dictated 

whether or not a culture of ‘health talk’ existed within their family.   

Participants commonly felt that, in general, women talk more than men, including around 

matters pertaining to health and familial risk. 

 “It’s to do with way we have culturally grown... Women... just blabber about whatever’s 

happening in their day, so things will always come to the fore...We tend to talk and listen and 

pick-up and tune in. And it’s just all the way we’ve been raised” (T080, female, 48, high risk 

colorectal cancer).  

This woman went on to describe that whilst she had spoken with her sisters about their 

familial risk of cancer, that she was not as close with her brothers, and hence not sure about 

their intentions to screen: 

“Amongst us women, yes. I am not clear about the other two males in the family... my 

relationship is not strong enough with the two of them currently that I actually have unpacked 

that with them... but the girls, yes. The girls, we’ve been talking and we’re all going (to 

screening).... I have a connection with my female relatives, so there’s some conversation that 

happens around health” (T080, female, 48, high risk colorectal cancer). 

Relationships between males, such as brothers, were still considered emotionally close, 

however, health talk seemed to be a less common topic of conversation: 
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“I mean we’re fairly similar age. He’s only a few years older than me. And I know he’s sort of 

had his um, lipids checked just to make sure he’s ok... but other than that you know, it’s not 

something we talk about every time we get together”( W084, male, 34 years, increased risk 

heart disease). 

Participants described taboo topics of conversation as barriers to ‘health talk.’ A number of 

participants described the tendency for health-related issues to be ‘swept under the carpet’ in 

previous generations often because they simply ‘were not spoken about.’ The result of this 

was often subsequent generations having very limited or inaccurate family history information. 

“I was like well maybe he feels, um, you known not comfortable like digging up the past...but 

he’s just frustrated that he can’t give me any more information because no-one knew very 

much about his mum. She never spoke, you know she was, it was very much old-fashioned” 

(S099, female, 37 years, population risk). 

“I think back in the, ‘cause this was back in the 80s and as far as what my mum has spoken 

about, back in those days people didn’t really talk about breast cancer, people didn’t – it was 

very much sort of, not swept under the rug, but it was, it wasn’t talked about like it is 

nowadays” (G070, female, 33 years, high risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

Related to how family culture can impact perceptions around health, this participant went on 

to say: 

“So I don’t think my mum even knew much about it. I mean she knew her, my aunt, had cancer, 

but she didn’t know what type because it just wasn’t really spoken about. And my parents 

come from a very conservative English stock as well <laughs>...which doesn’t help! You know, 

the British!”   (G070, female, 33 years, high risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

It was also found that family members from different generations, such as a woman in her 30s 

and her mother in her 60s, held differences of outlook or opinion. This ‘generation gap’ was 

described as a type of ‘distance’ that can hinder family health talk. There were examples of 

family members not wanting to worry others, or wanting to avoid conversations that may 

induce worry.  

“My mother never used to talk about things.... You just kept all that sort of thing quiet. I wish 

she’d told me. I think, depending on what it was, like when she had her breast lump removed 

and had some other cells removed from her cervix – she didn’t tell me. I don’t know if she was 
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just embarrassed or you just didn’t talk about those things. I was younger then, I don’t know if 

she didn’t want to tell a teenager what was going on. I would have liked to have known so that 

I was aware of what she was going through as well” (S089, female, 42, increased risk heart 

disease, increased risk diabetes). 

There were also examples of participants not wanting to worry their parents about health 

related issues. One woman, whose sister was diagnosed with leukaemia as a child, chose to 

limit the amount of information she shared with her mother about her own cervical cancer 

diagnosis: 

“I know it worried her, but I was much older and I, I probably told her what I wanted her to 

hear” (T063, female, 42 years, personal history of cervical cancer).  

Some participants described how their collective family identity was developed through 

memories and stories passed down through the generations. The way in which families work 

to maintain this identity has been described as ‘kin work’ [188, 189]. At times, participants 

described that as a result of such ‘kin work’ there was a tendency for family myths to 

sometimes cloud how familial risk was understood: 

“Oh yes, we always knew. There’s certainly not been anything hidden about the fact that my 

parents were first cousins. But there has been a lot of...mythology... that every single thing that 

goes wrong is always about ‘Oh that’s because your parents are related’” (T080, female, 48 

years, high risk colorectal cancer, parents first cousins). 

“You don’t necessarily know what’s factual and what’s just family talk. Like... my mother’s 

conversation about my nanna’s constant chest problems and bronchitis...she always says to me 

‘You’ve got your nanna’s chest’ and she died when I was two, so I guess that idea that sort of 

families talk and create these kind of stories, and then you become an adult and go ‘What does 

that even mean?’” (T066, female, 41 years, population risk). 

Following on from the notion of kin work, is the role of the ‘kin keeper’. Rosenthal [190] 

describes kin-keeping as “efforts expended on behalf of keeping family members in touch with 

one another”.  Some participants felt responsible to relay familial risk assessment information 

to their family members: 

“I’m trying to do – you know, especially with having three daughters and having a sister, and 

that sort of thing. And I have my aunt’s two daughters. So I will give any information that I get 
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from this, to them as well” (G070, female, 33 years, potentially high risk breast/ovarian 

cancer). 

Whilst traditionally filled by a matriarch figure, in some cases, it was a male family member 

who took on the kin-keeping responsibility of sharing family history information:  

“It is probably about identity I think.  Well for me, in a family, if I didn’t have an empathetic 

nature in terms of my family and what they were going through and being there for them - 

because that’s who I am in my family, I’m the one that people call when someone’s in hospital 

or ill or major health drama or a major drama in general - so I sort of dive into those sorts of 

things and make sure that everyone’s okay and follow through with following up to see how 

the people are going and that sort of stuff” (W136, male, 33 years, potentially high risk 

colorectal cancer).  

5.3.10.2.1.3 Emotional Closeness and distance 

Notions of closeness and distance were commonly referred to by participants, with both 

emotional and geographical connotations. Sharing a close emotional relationship with family 

members was described as facilitating communication around family health history.  

“It was kind of good to lay it all out; it was good for me also to have gone to my mum and dad 

and got all that family history, so I knew as well...I think it depends on if you’ve got a good 

relationship with your family. Otherwise you might not have those links to go and ask back” 

(T031, female, 31 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

Emotional distance was described as a product of particular events such as relationship 

breakdowns, death of a family member and geographical distance. Emotional distance was 

recognised as a potential barrier to effective family health talk:  

“Within my family there’s been lots of divorces and break-ups...It’s just how things were and 

how they’ve always been.... so it’s not just a recent thing of not knowing all about your family” 

(T049, female, 38 years, increased risk melanoma and diabetes). 

“My whole family is very protective of me now (since daughter’s death)... You know, it’s one of 

those things where when you’ve lost a child and they know how much it affected me that they 

tend to not talk about it. You know, they don’t... You know, and I keep on saying to them, ‘Look 
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you can talk to me about it you know, she’s still my daughter’” (S130, male, 49 years, increased 

risk diabetes, daughter died neuroblastoma 6 years). 

5.3.10.2.1.4 Geography 

Some participants felt that a lack of geographical proximity could lead to a lack of 

communication amongst family members. They described the difficulties associated with 

having family members living overseas or interstate in terms of keeping informed about 

medical family history. To some degree this was also used as an excuse for a lack of knowledge 

around family history.  Furthermore, many participants noted that by virtue of geographical 

distance, emotional closeness can also be hindered, and thus have a negative impact on 

‘health talk.’  

 “I’ve always felt that... living away from family in the UK that the um, our family history might 

get a bit lost. Or when it comes to my children, they’ve got even less chance of knowing about 

their family history, just because of um, geography really” (S099, female, 37 years, population 

risk). 

“Well we’ve never lived in the same country as my (extended) relatives. We’ve always moved, 

sort of moved quite a lot. And it’s just been me, my parents and my sister – we were quite a 

solid unit. And it’s (mother’s breast cancer diagnosis) the first time that anything sort of 

jeopardized that I guess... even though we all live in different countries now, we’ve still very 

close!” (G070, 33 years, potentially high risk breast cancer).  

Despite this, it was generally acknowledged that emotional aspects of closeness or distance 

had the more complex effect and ultimately dictated whether or not someone could collect 

family history information. One participant described the emotional closeness she shared with 

her twin sister despite living in separate states of Australia.  

“We were very close. Very. I mean we actually much would speak almost every single day on 

the phone... and catch up – our birthdays are in June, so we used to catch up pretty much two 

or three times a year for Christmas, birthday and perhaps Easter” (G087, female, 47 years, 

identical twin died ovarian cancer). 

Another participant described that without having emotional closeness, a vast geographical 

distance between her family members had resulted in a gap in knowledge about family history: 
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“Because they're all overseas, I don't see them as often and it doesn't – well, there isn’t that 

emotional closeness that brings it home... you don't even think about saying, oh uncle so and 

so that lives in France does he have high cholesterol or - it's not something that I would have 

even thought to even check about... Because my cousins who are overseas would have no idea 

that I have high cholesterol and I'm thinking that's probably something that would be helpful 

for them if they're younger than me to know, well hang on you could potentially develop that“ 

(T010, female, 32 years, population risk). 

A number of participants described that even though geographical distance can make it 

difficult to physically catch up with family members, communication and subsequently 

information is far more accessible these days compared to the pre-Internet years. A number of 

participants described the use of modern day communication technologies such as email, and 

social networking tools like Facebook, as facilitative in keeping informed around family history.  

“I’ve got to say that they’re in Europe, they’re in Holland... You know, I have very, very little 

contact with them but you know we’re on Facebook and stuff like that” (S130, male, 49 years, 

increased risk type 2 diabetes).  

Despite this man’s recognition that social networking has provided a conduit for family 

communication, there was a sense that the depth of this connection is perhaps limited. He 

noted that whilst he was friends with his cousins in Europe, his family here in Australia were 

effectively ‘estranged’ from his European family by virtue of living in Australia: 

 “So all my cousins in Europe, they may talk to each other but they don’t talk to me and my 

sisters because we’re over here in Australia” (S130, male, 49 years, increased risk type 2 

diabetes). 

5.3.10.2.1.5 Australian context 

A number of participants described that living in Australia created an additional barrier to 

family health talk and family history collection. Whilst directly related to the theme of 

‘geographical distance’ there was an additional sense of isolation described with respect to 

Australia that seemed to be couched within a cultural and historical context. One man 

described how the immigration of his parents from Europe was an obstacle to maintaining 

knowledge about family history: 
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“I don’t have much of a family history... my mother was adopted* and my father came out 

from Austria when he was a young bloke and basically there wasn’t a lot of family history 

there...I think when he separated from his family and came to Australia there was literally a 

um, down the line separation and he never spoke about his family very much and we certainly 

haven’t had any contact. So the concept of a family history is literally stuck to his generation 

and my mother’s generation as to what we might expect” (W084, male, 34, increased risk 

heart disease,*Mother was born in England and adopted by an Australian family, immigrating 

to Australia as a baby). 

5.3.10.2.1.6 Other causes of ‘distance’ 

Whilst some participants described that family history information could be difficult to 

ascertain due to the death of a family member, this seemed to be an obstacle that could 

sometimes be overcome. One participant noted that while not being ‘close’ to her extended 

family since her parents died when she was young, it was still possible to source family history 

information:  

“I rang my mum’s brother, actually I ended up speaking to my auntie, his wife... and I just said 

‘you know, I’ve got no-one else.’ I was open with them saying I realise how little I actually know 

about my family and they’re aware of that so they were really happy to give me all the 

information and I was actually surprised about how much information that they shared... I 

guess because I’ve got a relationship – even though I don’t have a close relationship with them 

and I may only see them once every five years or something, I feel that I could phone them and 

talk to them” (T049, female, 38 years, increased risk melanoma). 

Another circumstance that could lead to distance between family members was ‘leaving’ the 

family and essentially becoming estranged. One participant described how difficult it had been 

to watch her father unsuccessfully search for family history information:  

“My dad has been looking for who his father was for about twenty years and he never knew 

anything about his real father... and it has never been something that he has been able to put 

to rest... it’s always been something that he has regretted terribly – that he didn’t pursue it 

when he was younger... as to asking family, friends and extended family whey they were still 

alive, as to who his biological father was. And so... his family tree is only half. And that, 

emotionally, has caused him a lot of distress ‘cause he will never, ever know now about that 

side of the family” (S081, female, 37, increased risk melanoma). 
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5.3.10.2.2 Different stages of life 

The second core theme that emerged around the impact of family history screening was 

‘different stage of life.’ This moves beyond how the family unit can shape one’s perspectives, 

and into how a person’s experiences, present situation and future projections can influence 

the impact of family history screening.  

5.3.10.2.2.1 Age 

Participants described that as they have aged, their lifetime experiences, knowledge gained 

and general maturation have all contributed to a sense of perspective around family health 

and familial risk of disease. A number of participants compared their younger, ‘cavalier’ days 

with their current perspectives: 

“I think before you have kids, you sort of think you’re a bit immortal. And really my attitude 

was well... “if it’s my time, it’s my time” – that’s good” (G070, 33 years, potentially high risk 

breast cancer).  

 “So maybe it’s a good point now that I stop and have a look at these things... at a certain point 

in your life you really do have to have an awareness of maintenance... I’m very aware of me... I 

suppose I just knew how I operate so in the past I just didn’t think screening was relevant. But 

as I said, now that I’m older I do need to assess and do maintenance” (W098, female, 50 years, 

high risk breast/ovarian cancer, increased risk diabetes). 

Participants described an awareness of increased age being associated with an increased risk 

of disease. Some participants however, had an additional sense of anticipated onset, 

demonstrating an increase in risk perception or vulnerability at the age that a diagnosis had 

occurred in a family member: 

“I got pretty freaked out at that stage when my melanoma was diagnosed – ‘oh crap!’ I can 

remember, it was before I was 35...because Mum died when she was 35, and I had read about 

people having the same fears around that age. Like it’s quite stressful around that time” (T049, 

female 38 years, mother died melanoma 35, personal history melanoma).  

“So we’re both coming up to the <laughs> I wouldn’t say ‘danger zone’ but it’s coming up to 

the age where it seems to manifest itself for the others” (T011, male, 49 years, increased risk 

diabetes). 
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5.3.10.2.2.2 Significant life events 

Participants described the various role or roles they have filled at different stages of their life, 

and reflected upon how these roles tended to direct their priorities. Importantly, it was clear 

that family history and potential familial risk was not always considered a priority to be 

addressed within all roles, or considered equally across each stage of life. 

A number of female participants described pregnancy as a key life stage in which particular 

emotions and reactions were prominent. Women described how difficult it was to not react 

selfishly to news about a diagnosis in their family: 

“I was actually heavily pregnant with my third daughter at the time...And she (mother) was due 

to fly out the following week to come and help me... with the other kids and everything else, 

you know... It was a really, I mean not that it would ever be a good time, but it was a really bad 

time” (G070, female, 33 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer).  

“But I guess my thoughts were then, what do I do? What’s my plan? I’ve got one baby and 

another one on the way and what’s my plan for just looking out for myself – which is how I 

reacted at the time… And without being selfish it was difficult too...Because you know, my twin 

sister... having to have a hysterectomy and I’m having the second baby is you know...We’re 

both in hospital at the same time in different states with a different thing” (G087, female, 47 

years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

Many participants were parents of young children. The desire to be healthy for the sake of 

looking after their children was clear. Parents commonly expressed concerns about the 

implications of increased risk for their children.  

“You know, so everything I do is for them. And I have to make sure that I’m going to be around 

to bring them up and guide them and educate them… and, I’m the best, well me and my 

husband are the best people to do that for our children – you know, I believe! Just so I can be 

around for as long as I can and also obviously in their lives, if there’s any, any chance 

of...benefit from the information that I get – and that’s fantastic as well” (G070, female, 33 

years, potentially high risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

For some parents, the awareness of their familial risk contributed to them making choices on 

behalf of their children. Some participants noted that whilst they were aware of the 
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implications of familial risk for their children, at this stage of their lives, they were focused on 

other aspects of raising them: 

 “Right at this point in time I’m not worrying about them (children) overly... I mean I’m aware 

of it and yes I’ll make sure they know what to do and you know, to be aware of their own 

bodies” (G087, female, 47 years, identical twin died ovarian cancer). 

“I guess maybe not as much only because they’re so young. You don’t really think about things 

like heart disease which is the one that would potentially impact my life. One of my daughters 

is 14 and the other’s 14 months, so you know, that’s a long way into the future and I’m 

probably more concerned about getting them through their teenage years and getting them, 

you know, the best chance at life they can get. So you know, I make a point to make sure they 

eat good food and do stuff like play, and all those things. So it’s probably not something that I 

really think about to be honest” (W084, male, 34 years, increased risk heart disease).  

Parents with young children were predominantly worried about their children’s ability to cope 

without them in the event that they developed a disease. This was particularly the case if they 

as a child, had experienced a parent’s diagnosis or death. 

“And particularly having lost my dad, I mean, I was twenty-one when he died but...you know, 

you still wish they were still around…So I don’t, I wouldn’t like that to happen to mine“(T008, 

female, 34 years, increased risk melanoma, father and paternal aunt died melanoma). 

Many participants described that depending upon their life stage, the importance they placed 

on health care varied, depending upon what other aspects of their life were taking priority: 

“If it was likely that I would develop breast cancer I’d have a mastectomy, absolutely. Especially 

at my age now. I think it would be different if you found out when you were young, 20 or 

whatever.  But at my age now, mate, no I wouldn’t even have to think about it... For me, my 

body image was much more important in my 20s than it is now... Now I have children and my 

sole goal is to stay fit and well and healthy for my kids” (T063, 42 years, population risk). 

A number of participants highlighted the difficulty in attending to their familial risk in terms of 

behaviour change or uptake of screening due to being ‘too busy’. Factors including work, study 

and family commitments tended to make it difficult to arrive at the ‘right time to act’ upon 

self-centred health considerations. 
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“I guess, you get busy with work, you get busy with life. You enjoy your weekends and you 

just... You know if there was a choice of doing that (screening) and going to do something I 

enjoy I’d probably prioritise something that I enjoy at the moment” (W084, male, 34, increased 

risk heart disease). 

 “Oh I definitely will (follow up familial risk assessment) and when the Honours year is over I 

suspect I’ll have a bit of a closer look at the pamphlet you gave me and assess everything from 

there.  This year’s just way too full-on to chuck something else in the mix that could potentially 

be invasive” (W136, male, 33 years, increased risk colorectal cancer). 

5.3.10.2.3 Feeling at risk 

The third core theme of the qualitative data, ‘feeling at risk’, describes the various factors that 

have an impact on how a person feels about their family history, and may contribute to their 

sense of risk or vulnerability.  

As described by Walter [165], the way in which people understand familial risk may influence 

their sense of vulnerability and subsequently the appropriate use of screening tests and 

healthy behaviours. This core theme as well as its sub-themes have been described by Walter 

[165], therefore confirming her findings. 

5.3.10.2.3.1 Running in the family 

There was a range of understanding of what ‘running in the family’ meant to people: some felt 

that just having one relative affected by a condition was enough to raise alarm, whilst others 

needed to see multiple members affected, spanning a number of generations, to feel 

increased vulnerability:  

“Within your family it’s a pressure cooker situation. So it only really takes one close family 

member to be affected for it to be something that is on your radar” (W136, male, 33 years, 

high risk colorectal cancer).  

“I think it has to be a few people and a few generations to be something in the family. If it’s a 

once off it may be external circumstances that do it” (S098, female, 50 years, high risk 

breast/ovarian cancer, increased risk diabetes). 
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Participants justified why conditions ran in their family by counting the number of family 

members affected, and in the following case, even assigning a risk figure based on their family 

history:  

“It does run in our family…Well I think it does – yes. Just because of the number of people on 

my mother’s side who have come down with type 2 –late onset. My grandmother – she 

actually, she basically died from complications where she had one leg removed, and my 

mother’s got it, and also her brother. So that’s about a fifty percent chance on that side of the 

family, yeah” (T011, male, 49, increased risk diabetes). 

This tendency to count affected family members was not extended across different types of 

diseases such as different types of cancer. When explicitly asked whether her family had a 

sense of increased cancer risk due to her own diagnosis of cervical cancer, and her sister’s 

childhood leukaemia, one woman said that:  

“No I don’t think so...But we are very conscious of um, different screenings that are available... 

‘cause I’m 44, so I’m close to 50; I think yes, it’s... you know, I’ve got to think about these 

things... But it’s not because of family history or anything like that, it’s just I think as you get 

older the chances of you becoming or developing an illness or something is greater, you know, 

the longer you live” (T063, female, 42 years, population risk). 

The size of a person’s family tended to influence perspectives around familial risk. People from 

small families were able to acknowledge that it is difficult to know whether a disease was 

present in the family as there were often not enough affected people to see a pattern.  

“And I guess too, we don’t have a big family. So there weren’t that many... I guess if you’ve got 

a bigger family it’s more likely that other people will have illnesses in your family and you’re 

aware of them” (T063, female, 42 years, population risk). 

“It (family history collection) might be harder for people with a lot more family members. Like, I 

don’t... we have a relatively small and close family.  I think, we don’t have a lot of siblings... but 

I guess that just means we have less data and less evidence” (T038, female, 45 years, increased 

risk heart disease).  

One woman, who had recently found out that she had distant Indigenous Australian ancestry, 

described that in combination with her family history, this ethnic consideration compounded 

her sense of vulnerability: 
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“Even with the sugar diabetes and with the family history of the indigenous, they’re prone to 

Type 2 diabetes so it’s already there anyway.  It’s like you have to be really extra careful to 

watch out for that.  So it does make you aware.... So it hits home when you look at the family 

history… it even makes you a bit more scared to think, you know, I need to really do something 

about it” (T013, female, 47 years, increased risk diabetes). 

5.3.10.2.3.2 Dissimilarity with affected family members 

It was common for participants to express that they felt different in crucial ways to affected 

family members, and consequently felt less at risk of developing the condition: 

“I know my mum’s (diabetes) is purely due to her eating habits. My habits are different to 

mum’s so I guess it’s being conscious as I grow older of what I eat, and being wary of gaining 

too  much weight” (G075, female, 31 years, increased risk diabetes). 

“Well basically Dad is quite a negative person I suppose and he always looks at the worst case 

scenario and the worst thing possible and dwells on that and he’s got a bit of a temper as well. 

So he is a bit of a hot head and me by nature, I’m not like that. You know, I word very hard and 

I could potentially be stressed out, but I don’t have a hot head at all... and my aunt was of a 

similar ilk to my father, so that further reinforced my preventive health behaviour... She was 

quite a prickly person to deal with and all the time she seemed very stressed and sort of strung 

out and that sort of stuff” (W136, male, 33 years, high risk colorectal cancer – father and 

paternal aunt affected). 

5.3.10.2.3.3 ‘Lived experience’ 

The lived experience of witnessing the diagnosis, disease journey or death of a family member 

or even a friend was another factor that participants described as affecting their sense of risk. 

A number of participants retold their childhood experiences of witnessing a parent’s illness: 

“Well as a child you don’t understand these things, you don’t understand the risks. Like when I 

was 19, which is when my father died, and I was travelling at the time.  And he had a heart 

attack and he was in hospital with it, but I still didn’t really understand that he might die from 

it. It’s just something, and I’ve experienced the same with my kids, ‘cause their father’s just 

gone though cancer last year. They just don’t understand the risk. As a parent you don’t tell 

them what’s going on but you don’t want to say, ‘and he might die’... you cross that bridge if 

you come to it. I think as children, they must be conditioned not to really take anything more 
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than they can see at the time. So ok, he’s pretty crook – it’s not like ‘okay he’s pretty crook and 

so i better get pretty worried ‘cause he might die.’... I certainly think you become more realistic 

about the risks when people start to die on you” (T038, female 45 years, increased risk heart 

disease).  

“I was only 12, so I didn't really understand what was going on, but then when I realised that it 

did take five attempts to resuscitate him and that he was very, very ill.  It made me more 

worried I think as a child every time the phone would ring or if mum or dad were late or 

something, thinking oh there's something wrong with dad, he's in hospital again.  It did make 

me more worried” (S089, female, 42 years, increased risk heart disease and diabetes). 

Participants’ feelings about their disease risk tended to be related to the trajectory of the 

disease they had witnessed in a family member. For example, one woman described the 

lengthy experience of watching her father through his cancer journey to be like a rollercoaster: 

“We had a sort of, really long road. And there were times when he was really well, and there 

were times that he was really sick...So it was...kind of like a roller coaster ride…. Every time 

there was a diagnosis he would, well usually he would have surgery immediately and then a 

series of radiotherapy and other treatments, and he’d sort of gradually get better from that, 

we’d sort of hope that it would be the last time. But um... it invariably came back” (T008, 

female, 34 years, father and paternal aunt died melanoma). 

There were other examples where a cancer diagnosis was made early and treatment was 

successful, or throughout a relative’s disease trajectory there were extended periods of good 

health. Such experiences tended to result in participants having a positive perception 

regarding the severity of the disease: 

 “I suppose in those days it was, you’d go to the doctor and the doctor tells you ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and 

then you’d take the next step... I don’t think he (father) would have gone for many tests. He 

would have had one periodically. And then they picked it up pretty early, I think, and they cured 

it, so he didn’t have any side effects... they pretty much nailed it and I think that’s ‘cause they 

got it early” (T116, male, 43 years, increased risk prostate cancer). 

“But I fully understand how lucky she was that she didn't pass away from it at that time. We 

had another 20 years or so with her before it recurred... I mean, my mother passed away 10 

years ago and it's still can easily bring me to tears just thinking about it...The whole process, I 

can certainly acknowledge that we were very lucky. She did recover and we had her with us so 
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many more years” (W142, female, 48 years, moderately increased risk breast cancer, increased 

heart disease risk). 

Due to family member’s experiences with illness, people tended to demonstrate heightened 

symptom awareness within themselves. 

“I think the fact that we’ve all got gut issues... Yeah, I do feel more vulnerable now that I’ve got 

a sibling diagnosed with bowel cancer… definitely.  Put it this way, if I had perfect gut health to 

date, it wouldn’t have made a difference to me. But the fact that I haven’t, and that all of my 

other siblings are exactly the same, actually heightened that fact that [name] now has been 

diagnosed” (T080, female, 48years, high risk colorectal cancer, consanguineous family history). 

“Because of what happened to my sister I know I’m acutely aware of my body – more than I 

ever was before. I’m just so aware of that now and I’m conscious of that... If I did get a, you 

know, feel something that, just a niggle for example in where I assume that my ovaries are, 

initially I would think ‘oh, what’s that?’” (G087, female, 47 years, potentially high risk 

breast/ovarian cancer). 

5.3.10.2.3.4 Disease-specific factors 

A person’s sense of risk was also determined by the particular illness was present in their 

family. Perceived severity, cause and controllability of different diseases were all factors that 

tended to contribute to participants’ sense of risk. 

5.3.10.2.3.5 Perceived severity 

Participants tended to have pre-conceived notions of how ‘serious’ each condition was. Cancer 

was viewed as the most ‘serious’ illness compared to heart disease, which was in turn more 

serious than diabetes.   

“But yeah, the cancer one... I do think about that. I think that it’s deadly. It’s deadly. It’s like 

um, it could come from anywhere at any time um... like, you know, it’s kind of like an evil spirit. 

It can just weave its way into your life and, and take hold.  Um, and I think to a certain extent it 

can be spontaneous... like it was with my, my father.  It doesn’t discriminate...And so many 

healthy, fitness fanatics are struck down, that, it’s something that I feel you can’t, you can’t... I 

mean you can only take so many, so much prevention. .. But the rest is a bit of a lucky dip I 

think. <laugh>” (S081, female, 37 years, increased risk melanoma). 
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“Because you hear all the stories of chemo and how awful it is and how sick you feel and it just 

seems prolonged” (T031, female, 31 years, increased breast cancer). 

Participants tended to demonstrate broad views regarding heart disease in terms of prognosis 

and how it could be treated.  

“I would think heart disease is definitely as serious, to be quite honest, as cancer… they're both 

really severe for me, heart disease and cancer because obviously there's the suddenness of 

heart disease would be heart attack, so that would be quite a frightening thing but with cancer 

the long drawn out-ness of it potentially and that would be just as frightening” (T010, female, 

32 years, population risk). 

 “I guess with heart condition obviously it’s serious if you get it, but it’s something that you can 

I guess ... that you have a bit of lead up time towards, so you can be um working to avoid it and 

continually making ... and I know you know, I mean there are better treatments and things for 

angina these days than there were when my father died” (T038, female, 45 years, increased 

risk heart disease). 

Whilst the dangers associated with diabetes were acknowledged by some participants, it was 

most often ranked as the least serious condition of the three:  

“I mean, diabetes, it causes, well it can certainly create the situation where you could die – no 

dramas there. But the death there isn’t as impending in a lot of ways as in some of the other 

conditions” (W084, male, 34 years, increased risk heart disease). 

“Even though I know you can have legs chopped off and things, I think it seems more of a 

preventable” (T031, female, 31 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

One woman however, described that due to the serious nature of diabetes, she worried about 

it the most: 

“But it’s the other things like with your circulation problems and if you get a wound on your leg 

then what can happen from there.  Losing your eyesight, that would be devastating to me, or 

losing a limb, just from one little wound how it can affect you and make you quite disabled... I 

worry more about the diabetes than anything else” (T013, female, 47 years, increased risk 

diabetes). 
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Aside from the three conditions pertinent to the study, some participants were more worried 

about the possibility of being diagnosed with other conditions in the future. 

Neurodegenerative disorders were cited by two female participants as concerning: 

“In all honesty, the thing I would be most concerned about is the dementia, which you know 

seems to be on dad’s side of the family in particular. That certainly would have to be the thing 

that I’d be most fearful of. I suppose what would worry me the most is... is being a burden on 

loved ones. And it also worries me a little bit with <son’s name> you know potentially going 

through the same thing at the same time. ‘Cause the literature suggests that... people with 

Down syndrome are more prone to Alzheimer’s” (T040, female, 41, increased risk melanoma, 

moderately increased risk ovarian cancer, father affected by Alzheimer’s, paternal aunt with 

dementia, 2 year old son with Down syndrome). 

“The biggest thing that worries me is like Alzheimer’s or something like that...Yeah I guess I 

worry about that... Just losing your grip on reality and being able to function, and your family 

having to look after you I guess. I don’t know” (S071, female, 47 years, population risk). 

5.3.10.2.3.6 Perceived causes of diseases 

Common themes emerged around the perceived causes of cancer, heart disease and diabetes. 

Across the board, all of these diseases were considered multi-factorial in cause with shared 

inherited, environmental and behavioural factors all being important.  

Regarding cancer, it was commonly believed that usually an environmental or lifestyle factor 

was the trigger for a cancer event on the background of one’s inherited risk. The following 

quote demonstrated a participant’s ‘lay epidemiology’ around the causes of different cancers: 

 “But I think people still look at cancer as being something that’s a little bit different and out 

there ...And there must be something fundamentally wrong with you to get cancer in the first 

place... I don’t think that people really understand what the contributing factors to a lot of 

cancers are... I think there’s still a really big misunderstanding that men cannot get breast 

cancer... Like they just don’t realise they...men, men get breast cancer. But if you’re talking 

bowel cancer....You know, that’s...completely lifestyle related. Well not completely but, you 

know...It has a large impact in terms of lifestyle” (D005, female, 42 years, population risk). 

For heart disease and diabetes, whilst considered multi-factorial in nature, people were more 

likely to identify lifestyle factors as the key risk factors: 
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“I mean I know that diabetes is, well diabetes one I think or the first, you know not diabetes 

two… I suppose, they do run in families and um, heart disease, I know I have friends that have... 

heart disease in their family and obviously it concerns them...But I do believe that those sorts of 

things … they lead back to your lifestyle”( G070, female, 33 years, increased risk breast/ovarian 

cancer).  

“Um... heart disease I think the main thing I worry about is prevention through diet. I think, you 

know, generally if you maintain a healthy weight and do some exercise, then... That’s what I 

would see as more… you know, the greater indicator for that. You know? Rather than family 

history” (T008, female, 34 years, increased risk melanoma). 

Participants tended to identify other family members at higher risk than themselves to develop 

these illnesses due to poor lifestyle factors. Davison [191] described the notion of ‘candidacy’ 

as belonging to area of lay epidemiology. With respect to heart diseases, Davison described 

candidacy as individual cases of people who have suffered heart disease being linked to other 

circumstances surrounding the event [191]. In my study, family history of heart disease was 

strongly related to candidacy, with some participants describing how as children, they 

observed the culture of their parents in terms of lifestyle choices such as smoking and drinking 

alcohol: 

“I guess because he was young, it probably brought it to my attention – that probably wasn’t 

right. But by the same token he was a heavy smoker, he drank every day and uh, you know, the 

industry he worked in as a, in construction and welding and all those sort of industries and um 

– you know what? He was inhaling stuff on a daily basis which could have caused him harm” 

(W084, male, 34, increased risk heart disease). 

“I know my mum’s is purely due to her eating habits...She’s overweight, doesn’t exercise, eats 

poorly” (G075, female, 31 years, increased risk diabetes). 

One interview showed a particularly interesting take on this theme, with the notion of what 

‘type of person’ would be likely to get mental illness. This man (D009) described how shocked 

his family were that he was diagnosed with depression instead of his brother, given that he 

was always the ‘joker’ of the family and not easily upset.  

In some instances, participants speculated that there were a number of environmental hazards 

that may have contributed to the diagnosis of a family member’s illness, or to a person’s 

potential increased risk of chronic disease:  
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“My sister that I lost, lived in Roxbury Downs where there’s a uranium mine and you know, 

there is talk that there was exposure to radiation and... who knows?” (G087, female, 47 years, 

increased risk breast/ovarian cancer, increased risk heart disease). 

“I agree that there is a slightly elevated risk and that’s probably the medical reason why I 

would want to explore it. But I also think... all of us have quite a high exposure to harmful U.V. 

Just by living in Australia” (S081, female, 37 years, increased risk melanoma). 

Stress was also commonly cited as an important cause of disease: 

“And I know that even though you do all of the stuff on the good side of the ledger...Just 

having... having high levels of stress works against me on the other side of the ledger... I think 

it’s probably... I think in terms of my family I think it’s more environmental rather than genetic” 

(D005, female, 42 years, population risk). 

“I mean stress is one of those things that throws everything out...And on my mother’s side they 

have a few more cancers but she had a very, very stressful life...This culminated a tremendous 

amount of stress in her body.  She was never a relaxed person anyway.  She was always wound 

up and she had breast cancer, cervical cancer and bowel cancer...So she’s had a stressed life 

that caused a weakness to take hold” (S098, female, 50 years, increased risk breast cancer 

increased risk diabetes). 

5.3.10.2.3.7 Perceived controllability of diseases 

Across the board, cancer was considered the most difficult disease to prevent, control or cure: 

“I suppose, with heart disease, it can be controlled, whereas cancers, they keep on progressing.  

Like you’ll have an operation and it sort of metastasises then, that’s it type of thing.  You can 

keep having operation after operation, but you’ll never get it… people perceive it as a long, 

slow death” (S084, male, 40 years, population risk). 

“With cancer you do everything possible but you can still get cancer.  You hear of people just 

eating only organic food and living somewhere where it's really clean air and things like that 

and they still get cancer and one of - a friend of a friend's her daughter passed away and they 

lead such a great life and you just think it's a little bit more unknown which just makes it a bit 

more scary maybe” (T010, female, 32 years, population risk). 
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Participants felt that the risk of heart disease could be largely controlled by their lifestyle 

choices. There was an acknowledgement by a number of people however, that the sometimes 

sudden nature of heart disease, particularly due to heart attack, made this condition 

frightening:  

“You know, people that just dropped dead – bang! And they’re not necessarily overweight or 

necessarily really unfit or anything like that, you know they’re just bang, just you know sudden 

cardiac disease, you know sudden cardiac death” (D009, male, 38 years, increased risk 

diabetes). 

 “Probably with heart disease, it’s controllable, it’s operable I suppose to an extent, with by-

pass; controllable with medication” (S084, male, 40 years, population risk). 

Most participants thought that diabetes was easily controlled by healthy lifestyle choices, and 

in the worst case scenario, medication.   

“Diabetes, you know, it’s lifestyle changes.  You know, if worse comes to worse and that’s the 

case, then you go on either pills or insulin. So that’s not life threatening” (T011, male, 49 years, 

increased risk diabetes). 

“Especially Type II which depending upon the reason…, it can be controlled with diet or it’s just 

a simple” (S084, male, 40 years, population risk). 

5.3.10.2.3.8 External influences 

A number of external factors were described as impacting upon a person’s sense of risk.  

5.3.10.2.3.8.1 Media 

A number of participants mentioned the media as a source of information about health, yet 

noted that due to the large number of messages put forward, they were usually left feeling 

uncertain about what to believe. Some participants felt that that the bombardment’ of health 

care messages being distributed could lead to being overwhelmed and ultimately lead to 

scepticism and confusion.   

“I also think there’s a big pressure in society to, um, be slim and all the rest of that… There are 

so many studies out there and you read so many different things... they all seem to contradict 

each other...There seem to be so many conflicting reports about, um, what can be done or how 
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it can be prevented. It seems more, um, luck of the draw basically. I think also you see stories in 

the media about cancer quite a lot. So I think there’s a heightened awareness through reading 

stories about it as well” (T031, female, 31 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

“There’s usually something on the news or in the... on the radio or in the paper at least every 

second day, if not every day...around what we should be doing to... in terms of eating and 

exercising. But I think sometimes the message is too much, people just tune out to it...Yeah, it 

becomes blah-blah-blah” (D005, female, 42 years, population risk). 

Sometimes advertising campaigns reinforced people’s sense of vulnerability, building upon 

their existing beliefs. One woman described the impact of a particular public healthcare 

campaign around melanoma, as she was able to directly relate to its hard-hitting message: 

“Around the time dad died we heard of other people who had it... I don’t know, you see, you 

know you see some of those cases on TV? Of the young surfing guy who died in his 30s... And 

you just – the more you hear about melanoma, it’s just so aggressive... it seems that once it’s 

metastasised, it’s very rare that anyone actually beats it” (T008, female, 34, father and 

paternal aunt died melanoma). 

5.3.10.2.3.8.2 Celebrity diagnosis 

Celebrity diagnosis of illness was viewed differently to healthcare media campaigns and 

tended to have a greater impact on people’s sense of vulnerability:  

“There seems to be some families that do have a predisposition and it seems to increase your 

likelihood but then other people seem to get it just out of the blue... Do you remember – did 

you see on the news Martina Navratilova last week? She was just saying she was so fit and so 

healthy, and couldn’t believe it, her history of anything and then she said she thought she’d 

never get it and she did” (S089, female, 42 years, increased risk heart disease and diabetes). 

Despite this, some participants mentioned that it didn’t matter what the media or television 

programmes presented; it was only when one has the lived experience of witnessing someone 

close to them being diagnosed, living with and even dying from a disease, that they could 

appreciate the seriousness of an illness: 

“I find it really helpful if your friends tell you what’s happening to them or their family or 

something, because then if it happens to you, you know what to expect of you can take 
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precautions and things like that. Information is really helpful... it needs to be real information 

from your friends not just stuff you’ve seen on perhaps TV shows or something, some real cases 

and things” (S089, female, 42 years, increased risk heart disease and diabetes). 

“But then I guess because of the times we live in unfortunately it seems to be all be getting 

worse. But it’s when it’s one of your own friends or people immediate to you… not something 

that you see on the television or read in the newspaper, that you really sit up and listen” (S099, 

female, 37 years, population risk). 

5.3.10.2.4 Family history screening 

5.3.10.2.4.1 Primary care setting  

Whilst all participants agreed that general practice was the best setting for family history 

screening to occur, many participants suggested that their expectations of GPs in terms of 

family history screening have fallen short of reality. The interview data suggested that whilst 

some GPs ask new patients about any significant family history screening, most people had not 

experienced regular questioning by their GP around their family histories as part of ongoing 

primary preventive care. It was usually the patient who broached the issue of family history 

with the GP as a direct result of a diagnosis or death in the family.  

“The only time really, you know when you first go in and they (GP) get a brief family history and 

then when I went in with the blood pressure issues, but even then it wasn’t really much, it was 

more just does your dad or mum have it?  That was about it” (S084, male, 40 years, population 

risk. 

“I did raise it with my GP. I mentioned to her that you know, there’s this family history and that 

um, coz I wasn’t even aware of what the age – I assumed that it was about 40 that the, you 

know, the government sponsored mammograms are and when you have to go and that sort of 

thing... So I did have this discussion with my GP but she didn’t mention the Genetic Services of 

WA at all with me…So it wasn’t you know, she wasn’t particularly um... she wasn’t very 

encouraging, but she wasn’t discouraging either“ (G070, female, 33 years, increased risk 

breast/ovarian cancer) 

Family history screening was considered to fall under the umbrella of ‘holistic care’ – a 

preventive tool, to complement other forms of screening. Participants therefore viewed their 
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GP as the healthcare professional who was best placed to be considering this broad aspect of 

their own and their families’ health.  

“I don’t think that it’s really the obligation of the GP, but I think it’s probably a positive thing if 

they do, ‘cause many people just wouldn’t do it otherwise...So for instance you might feel silly... 

going to the doctor because you want a check up or something, but if the doctor says to you oh 

well, you know you should have a check up once a year once you turn 50 or something then you 

probably would” (T038, female, 45 years, increased risk heart disease). 

Participants described that ideally, the patient-GP relationship should be a ‘two-way 

partnership’.  Discussion around the role of the GP and the patient with regards to family 

history screening found that most participants believed that both the individual patient and 

their GP were responsible for family history screening.  

“People need to take one hundred percent responsibility for their life. And not go in there and 

expect a doctor to know everything about them, unless they’re actively, proactively willing to 

build up the case scenario, and take the information to the doctor and actually say “look, I’ve 

looked into this and I want a record of this on my file so that I can refer to it next time I come to 

see you” (S081, female, 37 years, increased risk melanoma). 

Despite this however, a common opinion was that only a small number of GPs will have the 

time, patience and interest to integrate family history screening routinely into their daily care. 

The GP was considered a source of screening information. It is expected that the GP will 

enquire about a patient’s family history, however, it is acknowledged that the patient 

themselves must be aware of their own family history information. 

 “Well I guess it would be a huge impact on time.  I mean GPs always seem so busy… and 

there’s always these big waiting times and so I could see that being a big impact.  I imagine my 

doctor would embrace it and she’d see the value of it and be open to it but I guess there’s other 

doctors who you know aren’t as holistic so I imagine that that would be different for different 

doctors as well” (T049, female, 38 years, increased risk melanoma, increased risk diabetes). 

“In days gone by it was different, because your whole family had the same GP and he was your 

GP forever and a day ‘til he died….They knew your family history, so there wasn’t that need to 

get to know it, whereas now, being a population that’s so diverse, you get families that move 

around so much and also there is no such thing as a local GP anymore in all reality...You try to 

get in to see your GP, you’re lucky if you can… I think that’s been lost… just the time that they 
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have now, because they’re so busy, trying to see patients, there’s just not the same time to go 

into that sort of detail” (S084, male, 40 years, population risk). 

“You go in because you’ve got something wrong with you at the time. You don’t go in there to 

say look, this is my family history – and I could have these things wrong with me – they’re not 

going to do them (further tests) unless you’ve got something actually wrong with you” (T013, 

female, 47, increased risk diabetes). 

5.3.10.2.4.2 Risk categorisation 

Participants were asked to consider how they felt about the risk categories they had been 

placed in as a result of family history screening. Participants who were assigned ‘population 

risk’ status generally felt a sense of relief and reassurance.  

“Although I think deep down I knew that there weren’t any major risks for me...But it still made 

me feel better after talking to you....and when you said “Nah, there’s nothing jumping out”. .. it 

was just like a second opinion or peace of mind, it did definitely make me feel better” (T063, 

female, 42 years, population risk). 

However, others failed to be reassured by ‘population risk’ information, still feeling vulnerable, 

particularly towards less common diseases that they had witnessed in family members. 

 “I don’t think it sort of eased any sort of fear of cancer or anything like that. Because um, even 

though I’m still in that average range you are still get those rare forms of cancer or those 

cancers that aren’t really genetically based... like my uncle has a brain tumour, and just ovarian 

cancers and things like that” (G075, female, 31 years, increased risk diabetes). 

In some cases of familial cancer, participants were assigned a ‘moderately increased’ risk 

status. For these people, there was a sense of ambivalence attached to responses. For 

example, according to the risk assessment and management guidelines for those at 

moderately increased risk, there is very little in the way of specific advice for these people. The 

recommendation to consider more frequent and/or earlier screening seemed little 

consolation.  

“And obviously low risk – that’s good.  But to be told you’re moderate risk is really... well 

doesn’t actually. You know, that isn’t so um, you know... I think I was initially put into the 

moderately increased group before we talked about it, and realised it was more like high. It 
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wasn’t anything that certainly put any alarm bells in my head” (G070, female, 33 years, 

increased risk breast/ovarian cancer). 

One woman who was assessed as being at moderately increased risk group for breast and 

ovarian cancer, described that formal familial risk assessment was helpful in dispelling the 

higher risk assessment she previously held: 

“I think I was within the slightly to moderately increased. And I think for me in my mind, before 

I’d done this study, I was in the high risk. So I think for me, um, it may be alleviated a little bit of 

that because it sort of brought me down a category, I guess, in my mind ‘cause I had sort of just 

formulated that myself” (T031, female, 31 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer).  

People at increased risk of a disease described that they were not overly surprised, and that 

they had expected an increased risk outcome even before the family history screening process:  

“I think it was just reassuring that I’m doing the right thing as far as keeping an eye on 

melanoma... and you know, apart from that, i don’t think there’s any significant areas of 

concern for me. So i think generally me and my family lead a relatively healthy lifestyle and eat 

well, and do all the right things! <laughs>... so i don’t think we’d necessarily be at any higher 

risk than anyone else” (T008, female, 34 years, increased risk melanoma: father and paternal 

aunt died melanoma). 

 “I think that I would be in denial if I said no... I mean it seems obvious to me that if other 

people, like my parents have had it, then I think that it does slightly increase my risk... Yeah, I 

think it would be pure denial to say ‘oh no, it doesn’t mean that I’ll get it’... and you know, that 

the easy way out, to just say ‘oh, it won’t happen to me’” (S081, female, 37 years, increased 

risk melanoma). 

5.3.10.2.5 Coming to terms with familial risk – coping and controlling 

5.3.10.2.5.1 Lifestyle choices 

Healthy lifestyle choices around diet and exercise were universally acknowledged as important 

in prevention and early detection of chronic disease. However, stage of life tended to temper 

decisions around these. 

“I have adjusted my diet and exercise obviously.  So because I can control it, it makes me feel a 

little bit better and like I'm keeping a close eye on this.  I'd rather, if I can help it, for as long as 
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possible not have to take any medication for it” (T010, female, 32 years, personal history 

hypertension). 

 “I suppose I haven’t put too much thought into it because I’m really at this point in time under 

a lot of stress at work… plus the fact that I’ve got fresh in the back of my mind I’ve got another 

child on the way...it’s finding the time and the will and the desire to do something about it” 

(S130, male, 49 years, increased risk diabetes). 

Participants believed that individual attitudes and ultimately having a positive mindset and 

reduction in stress were key factors in controlling chronic risk.   

“I would say diet, exercise... and I guess just general well-being? You know, just being happy in 

ourselves and not, you know, having too much stress in our life...And I think that’s something 

my husband and I talk about quite a bit...We sort of often talk about whether we should 

borrow more money to build a bigger house, and we usually come to the same conclusion 

<laugh> that we’ll stick with what we’ve got and not stress out!” (T008, female, 34 years, 

increased risk melanoma). 

“I think it’s important to remain practical about the whole thing. So yeah, I’ll just do the best I 

can but without, without sort of keeping myself up at night” (G070, female, 33 years, increased 

risk breast/ovarian cancer).  

Whilst elements of fatalism were present, there was an overall tendency for participants to 

adopt preventive measures and a positive outlook when describing personal risk. 

“I do believe that if you treat your body in more of a positive way that you can sort of avoid 

these things. But who know at the end of the day. If your time is up, your time is up, right?” 

(W136, male, 33 years, potentially high risk colorectal cancer).  

One participant however, with a paternal family history of dementia (T066), demonstrated a 

degree of fatalism through imagining her possible future with a certain sense of ‘black’ 

humour:  

“And we even do now in a morbid way make jokes about it in our family. It was Fathers’ Day 

yesterday and my sister bought dad a puzzle book to keep his mind active” (T066, female, 41 

years, family history of dementia).  

5.3.10.2.5.2 Screening 
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Participants described the sense of reassurance gained through undertaking screening for the 

condition present in their family.  

 “I know that having this screening thing doesn’t mean I’m not going to get it. I know that. All 

I’m – what I do this for is that if I was to get that, it would be picked up early enough and that I 

might have a better prognosis…But I don’t know that. And I guess you know, just going along 

there anyway makes me feel better. You know, I just had my pelvic floor scan and you know, I 

come away and I think oh good. At least I know that there’s nothing huge there at this point in 

time. And you know it is mind settling – it is good… it makes me feel better anyway” (G087, 

female, 47 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer).  

“With breast cancer all I can really do is do my self-checks and have my annual checks with my 

GP. I mean, what else am I really going to do?  If there is anything, make sure that I know that 

there are changes and get onto them really early” (T028, female, 41 years, population risk). 

One participant hypothesised as to why people wouldn’t want to screen for disease: 

“I don’t think people have... have faith in screening. A lot of people sort of think I’ll worry about 

it when I get the warning sign and I’ll worry about it when it happens sort of thing” (T116, 

male, 43 years, increased risk prostate cancer).  

Others described that whilst the ‘worried well’ of the community may over-screen, there was 

always the chance that something would be picked up through screening:  

“You know, some people are anxious and over screen.  But then they pick up something, which 

you would never know and others feel perfectly healthy or feel a few twitches, don't do 

anything at all, have no screening and then they are riddled with cancer” (T028, female, 41 

years, population risk).  

5.3.10.2.5.3 Consultation with a healthcare professional 

Participants felt that there was a high quality of healthcare available in Australia and had 

distinct faith in future breakthroughs in medical science and the promise of cures for chronic 

diseases.  

“Look, my dad died when I was thirteen from a heart attack. And I look now and think if what 

happened to my dad then, happened now, they could have probably saved him... So you know, 

whilst my kids are young, I’m just hopeful that in twenty years time  there’s going to be the 
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technology that’s going to give them – if something like that happened to them” (G087, 

female, 47 years, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer, increased risk heart disease). 

“Um, down the track. But you know, by the time they (children) get into the 55-65 uh, range, 

I’m sure that they’ll have a, some sort of stem cell solution to the diabetes!” (T011, male, 49 

years, increased risk diabetes). 

5.3.10.2.5.4 Barriers to help-seeking 

A number of participants noted that throughout their life, their own self-identity has been a 

barrier to addressing health-related problems.  For example, one woman described that being 

self-conscious about her body meant that she did not attend her GP for clinical examination 

for skin cancer screening: 

“And although the doctor did tell me for quite a few years that I should get this mole checked 

out, I didn’t. And I think that was from being overweight. I just didn’t feel comfortable with 

having someone look at me so I actually did leave it for a number of years and whether that 

was fear of the, you know what they might find, but I think it was more of my body image” 

(T049, female, personal history melanoma). 

Another woman in her 40s described her reluctance to go to the gym due to lack of self-

confidence followed by her perception that her increasing age poses additional barriers: 

“I’ve also got huge confidence issues. So to go into a gym, that was a really big deal for me... 

And then I have started to going to the gym and doing things and that’s fantastic, but to shift 

weight or to see changes now at my age – I don’t care what anybody says, you hit 40 and my 

God, it’s just creeping up and creeping up and I go to the gym twice a week and I try and walk 

and I can’t shift it” (T063, female, 42 years). 

Female participants offered a variety of reason for why men supposedly don’t attend for 

screening or are reluctant to seek healthcare advice:  

“I think it’s a societal thing... you know, you don’t want to be a whinger, got to you know buck 

up... mean are supposed to you know, suck it up and so on“ (T040, female, 41 years, increased 

risk melanoma, moderate risk ovarian cancer).  

However, a number of male participants did not confirm this, demonstrating a similar level of 

self-care as females: 
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“So yeah, for me, I suppose because of what I’m exposed to, it’s kind of like well look after 

yourself a bit champ, you know? Um, ‘cause you’ve only got one body... and I want to be 

around for a long time to be honest with you...I know there’s screening programs out there, 

and we’ve got some family friends who have got a terrible history of bowel cancer in their 

family and dying young...So you know I’m certainly aware of that and I mean I’d be worried 

about it...I’d be trying to look after myself the best I could... and you know for me, I’d probably 

be having a regular screening” (D009, male, 38 years, increased risk diabetes, paramedic). 

Views about women in their role as the ‘traditional’ wife and /or mother also emerged, and in 

some ways were used as an excuse for poor attendance to their health: 

“I honestly think those women get so caught up in their children’s lives and in their husband’s 

lives that they forget about their own life... and they become an appendage. They become 

either somebody’s mother or somebody’s wife...And everyone else’s needs comes before 

them... And what happens is there are so many pressures to conform... that those mothers 

particularly are run ragged trying to keep up with kids’ social life, what they should be doing for 

their children to be performing at the level that they are at school. Um, but yeah, exercise and, 

and eating well...often take a little bit of a back seat” (D005, female, 42 years, population risk, 

personal trainer). 

5.3.10.2.6 Using the FHQ 

Interviewees were asked to reflect upon the FHQ they completed at the baseline appointment. 

Areas such as the ease of completion, the mode of delivery and the perceived positive and 

negative aspects of the tool were explored. 

5.3.10.2.6.1 Ease of completion and mode of delivery 

Many participants noted that a FHQ that could be completed online would be preferable to a 

paper-based questionnaire. Some participants said that if it was electronic and available from 

home via the internet, there would be additional benefits. One such benefit could be an 

increased likelihood for people to broach the topic of ‘family health talk’ with their family 

members when collecting information pertaining to the family history. Also, through 

completing the FHQ online, it is possible that patients would spend more time completing the 

FHQ, and not be rushed by the waiting room setting.  
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“Online is always good I guess. You can do it any time which is never a bad thing. But I suppose 

there’s always a large part of the community that can’t get online. So you’d have to have 

another option…but online is always good“(G070, female, 33 years, increased risk 

breast/ovarian cancer). 

“I mean if something came through from our GP saying that this is what they were going to be 

doing, yeah, I'd be happy to do it on line. I mean, that way at least you can choose the time and 

take your time to go through and answer all the questions” (W142, female, 48 years, increased 

risk breast cancer, increased risk heart disease). 

One participant countered the above argument and described that: 

“The average person, if it was sent to their home it wouldn’t happen. Um, but in a waiting 

room, waiting to be seen by a GP I think yes, that would happen...If it was done at home… I 

think people would rush through it to be honest… and not pay attention, they possibly wouldn’t 

take it as seriously… or they would overlook how useful it could be. Whereas if you’re sitting in 

a waiting room, that’s possibly where their mind is at, thinking about their health” (S099, 

female, 37 years, population risk). 

Some participants preferred the idea of a paper-based questionnaire, or at least the idea of 

offering both electronic and paper options: 

 “No, I think the paper one is probably better um just talking for my age group… I think (there 

are) too many emails, people forget them in busy lives” (S098, female, 50 years, increased risk 

breast cancer, increased risk diabetes). 

“I suppose it just depends on the demographic of people that you’re going to see. I mean even… 

if you had a PC in the waiting room...That people could go through the form. But yeah, the 

elderly people you might be talking to, by the time they hunt and peck the typing, it’s just not 

going to work! So what you need to do...you’re really going to have to do both and have an 

option for people to use the online data entry form on a website as well as having the paper-

based” (T011, male, 49 years, increased risk diabetes). 

5.3.10.2.6.2 FHQ 

Overall the FHQ was considered acceptable from the patient perspective. It was described as 

brief and easy to complete, self-explanatory and non-invasive.  
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“The actual questionnaire is very easy to understand... It’s quick, more importantly, ‘cause most 

of us are time poor” (D005, female, 42 years, population risk). 

“I found it really self-explanatory and easy to fill out and it was quite interesting because it 

gave me a few things to think about and I hadn't thought about that before and you know.  I 

didn't know that this affected that ethnic group more than this one, which I thought was really 

interesting.  But it was easy to fill out, very easy” (T028, female, 41 years, population risk). 

5.3.10.2.6.3 Potential concerns around the FHQ 

A small number of potential concerns were raised around the FHQ. Some participants 

described that the difficulty in recalling family history information or not having adequate 

knowledge around their family history:  

 “I guess with a blood test and say a pap smear and those kind of examples, you’ve, you’ve got 

diagnosed medical information, you know, you do a test, you test for this and it’s either there 

or it’s not. But with something that you’re relying on your sort of memory...there’s always a 

chance I guess of user error” (T066, female, 41 years, population risk). 

 “The only thing I suppose I think is that um, you know a lot of people wouldn’t have the 

knowledge... and also the interest” (T040, female, 41 years, increased risk melanoma, 

increased risk ovarian cancer). 

Another potential negative aspect around family history screening was identified as the 

potential for family history screening to be psychologically upsetting for those people who may 

have experienced recent loss or grief. 

 “Maybe for someone who’s, you know, had a dozen cancer deaths in their family and they 

might...find it difficult to fill out, I don’t know...you know, for someone that’s got um, you 

know, much more complicated health histories then, you know, it could be a bit much, 

particularly if there was a recent loss or something like that...But I just think there’ll be some 

people where they’ll be, you know, sort of some issues that are too fresh or too new or 

prominent...that could be upsetting” (T040, female, 41 years, increased risk melanoma, 

increased risk melanoma). 
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The same woman who provided the above quote, was a counsellor, and added that another 

psychological response to family history screening may be increased anxiety associated with 

being ‘tested’: 

“Also some people find forms like a little bit of a test...You know and it’s like is this going to ... 

how’s this going to be marked” (T040, female, 41 years, increased risk melanoma, increased 

risk melanoma). 

5.3.10.2.6.4 Perceived benefits of the FHQ 

Overall there was general consensus that the FHQ would contribute to preventive medicine at 

both an individual and community level. 

“I just think it helps in the holistic approach to patient care, is to find out what you can about 

that patient, especially to the ones that are concerned, there is definitely a family history trait 

there.  I think that would certainly help, yeah” (S084, male, 40 years, population risk).  

 “I think that um it does highlight for people, it makes them stop and think about it... And if 

they don’t know it makes them go away then and investigate” (S130, male, 49 years, increased 

risk prostate cancer). 

Many participants also demonstrated a sense of empowerment through family history 

screening, with a sense of control over their familial risk as a result of being informed about 

the best course of action to take.  

“But come on! Information is power!” (S081, female, 37 years, increased risk melanoma). 

“But, but just to try and... I guess, if there’s information out there or something that educates 

me a bit more about what’s happening... I’m ready, you know, I like to just listen and hear what 

someone’s got to say” (G087, female, 47, increased risk breast/ovarian cancer).  

5.3.11 Proposed framework 

As themes emerged from my transcripts, it was necessary to re-visit the relevant literature to 

scope where my findings confirmed, disconfirmed or were unique to previous work.  This step 

was instrumental in the development of my conceptual framework which addressed the 

various pathways in coming to terms with familial risk.   
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Whilst the core themes of family unit, individual stage of life and feeling at risk represented 

distinct and unique elements of each person’s life, they were considered to represent 

interactive aspects of one’s life that essentially feed into how a person came to terms with 

their familial risk. I used Walter’s ‘Model of Familial Risk Perception’ [182] as a template for 

the development of a framework that shows how these themes interacted, with particular 

attention to the impact of living in Australia.   

I used Walter’s model as the template for the development of an adapted theoretical 

framework around how one comes to terms with familial risk.  The Model of Familial Risk 

Perception [182] illustrates that once a person acknowledges that an illness runs in their 

family, the family history grows in meaning through many routes until a sense of vulnerability 

to that disease is gained. The person will then attempt to cope with or control that sense of 

vulnerability. This model can be drawn as a flow diagram, as shown in Figure 11 below: 

 

Figure 11. Walter’s Model of Familial Risk Perception [182] 

Walter’s model reflects several of the constructs of Leventhal’s Common Sense Model of Self 

Regulation (CSM) (Figure 12) which arose from the observation that the medical definition of 

symptoms represents only one type of perceptual information needed to appraise a health-risk 

situation [192]. Leventhal identified psychosocial attributes of illness perceptions as: timeline, 

consequences, cause and control, with each of these adding to a person’s understanding of the 

health threat and contributing to their ongoing risk perceptions and worry.  
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Figure 12. Leventhal’s Common Sense Model of Self-Regulation of Health and Illness 

 

Walter [165, 182] described that if a perceived family medical history is viewed as a health 

threat, then the CSM may also be used to interpret patient’s understanding of their family 

history of common chronic disease. She described that the parallel processing of cognitive and 

emotional stimuli, and the iterative nature of evaluation and decision-making that influence 

behaviour, make the CSM particularly well suited to understanding the development of 

perceptions of familial risk [165]. 

In addition to the CSM, Walter’s model was informed by a systematic review of qualitative 

studies that explored how people understand a family history of cancer, coronary artery 

disease, or diabetes [180]. A further interview study [182] enhanced the findings of the review 

and confirmed the Model of Familial Risk Perception. Figure 13 below shows Walter’s ‘Model 

of Familial Risk Perception’ demonstrating the core themes from both the systematic review 

[180] and interview study [182] conducted in England and published in 2006.  
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Figure 13. Core themes that informed Walter’s Model of Familial Risk Perception [182] 

As I examined the core themes from both the systematic review [180] and the interview study 

[182]  by Walter and colleagues that informed this model, I noticed significant overlap with 

those identified in my own data analyses. It was for this reason that my own proposed 

framework was based on Walter’s model [182]. 

Just as Walter described a ‘new affected relative’ as the trigger to set someone thinking about 

their familial risk, my core theme of ‘feeling at risk’ represents a variety of factors (including a 

newly affected relative) in a person’s life that may trigger an individual to consider their 

familial risk. 

Walter describes ‘salience’ as the way in which an individual makes meaning of the new 

affected relative and ultimately undertakes a personalising process in coming to terms with 

their familial risk. Likewise, my core themes of ‘family unit’ and ‘individual stage of life’ 

represent characteristics of one’s family unit as well as their own personal life stage that can 

influence how one responds to familial risk.  

Walter describes the ‘personal sense of vulnerability’ that an individual as a means to cope 

with and control their familial risk. My core themes of ‘coping and controlling’ via a series of 

internal and external mechanisms, such as undertaking family history screening can be likened 

to this.  
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I was therefore able to confirm Walter’s model [182] this as well as provide unique insights 

around the Australian perspective, which could also feed into how a person comes to terms 

with their familial risk (see Figure 14 below). 
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Figure 14. Coming to terms with familial risk: An Australian perspective 
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5.3.12 Discussion 

5.3.12.1 Methodological considerations 

The qualitative data and analyses described in this chapter aimed to compliment the 

quantitative results of the FHQ validation and PIQ analyses.  

The validity of qualitative research has long and frequently been debated [193, 194].  There 

are a number of methodological considerations to address when defending the qualitative 

data from this aspect of the study.  Reflexivity is a crucial step in addressing the validity of the 

qualitative findings.  Through reflecting on the way in which I carried out this research, it is 

acknowledged that the processes I undertook in some ways shaped the outcomes [195]. 

Upfront it must be acknowledged that by virtue of the same research genetic counsellor 

(myself) conducting the baseline family history screening appointment, as well as the follow-

up telephone interviews, that a bias in the data collection and interpretation may exist.  It is 

possible that the content and quality of the follow-up interview was different to what it may 

have been had the interviewer been a ‘stranger’ to the participant.  

At the baseline appointment I worked to build rapport with the participant to allow for 

effective and comfortable communication, and effective sharing of family history information. 

As follow-up telephone interviews were usually only one to two weeks later, the relationship 

built between myself and the interviewee remained on a similar level. This poses a number of 

potential benefits and harms. 

Potential benefits that may have evolved as a result of the interviewer not being a ‘stranger’ to 

the interviewee include improved openness of discussion due to familiarity. Having already 

told the core of their family history once, participants may have been comfortable to elaborate 

on the details and circumstances surrounding the history.  

Potential harms of this method include the possibility that interviewees may have assumed 

that certain aspects of their family history and story in general, had already been conveyed to 

me at the baseline appointment. During the telephone interview I made every effort to avoid 

the conversations referring back to topics already discussed at the baseline appointment, 

without fully re-visiting the topic. For example, sometimes participants used phrases such as: 

“like I told you when we met…..” and continued with a brief re-cap of an aspect of their story. 

When this occurred, my standard reply: “oh yes – can you just remind me of that situation 
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again?” allowed for the person’s story to be re-told and ultimately allowed the transcripts to 

be complete, and provided context for the other coders. 

Another potential drawback to having an established relationship with the interviewee at the 

time of the interview is that through perhaps reluctance to upset or offend me, interviewee 

may have not wanted to be completely honest, particularly around their negative appraisal of 

the family history screening process or the FHQ. 

Qualitative interviews are not always considered a reliable source for information because of 

conscious and deliberate attempts to mislead the interviewer [196].  An attempt to mislead 

the interviewer might occur in a bid to demonstrate the perceived ‘right answer’, what is 

socially the correct opinion or norm, or in the case of healthcare, what the interviewee knows 

to be the answer (e.g. I eat well and exercise to prevent chronic disease). 

Pyett and colleagues further explain this, through presenting the concept of ‘multiple realities’ 

[197]. One must acknowledge that there are multiple realities in research. These are namely 

the world as viewed by each member of the cast; in the case of this study, the participant, the 

researcher, the GP, and even perhaps members of the participant’s family. Each of these 

would have a very different perspective on the research question around the impact of family 

history screening. Whilst it is important to respect the participant’s narrative, it must not 

necessarily agree with their message.  Pyett and colleagues [197] note that individuals  do not 

always understand their own actions or motives, and it is the researcher who has the academic 

obligation to apply critical understandings to the accounts given. In turn, this connects well 

with Benjamin’s [198] description of an interviewee’s narrative. She describes that story tellers 

select the components of their stories or even reconstruct past events or experiences in order 

to convey the meaning that they want the listener to take away. 

Whether there is a difference between the qualities of data received from a face-to-face 

interview as compared to a telephone interview should also be considered. Perhaps due to the 

fact that I had already met the interviewee at the baseline appointment, there was limited or 

no ‘awkwardness’ attached to the telephone calls. One may speculate that when a ‘stranger’ 

phones someone for an interview, there is little opportunity for both verbal and non-verbal 

rapport building, and that a face-to-face interview tends to be more amenable to rapport 

building and subsequent ease of interview. 
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It is a common, and perhaps one of the most fundamental criticisms of qualitative research 

that its process is biased by the implicit assumptions, interests, view-points, prejudices and 

subjective opinions of the researcher [196]. As such, these individual human factors can 

represent both strengths and weaknesses within qualitative enquiry and its analysis. Whilst the 

human factor cannot be excluded from this type of research, it is important to explicitly state 

one’s own implicit interests. 

It is also important to consider the impact of my own professional and personal interests, as 

well as my own current stage of life on the interpretation of interview data.  As a woman in my 

early 30s, who has been married and had my first baby within the last five years, I represent a 

stage of life in which there is much focus on the way in which parenthood changes one’s 

outlook on life, sense of responsibility and priorities.  Furthermore, my genetic counselling 

background meant that at times, the conversational style of the interviews, had the potential 

to enter counselling-like sessions, whereby my exploration of participants’ experiences may 

have extended beyond the scope of the research. Representing both career and family-

oriented roles, it is likely that my own stage of life influences the content of some interviews, 

and generated additional discussion around these themes. 

Angen and colleagues [199] describe that in some instances, the need to be passionately 

involved with the topic when persuasively writing in qualitative research is required. In the 

interview setting, it is the researcher who is the instrument though which the topic is revealed 

and as such, the personal involvement of the researcher in the process, and their ability to 

build rapport and essentially lessen the distance between themselves and the interviewee, 

allows the interviewee to feel comfortable enough to share their true perspective. 

A criticism of qualitative research is that the selection of the unit, in this case, interviewees, 

does not occur systematically and objectively [196].  As such, concern may be raised around 

whether or not each interviewee is ‘typical’ or ‘representative’ of the population. I am mindful 

of the potential recruitment bias not only in this branch of the study, but the family history 

screening study overall. As outlined in Chapter 4, our 526 participants represented less than a 

5% response rate to invitations sent out by primary care practices. As such, it is likely that our 

participants have a vested interest in family history and in increased awareness of familial risk.  

The purposive sampling undertaken for the interview group was an important process in 

optimising the extent to which findings could be generalised back to the larger study group, 

and, whilst mindful of the low response rate, to the general population. Through ensuring a 
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sample that included fair representation of gender, age group, familial disease and risk status, I 

aimed to provide the least biased interview group possible.  

As well as adding rigor to the qualitative interpretations via three coders, it is also evident that 

the data confirms and enhances previous work, as well be demonstrated in the following 

discussion section around thematic analysis.  

Furthermore, although at preliminary comparative stages, it is evident that similar themes are 

emerging from this qualitative data as in the UK branch of this study. My UK colleagues 

conducted face-to-face interviews with participants, and the interviewer was a ‘stranger’ to 

the participant. The comparable themes are reassuring that the variable factors of interviewer 

relatedness to the interviewee and interview technique are not making a significant difference 

to data content. 

5.3.12.2 Summary of thematic analysis 

From the interview process and the qualitative analysis of the interview transcripts the 

following key areas of discussion emerged and will be described in further detail in Chapter 6: 

The novel aspect that emerged from the qualitative analysis was the Australian perspective. 

This encapsulated the unique aspects of geographical distance that Australian families face 

both within the country, but also due to families living in different countries. Historically, the 

Australian perspective offers an insight into the impact of colonisation and war on the family 

unit. 

The core themes that emerged from the analyses largely confirm and enhance previously 

published work in the field. The proposed framework represents the interplay of a person’s 

family, personal and social lives and how these can feed into coming to terms with familial risk. 

Core themes included: 

Family unit:   

Family culture was described as instrumental in one’s ability to access their family history 

information. Underpinning family culture were notions of closeness and distance between 

family members, and the impact that these have on family health talk. 

Different stages of life: 
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One’s personal experiences, present situation and future projections had an impact on family 

history screening, with one’s priorities being different within different roles of each life stage.  

Feeling at risk:  

Factors that were both internal and external to the individual and their family were described 

as having an impact on one’s sense of risk. Having a disease running in the family, or a 

perceived likeness to an affected individual, or having closely experienced an affected close 

family member or friend’s illness are examples of ‘internal’ factors, whilst external factors such 

as the media or celebrity diagnoses also impacted upon people’s sense of risk.   

Coming to terms with familial risk:   

In response to familial risk, a variety of coping and controlling strategies were described by 

participants including lifestyle choices, screening and psychological adaptation. 

Risk categorisation:  

Being identified as increased risk was generally considered a cue to action. For those at 

population risk, a sense of reassurance was gained. Risk assessment via categorisation (high, 

moderate or low risk status) around cancers was generally viewed as not meaningful.  

Family history screening in primary care:  

Interviewees felt that primary care was the optimal setting for family history screening. 

However, in many cases they questioned how GPs would find the time to do this effectively. 

Interviewees generally felt that through patients taking control over their family history 

information, they could facilitate family history screening by raising the issue with their GP.  

FHQ:  

Across the board interviewees described the FHQ as brief and easy to complete. Difficulty in 

recall of family history information was mentioned by some people, however, most felt 

relieved to find out that second degree relatives was the extent of family history information 

required.  Increased anxiety due to being ‘tested’ and emotional upset given a recent family 

diagnosis or death were raised as potential negative side-effects, however, these were not 

directly expressed by any participants.  

Acceptability of family history screening and perceived impact on the community:  
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Overall family history screening was considered an important aspect of primary care, with the 

potential to assist in disease prevention and even reduction in health care costs at a 

community-wide level. Family history screening was considered an essential aspect of the 

holistic primary care that patients expect, yet often do not receive.  
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion 

6.1 Introduction 

Within each preceding chapter I have provided discussion around the methodological issues 

and key findings. This over-arching discussion chapter aims to first remind the reader of the 

timely context within which this research sits, and then to consolidate my results, relate these 

to the existing literature and provide a potential pathway for future clinical application of the 

FHQ.  

6.2 Overall summary of key findings  

Chapter 1 built a case for family history screening in line with the universally accepted WHO 

criteria for appraising screening [39]. Using the relevant literature, aspects of general practice 

that both facilitate and hinder family history collection and familial risk assessment were 

explored. Whilst the family history still represents the best tool for familial risk assessment, 

there are time constraints inherent to general practice that prevent the full pedigree being 

routinely and consistently applied to every patient. 

Chapter 2 provided a systematic review of existing family history instruments designed for 

clinical use which had been formally evaluated. A plethora of FHQs were identified but few had 

been formally evaluated.  Sixteen papers met inclusion criteria reporting fourteen different 

FHQs. The majority of FHQs focused on one or more cancers. Twelve papers reported on the 

evaluation of a FHQ in a non-referred population, predominantly in primary care practice. Four 

papers reported a formal validation of a FHQ against a reference standard, demonstrating 

reasonable accuracy.  Six further papers showed that a FHQ can be used to identify 

populations at increased risk of cancer, many of whom had not been previously identified. Two 

papers found a positive impact of using a FHQ on subsequent cancer screening, and a further 

three found no significant psychological long-term harm associated with their use. 

Importantly, the systematic review demonstrated that there were no simple, short and generic 

FHQs suitable for use in primary care practice that have been evaluated for clinical use.  

Chapter 3 described the process undertaken to develop the FHQ. Based on health burden, 

family history being a risk predictor, and effective interventions being available for patients 

identified at increased risk, chronic diseases including heart disease, diabetes, melanoma and 

breast, ovarian, colorectal and prostate cancers were identified as potential candidates for 

inclusion in the FHQ. Using the evidence-based guidelines in combination with pre-existing 
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questions in the grey and published literature, a set of 15 binary response questions were 

developed around these diseases to form the FHQ.  

Piloting this initial version of the FHQ demonstrated that invitation via postal mail-out was the 

best recruitment method for the study. A small number of phrasing, format and ordering 

changes were made to the pilot FHQ to create the final version. 

Chapter 4 described the methods undertaken to validate the FHQ. Five hundred and twenty-six 

patients across six primary care practices were recruited into the study. The key findings of the 

validation exercise were that nine questions were identified as most effective at identifying 

individuals at increased risk of the seven conditions pertaining to the FHQ. The sensitivities of 

questions ranged from 76% to 92% and the specificities ranged from 81% to 98%.  

For breast, ovarian and colorectal cancers, a combination of questions from the FHQ proved to 

have better diagnostic accuracy than any single question alone. Broad questions around ‘any 

condition’ or ‘any cancer’ running in the family did not perform well due to poor specificity.  

With a low response rate of 4.5% it was likely that a significant response bias was present, 

whereby individuals with a particular interest in family history were more likely to participate 

in the study. The implication of this on the FHQ’s performance is that the prevalence of 

increased familial risk, 51.5%, is likely to be raised in my study group, compared with the 

wider, general population. Therefore the positive predictive value in this group is likely to be 

over-estimated compared to the wider general practice population, whilst the sensitivity and 

specificity should stay the same. Comparative findings from the Family Healthware Impact 

Trial showed an even higher prevalence (82%) of being at strong or moderate familial risk for 

at least one of the core diseases, although this may be related to the stratification criteria used 

in the trial having a low threshold [160].  

The first part of Chapter 5 described the quantitative methods undertaken to determine the 

psychological impact of family history taking in primary care. Psychological impact 

questionnaires (PIQs) showed that disease-specific worry was significantly higher amongst 

participants identified as being at increased risk of at least one of the core conditions, as were 

perceptions of comparative risk and perceived susceptibility. At three months follow-up, the 

increased risk group were significantly more likely to have consulted with a healthcare 

professional about their familial risk, and across the three month period the increased risk 

group were also more likely to have found out about further tests. Stepwise multiple 
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regression did not identify any predictors of behaviour change that were statistically 

significant.  

Finally, the 28 in-depth interviews provided rich qualitative data around the impact of family 

history screening. Core themes around family unit, stage of life and external factors emerged, 

and were shown to interact with one another and feed into how one comes to terms with 

familial risk. Whilst themes tended to confirm and enhance existing findings from the 

literature, exploration around living in Australia and the impact that this has on the family unit 

was provided.  A theoretical framework was developed to describe these processes.   

Interviewees described that the FHQ was an acceptable instrument for family history 

screening, and was considered easy to complete and not time consuming.  The perceived 

potential barriers around the integration of the FHQ into routine primary care included a 

perceived lack of time and in some cases inclination or interest by GPs. It was suggested that 

providing the FHQ in electronic format and retaining the patient-completed nature of the tool 

would facilitate integration into primary care.  

6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Recent developments: family history screening in primary care 

Since I commenced this research, the field of family history screening in primary care has 

continued to attract considerable international attention. There is growing interest in how best 

to engage with GPs and better use the family history in primary care to allow for more 

effective, tailored chronic disease prevention. 

In August 2009, the NIH State of the Science Conference was held in Bethesda, Maryland, USA 

to address ‘Family History and Improving Health.’ The objective of the meeting was to provide 

health care providers, patients, and the general public with a responsible assessment of 

currently available data on family history and improving health [43]. Experts from pertinent 

fields recognised that family history has an important role in the practice of medicine and may 

motivate positive lifestyle changes, enhance individual empowerment, and influence clinical 

interventions. Considering the available evidence, it was stated that despite the recognised 

importance of family history screening, it remains unclear how this information can be 

effectively gathered and used in the primary care setting for common diseases.  As a result, a 

call to action was issued:  
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“For a systematically collected family history for common diseases to become an evidence-

based tool in the primary care setting, substantial additional research is needed” 

NIH State-of-the-Science Conference: Family History and Improving Health, August 24-26, 2009, 

Bethesda Maryland, Final Panel Statement  [43].  

The NIH Conference was therefore timely in terms of my research which essentially aimed to 

address this challenge[43].  

In Australia, different State Health Departments have engaged in some community awareness 

programmes including the ‘Start the Conversation Campaign’ in New South Wales [200] and 

the ‘Family Health History Program’ in Western Australia [201]. Whilst the Western Australian 

campaign was funded in 2006 by the Australian Better Health Initiative of the Council of 

Australian Governments, there have been no country-wide attempts to raise awareness of 

family history and its health implications. A promising move by the Federal Government was 

made in November 2006 when the ‘45-49 Year Old Health Check’ was introduced to the 

Medicare Benefits Schedule, Item 717 aimed to assist GPs in detecting and preventing chronic 

diseases, and to enable strategies for intervention.  This was available as a once only service to 

people in this age bracket who had one or more identifiable risk factors for chronic disease 

including lifestyle risk factors such as smoking and physical inactivity, biomedical risk factors 

such as high cholesterol and high blood pressure, and family history of a chronic disease [202]. 

At this time, I hoped that the development and validation of the FHQ would compliment this 

new item. However, at the end of April, 2010, this item was discontinued. My correspondence 

with Medicare Australia revealed that all health assessment items were rolled into a smaller 

number of associated items that theoretically covered the same preventive services 

(previously items 700, 702, 709, 712, 713, 714, 716, 717, 718 and 719 were rolled into items 

701, 703, 705 and 710). However, upon close examination of these updated items the only 

mention of family history is around indication for diabetes screening in the 45-49 year old age 

group. The recommendation to undertake familial risk assessment more generally is not listed 

in any of the current health assessment items. 

6.3.2 Systematic review  

The systematic review reinforced that there is little evidence in the literature around the 

clinical utility of the family history in primary care, or around the impact family history 

screening may have on psychological well-being or decisions around lifestyle choices and 

screening. 
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 As described in Chapter 2, there are a number of family history tools available for both 

consumer and healthcare professionals’ use that aim to collect family history information and 

in some cases, provide familial risk assessment and preventive management advice.  In an age 

where information, reliable or not, is literally a strike of the keyboard away, one could 

speculate that the lay person is increasingly aware of family history as a risk factor for disease 

and is actively seeking information and preventive measures. Ideally, GPs should be armed 

with adequate knowledge and tools to deal with this. In retrospect, it was heartening to learn 

from the qualitative interviews that despite the vast amount of information available on the 

internet, people still view their GP as the best person to speak to about their family history and 

where initial family history screening and management advice should occur. Scoping what 

family history tools were available to GPs was an important first step. 

The initial unrefined search for FHQs identified a plethora of FHQs but few had been formally 

evaluated.  Forty four potential publications were reviewed and sixteen papers met our 

inclusion criteria reporting fourteen different FHQs. Several short single-cancer specific FHQs 

exist, but there are no simple, short generic FHQs suitable for use in primary care practice. 

Overall it was found that FHQ s can be used to obtain reasonably accurate family history 

information and to identify populations at increased disease risk. They have been shown to 

have a positive impact on cancer screening and are not associated with long-term 

psychological harm. 

Due to family history receiving a remarkable amount of attention in recent years however, it 

was necessary to keep up-to-date with the literature emerging in this field, and to reflect upon 

what has been achieved since the systematic review was published. 

A number of systematic reviews [44] [203] [204]have been published in similar areas that 

confirm my findings and further justify the need for a primary care-based FHQ that has been 

validated to identify patients at increased risk of a range of chronic diseases to be applied in 

primary care.  

Wilson and colleagues [44] conducted a systematic review to assess the beneficial and adverse 

effects of collecting family history in primary care populations; how well family history predicts 

individual disease risk and how accurately patients report it.  Amongst 137 publications that 

met eligibility criteria, they found insufficient evidence that evaluated how to collect family 

history information accurately in the primary care setting and the effects of taking family 
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history on patient outcomes. Furthermore, patients tended to correctly report the absence of 

disease in family members more often than the presence of disease.  

Another recent systematic review by Plat and colleagues [203] aimed to summarise the 

knowledge on the use of comprehensive family history taking for common multi-factorial 

disease in primary care. Amongst 27 papers, it was found that GPs agreed that taking a family 

history is the task of the primary care physician however there is currently wide variability and 

low regular updating achieved in this task.  The systematic review concluded that there were 

no family history tools yet that are sufficiently feasible and reproducible for application in 

primary care.  

Finally, Qureshi and colleagues [204] reviewed tools applicable to the primary care assessment 

of family history of breast, colorectal, ovarian and prostate cancer.  18 relevant family history 

tools were identified, with 11 developed for use in primary care. Whilst few in number, the 

tools that had been formally evaluated, performed well. The potential for misclassification of 

patients at population risk however, was highlighted.  

Regarding relevant FHQs that have been published since the cut-off date of inclusion in my 

systematic review (December 2009), I have scoped the literature to find an additional 10 

papers, plus one poster abstract of interest.  Had these papers been published prior to 

December 2007, not all of these papers would have necessarily met my inclusion criteria as 

validated tools. However, they would have at least have been considered at the initial scoping 

stage, and are noteworthy in the field of family history screening in the clinical setting.  

Appendix I summarises these papers in alphabetical order of author. 

Since 2009, several reports have been published concerning Family Healthware [30, 42, 160, 

205, 206] which potentially provides the best current evidence around the use and impact of a 

family history screening tool in primary care. The only form of validation that has thus far been 

achieved around this tool however, is comparison of the tool with patient medical chart 

information, and not a three generation pedigree. As demonstrated in studies such as Grover 

[68], Alberto [55] and Murff [207] chart documentation has not been shown to be 

comprehensive in capturing detailed family history information.  
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6.3.3 Development and diagnostic performance of the FHQ 

The systematic review highlighted a call for future research to identify specific strategies and 

tool features to promote accurate family history collection and familial risk assessment. The 

subsequent development of a FHQ used information gathered in the review process, as well as 

from the literature around the barriers GPs face regarding family history collection in primary 

care, in a bid to provide both a user-friendly and clinically relevant and accurate tool.   

Through assessing the diagnostic performance of the FHQ, a number of key areas of discussion 

emerged.  Within Chapter 4 I have reflected upon recruitment issues, the generalisability of 

the participant group, issues around the response rate, and the potential biases inherent to 

this aspect of the study. I will therefore now move on to consider the diagnostic performance 

of the FHQ. 

6.3.3.1 Risk group categorisation 

6.3.3.1.1 Reference standard 

As described in Chapter 3, the FHQ was not intended to assist in stratifying respondents into 

more specific risk groups, but rather to serve as a triaging tool, separating patients that 

required a more detailed risk assessment. This is particularly relevant when considering a 

number of the familial risk guidelines for cancers, in which there are often tiers of risk 

categories and associated guidelines: population, moderately increased risk and potentially 

high risk.  

Interestingly, the guidelines do not offer advice around what constitutes ‘slightly above 

population risk’.  Having a family history of a disease probably does increase one’s risk 

compared to someone with no family history of the same disease, however not sufficiently to 

alter screening recommendations.  

Risk categorisation surrounding ovarian cancer proved to be particularly problematic. Risk 

categories for ovarian cancer, as defined by the ‘Red Book’[96, 99, 100] describe that 

population risk or moderately increased risk are combined into one category and constitute 

the one, lower risk group. This is distinct from the ‘potentially high risk’. The assumption is 

made that anything outside of ‘no family history of epithelial ovarian cancer’ that does not fit 

‘potentially high risk’ criteria would place one at moderately increased risk. However, this 

raises some concern, as a number of women are placed at moderate risk, despite clinical 

intuition. For example, according to screening guidelines, having a second degree relative 
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diagnosed with ovarian cancer at any age, places one at moderately increased risk. If this 

diagnosis is at an elderly age, and there is no other relevant family history, this does not seem 

an appropriate risk assessment, and suggests that the risk assessment guidelines around 

ovarian cancer are too sensitive.  Despite this, for the sake of consistency, this analysis has 

chosen to abide by the guidelines, with an acceptance that there may be an inaccurate 

estimation of increased risk of ovarian cancer.  

In general terms, a number of inconsistencies in the ‘Red Book’ made risk assessment difficult 

at times. This occurred not only across different editions of the guidelines, but also within the 

one version. For example, because ovarian cancer is one cancer that is related to HNPCC, there 

are a number of high risk factors that are essentially ‘shared’ between bowel and ovarian 

cancer.  Within the ‘Red Book’, under the potentially high risk breast and ovarian cancer 

section, one rule notes that: Three or more first or second degree relatives on the same side of 

the family diagnosed with any cancers associated with HNPCC: CRC (particularly if diagnosed 

before the age of 50, endometrial, ovarian or gastric cancers, and cancers involving the renal 

tract – this mimics the NBCC guidelines.  However, when one turns to the bowel cancer 

section, under ‘potentially high risk’, the HNPCC-related cancers are listed as: endometrium, 

ovary, pancreas, hepatobiliary tract, stomach, small intestine (usually duodenum or jejunum), 

upper urinary tract (transitional cell carcinoma of ureter and renal pelvis), and brain 

(glioblastoma).  

An example of how different editions of the guidelines will pose difficulties around risk 

assessment, is regarding prostate cancer: In the 6th edition, the increased risk rule stated that 

men with one or more first degree relatives diagnosed under the age of 60 years were flagged 

at increased risk. In the 7th edition this was changed to 65 years, with a further rule that men 

with a first-degree relative with familial breast cancer (BRCA1 or BRCA2) were also at increased 

risk.  

For consistency of risk assessment the 6th edition was used as the reference standard for all 

participants. However, clinically it was important to discuss these changes with participants 

and make them aware of what was current recommendation at that time.  

The ‘gold standard’ risk assessment was provided with three levels of potential evidence: the 

‘Red Book’s’ evidence-based guidelines, expert opinion provided by a clinical geneticist around 

complex histories, and finally via a second researcher conducting ‘quality assurance’ through 

providing risk assessment on a random 50 pedigrees.  The following four cases were 
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considered ‘complex’ and required consultation with the geneticist and/or group consensus 

concerning risk stratification. 
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Case 1: T080 

Basic information: 48 year old female, with Italian ancestry and three children 

Self-reported medical family history: At the time of our appointment, T080 had just found out 

that one of her brothers had been diagnosed with stage 4 bowel cancer. She described that 

amongst herself and her six siblings, “tummy problems” were common, including stomach 

ulcers, coeliac disease, gluten intolerance and “bile flushing disorders”. T080’s father was 

diagnosed with kidney cancer at 73, and her paternal aunt was diagnosed with breast cancer in 

her 50s and stomach cancer in her 50s or 60s. Her paternal grandmother had died from 

stomach cancer in her 70s, and her paternal grandfather died from lung cancer over the age of 

70.  Regarding further cancer diagnoses in her family, T080’s maternal grandmother died from 

stomach cancer at 77.  

Other information: T080’s parents were first cousins 

Familial risk assessment: Breast cancer: slightly above average risk breast cancer due to 

paternal aunt diagnosed in her 50s. 

Melanoma: Whilst T080 initially thought her father had melanoma, she contacted me after the 

appointment to clarify that this was not the case. Therefore T080 remained at population risk 

for melanoma. 

Bowel cancer: T080 had one first degree relative with bowel cancer diagnosed at 43, and a 

further two paternal second degree relatives with stomach cancer, and one second degree 

relative on her mother’s side of the family also with stomach cancer.  This familial risk was 

compounded by the consanguinity present in the family. This family history was therefore 

suggestive of HNPCC, and placed T080 at potentially high risk.   

Recommended management: Breast cancer: Mammography every 2 years from 50 – 69 years 

as per population screening guidelines. 

Bowel cancer: Referral to Familial Cancer Clinic for individualised surveillance programme.  
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Figure 15. Pedigree of Case 1
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Case 2: T171 

Basic information:  Female, 48 years, UK ancestry, two children 

Self-reported family history: T171 described a family history of heart disease with her father 

suffering his first heart attack at age 52, and passing away from a second heart attack aged 53. 

Her paternal grandfather also had vascular disease. 

A family history of cancer was also described with T117’s mother being diagnosed with breast 

cancer at 76; her maternal grandmother passing away from ovarian cancer in her mid 60s, and 

her fist cousin once-removed was diagnosed with breast cancer at 50. T171’s maternal uncle 

was also diagnosed with prostate cancer at 70 years.  

Familial risk assessment: Heart disease: Due to having a first-degree relative suffering a heart 

attack before the age of 60, T171 was at increased risk of heart disease. 

Breast cancer: Given her mother was diagnosed with breast cancer at 76 years, T171 remained 

at population risk of breast cancer. The distant cousin with a diagnosis of breast cancer at 50 

was considered too distant to include in the risk assessment. 

Ovarian cancer: Due to having a second degree relative with ovarian cancer, T171 was beyond 

population risk, and therefore fitted into the moderately increased risk category.  

Recommended management: Heart disease: Cholesterol screening every 2 years, blood 

pressure every 6 months 

Breast cancer: mammogram every 2 years from 50-69 years as per population screening. 
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Figure 16. Pedigree of Case 2 
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Case 3: T075 

Basic information: 38 year old female, with English/Scottish ancestry, and no children.   

Self-reported family history: T075 described that her brother had a ‘minor’ heart attack at 36, 

and that her maternal grandfather died from a heart attack in his 70s. 

Her father died from bowel cancer at 61. Her maternal aunt was diagnosed with breast cancer 

in her early 60s, and her maternal grandmother was diagnosed with breast cancer in her late 

70s/early 80s.  Her maternal great aunt died from ovarian cancer in her 70s.  

Familial risk assessment: Heart disease: Due to having a first-degree relative suffering a heart 

attack before the age of 60, T075 was at increased risk of heart disease 

Bowel cancer: Although the age of diagnosis is not known, T075’s father was 61 when he died 

from bowel cancer. With this information alone, this placed her at slightly above population 

risk of developing bowel cancer. 

Breast/ovarian cancer:  Due to having two second degree relatives diagnosed with breast 

cancer and an additional relative with ovarian cancer, according to evidence-based guidelines 

this placed T075 at potentially high risk of developing breast and ovarian cancers.  

Recommended management: Heart disease: Cholesterol screening every 2 years, blood 

pressure every 6 months 

Bowel cancer: Faecal occult blood testing (FOBT) every 2 years from the age of 50 as per 

population screening 

Breast and ovarian cancers: Referral to Familial Cancer Clinic for individualised surveillance 

programme. 

Notes: In this instance, the additional relative having ovarian cancer pushed T075 into the 

higher risk group. This seems an overly sensitive rule particularly since all relevant cancers in 

the family were diagnosed over the age of 50, and the ovarian cancer was present in a third 

degree relative.   
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Figure 17. Pedigree of Case 3 
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Case 4: T085 

Basic information: 41 year old female, UK ancestry with two children.  

Self-reported family history: T085 described that her sister died from Rett’s syndrome at 20 

years of age. Her paternal aunt was diagnosed with breast cancer at 40, then ovarian cancer in 

her 60s before passing away with a twisted bowel in her mid 60s.   

Other significant family history information: After T085’s maternal grandmother committed 

suicide, her mother was adopted out. Limited information was therefore available regarding 

T085’s maternal family history.   

Familial risk assessment: Although not explicitly stated in the Australian guidelines, other 

international guidelines such as those produced by the National Institute of Health and Clinical 

Excellence (NICE) in the United Kingdom [208], note that the second degree relative may be 

considered as a proxy for the male first degree relative, especially given that the breast cancer 

diagnosis was at 40, and the same woman went on to develop ovarian cancer.  For this reason, 

group consensus opinion was that T085 should be placed at moderately increased risk for both 

breast and ovarian cancers.  

Recommended management: Mammogram every 2 years from the age of 50-69 years, with 

consideration around earlier and more frequent screening based on family history. 
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Figure 18. Pedigree of Case 4
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6.3.3.2 Increased risk group 

It is worth noting the seemingly high prevalence of participants who were at increased risk of 

at least one of the conditions (51.5%) which may be explained by the likely response bias 

present in this study. With a low overall response rate of less than 5%, it is likely that the 

participants in this study had a vested interest in family history.  If the FHQ were to be rolled 

out as a screening instrument in primary care, it is possible that in its early days of 

implementation, its users would represent a similar sector of the community as my study 

group: those with family histories that may warrant investigation. This ‘first screeners’ effect 

would hopefully diminish over time as the screening tool was integrated and accepted into 

routine daily practice. 

However, given that seven chronic diseases were being considered as well as the prevalence of 

each of these in the wider community, this seemingly high prevalence of participants who 

were at increased risk of at least one of the conditions may not be unrealistic. The prevalence 

of having an increased risk of any one of the chronic diseases was comparable with a similar 

study conducted in a United States prenatal clinic: A comprehensive risk assessment for 

chronic disease (cardiovascular disease, diabetes and several cancers) showed that of 200 

couples seen sequentially at the clinic (400 family histories obtained) 42.5% of individuals 

reported a family history for at least one of these chronic diseases, 8.2% were assessed to be 

at risk for two disorders and 1.8% were at risk for three disorders. 29% were at increased risk 

for heart disease, 14% for diabetes, while 3.6% and 1.8% had significant family histories of 

breast and colorectal cancer respectively [85].  

Likewise, one study from Family Healthware Impact Trial showed that through the use of 

Family Healthware 82% of participants were identified as being at strong/moderate familial 

risk for at least one of the diseases: cardiovascular disease (59%), stroke (49%), diabetes (37%), 

bowel cancer (15%), breast cancer (22%) and ovarian cancer (10%). 

6.3.3.3 Statistical analysis 

6.3.3.3.1  Exclusions 

It was decided that females would be removed from statistical analyses around prostate 

cancer, and males would be removed from analyses around breast and ovarian cancers. One 

could argue that the same family history theoretically applies for a participant’s siblings, who 

may be the relevant gender to whom an increased risk assessment could be applied.  However 
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in the context of this analysis, we were considering risk assessment for the participant only. It 

was the individual participant who reported the family history information, from which the 

reference standard three generational pedigree was drawn. As such, this reference standard 

risk assessment is not available for the first-degree relatives of the participant. 

It is important to acknowledge that, albeit rare, men can develop breast cancer. Indeed in such 

cases, the presence of a familial BRCA1 or BRCA2 has increased likelihood. However, there are 

currently no evidence-based familial risk assessment guidelines for men with a family history 

of breast or ovarian cancer. As such, they could not be included in breast/ovarian cancer 

familial risk assessment.  

The only reference to this scenario within the Australian guidelines is that men who come from 

a family, in which a BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation has been identified, are subsequently flagged to 

be at high risk of developing prostate cancer.  This was included in version 7 of the Red Book 

[96]but not the initial reference, version 6 [99]. 

6.3.3.4 Diagnostic Performance of the FHQ 

The univariate analyses demonstrated the PPV and NPV for each question. The prevalence of 

increased risk of a condition represents the prior probability; the chance that a new patient is 

at increased risk of the condition without responding to a family history screening question.  

Each question and condition was considered in terms of its positive predictive value (PPV) and 

its negative predictive value (NPV).  The PPV demonstrates the posterior probability that a 

patient is indeed at increased risk of a condition once it is known that they have responded 

‘yes’ to an question.  Conversely, the NPV demonstrates the proportion of patients correctly 

identified as not being at increased risk, given that they responded ‘no’ to a question. 

The majority of significant associations were expected, with condition-specific questions being 

associated with respective conditions. The exception was the significant association between 

question 4 which pertained to diabetes, and an increased risk of colorectal cancer. Given the 

10% significance level applied, it was expected that with subsequent application of 

multivariate analysis, this probable chance association would diminish. It is worth noting 

however, that although not yet clinically proven, there is evidence emerging of the relationship 

between diabetes and colorectal cancer [209]. It is likely that the two conditions share co-

morbid conditions including obesity and sedentary lifestyle, thus contributing to the 

association between the risks of both conditions [210].  
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Results around ethnicity should be treated with caution given the low prevalence of positive 

responses. According to the guidelines for heart disease and diabetes, anyone with an 

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander ancestry was automatically categorised as being at 

increased risk. However, the guidelines do not stipulate how ‘close’ this ancestry needs to be, 

to translate to increased risk of disease. Two participants with Australian Aboriginal descent, 

who were mother and son, provided an interesting insight into cultural self-identity.  The 

mother did not identify herself on the FHQ as Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander however her 

son did, despite the ancestry stemming from her family history. On the reference standard risk 

assessment however, both reported this aspect of their ancestry. The issue of self-identity is 

therefore relevant. For some, having a great-grandparent who was Aboriginal may not 

constitute one’s ethnic background as ‘Aboriginal.’ Importantly, it was only through the 

pedigree drawing interview that the mother revealed this background. This issue has been 

reported previously in the literature, such as by Dyson and colleagues [211] who describe the 

difficulty in trying to define ‘ethnicity’ amongst people when screening for haemoglobin 

disorders, ultimately concluding that this cannot be resolved via simple classification or 

nomenclature. 

Interpretation of results concerning conditions with low prevalence of increased risk also need 

to be carefully interpreted and given limited reliability. Melanoma is one example, with a 

prevalence of increased risk of 10.4%. During pedigree interviews, I noticed that there was a 

general lack of certainty around melanoma, compared with other forms of skin cancer. Apart 

from participants who had a personal history of melanoma, or had a family member died from 

melanoma, melanoma participants tended to let this condition fall under the same label as all 

skin cancers. This may account for the 8 people who did not respond to this question.   

The validity of self-reported family history should therefore be considered. A Canadian study 

[212] showed that reports of cancer sites in first-degree relatives were generally accurate 

(breast 99%, ovary 100%, colon 93%), although information was less accurate about second-

degree relatives and age of diagnosis. Furthermore, Murff and colleagues [213] noted that 

whilst patient-reported family histories of breast and colorectal cancer is generally reliable for 

first-degree relatives, negative family history reports for less prevalent malignancies such as 

ovarian and endometrial cancers are less useful.  

The validity of self-reported family history regarding the other conditions should therefore be 

considered. A Canadian study [212] showed that reports of cancer sites in first-degree relatives 
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were generally accurate (breast 99%, ovary 100%, colon 93%), although information was less 

accurate about second-degree relatives and age of diagnosis. 

Caution should be taken when interpreting the results around prostate cancer. For this 

condition there was both low prevalence of increased risk, but also the overall denominator 

was restricted due to only male participants being included in the prostate cancer analyses. 

The broad 95% confidence intervals reflect the uncertainty in the estimates.   

A seemingly artificial association was seen between the diabetes and colorectal cancer 

questions and these conditions. As described in the diabetes section above, question 4 was 

already considered a good performer to identify diabetes risk. As such, this question would 

already be available as an option to increase sensitivity to 88% for colorectal cancer risk. 

However linking these two conditions would not be clinically warranted, and therefore this 

finding was deemed an artificial outcome. Furthermore, at the expense of dropping specificity 

to 61% question 4 was not worth including as a predictor of increased colorectal cancer risk.   

The shared associations between breast and ovarian cancer questions are clinically logical. It is 

worth noting that from collecting family histories, partcipants tended to be less certain about 

family history of ovarian cancer than other forms of cancer. It was often confused with cervical 

cancer, or indeed any cancer associated with the female reproductive system. It is possible 

that this may account for the seven women who did not respond to question 7. 

In practice a GP would not use a FHQ question that was only applicable to the opposite gender 

of the patient sitting in front of them, and therefore, in these instances, such questions would 

be redundant. The ROC analysis accounts for this aspect of the FHQ by not using data from the 

opposite gender in predicting a gender-specific condition in its contribution to 'conditions 

overall'. The aspect of the analysis which looked at questions predicting increased risk of ‘any 

condition’ helped to assess the clinical utility of the FHQ. In practical terms it potentially 

answers what a GP would want to know when considering use of the tool: “Through 

implementing this FHQ, what proportion of my patients will require further assessment?”   

Overall, the positive predictive values (PPVs) of questions reported are likely to be higher than 

what one would expect if the FHQ was given to every adult in a general practice. This is 

because it is likely that there was a response bias in this study, whereby those with a particular 

interest or experience in familial disease opted to participate in the study (evident by the low 

response rate). Despite a likely over-estimation of PPV, if applied to every adult in a general 
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practice, the sensitivity and specificity would be unlikely to change. This illustrates the 

potential for the FHQ’s clinical utility with significant practical value in the primary care setting.  

For the majority of conditions there is one question that significantly predicts increased risk. 

These results are intuitive and not surprising, with questions pertaining to family history of 

specific diseases being associated with respective diseases.  

Perhaps of more interest and highlighting the value of the FHQ validation exercise are the 

questions that unexpectedly performed well or poorly, as well as the combination of questions 

that provided optimal performance.  

The poor performance of question 1 (“Do you think there are any conditions or illnesses which 

run in your family?”) was surprising. It is likely that this type of general question is commonly 

used by GPs to screen new patients’ family histories. As predicted, this question had excellent 

sensitivity across the conditions. The specificity however, was very poor, with the highest 

being only 18% amongst the male prostate cancer group. The high sensitivity across all 

conditions for question 1 demonstrated that asking someone if they feel any illness runs in 

their family was very good at accurately identifying people who are at increased risk of one of 

these conditions, however was not good at predicting those who were not. 

Similarly, the less specific cancer-related question, question 14 (“Do you have more than one 

relative on the same side of the family with any type of cancer?”), also demonstrated good 

sensitivity, but poor specificity (maximum 49% for the male prostate cancer group). 

The poor performance of these questions combined with the good predictive value of disease-

specific questions suggests that there is little value in posing general questions around family 

history of disease.  

For breast cancer, ovarian cancer and colorectal cancer, a combination of questions performed 

best to identify increased risk respondents.  Whilst questions 7 and 10 were the best 

combination to identify increased risk of ovarian cancer, a combination of three questions, 10, 

9 and 7 was best to predict increased risk of breast cancer. It is logical that question 7 (ovarian 

cancer specific) identified those at increased risk of ovarian cancer. The incorporation of breast 

and ovarian cancers in the evidence-based risk assessment guidelines for both of these 

conditions explains the inclusion of a breast cancer question in this best combination. The fact 

that question 10 was better than question 9 in combination with question 7 to identify 

increased risk of ovarian cancer was interesting. Question 10 queried more than one family 
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member with a breast cancer diagnosis and question 9 queried an age specific (less than 50 

years) diagnosis in a first-degree relative. We found that for ovarian cancer, questions 7 and 10 

provided 79% sensitivity, and 88% specificity, and for breast cancer that the combination of 

questions 10, 9 and 7 provided 92% sensitivity and 86% specificity. Comparable findings were 

seen in a study by Ashton-Prolla and colleagues’ study [214]; their 7-question family history 

questionnaire was able to identify increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer  with 88% 

sensitivity and 56% specificity.  

In combination, both questions relating to a family history of bowel cancer provided the best 

performance for identifying those at increased risk of the disease.  This essentially describes 

that neither one of these questions is good enough to ‘capture’ most cases. We found that in 

order of statistical strength, questions 13 and 12 in combination are best used to identify 

people at increased risk of colorectal cancer, with a combined gender sensitivity of 76% and 

specificity of 92%.  This sensitivity shows remarkable similarity with Church and McGannon’s 

results from  comparing the accuracy of a two-question FHQ against a three generational 

pedigree to identify people with a family history of colorectal cancer [58]. These two questions 

had a sensitivity and specificity of 72% and 77% respectively.  

Overall these statistical analyses have been effective in identifying nine questions which 

accurately predict increased risk of seven chronic diseases. There is good distinction between 

the positive predictive value and false positive rates of each question, with genuinely low false 

positive rates demonstrated. Combined with more than acceptable sensitivity and specificity 

for the identified questions, this shorter screening tool is encouraging.   

6.3.4 Comparison of FAST-OZ performance of FHQ compared with UK. 

As part of a collaborative research team across General Practice, The University of Western 

Australia and the General Practice and Primary Care Research Unit, University of Cambridge, 

the United Kingdom, a concurrent family history screening study, known as FAST-UK was 

conducted in Cambridge whilst my study was underway in Western Australia.  

The UK study team had developed a 12-question FHQ, including similar questions for heart 

disease, diabetes, breast and colorectal cancers. Using the same mail-out recruitment method 

through primary care practices in and around Cambridge, the UK study recruited 618 patients 

into the first phase of the study, and validated the FHQ as per the methods described in 

Chapter 4, although utilising a UK-based reference standard (phase 2, using the shorter FHQ, 

recruited a further 529 participants).  The phrasing of questions in the UK FHQ was similar to 
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the pilot FHQ used in Australia. It is therefore reasonable to compare the performance of 

questions across the two study groups.  

The UK phase 1 study group was remarkably similar to that recruited in Australia with 199 

(32%) males and 420 (68%) females. The prevalence of increased familial risk of disease was: 

heart disease 12.9%, diabetes 18.4%, breast cancer 4.7% and colorectal cancer 2.1%. Whilst 

the prevalence of increased risk of heart disease and diabetes are similar to the Australian 

results, (16.6% and 23.1% respectively), the Australian study group demonstrated a prevalence 

of increased risk of 9.3% for breast cancer and 6.5% for colorectal cancer. With little difference 

between each country’s prevalence of these cancers [2, 215], it is difficult to ascertain why this 

is so. These differences may be due to the differences in the evidence-based familial risk 

assessment guidelines used within each country, with Australian guidelines demonstrating 

over-sensitivity in some cases. Furthermore, it is possible that different cultural response 

biases were present between the two settings, resulting in Australian respondents with a 

family history of these cancers choosing to participate in the study.  

6.3.5 Psychosocial Impact Questionnaires  

The methodological issues pertaining to the implementation of the PIQs have been discussed 

in Chapter 5. I will now reflect upon the results of these data analyses, beginning with 

references to the relevant literature demonstrating key findings around the psychological 

impact of family history screening to date that underpinned the way in which I approached this 

component of the thesis.  

Shaw and colleagues [166] conducted a systematic review of the psychological impact of 

predicting individuals’ risks of illness, and demonstrated that whilst adverse psychological 

effects are a common immediate consequence of increased risk results, such outcomes should 

not be seen as inevitable. Whilst anxiety and depression were significantly higher in those 

tested positive in the short term, this did not extend to the longer term (post 1 month). 

Qureshi [41] conducted a randomized controlled trial (RCT) that compared general anxiety, 

health status and specific family history measures between control patients receiving a general 

health check and intervention patients who completed a family history risk assessment with 

the health check.  Whilst showing a significantly higher anxiety score for the intervention 

group at 1 and 2 weeks post intervention (p=0.014), the mean scores for the intervention and 

control groups at 3 months were not significantly different.  Similarly, whilst the intervention 

group gave a more pessimistic viewpoint between baseline and 1 week, there was no long 
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term difference in views around risk to future health between the two groups. This study 

utilized the short form (6 questions) Spielberger State-Trait Inventory (STAI) and the five 

question Perception of Health Questionnaire at baseline, 1 week, 2 weeks and 3 months after 

the first visit.  

Another study that examined the psychological impact of familial risk assessment, also 

undertaken in British primary care, was an observational study by Leggett and colleagues [40]. 

This evaluated the psychological impact of collecting cancer family history information via a 

postal questionnaire, followed by individualised cancer risk assessment. The STAI and a 

multidimensional cancer worry scale were used at baseline, and 4-6 weeks after risk 

assessment feedback. There was no significant change between baseline and follow up 

measures for anxiety or cancer worry.  

The above examples are directly comparable to my study as they were conducted in primary 

care, examined the psychological impact of family history screening and collected data at 

similar time points. Overall, my results confirmed these previous outcomes that there was no 

significant change between baseline and follow-up anxiety. However, the disease-specific 

worry showed higher scores both at each individual time point and across time, in the 

increased risk group with mean scores of 9.8 at baseline and 9.2 at each the 1 week and 3 

month time points. Given that the worry scale has an upper limit of 24, it is important to 

remember that whilst higher than the population group, the mean worry scores for the 

increased risk group are unlikely to be clinically significant. These findings differ from the 

results described by Leggett and colleagues who found no significant difference in worry 

across risk groups [40]. Conversely however, my results are in line with recent data out of the 

Family Healthware trial that familial risk category was also positively and strongly associated 

with worry for each disease (heart disease, stroke, diabetes, breast cancer, ovarian cancer and 

colorectal cancer), with an effect size ranging from 0.33 standard deviations for stroke to 0.75 

standard deviations for colorectal cancer [205].   

During the pilot study, the consumer group was concerned that family history screening might 

result in a ‘worried well’ population. The results showed that this was not the case, with only 

people in the increased risk group showing a significant increase in disease-specific worry over 

time, which was unlikely to be of clinical significance. The interviews confirmed that pre-

existing sense of worry around family history would likely to be present in those with a positive 

family history regardless of FHQ use. 
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There are some comparative data in the literature to which these disease-specific worry 

results can be compared. Gramling and colleagues [216] conducted a study that investigated 

family history screening in general practice and cancer worry among women with a first-

degree relative with a recent breast cancer diagnosis. Interestingly, a protective association 

was found, showing that family history screening was associated with lower odds of cancer 

worry (OR 0.58, 95% CI 0.51-0.70).  

Lerman and colleagues [217] described that there is growing evidence that psychological 

distress is an important barrier to adherence among women at high risk of developing breast 

cancer. This review noted that whilst several studies have shown women with a positive family 

history are more likely to adhere to screening, others have found no effect, and others still 

have found a negative effect. 

In my study, the single question around self-reported health asked participants to consider 

their health in the last four weeks. This meant that there was an overlap between self-

reported health data across PIQ-1 and PIQ-2. It was therefore considered most meaningful to 

compare the baseline with the 3 month data for this question.  However, this question showed 

no significant change over time or across risk groups.  

The overall trends for risk perception across all conditions were higher for the increased risk 

group than the population risk group. With a mean comparative risk perception of less than 

2.5, neither group demonstrated a sense of unrealistic optimism regarding their likelihood of 

developing a disease. 

Interestingly, the mean comparative risk perception scores were consistently lowest for 

diabetes amongst the increased risk group. Cancer, amongst the increased risk group, was the 

only condition that showed a mean comparative risk score over 4 (4.6 at baseline) translating 

to this group feeling somewhere between “more likely” and “much more likely” of developing 

cancer compared to other people their age. This is consistent with the literature. Across the 

increased risk groups in general, the Family Healthware trial showed that levels of perceived 

personal risk for each disease were strongly related to the family history risk category assigned 

by Family Healthware (p<0.001) with the effect ranging from 0.35 standard deviations for 

ovarian cancer, to 1.12 standard deviations for colorectal cancer [205]. Another study 

confirmed that in the case of cancer, people demonstrate less optimism but diabetes is 

considered less threatening [180]. This area of perceived seriousness of disease was flagged 

for further in-depth exploration would in the subsequent in-depth interviews. 
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From baseline outcomes my data showed that pre-existing perceptions of personal risk of 

developing conditions was higher than those of other patients. This mimics results from 

previous studies [40], that suggest that people at increased risk already understood the 

implications of their family history. Looking at the 1 week and 3 month data, in participants 

confirmed to be at increased risk, their risk perceptions continue to be high. For people 

assessed not to be at increased risk, risk perceptions at follow-up show largely that risk 

perceptions are reduced, however some remain feeling at heightened risk. This mixture of 

responses is consistent with other similar studies [40]. 

Whilst in my study absolute risk (asking participants how likely they were to get breast cancer 

in their lifetime) did not show a significant change over time, the comparative risk output 

showed a significantly higher mean score for those at increased risk. This is inconsistent with 

work by  Lipkus  and colleagues [218] who showed that women generally believed that their 

comparative risks were lower than those of other women their age. This difference could be 

explained by the fact that the women in the study by Lipkus and colleagues were enrolled in a 

randomised controlled trial concerning hormone replacement therapy, and not specifically 

concerned with family history disease. The participants who demonstrated the higher 

comparative risk levels in my study however, were specifically those with increased familial 

risk.  

A study in the UK reported how patients at primary care cardiovascular screening clinics 

assessed their heart disease risk prior to screening [169].  A strong and significant association 

was described between perceived risk and individual risk factors including personal and family 

history of disease. Overall there was a tendency for participants to be optimistic rather than 

pessimistic when judging their risk. 

Whilst we measured changed behaviour at both 1 week and 3 months after the family history 

screening appointment, it is possible that 1 week is an unrealistic amount of time to expect 

true behaviour change. It was therefore important to include the subsequent section around 

intentions to change behaviour. I decided to focus on the changed behaviour demonstrated at 

the 3 month time point. At 3 months, the only significant difference across risk groups was an 

increased likelihood of the increased risk group to have consulted with a healthcare 

professional about their familial risk. It is interesting to note that using the Mixed Models 

analysis, this significantly increased likelihood remained, with the addition of overall trend of 

‘found out about further tests’ also showing a significantly increased likelihood amongst the 

increased risk group. 
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The stepwise regression analyses did not find any variables that were associated with the 

behaviour change that was significantly more likely in the increased risk group (consulted with 

a healthcare professional about risk). In the final analysis around predicting behaviour change, 

I chose to use the coping and control, risk perception and disease-specific worry questions as 

variables within stepwise binary regression. As per the preceding analyses, these variables did 

not significantly predict this changed behaviour in the increased risk group. 

This is comparable with recent work out of the Family Healthware Impact Trial [42]. The tool 

was also recently evaluated to determine the consequential adoption of health behaviours, 

recommended health screening and health care professional communication, following use of 

the tool.  In this randomized controlled trial, participants filled out a baseline questionnaire, 

followed by either completing Family Healthware or receiving standard prevention messages 

from their primary healthcare provider. All participants then completed a follow-up 

questionnaire 6 months later. The baseline questionnaire queried demographics, health status 

and use of medical services, screening behaviours and intention to screen, and lifestyle 

choices, health beliefs, and family history communication patterns. The follow-up 

questionnaire assessed behaviour and health belief changes over time.  The intervention group 

showed modest increased likelihood compared to the control group to move from ‘not at goal’ 

status to ‘at goal’ status for both fruit and vegetable consumption and physical activity, 

however they were significantly less likely to move from not having a cholesterol test in the 

last 5 years to having it done within 5 years. There was no significant intervention effect on 

smoking cessation, blood pressure and blood glucose testing. 

Whilst not from randomised controlled trials, there are other examples in the literature that 

have demonstrated that in the context of family history collection and interpretation of 

familial risk, different levels of psychological impact have an effect on healthy lifestyle choices 

[167, 218]. For example, heightened perceptions of breast cancer risks and worries have been 

shown to increase breast cancer screening, although very high levels of these may in fact have 

the opposite effect in some populations, including those with a family history of the disease 

[167, 218]. Anxiety may play a positive role in motivating a patient to proactively address their 

health risk, such as consulting with a healthcare professional, undertaking screening or making 

choices around healthy living [167, 218]. However, when anxiety is not in proportion to health 

risk, that is, it is either inappropriate or excessive, one may speculate that the outcome of 

anxiety may be adverse.   
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Another study tested whether the surveillance behaviour of women with a family history of 

colorectal cancer differed from women without such a history [219].  Participation in faecal 

occult blood testing was unaffected by family history of colorectal cancer, but colonoscopy was 

more frequent among women with a reported family history. Interestingly likelihood to 

undertake screening was also associated with the degree of kinship of the affected relatives, 

with a high rate of this screening observed amongst subjects with first and second degree 

relatives affected.  

Some studies have explored the social underpinnings of lifestyle choices. Skin cancer screening 

amongst those identified at increased risk of melanoma by virtue of a first degree relative 

being diagnosed has also been described [220].  First degree relatives who reported high sun 

protection had a higher education level, lower perceived benefits of sunbathing, greater 

sunscreen efficacy and greater sun protection norms than those first degree relatives who 

reported higher sunbathing. Sunbathers tended to also be younger, female and demonstrated 

lower image norms for tan.  

Whilst only my 1 week data indicated a significant likelihood of the increased risk group having 

changed diet or eating habits, it is worth examining the comparative literature.  In one study 

that looked at men with a family history of prostate cancer 73% believed that diet influenced 

their risk, and 39% reported at least one change to diet, alcohol consumption, smoking, 

exercise patterns, vitamin intake and or medication/natural therapy in response to their family 

history [221].  

Regarding intentions to adopt certain behaviours, there is some evidence from studies of 

women at higher risk of breast cancer that potential predictors of intentions to engage in 

preventive behaviours including seeing a specialist, breast self-examination and involvement in 

screening programs, are participant mood, emotional response to receiving risk information, 

perceived benefit of the preventive behaviour and the perceived desires of other people such 

as family members of their GP [222].  One could speculate that familial risk assessment is a 

similar intervention to those mentioned above, and may therefore also evoke a similar 

preventive behavioural response.  

6.3.6 Qualitative semi-structured interviews: in-depth exploration of the impact of family 
history screening 

Whilst the PIQ analyses demonstrated an overall lack of longer term adverse psychological 

impact as a result of family history screening, further understanding was still required around 
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the impact of family history screening. The qualitative interviews were useful in exploring 

participants’ experiences with the family history screening process as well as providing an 

insight into how family history fits into the larger picture of one’s life journey.  

6.3.6.1 Thematic analysis 

I will now work through my conceptual framework, using it as a template to guide discussion 

around the key themes and their underlying sub-themes associated with how one comes to 

terms with their familial risk. The themes that confirm those identified within Walter and 

Emery’s model, as well as findings from other relevant literature sources will be highlighted 

and new aspects described. 

6.3.6.1.1  The Australian Perspective 

I propose that the Australian perspective within my theoretical framework is unique to this 

field of study. Themes around the isolation of Australia both in global terms and within the 

country itself were described as key barriers to meaningful family health talk and ultimately 

the collection of family history information.  

Mainland Australia represents the largest island on Earth, covering an area of 7.69 million 

square kilometres. It stretches about 3700 kilometres from north to south and 4000 kilometres 

from east to west.  In March 2011, the Australian Bureau of Statistics reported that the 

Australian population was 22,546,300 people, showing a 1.4% growth in population over the 

preceding 12 months.  54% of this growth was attributed to overseas migration [223]. 

To compare to other nations, the United Kingdom is approximately 244,820 square kilometres, 

inhabiting some 62,041,700 people. The population density of 253.42 people per square 

kilometres is therefore at least 87 times that of Australia [224]. 

This study was conducted in Western Australia, the largest state of Australia, yet inhabited by 

only about 10% of the country’s population. The majority of Australia’s inhabitants live in New 

South Wales and Victoria – states found on the eastern side of the country, whose capital cities 

are some three to four thousand kilometres from Western Australia’s capital city, Perth.  

Australia is essentially a young, migrant population. With immigration beginning in 1788 when 

the European First Fleet landed in Botany Bay in New South Wales it is common for Australians 

to describe themselves in terms of how many generations their family have been in the 
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Australia, and to have extended family still living in the United Kingdom, or to have moved 

back there.  

Australia is also a nation of renowned cultural diversity. The Australian Bureau of Statistics 

quotes that today, almost 1 in 4 Australians were in fact born overseas [114]. This implies that 

people living in Australia are often likely to have family members living overseas, and that 

family health talk amongst these families is potentially hindered. 

Furthermore, Australian people’s family history knowledge can also be limited due to historical 

events. During and post World War II, a significant cohort of children were adopted  out of 

war-torn United Kingdom, to provide a ‘better life’ for them in Australia.  Whilst some of these 

Australians have been able to trace back to their European roots, many are left with gaps in 

information around their family history and have come to be known as the ‘lost generation’. 

The implications of all of this – our isolation from overseas family, our isolation from relatives 

even within our own country – is that the Australian family unit is not necessarily 

geographically close. In this age of modern technology, when Facebook and Twitter and email 

and Skype allow us to be in contact with anyone around the world at a touch of a button, this 

‘distance’ is narrowing. However, whether this will be enough to harness the closeness 

required for family health talk may be debatable and an area that warrants further research.   

6.3.6.1.2  Family Unit 

Family culture was described as pivotal to both the health of a family and how family health 

history was communicated amongst its members. Davison and colleagues [225]  conducted 

ethnographic research in South Wales that described family culture as a product of  the 

transmission of habits, routines, taste and practices and reflects one’s “upbringing”[225].  A 

person’s ethnic or cultural background was shown to influence and challenge their adult 

lifestyle choices, with some participants having to actively ‘undo’ some aspects of their family 

culture in order to maintain a healthy lifestyle. Ethnic background can also contribute to the 

way in which families talk, with some aspects of health talk especially around female-oriented 

health, considered inappropriate or ‘taboo’ topics of discussion.   

There is an extensive literature surrounding patterns of family communication around health 

and familial risk [74, 170, 226-228]. One study suggested that talking about health is part of 

the social fabric of interaction between family members and that health talk can even be an 

indication of care and closeness amongst family members [228].  My data however did not link 
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health talk with care amongst family members.  With particular reference to discussions 

around family health history, a number of participants suggested that it was not something 

families would consider as a topic of ‘normal’ conversation. 

As well as ‘health talk’ the concept of ‘friend talk’ exists. Lindenmeyer and colleagues [228] 

described that regular contact between family members enables a steady flow of everyday 

communication , including that around health. As a result, through regular sharing of ‘little 

bits’ of information, a more profound level of intimacy and confidentiality is generated 

amongst family members, and is often most demonstrated amongst closely aged sisters [228]. 

Whilst my interviews demonstrated that ‘friend talk’ can also exist amongst male family 

members, females demonstrated an increased tendency to talk amongst themselves, with 

increased likelihood to discuss health-related issues. 

Family communication around genetic risk has been described as a deliberative process, with 

difficulties stemming from factors such as: disbelief of information, failure or difficulty to 

understand, failure to convey results, taboo topics, timing, informing the unsuspecting, 

nonspecific communication, content or knowledge is limited, emotional reactions [226]. My 

findings confirmed that there are barriers around talking about familial risk, including taboo 

topics of conversation. This tended to be most noticeable amongst older generations, such as 

participants’ parents and their predecessors, rather than amongst the generation of 

participants themselves.  Some participants were even able to suggest why this is the case, 

with influences such as the Internet and the media contributing to a society who ‘know more’ 

these days and who are essentially information seekers. 

6.3.6.1.3  Family Unit: Close and distant families 

Related to aspects of family culture described above, is ‘closeness’ of family, and more 

specifically, the openness with which health issues are discussed amongst family. Closeness 

was considered in a variety of contexts within the realm of family communication around 

family history. Geographical proximity, closeness in age of family members and emotional 

closeness were all reflected upon in my interviews. 

Themes around ‘closeness’ illustrated that whilst living in close proximity to family members 

facilitated communication about health in the family, this did not automatically imply the 

emotional closeness that was often considered necessary for effective family health talk. This 

reinforced Walter’s findings that perceived closeness describes an emotional bond and 
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continuity of a relationship between family members, even when physically separated, and will 

often underpin the emotional impact of witnessing a relative’s illness [182].    

My interview data reflected very little about close proximity as a facilitator for communication 

around family health. Instead, many participants spoke about the effect of geographical 

distance on their ability to both collect and stay up to date with family history information. 

A number of interviewees confirmed previous work that correlates a lack of geographical 

proximity with lack of family communication [228].  A number or participants described the 

difficulty of staying in touch with family members overseas, let alone being up to date with 

family health information.  Whilst modern information technology facilitated communication 

between geographically distant family members particularly for younger generations, it was 

less helpful for older generations. To a limited degree, the existing literature has noted this 

effect of having relatives spread across continents, even mentioning Australia and New 

Zealand as ‘distant’ locations in relation to nations in the northern hemisphere [228].  

In the Australian context, immigration is a key factor with respect to family members being 

separated by geographical distance. Emigration and immigration are an intrinsic part of 

Australian culture. As well as immigration and emigration, the Australian culture to travel for 

extended periods of time for work, holiday or relationship reasons has an effect on family 

communication. A number of participants talked about various events such as a family 

member’s diagnosis or death occurring whilst they were travelling. As a result, details tended 

to be sketchy, or the impact of the event perceived as different to what it would have had they 

been in the same country at the time of this even.  

An additional source of ‘distance’ described by participants was that brought about via the 

death of a family member. Whilst this represents an extreme form of ‘distance’ this confirmed 

what Lindenmeyer and colleagues have described: ‘distance’ amongst family members can be 

created due to the disruptive effects of death, geographical and social mobility, immigration, 

life course transitions and competing demands of time and attention from all sectors of life 

[228].   

Furthermore, when stories relating to ‘distant’ family members are generated within families, 

there is a tendency for an element of uncertainty or speculation to arise regarding the family 

health history. Incomplete knowledge, especially about one side of the family is often due to 

factors like: arguments, geographical distance, and the death of relative who facilitated 
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contact such as the mother or traditional kin keeper within the family [228]. The result of such 

‘unproductive’ kin work has been reported previously by other authors such as Rosenthal and 

colleagues  [190] who described that the collective family identify created through laying down 

memories, stories by and about family members, can result in the tendency for families to 

extrapolate what happened in the past generations [190].  

The ‘generational gap’ also can hinder communication within families and be viewed as a form 

of ‘emotional distance’. Like the above mentioned issue of ‘sweeping things under the carpet’, 

this gap can involve a reluctance to seek information or adopt modern day behaviour, due to 

tradition or perhaps even fear of the unknown. Whilst some participants in this study 

described that at times, members of the family from older generations had a tendency to not 

want to worry family members or to avoid conversations that may induce worry, most felt that 

felt that sharing the information was beneficial. Furthermore, my data confirmed Lindenmeyer 

and colleagues findings that family members usually feel it is their duty to encourage or warn 

family members around familial aspects of health [228].  

6.3.6.1.4  Different Stages of Life 

With interviewees ranging from 31 to 50 years, a broad range of life stages was represented. 

‘Life stage’ and has been described in previous studies and draws from a common  

understanding that any point in the life span should be viewed dynamically as the 

consequence of past experiences and future expectations [198, 229]. 

The ‘life course paradigm’ describes the complex interplay between the psychological 

interpretation of information, in this case familial risk information, and the social and political 

context of the person and their family [230].  Within this paradigm, the individual is placed on 

a timescale and is surrounded by and connected to various aspects of their surroundings: 

location in time and place, linked lives, and the individual capacity to make choices and impose 

them upon their surroundings. 

Benjamin and colleagues [198] works with the life course paradigms to create ‘life charts’ – a 

diagrammatic representation of a person’s stories, integrating key events along the course of 

their years. See Figure 19.  
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Figure 19. Benjamin’s ‘Life Chart’ 

 

From Figure 19 it follows that as time passes and a person ages, there are a number of life 

events that occur; however, the ‘period of concern’ regarding such events is dependent upon 

other life events. Biographical interruptions such as a family member’s diagnosis of an illness, 

may not be effectively ‘dealt with’ until a time that is more suitable to the individual [229]. 

That is, one’s stage of life largely dictates one’s course of action, and as Kenen and colleagues 

[229] describe, can hinder how open one is with their communication. 

It may be fair to assume that participants’ reactions to family history screening were directly 

influenced by the stage of their life journey. This confirms what others have noted, that with 

time and age, people are able to reassess their lives, priorities, decisions and plans [231].  

Participants described a variety of stages of life, in which their priorities and decisions were 

different to other stages of life. For example, participants acknowledged the benefit of 

hindsight, and compared the decisions they have made as they got older around health to 

when they were young and lived cavalier and carefree lives. In one study by Rees [232], 

women noted that with increasing age came their increased awareness of their mortality and 

the need to look after their health, compared to young women who described that they were 

focused on enjoying themselves whilst they were still young. 
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The majority of interviewees were parents of young children. Having children was the most 

common motivator to maintain healthy lifestyle choices and undertake screening for chronic 

disease. Consistent with Kenen and colleagues’ findings [229], parents commonly expressed 

concerns about the implications of increased risk for their children. However, more prominent 

was that of responsibility, and the need for them to be around to raise their children. Parents 

with young children were predominantly worried about their children’s ability to cope if they, 

as parents, developed a disease. This was particularly the case if they had a childhood 

experience of losing a parent at a young age.  One of the greatest fears described by parents 

was their own children having to look after them should they become unwell. Interestingly, 

this was particularly an issue when considering neurodegenerative conditions such as 

Alzheimer’s disease, in which parents felt like they would need to rely on their children to look 

after them. 

Interestingly, whilst the PIQ data and analysis described in the previous chapter identified no 

significant variables that predicted change in health-related behaviour, the qualitative 

interviews provided a helpful insight. One’s stage of life, lived experiences, and particularly 

having their own children, tended to drive behaviour change.   

Lindenmeyer and colleagues [228] described that people often feel a duty to encourage their 

family members to attend to their health-related behaviour, including attending for screening 

and uptake of healthy lifestyle choices. This was described as particularly common across 

generations, with parents feeling the need to encourage their children. As previously described 

within the theme of ‘different stage of life’, parents often showed their sense of responsibility 

towards their children, noting that as their children got older it would be important for them 

to learn about their increased risk. However regarding adult family members warning one 

another about familial risk, there were very few examples in the interviews.  

One study showed that along the life course, one decides when it is the “right time to act” 

around health-related issues such as screening, genetic testing or attendance to healthier 

lifestyle choices [190].  This was emphasised in my results by participants’ busy lives including 

work, family and study commitments that seemed to take priority over attending to family 

history screening or other health-related behaviour.  

Despite a ‘close’ family unit, Rosenthal and colleagues [190] described that solidarity and 

continuity are inherently problematic as families face the disruptive effects of death, 

geographical and social mobility, immigration, life-course transitions, and competing demands 
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on time and attention from other sectors of life.  It is common for one family member, 

traditionally a matriarch figure, to take on the role of the ‘kin keeper’, who takes on various 

responsibilities and activities on behalf of the extended family in an effort to maintain family 

solidarity and continuity [190]  .  My interview data confirmed these notions of kin work with 

many participants describing particular family members who are viewed as the ones who 

collect family history information and share information with family.  Whilst the mother or 

other ‘matriarch’ figure was almost always the assumed kin keeper of families, there were 

some nice examples of what happened within families when the traditional ‘kin keeper’ passed 

away or was unavailable to fill this role, such as a son adopting the kin keeping role. In some 

cases, this led to a gap in family history information, whilst for others, this did not pose a 

problem, and other means of family history collection were sought.  

6.3.6.1.5  Feeling at risk 

Feeling at risk: Running in the family 

Factors that contributed to whether or not one considered a condition to be running in the 

family reflected what a systematic review of studies by Walter and colleagues [180] have 

already noted: there is a variable understanding of what this entails and influencing factors 

include the number of relatives affected, the age of diagnosis of affected relatives, and the 

severity of the illness are all factors that influence perceptions. Whilst in my study, most 

interviewees confirmed that people do count affected relative and consider age of onset when 

assessing whether a condition ‘runs in the family’, others felt vulnerable by virtue of just one 

diagnosis. It is possible that other aspects such as closeness and the lived experience were in 

play for these cases.  

Walter and colleagues’ systematic review around lay understanding of familial risk of chronic 

disease found significant differences across gender and social class with men requiring more 

affected relatives than women before judging themselves to have a family history of a disease 

[180]. In my study there was not a noticeable difference between genders with regards to 

feeling like a condition was ‘running in the family’ however it is possible that the interview 

group was not diverse enough to make a similar comparison. Also, it is likely that this interview 

group represented a group already with heightened senses of familial risk. 

Davison and colleagues [225] describe people’s tendency to relate to a ‘side’ of the family. The 

notion of what condition was associated with a particular side of the family was confirmed in 
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my interviews. One participant noted that she felt “immunity” from diabetes, given that the 

condition is not present on either side of her family. 

Walter and colleagues concluded that a sense of personal vulnerability is developed as one 

considers a variety of aspects of their family history [180].  Counting and discounting familial 

events and providing counterexamples, aids in reducing one’s perceived importance of family 

history of disease and ultimately their perceived susceptibility [170, 180]  

A study conducted by Mathew and colleagues described that with increasing age, people 

become more aware of ‘what else’ they can get [233]. This was confirmed by my data, which 

showed that the existence of other illnesses, as well as increasing age reduced some 

participants’ perceived threat of family history.  Participants in my study tended to minimise 

their sense of vulnerability by thinking about other conditions that would be ‘worse’. 

Participants used rare forms of cancer as well as neurodegenerative disorders as examples of 

worse and unpreventable diseases.  

 Feeling at risk: Anticipated onset 

Participants described vulnerability due to ‘anticipated onset.’ Confirming findings from the 

relevant published literature, anticipated onset describes how an individual feels when they 

acknowledge that they perceive a threat to their own health from a disease at a specific life 

stage [198, 234] . This is often illustrated by an increase in risk perception or vulnerability at 

the age that a diagnosis has occurred in a family member. My data showed participants talked 

about reaching the familial ‘danger zone’, and compared this to the cavalier attitude from their 

youth. 

As has also been described by Hunt and colleagues [74], participants also looked for patterns in 

their family history such as age of diagnosis or numbers of people affected, and then made a 

comparison to themselves when assessing their vulnerability.  Talking about family members’ 

health and what might be in store for them confirmed what has been described in the 

literature as ‘imagining possible futures’ [228].   

 Feeling at risk: Likeness 

Walter and Emery found that the way in which an individual personally relates to an affected 

family member’s stage of life, role, appearance, personality, physical traits, lifestyle or 
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personal situation, leading to raised concern about their own circumstances in relating to 

vulnerability to illness and death – they termed this ‘likeness.’ [180]. 

Conversely, feeling ‘different’ in crucial ways to the affected relative results has also been 

described as a mechanism employed to decrease perceived risk [74].  This relates to the theme 

of candidacy, whereby people essentially ‘justify’ the onset of a condition in a relative due to 

particular traits or behaviour (E.g. smoking status or not ‘taking after that side of the family’) 

[225]. In my interviews, this was particularly seen through participants describing why affected 

family members were obvious ‘candidates’ for the diseases they developed, which also 

confirmed what previous studies have found [225, 233, 235]. Lifestyle habits such as smoking, 

poor diet and lack of exercise were often cited as reasons for heart disease and diabetes, and 

to a lesser degree cancer. One might speculate that through highlighting other family 

members’ increased candidacy for developing a disease, participants were subconsciously 

deflecting attention from their own situation.  

 In a broader sense, the collective health narrative has been used to describe the similarities 

amongst family members (e.g. traits, mannerisms, physique) and dissimilarities, from which a 

collective identity is established that sums up what the “family is like” [228].  

Amongst the transcripts, there were some examples of ‘likeness’ being shared in terms of 

inherited physical traits, for example, T080 describing her collective family identity in terms of 

their ‘tummy troubles’, most interviewees talked familial trends in mannerisms and lifestyle. 

However more so, the interviews confirmed that people note dissimilarities with affected 

people, particularly around personal temperaments such as stress, hot temper, negativity and 

how these attributes impact on disease onset, and dealing with risk or disease. My data 

confirms previous work that describes people’s tendency to discuss health and inheritance in 

terms of resemblance in terms of traits, mannerisms and physique [228]. Interestingly, whilst 

Davison [225] described that people believe that personality and behaviour is inherited 

through families, and that falling ill can be due to state of mind, general attitudes and 

temperaments passed down from one generation to the next, interviewees in my study 

tended to consider behaviour and temperament as personal traits that were not necessarily 

transferable between generations.  

Feeling at risk: Lived Experience 
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It was found that individuals’ own models of health, disease causation and inheritance did not 

necessarily map onto the true medical underpinnings of the disease, but rather, tended to be 

influenced by their lived experience.   

A number of participants had experienced the diagnosis, disease trajectory and sometimes 

death of family members. These experiences impacted on their disease perceptions and their 

own sense of risk. This confirmed what has been found in previous studies that the way an 

individual perceives the importance of their family history and comes to understand their 

familial risk can be affected by their experience in witnessing a relative’s illness and suffering, 

and the emotional impact this has [180, 182, 233]. 

My interview data confirms Walter and  Emery’s findings that the course of a relative’s illness 

contributes to one’s lived experienced, and one’s perceived importance of family history will 

be relative to this [180]. For example, someone who has witnessed a relative endure a 

complex disease journey with a traumatic outcome, may have a greater sense of vulnerability 

than someone whose relative’s disease was caught early and a successful outcome was 

achieved. It is important to note that my findings which stem from Australian families’ stories 

are consistent with those found in the UK.     

The interviews also confirmed that a combination of experiences and witnessing friends or 

non-blood relative suffer a disease, can also have an impact on one’s sense of personal risk 

[236].  A number of participants noted that having friends diagnosed or die from chronic 

disease was a form of ‘wake-up call’ that reminded them how out of the blue these diseases 

can strike. 

Additional themes that emerged from the data still related to the lived experience include the 

impact of witnessing relatives’ disease journey as a child. It was described that these types of 

events shaped their mindset and future decisions around health. 

Feeling at risk: External factors 

There was a sense that chronic disease is increasingly prevalent in the general population and 

that family history aside, everyone was ‘at risk’ [229]. One study suggested that individuals 

must be considered within the wider socio-cultural context, and more specifically as members 

of a ‘risk society’; a society in which the prevalence of chronic disease and the increased lay 

awareness of disease leads to a tendency for most people to feel they are at risk for something 

[229]. Almost to the extent of acting as deflection away from dealing with more immediate 
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familial risk, my interview data confirmed these previous findings, with an underlying 

assumption that by normalising chronic risk, one may be less threatened by increased familial 

risk.  

As has also been demonstrated in some studies, a range of sources of information around 

disease risk were described by participants including the media, health promotion campaigns, 

GPs, friends, and the internet [227, 233].  A number of participants also described that the 

media tends to trigger a super-sensitivity of risk, and is often a ‘bombardment’ of information. 

Whilst some studies [227, 233] have suggested that this ‘bombardment’ can increase one’s 

sense of vulnerability, some participants in this study described the counter effect, and tended 

to tune out of what was considered ‘white noise’. 

Interestingly, the one media campaign that did resonate with one participant was that which 

used a real life story of a young male surfer who was diagnosed with melanoma and died in his 

thirties. The common theme of ‘real people’ being affected seemed to be a trigger that 

impacted upon participants’ senses of vulnerability. A number of participants however, noted 

that it is really only when the affected person was personally known to them, that a significant 

sense of vulnerability was felt. This confirmed Walter and colleagues findings that only a few 

participants mentioned the influence of healthcare professionals or media in informing 

perceived threat of these illnesses, with a more common tendency to draw on personal 

experience [165].  

Different from media messages however, was the effect of celebrity diagnoses on a person’s 

sense of vulnerability. Sports stars and pop singers who have been diagnosed with cancer were 

commonly cited as providing a bit of a ‘wake-up call’ to participants, with emphasis on the fact 

that ‘anyone’ can get it. There have been a number of recent publications that have described 

how celebrity diagnoses and subsequent media coverage, can positively affect the awareness 

and screening behaviour of the public. Examples include improved cervical cancer screening 

following the death of television celebrity Jade Goody from cervical cancer in 2009 [237], a 

temporary decrease in breast-conserving surgery after Nancy Reagan’s mastectomy in October 

1987 [238], and the unprecedented increase in mammography bookings post the news 

coverage of Kylie Minogue’s breast cancer in May 2005 [239].   

Matthew and colleagues [233] described that a doctor’s advice works to raise a person’s 

awareness and risk perceptions. Whilst my interview data confirmed that people are receptive 

to the opinion and advice of their doctor and would generally adhere to their doctor’s 
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recommendation, the majority of participants noted that family health history discussion is not 

routinely initiated by the doctor. Therefore, previous findings that patients feel like their 

doctor might be trying to install the ‘fear factor’ [233] was not demonstrated in these 

interviews. 

Feeling at risk: Disease-specific factors 

 Perceived severity of disease 

This study found that overall, people considered cancer to be more serious than heart disease, 

which is in turn more serious than diabetes. Confirming previous findings [165, 240], cancer 

was almost universally considered the most severe of the three illnesses, often considered an 

inevitable life sentence. Whilst having a close family member diagnosed will increase one’s 

sense of vulnerability, so did a diagnosis in a friend or a more distant relative. The experience 

of watching someone with cancer was often described as a ‘rollercoaster’: a direct reflection of 

experiences described in previous work [165]. 

Whilst one study noted people’s non-fatalistic attitudes around heart disease [235], Walter 

and colleagues [165] showed that people have mixed perceptions around heart disease 

particularly in terms of seriousness and its treatment. A number of participants in my study 

described fear around heart disease due to the often sudden nature of heart attack and death.  

Regarding diabetes, Walter and colleagues [165]found it was often considered an illness of old 

age, and not a death sentence. Whilst my findings confirm that diabetes is usually ranked the 

least severe of the three illnesses, age was generally not attributed as a risk factor for diabetes, 

but almost always diet and lack of exercise. It was commonly expressed that there are a “lot 

worse things” someone could have than diabetes. Interviewees were aware that there are a 

number of everyday treatments for diabetes that were not considered extreme, compared to 

treatments such as chemotherapy for cancer or bypass surgery for heart disease.  

One study interviewed offspring of diabetic parents, and showed that whilst they considered 

diabetes to be a serious disease, the majority thought it was not very likely that they would 

develop the condition [241]. A number of participants in my study confirmed this theme, 

expressing that there were preventive lifestyle measures that could be adopted to prevent 

suffering the same outcome as affected relatives.  

Perceived cause of disease  
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Diseases were largely considered multi-factorial in cause and the shared environmental, 

behavioural and inherited factors are all important.  

One study by Backett and colleagues [242] noted that there is a tendency to discount the 

harmful effects of lifestyle behaviour in favour of a ‘multi-dimensional’ model of structurally 

based effects such as: poverty, overwork/unemployment, environmental hazards and living 

conditions. Another study conducted by Davison and colleagues [225] in South Wales describes 

that people can think that lifestyle can outweigh heredity, and as such the benefits of 

behaviour change will essentially ‘counteract’ the potential impact of heredity. My interview 

data certainly confirmed some of these external factors as potential risk factors for disease, 

however there were no examples of interviewees discounting personal lifestyle choices as 

being important risk factors. Interviewees tended to confirm Davison and colleagues’ findings 

that diseases, particularly heart disease and diabetes could be prevented through healthy 

lifestyle choice.  

The interviews confirmed a commonly described theme in previous studies by Backett and 

Walter [165, 242]  that cancer is considered multi-factorial in cause. Whilst many participants 

believed that usually an environmental or lifestyle factor will trigger a cancer event on the 

background of one’s inherited risk, cancer was most commonly described with a degree of 

mystery, being indiscriminate in who it affected. 

Walter and colleagues [180] described that ‘personal mental models’   can generate beliefs in 

cause of cancer that do not necessarily map on to fact. This was confirmed in my interviews, 

with examples including consanguinity and ‘toxic’ environments being talked about as 

potentially causative of disease in the family. Whilst the literature cites that one’s sense of 

vulnerability can be heightened due to the presence of multiple, yet unrelated cancers in the 

family [242], this was not evident in the present interview data. 

Whilst considered multi-factorial in nature, people were more likely to identify lifestyle factors 

as triggering an underlying risk for the disease. People were likely to identify other family 

members at higher risk than themselves to develop these illnesses due to poor lifestyle factors. 

Family history of heart disease was strongly related to self-ascribed candidacy.  

Many interviewees noted stress as an important cause of heart disease and cancer, but that 

someone with a family history of the disease needed to especially watch their lifestyle choices.  

This confirmed a study by Hunt and colleagues [235] in which stress was a commonly cited risk 
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factor for heart disease, as well as a study by Rees [232] that explored women’s associations of 

stress with the development of breast cancer.  

Quillin [243] found that a significant number of people with a positive family history of cancer 

remain optimistic, particularly true in minority races. People with strong religious convictions 

may discount the effect of genetic factors when considering their risk.  A relationship between 

spirituality and fatalism can be described by words such as : “beyond human control”, “meant 

to be”, “luck”, “fate”, “predestination (sic)”, “destiny” [229, 233, 243]. Fatalism may influence 

conceptions about how disease occurs and if they believe they are at high risk based on family 

history. My interview data had no reference to religion or spirituality, however ‘beyond 

control, luck, fate’ were mentioned, usually with reference to cancer as the most ‘mysterious’ 

of the three conditions.  

Perceived controllability of disease  

Walter and colleagues [180] described that a person’s ability to control or cope with their 

perceived familial risk  will depend upon their perceived severity of the disease.  My data were 

consistent with this finding, in that the development of cancer and its trajectory were largely 

out of one’s control, whereas there were more aspects of participants’ lives that they could 

modify to control heart disease or diabetes. 

Those who maintain that they have effective control over their lives tended to attribute cancer 

to controllable factors, which they can in turn avoid, and thus prevent cancer. My findings 

confirmed previous studies by Walter and colleagues [180, 182] that describes how people feel 

they can reduce or control their risk with their lifestyle or behaviour and in turn determine 

their own fate and level of empowerment.  

My interview data also confirmed that people often attribute lifestyle factors to the aetiology 

of heart disease [235] and diabetes [180], with surgery and/or medication acting to increase 

one’s sense of control. As a result, people gain a sense of immunity from their family history. 

6.3.6.1.6  Coping with and controlling familial risk 

Psychological adaptation to living with increased risk  

Walter and Emery’s ‘Model of Familial Risk Perception’ [182] was based upon Leventhal’s Self-

Regulatory Model (SRM) [192], from which they coined the term ‘coping and controlling’ . This 
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essentially describes the ways in which a person’s psychosocial response to risk can be 

predicted. Rees and colleagues [244] have also worked from the SRM to demonstrate how 

individuals actively generate cognitive and emotional representations of health threats that 

then guide and regulate their behaviour.   

Considering the themes that have emerged around feeling at risk and the ways of coping with 

and controlling familial risk, my results confirmed the SRM model. Based on people’s own 

representations of their family history as a potential threat, individuals devise action plans to 

cope with perceived threats. As Rees [244] described, whether one ends up actively pursuing 

positive action regarding their familial risk is dependent upon their personal sense of 

vulnerability. The more vulnerable one feels, generally the more likely they are to take action. 

Those who do not have an increased sense of vulnerability are more likely to either not take 

action at all, or to have another person arrange the action (e.g. referral to a specialist).  

In previous studies, interviewees felt the least amount of control over family history [180, 

240]. Furthermore, it has been found that if people perceive that their risk of developing 

cancer is determined by inheritance, they feel an increased sense of vulnerability and less 

control over their risk [180, 182]. To cope with this, people with a family history of cancer 

choose lifestyle/behaviours which they feel could reduce their risk.  

It has been suggested by Rees and colleagues  [244] that even when someone feels like a 

disease is ‘running in the family’, this knowledge alone may not be sufficient enough to 

heighten one’s perceived risk enough to instigate change or take preventive action. My 

interview data provided examples that both confirm and disconfirm this.  Most participants at 

increased familial risk did not demonstrate a sense of fatalism but rather provided 

counteracting behaviour and even attitudes employed to prevent the disease. 

One’s personal disposition tends to influence their beliefs about illnesses. Walter and 

colleagues’ work demonstrated that some people believe they have a personal influence over 

their risk and can decrease risk via making changes in their health-related lifestyle, whilst 

others demonstrated a fatalistic attitude and believed that the development of disease was 

beyond their control [182]. In my interviews there was very little mention of people 

demonstrating fatalism in its true sense and not bothering to try and reduce risk. This confirms 

the recent findings out of the Family Healthware trial in which people’s perceived sense of 

control or ability to prevent diseases was not related to familial risk category for any disease 

[205]. A related publication for the same trial described that people felt there were a lot of 
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thing they could do to prevent the diseases, although cancers were seen as less preventable 

than heart disease irrespective of family history [240].  

One study by Davison and colleagues [225] conducted in South Wales suggested that many 

people believe that falling ill is related to the following psychosocial traits: state of mind, 

outlook, general attitude and one’s general disposition or temperament.  People who are 

renowned ‘worriers’ are commonly associated with being at increased risk of heart trouble, 

which is commonly brought on by stress. Many demonstrate a desire to ‘just get on with my 

life’ to avoid worry. Social, emotional, moral and spiritual ‘healthiness’, (i.e. one’s overall 

attitude to life) will influence one’s physical health [229]. A number of participants confirmed 

these findings, with a general desire to not worry too much, and just do the best they can, and 

deal with adverse situations should they arise. My data confirmed people’s perceptions that 

happiness, contentment and lack of pressure, avoiding and managing stress [242], are all held 

as the cause and outcome of a healthy life, although few people feel they have actually 

achieved this. 

Changing behaviour, medication, screening and information gathering are all ways in which 

one gains a sense of control over their familial risk, to the extent that some believe that the 

benefits of behaviour change counteract the effects of heredity [180, 225]. This allows a sense 

of control and predictability to be felt, and ultimately an ability to continue life in the face of 

risk.    

Interviewees generally expressed the belief that a healthy diet, positive attitude and reduction 

in stress were key factors in controlling chronic risk. The data confirmed the literature, 

describing that people believe happiness, a balanced life where work, family and health were 

all balanced is usually more of an ideal than a reality [229].  

A study conducted by Rees and colleagues [232] showed that women felt they could only be 

motivated to change their behaviour if they were actually diagnosed with cancer and that 

merely being at increased risk was not enough of a motivator for changed behaviour. This was 

not demonstrated in my interviews, with participants generally believing that if they found out 

they were at increased risk, and then they would definitely pursue additional screening and 

seek further information. 

6.3.6.1.7  Family history screening in primary care 
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The GP was considered a source of screening information, and interviewees generally 

expected that the GP would enquire about a patient’s family history. However it was also 

acknowledged that the patient themselves should be aware of their own family history 

information, and work with their GP to address familial risk. This notion of a ‘two-way 

partnership’ between GP and patient to allow for optimal family history screening  confirmed 

Harris and colleagues’ findings from a study of first degree relatives of people with colorectal 

cancer [227].  

Regarding potential barriers that interviewees could see around family history screening in 

primary care, common themes both confirmed and disconfirmed what Harris showed. Harris 

and colleagues [227] described that for colorectal screening, men demonstrated a fear of 

visiting their GP. Whilst only one of my interviewees was at increased risk of bowel cancer, and 

was male, this sense of fear was not evident. Other male interviewees disconfirmed the 

general opinion of female interviewees that males are less likely to visit their GP or attend for 

screening.  

Another aspects of Harris and colleagues’ findings [227] around screening that my interview 

data confirmed was that people generally feel that it would be rare for asymptomatic family 

members of someone diagnosed with colorectal cancer to attend their GPs.  

Concerns about the legal implication of genetics, patient confidentiality and avoiding 

unnecessary anxiety have been given as reason for not initiating conversation or discussion 

around family history [245]. Therefore GPs commonly rely upon a reactive approach, waiting 

for the patient to present with a query around their family history. Whilst my interviewees did 

not cite legal or avoidance as potential reasons, my interview data confirmed that GPs usually 

do not broach family history if not prompted by the patient, with reasons such as time 

restrictions and higher priority tasks being the perceived reasons.   

Risk categorisation 

Overall, interviewees were not surprised by their familial risk assessment outcome.  This could 

be explained by the potential response bias inherent to this study. With only a 5% response 

rate to the over-arching study, compounded by only 28 participants interviewed, it was likely 

that my interview group had heightened awareness around familial risk. Their pre-conceived 

expectations around risk categorisation were likely to explain their responses to risk 

assessment, and has been previously demonstrated in the literature [246]. 
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Some participants actively sought information in order to reduce their anxiety around familial 

risk and to minimize risk to family members.  One study suggested that the motivation for 

undergoing cancer genetic risk assessment include putting one’s mind at rest, ‘knowing the 

score’ and using the risk assessment as a stepping stone to genetic testing or further screening, 

and that finding out one’s risk level is considered a way to gain information for one’s family 

[247]. 

According to some studies, provision of risk information reduced anxiety and uncertainty in 

most people [246, 247]. However, others failed to be reassured by ‘population risk’ 

information, feeling vulnerable and even disappointed that they were not eligible for earlier 

screening [246]. 

Another study showed that an ‘average ‘risk assessment outcome provokes feelings of 

reassurance, relief, reduced cancer-specific worry caused by family history. Negative emotions 

include disbelief (questioning the accuracy of the risk assessment) and tension created 

amongst family members who believed they should have been part of the process due to their 

“right to know”. 

Whilst my participants described similar responses of reassurance due to average risk 

categorisation, there were no concerns raised about ineligibility for screening, disbelief or 

tension between family members. The only similar finding was that even given a population 

risk assessment one’s level of anxiety will not necessarily be lessened, particularly given 

traumatic life experiences such as a family member with a rare cancer.  

In cases of breast, ovarian and colorectal cancer, an additional level of risk, ‘moderately 

increased risk’ was possible via the ‘Red Book’ familial risk assessment guidelines. Generally, 

participants who received a ‘moderately increased’ risk assessment outcome were not 

considered a surprise. One study has shown that for women with a moderately increased risk 

assessment, most felt reassured and empowered to make positive changes to their lifestyle 

rather than just relying on surveillance,  but some felt increased anxiety since they were not 

eligible for increased screening [246]. Another study showed that sometimes a moderate risk 

result can evoke feelings of disappointment related to not being at the appropriate age to 

commence screening, and some disbelief at the accuracy of the result [247]. These findings 

were not demonstrated in my interviews.  
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In my interview group, female participants who received a moderate familial risk of breast or 

ovarian cancer expressed that this was an ‘inconclusive’ outcome. One study showed that 

having a ‘moderate’ risk was considered somewhat ‘inconclusive’, particularly for those who 

had a previous personal diagnosis. This confirmed what one study [246] found, in which, a 

moderate risk outcome did not provide any sufficient new information for the patient to work 

with, and that that genetic testing would be more helpful. 

In instances when an increased (or in the cases of breast, ovarian and bowel cancer, a ‘high’ 

risk) was provided to a participants, there was no evidence of increased anxiety or distress. 

This confirmed what has been shown in the literature, which describes that individuals tended 

to be reassured by the high risk categorisations, and in fact, expected this outcomes [247]. 

Their concern was with the next step, namely getting genetic testing and the implications for 

family members. Uncertainty was felt around the decision making process, particularly around 

risk reducing surgery [246]. The interviews confirm this finding, with interviewees explaining 

that their focus was really about screening and the flow on effect to other family members.  

Hilgart [246] refers to the ‘Cue adaptive Reasoning Account’ or CARA which describes that 

negative and unexpected information tends to lead people to explore plausible alternative 

explanations to the true cause of their increased risk assessment. Negative and unexpected 

information is therefore less likely to be accepted than positive and expected information.  

Acceptability of family history screening 

The themes around the impact of family history screening on the community resonated with 

previous work by Bylund and colleagues [170] who used the Extended Health Belief Model to 

understand family members’ perceptions of risk for a genetic condition. A number of the 

factors described as perceived benefits of genetic testing can be translated across to perceived 

benefits of family history screening: People will consider the health of other members of their 

family through passing on information, the health of their own self looking in the future, the 

benefits of having peace of mind through confirming or resolving the unknown, and finally 

whether there may be some urgent resolution in the desperate case where symptoms are 

particularly bad. It is important to distinguish however, between the genetic testing for single 

gene conditions whereby the patient receives a definitive result surrounding the presence or 

absence of a genetic mutation that Bylund and colleagues describe, and family history 

screening for polygenic, complex conditions whereby only a risk category is provided. 
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Bylund and colleagues [170] described some barriers that participants perceived regarding the 

uptake of genetic testing, which I was able to correlate with my participants’ perceived 

barriers regarding the uptake of family history screening. These included GP ignorance, trust 

problems with one’s GP and the GP’s unwillingness to follow up. Patient fear, denial, lack of 

urgency or lack of knowledge were also identified by Bylund and colleagues [170], and again 

re-iterated by my data.  

My interview data extended to people’s perceptions around the potential benefits of family 

history screening from a wider, community perspective. Participants recognised that family 

history screening will contribute to the prevention of common chronic disease, and saw it as a 

step-forward in the provision of a holistic primary healthcare service.  

The qualitative work provided an in-depth perspective into the psychosocial impact of family 

history screening. It revealed that a person’s response to family history screening is reliant on 

a complex interplay of family, personal and external factors, which in turn are driven by their 

stage of life. Coming to terms with a family history therefore formed the bulk of this 

exploratory exercise and the development of the framework. The data surrounding people’s 

perceptions of the FHQ itself and how it could be best integrated into primary care can be 

viewed almost as an appending, yet related topic.  

It can be seen from the proposed framework that undertaking family history screening through 

the use of the FHQ is only one way that a person might come to terms with their family 

history. Without such formal family history screening, it is still possible that one may come to 

terms with their familial risk through such avenues as interactions within their family unit, 

their own lived experiences or as a result of other external factors.  

6.4 Proposed model of FHQ delivery in primary care 

The time constraints posed by people’s everyday busy lives as well as those inherent to general 

practice were not only apparent during the study, but must be acknowledged as relevant to 

the potential clinical application of the tool. The way in which a family history questionnaire is 

ultimately delivered in the primary care setting must take into account the normal running of a 

practice in terms of time, of practicality and perceived benefit for practice staff. In future 

research it will be important to explore the acceptability of the FHQ from the perspective of 

the GP and the wider primary care team.  
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The issue of practices having an ‘up to date’ patient database to optimise patient response 

rate into the study, ended up revealing more than just recruitment issues. From a family 

history collection perspective, it is also important. Realistically, one must consider how would 

regular updating of family history information be achieved in primary care?  This ties into 

preferred mode of FHQ delivery: online or take home means that time can be taken, and 

family health talk can occur, to allow for more accurate family history information to be 

generated.  

The rise in use of the Internet by the members of the general public and physicians [248] was 

confirmed throughout this study.  From participants who preferred to receive their 

appointment reminder via mobile telephone text message (SMS) to those who requested they 

receive their follow-up questionnaires via email, one could speculate that electronic media is 

an acceptable method for delivering healthcare-related information and resources.  

This preference for electronic media may mean that the use of computerised risk assessment 

tools, or ‘CRATs’ as Kelly [79] identifies them, at home or in the clinic, is the best path forward 

in terms of meeting the needs of personalised risk assessment.  

A recent publication by Hoffman [249] describes that personalised medicine will only 

accomplished through the use of sophisticated electronic medical record (EMR) systems that 

are designed to support the individualised functions required. With specific reference to family 

history, he notes that unlike most other clinical data, genetic data has direct and lasting 

relevance to a patient’s family members. Recent developments such as Family Healthware and 

My Family Health Portrait have brought the potential for integration of family health records 

to the fore, however the complex ethical and legal issues related to cross-person data sharing 

requires careful consideration.  

In this modern day of iPhones, iPads and more, it is reasonable to assume that one’s personal 

healthcare records could well feature as an iPhone application. Already, tools such as Google 

medical records exist. Furthermore, in February 2012 the Commonwealth and all State and 

Territory Governments of Australia agreed to national reform of Australia’s health system over 

the next five years, that aims to improve health outcomes and ensure the sustainability of the 

health system [250]. The ‘personally controlled electronic health record’ (PCEHR) system is 

being developed as part of the national “e-health program” within the reform to bring 
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consumer-focussed electronic health capabilities to the Australian health system. This may be 

another avenue to patient-controlled records including updating the medical family history.  

In many UK primary care surgeries, there is now an electronic system of patient check-in, 

whereby an electronic touch-screen is used by the patient. Potentially, this could be an 

opportunity for patients to complete a family history at practice reception with a touch-screen 

and update family history questionnaire or update their existing family history information. 

The qualitative work has provided an in-depth perspective into the psychosocial impact of 

family history screening. It revealed that one’s response to family history screening is reliant 

on a complex interplay of family, personal and external factors, which in turn are driven by 

one’s stage of life.  

It can be seen from the proposed framework that undertaking family history screening is only 

one way that one might come to terms with their family history. Without family history 

screening, any number of interactions between the family unit, lived experiences or external 

factors may lead one to also consider their family history.  

6.5 Future directions 

 “The emerging international paradigm on using evidence-based methods to evaluate tests and 

interventions works best when one can trace a linear pathway from test development through 

randomized, controlled trials that anchor usefulness in clinical practice with quantitative 

evidence of benefits and harms.”   

National Institutes of Health State-of-the-Science Conference Statement: Family History and 

Improving Health [43] 

I have provided a validated, simple and brief family history screening instrument, which could 

be completed by a patient in the Australian waiting room, to support tailored chronic disease 

prevention in general practice. In addition, I have demonstrated for those identified at 

increased risk through use of the FHQ, there is an increased likelihood of further engagement 

with healthcare professionals in dealing with familial risk. The FHQ has proved to have suitable 

performance and acceptability, without causing significant or long-lasting psychological harm. I 

have therefore responded to the need for novel approaches to support effective chronic 

disease prevention in primary care. 
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In Chapter 1 I described the process that must be undertaken for a complex intervention to 

reach the stage of a randomised controlled trial, as defined by Campbell and colleagues [47].  I 

set out to describe the problem which was the lack of a family history screening instrument for 

universal application in primary care for identifying patients at increased risk of some chronic 

diseases, despite family history being a well-established risk factor.  

The intervention was a 15-question family history questionnaire that was designed to identify 

patients at increased familial risk of heart disease, diabetes, breast, ovarian, bowel and 

prostate cancers and melanoma. The intervention and its evaluation was optimised in a 

number of ways: statistical validation of the FHQ itself, quantitative analyses of its 

psychological impact upon users, and in-depth qualitative analyses around the impact of family 

history screening and the overall potential benefits and harms of the intervention on the 

individual, family and community.  

The next step would therefore be to conduct a full scale randomised controlled trial of family 

history screening using the revised 9-question FHQ in general practice to examine the effect on 

clinical outcomes. This trial could include looking at issues round GP acceptance and 

perceptions of the FHQ and its implications for primary care. Being mindful of the challenges 

faced in this thesis, one of the major issues for a future RCT would be to find more effective 

recruitment issues (whilst maintaining the same outcome measures). 

6.6 Conclusion 

Through undertaking this research, I have addressed an international call to action for novel 

approaches to support effective chronic disease prevention in primary care. From a local 

perspective, this work has focused on the major causes of morbidity and mortality in Australia 

and applied an innovative approach to disease prevention in Australian general practice. 

The family history has been neglected as an important disease risk factor, partly because of 

time restraints to collect a full family history and apply this to assess disease risk [251]. In 

Chapter 1, I set out three aims: to develop and characterise the performance of a family 

history screening instrument, evaluate the psychological impact of family history screening 

using the instrument, and measure the intention to reduce disease risk. In response to these 

aims, I have developed and validated a simple, brief family history screening instrument, that 

could be completed by a patient in the waiting room or at home, to support tailored chronic 

disease prevention in general practice. In addition, it demonstrated no adverse psychological 

impact on users, and a positive effect of family history screening on motivation to change 
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health-related behaviours including consultation with healthcare professionals and 

information seeking around testing.   

Through formal validation, I have shown that the FHQ is a potentially useful tool for familial 

risk assessment in general practice. Looking to the future, it will be important to explore 

different service models in applying this tool in Australian general practice. Given that there 

will shortly be more sophisticated familial risk assessment algorithms available the FHQ may 

be a way to triage patients for more tailored preventive advice. 
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Appendix B - Practices Recruited into the Family History Study 

 

Grand Prom Medical Centre 

Scarborough, Western Australia 

 

Woodlands Family Practice 

Woodlands, Western Australia 

 

Central City Medical Centre 

Perth Central Business District, Western Australia 

 

Stirk Medical Group 

Kalamunda, Western Australia 

 

Third Avenue Surgery 

Mount Lawley, Western Australia 

 

Trigg GP 

Trigg, Western Australia 
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Appendix C – Research Information Sheet for Practices 

PRACTICE INFORMATION SHEET 

Your project contact: Name: Gabrielle Reid 

    Phone: 9449 5178 / 0414 638 027 

    Email: Gabrielle.Reid@uwa.edu.au 

    Role: Research Officer 

 

THE PROJECT 

Project title: Development and validation of a Family History Screening Tool to support chronic 

disease prevention in general practice 

Short title: Family History Screening Study 

Purpose: To develop and validate a family history screening tool for use in Australian general 

practice that can be used to identify patients requiring more detailed risk assessment and 

discussion about disease prevention. 

Lead researcher: Professor Jon Emery 

Host institution: The University of Western Australia 

Ethical Committee approval has been granted: Yes (HREC, UWA)  

Period of data collection within an individual practice: 6-12 months 

Suggested start date in this practice:  
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PRACTICE INVOLVEMENT  

 

 

 

 Required? Description Number required 

Patient 

records 

Yes  Names and postal addresses to be 

randomly selected from practice electronic 

records 

~500 

Patients Yes All patients aged 20-50 are eligible to 

participate 

Contact 500 in 

order to recruit 

~125-200 

Practitioners:    

     GPs Yes  Minimal. Agree to receive follow up letter 

regarding any patients identified at 

increased familial risk 

All GPs within the 

practice 

     Nurses No  - 

      

     Admin 

 

Yes 

 

Limited liaison regarding mail out and 

appointment times 

 

 

1 
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What the researcher will do: 

The researcher will write a letter on your behalf to invite a randomised sub-set of patients to 

participate in a study that focuses on medical family history.  

Once patients have agreed to participate, they will be contacted by the researcher to arrange 

an appointment time. At the appointment, a family history questionnaire will be filled out by 

the patient, as well as a self-reported health survey. The researcher conducting the interview, 

will then construct a 3 generational pedigree based on responses from the patient, particularly 

focusing on chronic diseases like cancer, heart disease and diabetes in their family.  

If the researcher finds the patient to be at increased risk for a particular condition, they will be 

initially counselled and referred back to their GP for further management. The researcher will 

provide a report of these findings to the GP and offer advice regarding management and 

possible referral. 

 

What the practice personnel will be asked to do: 

With the support of the Research Officer, send letters of invitation with a patient information 

sheet to patients on the practice letterhead.  We aim to recruit 125-200 participants. 

Make a consulting room available for interviews with patients on a regular basis (e.g. morning 

or afternoon block, once or twice each week) 

GPs are required to agree to further manage any patient who is identified to be at increased 

risk of a particular condition.  Information will be provided to GPs regarding this condition, 

including management and referral advice. 

 

How consent and confidentiality will be handled: 

Patients will give written consent to participate and, if agreed, to share the results of family 

history screening with their GP. 
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Medical family history information, whilst often significant to the health of blood relatives, is 

considered confidential information and will not be shared with family members of 

participating patients, nor anyone else. 

Assuming patient consent, the GP will know which of their patients is involved in the study, 

and will be informed with management advice if the patient is identified as being at increased 

risk for a particular condition. 

All hard copy data will be stored in a locked cabinet accessible only to the researchers, and all 

electronic data will be protected by password known only to the researchers conducting the 

study. 

Reimbursement: 

Your practice will be paid $250 to reimburse your time spent in supporting this piece of 

research. 
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Appendix D – List of ‘Other Conditions’ Described by Participants 

 

Alcoholism 

Alzheimer’s disease 

Anorexia nervosa 

Anxiety 

Arthritis 

Asthma 

Attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder 

Barrett’s esophagus 

Bipolar disorder 

Brain aneurysm 

Brain tumour 

Bulimia 

Cerebral Autosomal Dominant 

Arteriopathy with Sub-cortical Infarcts and 

Leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) 

Cervical cancer 

Charcot-Marie Tooth disease 

Churg-Strauss Syndrome 

Coeliac disease 

Colour blindness 

Congenital deafness 

Conn’s syndrome 

Crohn’s disease / Colitis / IBS 

Cystic fibrosis 

Depression 

Diverticulitis 

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome 

Essential Tremor 

Eczema 

Epilepsy 

Esophageal cancer 

Factor V Leiden 

Familial hypercholesterolaemia 

Familial malignant hyperthermia 

Fibrosing Alveolitis 

Fragile X syndrome 

Frontotemporal dementia 

G6PD Deficiency/Favism 

GIST 

Glaucoma 

Haemophilia 

Henoch-Sconlein Purpura 

Hereditary angioedema 

Hereditary haemochromatosis 

Hirschsprung’s 

HMSN 

Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

Huntington’s disease 

Hypothyroidism / Hashimoto’s / Grave’s 
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Lung cancer 

Lupus 

Marfan syndrome 

MEN 

Migraine 

Mitochondrial disorders 

Monoclonal Gammopathy of Unknown 

Significance (MGUS) 

Motor neurone disease 

Multi-minicore disease 

Multiple sclerosis 

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

Neuroblastoma 

Neurofibromatosis 1 

Obsessive compulsive disorder 

Olivopontocerebellar Atrophy 

Osteoporosis 

Otosclerosis 

Pancreatic cancer 

Parkinson’s disease 

Pnecious anaemia 

Polycystic kidney disease 

Polycystic ovarian syndrome 

Protein S deficiency 

Pseudoxanthoma elasticum 

Psoriasis 

Retinitis Pigmentosa 

Rett syndrome 

Schizophrenia 

Sickle cell anaemia 

Spina bifida 

Sjogren’s 

Testicular cancer 

Thalassaemia 

Thrombophilia 

Usher syndrome 

Von Willebrand’s disorder
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Appendix E: Baseline Psychological Impact Questionnaire 
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Appendix F: 1 Week Psychological Impact Questionnaire 
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Appendix G: 3 Month Psychological Impact Questionnaire 
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Appendix H: Topic Guide for Qualitative Interviews (Final Version) 

This interview aims to complement the information I’ve already collected at our appointment.  

You’ll remember that when we met, we went through your family history and considered each 

of your family member’s health, and then we talked about how your medical family history 

affects your own risk of developing any conditions that may be in your family. 

Today, I’d like to explore how this process impacted on you and your family.   

The idea behind interviews like this is that we just go in any direction that the conversation 

takes us – with no strict agenda. Everything we discuss is of course entirely confidential, and 

the transcript that I collect from today will be de-identified. Is it ok with you that I record this 

conversation? 

 If we go back to when you first received the invitation from your practice to participate 
in a family history study, what was your initial reaction? 

o Was there anything about the fact that it is a family history study that sparked 
your interest? 

o The notion of something “running in the family” – what does this mean to 
you? 

o At that point in time, did you feel like anything ran in your family? 
o Why do you think this is something that runs in your family? 

 

 You may remember the family history questionnaire I asked you to fill out? It 
effectively ‘screened’ your family history – trying to flag any aspects of your family 
history that may increase your own risk of developing various conditions.  

 

o How did that screening process may you feel? 
o How does this type of screening compare to other types of screening we 

regularly undertake at our GPs? For example, Pap Smears, breast 
examinations? 

o How would you describe the impact on you in doing this? 
o How do you think patients in general would feel about having to complete 

family history screen? 
o How do you think GPs would find incorporating this family history screening 

tool into their routine care?  
o What impact does this have on your family? Your husband? Your kids? 
 

 What if any, are your intentions to change your lifestyle to improve your disease risk?   
 

 What motivates you to improve your lifestyle choices? 
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 Talk me through the conditions in your family history that you believe you are at 
increased risk of developing? 

o Let’s go through them… Is there one that worries you the most/least? Why? 
o More generally, why do you think some people are more worried about 

particular conditions more than others? 

 Given you don’t have a family history of <x> I wonder if you might be able to imagine 
how you would feel if you did. For example imagine your uncle and your grandmother 
had… <x, y, z>. How do you think this would impact on you? 

 

 Has your family history every prompted you to talk to your GP about your risk? 
o What are your experiences with discussing your medical family history with 

your GP? 
o How do you feel about discussing your family history with your GP? 
o Is it as important as other health concerns? 

 

 The Family History Questionnaire – you’ll remember the questionnaire I asked you to 
complete that asked whether you have relatives with particular conditions.  Some 
questions prompted you to think about the ages of diagnosis of particular conditions 
or the number of relatives in your family that have had a particular condition. 

o How did you find this questionnaire?   
o Was it something you can envisage filling out in the waiting room at your 

general practice? 
o How could it be improved? 
o Would a different mode of delivery be helpful? E.g. online 
o Why do you think that this is or is not a good idea 
o What do you think the impact of family history screening could be on our 

community in general? 
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Appendix I: Relevant publications post systematic review 

Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

Acheson et al, 

2010 [205] 

Family Healthware USA 

41 primary care 

practices 

Cluster-randomised 

controlled clinical trial.  

At baseline, 

participants reported 

perceptions around 6 

core diseases including 

perceived risk for each 

disease, worry about 

developing each, and 

perceived control over 

each disease.  

2330 participants 

who used FHQ 

immediately after 

providing baseline 

data 

15.7% of those 

invited, 88% of 

those consented 

Perceived risk was 

moderately correlated with 

worry (Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient 0.30 for ovarian 

cancer and 0.53 for 

diabetes, p<0.001) 

Higher perceived risk 

correlated with lower 

perceived control (-0.03 

diabetes to -0.12 for breast). 

Mean level of perceived risk 

for each disease ranged 

from 2.65 to 2.78, 

corresponding to “about the 

same”.  

Perceived personal risk and 

disease-specific strongly 

related to family history 

(p<0.001 for each disease) 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

Armel et al, 

2009 [252] 

FHQ – from Familial 

Breast and Ovarian 

Cancer Clinic, 

Princess Margaret 

Hospital Toronto 

Ontario, Canada Prior to appointment, 

pedigree created from 

information in FHQ. 

Pedigree reviewed and 

updated by genetic 

counsellor during 

appointment.  

Changes noted across 

pre and post 

counselling pedigrees. 

121  

Mean age 47 

 

Not provided 

 

12% of pedigrees acquired 

changes that led to a revised 

probability estimate for 

BRCA1/2 mutations and 5% 

acquired changes that 

altered genetic testing 

eligibility.  

Ashton-Prolla 

et al, 2009 

[214] 

FHS-7 

A 7-question 

instrument about 

family history of 

breast, ovarian and 

colorectal cancer 

Southern Brazil Genetic cancer risk 

assessment of detailed 

pedigrees compared to 

FHS-7 of two 

consecutive samples of 

women who answered 

positively to at least 

one question and 

negatively to all 

questions. 

Test-retest reliably 

assessed by a separate 

1795 women 

(885 with positive 

self-reported family 

history 

910 with negative 

self-reported family 

history 

Additional 171 

women completed 

FHS-7 twice 

9218 women 

enrolled in larger 

cohort.  

1285 answered 

positively to at least 

one question, of 

these 902 were 

seen for genetic 

cancer risk 

assessment, and 

885 agreed to 

participate (98% 

Sensitivity 88% 

Specificity 56% 

Intra-class correlation (ICC) 

between answers in two 

applications 0.84 for at least 

one positive answer 

Temporal stability of 

instrument ICC = 0.65 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

group of participants response rate). 

Denominator of 

those with no self-

reported family 

history not 

provided. 

 

Cohn et al, 

2010 [253] 

Health Heritage 

Web-based tool for 

the collection and 

assessment of family 

health history, 

including 89 

conditions 

Virginia, USA Non-randomised 

cohort study. 

Intervention group 

(Health Heritage) 

Usual care group (local 

primary care unit) 

These were compared 

to a gold standard 

which was family 

history collected by 

certified GC and then 

assess by specialists. 

109 

Intervention group 

(Health Heritage) = 

54 

Usual care group = 

55 (local primary 

care unit) 

70.4% female 

Most participants in 

the 46-55 year age 

group. 

Usual Care: 55/700 

7.9% 

Intervention: 

54/6438.4% 

Health Heritage consistently 

outperformed usual care in 

completeness and accuracy 

of family health history 

collection, identifying 60% of 

the evaluated risk conditions 

specified by the genetic 

team versus 24% identified 

by usual care. 

Facio et al, 

2010 [206] 

My Family Health 

Portrait (MFHP) with 

USA Validation of online 

MFHP. Participants 

Convenience sample 

of 150 from larger 

N/R Online pedigree compared 

to supplemented pedigree: 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

use also of Family 

Healthware (FHW) 

collected their family 

histories using MFHP, 

and a GC interviewed 

them to validate the 

entries and created a 

‘supplemented 

pedigree’.  

Initial MFHP pedigrees 

were compared to 

supplemented 

pedigree. 

Pedigrees were 

entered into FHW to 

assess risks for the 

diseases.  

 

longitudinal ClinSeq 

cohort of 745 

Average age = 56.5 

years 

Female : Male = 1:3 

 

Heart disease: sensitivity 

93.4%, specificity 77.7% 

Stroke: sensitivity 99.5%, 

specificity 87.4% 

Diabetes: specificity 99.9%, 

sensitivity 81.8%  

Colorectal cancer: specificity 

99.8%, sensitivity 80.9% 

Breast cancer: specificity 

99.9% sensitivity 84.1% 

Ovarian cancer: specificity 

99.7% sensitivity 90% 

Risk Assessment: 

MFHP yielded identical risks 

to the supplemented 

pedigree for 94-99% for 

diabetes, and colon, breast 

and ovarian cancers. The 

agreement was lower for 

coronary artery disease 

(68%) and stroke (83%) 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

Grover, 2007 

[68] 

Self-administered 

family cancer history 

questionnaire 

USA Physician notes from 

first visit reviewed to 

determine 

concordance of the 

family cancer history 

with the patients’ self-

reported family history 

387 consecutive CRC 

patients at their first 

visit to a 

gastroenterology 

cancer clinic 

387/395 (98%) Oncologists documented a 

comprehensive family 

history in 59% (184/311) of 

patients with a first or 

second degree relative with 

cancer 

Molster et al, 

2011 [201] 

Family health history 

collection tool, as 

part of a Family 

Health History 

Program 

Perth, Western 

Australia 

Investigate the impact 

of a collection tool for 

the family History 

Program upon uptake 

of key health messages 

and intentions to 

adopt risk-reducing 

behaviours for chronic 

disease 

Baseline telephone 

population survey 

(n=1009) to assess 

the collection of 

family health  

histories 

Targeted intercept 

survey (n=606) with 

women to assess the 

tool 

79% - telephone 

survey 

Response rate for 

intercept survey not 

provided 

Phone survey: 37% reported 

actively collecting family 

history information, with the 

relative odds being greater 

for women, people aged 18-

44 years, parents, those with 

a genetic condition in their 

family and those who 

perceived family history to 

be ‘very important.’ 

Following exposure to the 

tool, 54% were motivated to 

do something after reading 

the information in the tool, 

particularly talking to 

relatives (24%) and writing 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

down their family history 

using the tool (18%).  

Murff et al, 

2007[207] 

Self-completed 

survey 

USA Comparison of family 

cancer history 

information collected 

through survey with 

that documented with 

medical charts 

310 

Mean age = 38.9 

years 

85.5% female 

31% 18/42 at increased risk for 

breast or colorectal based 

on family history had 

documentation within their 

chart. 

Age of cancer diagnosis 

recorded for 40% of affected 

relatives, compared with 

81% through the survey 

(p<0.001) 

O’Neill  et al, 

2009[160] 

Family Healthware 

Interactive online 

tool that provides 

personalised familial 

risk assessments 

based on family 

history of coronary 

heart disease, stroke, 

diabetes and 

colorectal, breast and 

USA 

41 primary care 

practices 

Practice-based, cluster-

randomised controlled 

trial. 

Main outcome 

measure to determine 

the prevalence of 

family history-based 

risk for 6 core diseases. 

Primary care practices 

randomized to either 

3786 enrolled 

Intervention: 2364 

Control: 1422 

3585 completed the 

risk assessment tool 

Mean age = 50.6 

years 

Females = 70% 

18% recruitment 

89% retention from 

consent to baseline 

and 88% retention 

from baseline to 

follow-up. 

Mean completion time: 19.6 

minutes 

Through use of Family 

Healthware 82% of 

participants identified as 

strong/moderate familial 

risk for at least one of the 

diseases. 

CHD = 59% 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

ovarian cancer intervention or control 

arm 

Intervention group 

used Family 

Healthware directly 

after the baseline 

survey controls 

received standard 

preventive messages 

then used the tool 

after completing the 

follow-up survey. 

Baseline and 6 month 

follow-up 

questionnaires 

 

Stroke = 49% 

Diabetes = 37% 

CRC = 15% 

Breast cancer = 22% 

Ovarian cancer = 10% 

O’Neill et al, 

2008 [30] 

(conference 

poster 

presentation) 

Family Healthware USA 

1 of 41 

participating 

primary care 

practices: 

Evanston 

Comparison of 

agreement assessed 

between history 

information entered 

directly into the FH 

tool with existing 

1124 patients 

enrolled in larger 

Family Healthware 

trial 

Not applicable – 

patients already 

enrolled in larger 

study 

No or insufficient family 

history information to 

perform chart-based risk 

assessment for:  

Heart disease: 37.5% 
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

Northwestern 

Healthcare 

documental in their 

medical charts.  

Stroke: 60% 

Diabetes: 63.5% 

Colorectal cancer: 47.7% 

Breast cancer: 51.2% 

Ovarian cancer: 40.2% 

 23% of these had mod-

strong risk for one of these 

diseases when entered into 

FH.  

Agreements (p<0.04): 

Coronary heart disease: 

53%, k=0.399 

Stroke: 60% k=0.338 

Diabetes: 71%, k=0.563 

Colorectal cancer: 92%, 

k=0.740 

Breast cancer: 84%, k=0.666 

Ovarian cancer: 91%, 

k=0.0.531  
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Citation Tool or intervention Location Design and outcome 

measures 

Participants Response rate Results 

Ruffin et al, 

2011 [42] 

Family Healthware USA 

41 primary care 

practices 

2-arm cluster-

randomised clinical 

trial. 

Intervention arm: FHQ 

Control arm: Standard 

care 

Lifestyle behaviours 

(smoking, fruit and 

vegetable intake, 

physical activity and 

aspirin use). 

Screening behaviours 

(blood pressure, 

cholesterol, blood 

glucose) 

Outcomes compared 

across 2 groups at 

baseline and 6 months 

follow-up. 

 

Intervention arm: 

2364 

Control arm: 1422 

18% recruitment 

89% retention from 

consent to baseline 

and 88% retention 

from baseline to 

follow-up. 

Intervention participants 

were more likely to increase 

daily fruit and vegetable 

consumption from 5 or less 

servings to 5 or more 

servings per day (OR = 1.47, 

95% CI 1.05-1.58) and to 

increase physical activity  

(OR = 1.47, 95% CI, 1.08-

1.98) 

Intervention participants 

were less likely to move 

from not having cholesterol 

screening in the last 5 years 

to having this measured 

within 5 years (OR  = 0.34; 

95% CI 0.17-0.67).  
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Appendix J: Related Publications, Presentations and Awards 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

 Reid GT, Walter FM, Brisbane JM, Emery J, ‘Family History Questionnaires Designed for 

Clinical Use: A Systematic Review’, Public Health Genomics, 2009; 12(2):73-83 

 Reid G, Emery J, ‘Applying the family history for chronic disease prevention in general 

practice’, Australian Family Physician, 2006; 35 (11): 879-885  

 

CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS 

2006: General Practice and Primary Health Care Research Conference, Perth WA, oral 

presentation: ‘Systematic review of family history questionnaires in primary care’ 

2006: WA Primary Health Care Research, Evaluation and Development Conference, oral 

presentation: ‘Development of a Family History Screening Questionnaire for use in Australian 

General Practice’  

2007:  Annual Scientific Meeting of the Human Genetics Society of Australasia, Auckland New 

Zealand, oral presentation: ‘Systematic review of family history questionnaires’  

2009: General Practice and Primary Health Care Research Conference, Melbourne, oral 

presentation: ‘A family history screening study in general practice – The story so far’ 

2009: Genes for Health, GraPHInt Conference, Fremantle, WA, oral presentation ‘A family 

history screening study in general practice – The story so far’ 

2009: General Practice and Primary Health Care Research Conference, Melbourne, Victoria, 

oral presentation: ‘A family history screening study in general practice – the story so far.’ 

2010: General Practice and Primary Health Care Research Conference, Darwin, poster 

presentation: ‘Shaking the branches of the family tree – Assessing the impact of family history 

screening in primary care’ 
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2010: PHCRED WA Conference, Perth, oral presentation: ‘Shaking the branches of the family 

tree – Assessing the impact of family history screening in primary care’ 

2010: International Congress of Human Genetics, Melbourne, poster presentation: ‘Shaking 

the branches of the family tree – Assessing the impact of family history screening in primary 

care’ 

2011: International Meeting on the Psychological Aspects of Hereditary Cancer, Amsterdam 

(27-29 April 2011), oral presentation: “Assessing the psychosocial aspects of family history 

screening in the Australian primary care setting” 

2011: Oral presentation, General Practice and Primary  Care Research Unit, University of 

Cambridge, “Assessing the psychosocial aspects of family history screening in the Australian 

primary care setting” 

 

AWARDS 

2010 Awarded a University of Western Australia Convocation Postgraduate Research Travel 

Award ($AU 2,500) 

2010 Awarded a University of Western Australia Grant for Research Student Training ($AU 

5000) 

2011 Awarded ‘Best Research Presentation’ at the International Meeting on the Psychosocial 

Aspects of Hereditary Cancer’ Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

  

 

 


